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FROM THE PUBLISHERS

The idea of publishing a book about the international solidarity

with the Spanish people in the thirties was advanced in July 1966

at the Berlin international meeting of veterans of the Spanish na-

tional-revolutionary war and former international brigaders. An
International Editorial Board was set up for the purpose. At its

meeting in Moscow on January 10 through 19, 1970, the Board

discussed and approved for publication the materials presented by

a number of national organisations of Spanish war veterans.

Naturally, the collection could not contain material on all the

national contingents that took part in the struggle in Spain. Never-

theless, the contribution made by anti-fascists from the countries

listed in the book was decisive both for the movement of solidarity

with the Spanish Republic and for the organisation of Internation-

al Brigades.
.

The International Editorial Board was greatly helped m its work

by Dolores Ibarruri and other editors of the monumental study

The War and Revolution in Spain 1936- 1 939; by International

Brigade veterans Franz Dahlcm (GDR), Franciszek Ksiezarczyk

(Poland), Karlo Lukanov (Bulgaria), and Valter Roman (Ruma-

nia).
_ .

The articles on the solidarity movement with Republican Spain

were prepared by the following organisations of veterans of the

movement and of the anti-fascist war of the Spanish people in

1936-1939 (the authors’ names are given in brackets):

A group of Argentinian volunteers in the Spanish People’s

Army [a group of authors)

;

The Association of Austrian Volunteers for Republican Spain

in 1936-1939 and Friends of Democratic Spain {Max Stern);

The International Brigade Association and Friends of Republi-

can Spain, Britain (Nan Green);

The Anti-Fascist Fighters’ Committee, Bulgaria {D. Sirkov)

;

Veterans of the International Brigades—Mackenzie-Papineau

Battalion of Canada (a group of authors)

;
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A group of Cuban fighters in the Spanish Republican Army
(Ladislao G. Carbajal

,
Ramon Nicolau

)

;

The Union of Fighters Against Fascism, Czechoslovakia (Prof.

Frantisek Krnzik
) ;

A group of Finnish international brigaders (Paavo Koskinen,

Onni Hukkinen);

The Fraternity of Former Spanish Volunteers, France (Roger

Michaut)

;

The section of former fighters in Spain, the Anti-Fascist

Fighters' Committee in the GDR (Prof. Hans Heubner);

The Union of Hungarian Guerrillas (Jend Gyorkei);

A group of Irish veterans of International Brigades (Michael

O’Riordari
)

;

The Italian Association of Anti-Fascist Volunteers in Spain

(Cesare Colombo);

A group of Norwegian veterans of International Brigades (Ran-

dulf Dalland, ]. Lappe, S. Mortensen, E. Reiersen);

The Central Commission of the Veterans of the Dabrowski Bri-

gade under the Union of Fighters for Freedom and Democracy,

Poland (a group of authors);
The Anti-Fascist Fighters’ Committee in the Rumanian Socialist

Republic (Mihai Burcd, Valter Roman)

;

The Union of Swedish Volunteers in Spain (Knut Olsson, Sixten

Rogeby);

The Fraternity of Former Swiss Fighters in Republican Spain

(a group of authors):

Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade, USA (Arthur

H. Landis);

The section of participants in the national-revolutionary war in

Spain, the Soviet War Veterans’ Committee (Prof. D. Pritsker);
The Fraternity of Former Yugoslav Volunteers in the Spanish

Republican Army (a group of authors).

The article “The Fight Goes On” is written by Chairman of the

Communist Party of Spain Dolores Ibarruri; the article “An Im-
portant Stage in the Peoples’ Struggle Against Fascism”, by former

Commissar General of the International Brigades Luigi Longo,

now Chairman of the Italian Communist Party; the article “The
War in Spain and the Struggle of the International Communist
Movement for Unity of the Anti-Fascist Forces”, by the veteran of

the International Brigades, Franz Dahlem (GDR), now member of

the CC SUPG; the concluding article was prepared, on instructions

from the International Editorial Board, by the Soviet Editorial

Board (I. S. Kremer and /. N. Nesterenko).

DOLORES IBARRURI

Chairman of the Cojnmunisf. Party of Spain

THE FIGHT GOES ON

The resistance of the people of Spain to the military-fascist

revolt that began in June 1936 holds a special place among the

political events that shook the consciousness of Europe and the

world in the thirties.

In a period when the so-called democratic governments were

conceding position after position to fascism and thus helping it to

gain ground, this powerful and unexpected resistance immediately

won the sympathies of the most progressive forces in all countries,

and particularly those of the working class, who declared their sup-

port for the Spanish people in no uncertain terms.

A counterweight to this attitude of the popular and democratic

forces was the open hostility to the struggle of the Spanish people

on the part of the governments of France and Britain, which from

the outset tried to stifle it with the help of the so-called policy of

non-intervention, which in effect meant aiding and abetting the

aggressor.

This policy prevented the Spanish Government from purchasing

the arms so badly needed for defence against the counter-revolu-

tionary revolt, that had its origins in Mussolini’s Italy and in Hitler

Germany, which were then preparing to launch acts of aggression

in Europe.

The force opposing the policy of cowardly tolerance of and con-

cessions to fascist aggression adopted by the “democratic” govern-

ments (a policy that was very soon to turn against those who con-

ducted it—openly or shamefacedly) was the Soviet Union. Then the

only socialist state, despite its geographical remoteness from the

scene of events, which made it almost impossible physically to come

to the aid of the Spanish people, it declared from the very first

hour of the struggle that the cause of the Spanish Republic was

that of all progressive and forward-looking mankind.
The Soviet Union consistently proved in practice that its declara-

tion was not a mere propagandist phrase, that it reflected an un-

swerving determination to help the Spanish people and government

in their desperate resistance to fascist aggression. And this

despite the fact that between Spain and the Soviet Union at that

time there had not even been any diplomatic relations.
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The fascist putsch left the Republic without means of defence.
Popular resistance seemed impossible without aircraft, without
tanks, without guns, without all the things that could have been
used against the insurgent forces, which Italy and Germany were
supplying with every kind of offensive and defensive weapon.
The Soviet Union provided the Republican Government with

military equipment to fight the revolt. But it was no easy task to
deliver it both because of the distance between Spain and the USSR
and because of the policy conducted by the governments of France,
Britain and the U.S.A.
How many Soviet ships were attacked and sunk on the way to

Spain! How many Soviet people filled with a heroic resolve to help
the Spanish people defend their right to a life of freedom in a
democratic Spain sacrificed their own lives in this cause!
How many aircraft, how many engines remained on French

territory, held up by the Blum government at a time when our
soldiers were crying out for arms with which to defend themselves!
A considerable quantity of these arms never arrived in Spain and
was subsequently used by the Germans against the French people
themselves. Nothing can wash away the historical guilt of those
who devised the policy of “non-intervention”!

Appealing to the internationalist consciousness of the Commu-
nists, of the whole international working-class movement, of all
progressively-minded people, the Communist International in every
country mobilised for aid to the Spanish people the most capable
fighting elements and organised the International Brigades. In the
trenches of Republican Spain the soldiers of these brigades won
eternal glory. Defending the Spanish people and the freedom of
their own countries, they raised the banner of proletarian interna-
tionalism to the highest peaks of heroism and self-sacrifice.
The Communist International, realising that all peoples of the

vvorld had a stake in the struggle of the Spanish people, called upon
all working people, all progressive forces to come to the aid of
Republican Spain in its resistance to fascist aggression.

Italians and Germans, French and Poles, Britishers and North
Americans, Rumanians, Bulgarians and Yugoslavs, Austrians and
Swiss, Finns and Swedes, Irish, Norwegians and Albanians, Cana-
dians, Cubans, Argentinians, Mexicans and representatives of other
Latin American republics, people of all continents, arrived in Spain
to fight alongside the Spanish people in the first great battle against
fascist aggression, a battle that became the prologue to the Second
World War. There may not have been so many of them, but all
the same their participation was of immense importance because
of their heroism, selflessness and spirit of self-sacrifice. The contri-
bution of the internationalists was of invaluable assistance to us and
inscribed the finest page in the history of international solidar-
ity.

With the deepest emotion one reads this book and feels how alive

and strong, despite the passage of time, is the memory of Repub-
lican Spain, the first country to face armed fascist aggression.
Along with the fighters of the International Brigades Soviet air-

men and tank crews arrived in Spain as fighting men and instruc-

tors for our soldiers, who did not yet know how to use modern
weapons. Together they fought heroically and died gloriously,

showing the full significance of proletarian internationalism, how
much it meant that there was such a country as the Soviet Union,
the first socialist country in the world.

Although the armed struggle ended with the defeat of the Re-
public because of the inequality of forces and the betrayal by the
Madrid Junta led by Colonel Casado, the struggle for the Re-
public and democracy did not end with the establishment of the
Franco dictatorship. It has heroically continued in the most difficult

conditions of a terrorist regime, and it continues to this day,
inspired above all by the working class and its Communist Party.
This struggle which is being fought by the workers, peasants and

students of universities and institutes in Spain, by the intelligent-

sia, professional people, and the basic political groups of our coun-
try, excluding of course the most reactionary section of the big
bourgeoisie and the still surviving groups of the fascism of yester-
year, this struggle has brought about the crisis that the dictatorship
is experiencing today. The further development of this crisis will
undoubtedly condemn Francoism to extinction and lead to the
establishment of a democratic system in Spain.
The most interesting thing about this struggle is that, just as in

the years between 1936 and 1939, it is being waged mainly by the
young generation, not only Communists but also other democrati-
cally-minded contingents of youth. The young people are continu-
ing the tradition, the glorious and heroic tradition which takes its

source from our fighters of 1936 to 1939 and their fraternal unity
with the comrades of the International Brigades. This tradition
lives on consistently and vigorously. Youth today fights with the
revolutionary conviction that only by struggle can they put an end
to dictatorship and open up for Spain the path to democracy and
socialism.

Today this struggle is supported by all the main democratic
forces of our country, including many people and groups that only
yesterday were supporting Franco. This struggle is shaking the
fascist structure of the regime and creating conditions for the es-
tablishment of a democratic system in which the working class and
democratic forces will play a role that determines the political and
social structure of Spain—a Spain open to all that is progressive,
whose goal is socialism, and socialism only, a goal towards which
all of today’s main political forces who are aware of the historical

realities of our epoch are striving.

8
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LUIGI LONGO

Chairman, of the Italian Communist Party

AN IMPORTANT STAGE IN THE PEOPLES’
STRUGGLE AGAINST FASCISM

The pages of this book recall the great urge for solidarity that

arose when the working people and democrats of all countries

hastened to the assistance of Republican Spain, which had been

attacked by the combined forces of the insurgent generals,

German nazism and Italian fascism.

The news of the Franco revolt roused great anxiety throughout

Europe and the world. Massive popular demonstrations of solidar-

ity took place in London, Moscow, Stockholm, Paris, New York,
Buenos Aires, Mexico City and many other capitals. Everywhere
people expressed a determination to render real assistance to the

Spanish Republic, the victim of attack. Food and medical supplies

were hastily collected and sent to Spain; field hospitals were orga-

nised. Volunteers from various countries tried every means of get-

ting to the Franco-Spanish frontier in the Pyrenees or of reaching

Spain by sea from the ports of Southern France. Foreign anti-

fascists living in Spain or those who had arrived at Barcelona to

take part in the People’s Olympiad 1 volunteered for the ranks of

the first people’s detachments that fought against the military-

fascist conspirators.

After the emotional upsurge of the first days came the ques-

tion of how to find organisational forms for rendering material

assistance and participation by the volunteers. This problem as-

sumed special importance in France, partly because in France there

were many groups of emigres who had left their homeland for

economic or political reasons (heavy unemployment or savage reac-

tion and fascist regimes) and who were now eager to help Republi-

can Spain. The French working people and democrats—under the

influence of the Popular Front—took an active part in the na-

1 The People’s Olympiad, to be opened on July 22, 1936 in Barcelona,

was sponsored by proletarian and democratic sports organisations of a number

of countries.

—

Ed.

tional and international struggle for peace and freedom. France

was then almost the only gateway into Spain, but this gateway was

by no means easy to reach or to pass through. This was the France

of the Popular Front, but it was also the France of Leon Blum, and

neither material aid nor the volunteers themselves could freely

enter neighbouring Spain.
. .

This is confirmed by the massive evidence collected in this book

concerning the difficulties that the anti-fascist volunteers from

many countries encountered and had to overcome to defeat the

vigilance of the police when crossing the frontier.

As is known, the capitalist states of Europe conducted a policy

of what they called non-intervention. But this “non-intervention”

was one-sided. Despite Franco-Spanish agreements, the French

government considered it its duty to prevent the flow of aid to

Spain. At the same time the fascist government of Italy and the

nazis met no obstacles in sending arms and troops to the assistance

of the rebel generals.

With the permission of the so-called democratic governments,

and sometimes without it. Aid Spain centres were set up in various

countries. In order to stimulate and co-ordinate the activities of

these centres the first European Conference in Defence of the Span-

ish Republic assembled in Paris in August 1936. It set up the

International Co-operation and Information Committee for Aid to

the Spanish Republic.

Communists, Socialists, Social-Democrats, the League of Human
Rights and various movements in the Protestant Church, people of

the Anglican Church, world-famous representatives of the Catho-

lic religion and numerous public figures in science and culture

actively joined in organising aid for Republican Spain.

It can be justly asserted, as was stated authoritatively by Stalin

at the time, that the Spanish cause had become the cause of all

advanced and progressive mankind.
The working people of Spain answered the revolt of the generals

and the treachery of whole sectors of the traditional state machine
by taking upon themselves the task of saving the democratic free-

doms of their country. The struggle in defence of the Republic as-

sumed above all a deeply national character. It was the people who
initially offered resistance to the rebel generals.

The war in Spain was a conflict between the alliance of reac-

tionary forces and the bloc of popular forces that had taken shape
in the struggle against the regime of the so-called “Black Two
Years”. 1 This clash made still more urgent the necessity for pro-

viding the republican state with a democratic and socially ad-

vanced substance.

1 From the autumn of 1933 to late 1935, when the country was ruled

by the bloc of reactionary and pro-fascist parties and groups that had won
the elections to the Cortes.

—

Ed.
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Soviet volunteer airmen at Karl Marx’s grave. London, 1938

Thus there emerged a deep connection between the crisis of the
social and political structure of Spain and the hopes that had arisen
in the popular mind after the proclamation of the republican sys-
tem. This connection explains not only the enthusiastic and mili-
tant participation of the people in the defence of the Republic, but
also the profound democratic character of the armed strugde of
1936 to 1939.

6

This connection also explains the unity of the democratic forces,
which survived the whole course of the war. Popular initiative
made it possible to overcome the disorganisation caused by the re-
volt and to create the basic—administrative, economic and mili-
tary elements of the new state and lay the foundation of a so-
ciety that would differ fundamentally from its predecessor. Final-
ly, the above-mentioned connection between the crisis of the whole
previous system and the hopes of people was also to a consider-
able extent characteristic of the activity of the most progressive
political forces of the Republic.

We,” said Jose Diaz, Secretary of the Communist Party of Spain,
a few days before the decisive victory in the elections to the Pop-
ular Front in 1936, “are the continuators of those who have given
their lives for the freedom of Spain. All that is progressive in Span-
ish history belongs to the people.”

1

Diaz demanded satisfaction

1 Jose Diaz, 'Ires anos de lucha, Ediciones Europa-America Paris-Mexico-
Nueva York, 1939, p. 89.

of the most urgent and specific needs of the poor people, and pro-

vision of human conditions of life for the dispossessed. Here he

found arguments for a broad mobilisation of the masses to solve

both immediate, pressing problems and the most general struc-

tural questions determining the democratic, progressive character of

the Republic.

“We don't want the peasants to go on eating grass,” Diaz con-

tinued, “we want them to be fed by what is produced in the fields

that they till, we want them to be able to exchange their surpluses

with the workers of the cities for the goods that they produce. We
want a Spain in which the intellectuals, the doctors, the men of

science and art can serve the people and not a clique of exploiters.

We want the universities to open their doors to the workers, to the

people. ... We want the doctors to treat the workers and all poor
people. We want to have a Spain where it is impossible for such
crimes and cruelties to be committed as were committed against

our brothers in Asturias, whose oniy fault was that they wanted
to build a just Spain. We want a Spain where the working people

have bread, work and freedom.” 1

The battle that in this situation the mass of the people continued
urgently required that they should be united at a higher level and
that a more effective social and military organisation should be
set up. This problem was complicated by the diversity of the forces

taking part in the Spanish popular movement and by the influence

of specific national factors due to differences in the processes of

historical development and the specific features of the formation of

separate national groups (Basques, Catalonians, Galicians). The
difficulties were also due to the uneven development of various po-
litical forces taking part in the popular movement and the wholly
understandable hostility of the masses (for centuries they had ex-

perienced the harshest types of government) to any forms of disci-

pline that remotely suggested the oppression from which they
wished to liberate themselves.

In the face of all these difficulties it was essential to win mas-
sive support for the united front and to rally all anti-fascists. “You
wonder what can be set against an armed and crafty enemy with
all the cruel machinery of suppression at his disposal,” Jose Diaz
asked at one of the meetings. “Is enthusiasm alone enough? This
enthusiasm must be embodied in a strong organisation that can de-
velop the struggle and bring us to victory over reaction and fas-
cism. Mere wishes and enthusiasm are not enough. There must
be organisation and still more organisation.”

The dilemma that confronted Spain was clear: “Either democra-
cy would conquer fascism or fascism would destroy democracy;
either the revolution would triumph over counter-revolution or

1 Ibid., pp. 90-91.
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Each time I speak in

Geneva or elsewhere

supporting the Spanish

Government’s stand on

the recall of the

non-Spanish combatants,

I emphasize the difference

between the one kind of

“volunteers” and the

other. Some invaded

Spain on orders from

their rulers, others came

to defend it, deeply

convinced that a

decisive battle for

democracy and for peace

in Europe was developing

in Spain.

Comrades from the

International Brigades, the

glorious vanguard of

world anti-fascism,

honorary citizens of

heroic Madrid and

Spain that will be

victorious tomorrow,

there are no words in the

Spanish language, capable

of expressing the subtlest

shades of feeling, that

can convey our admiration

for you and our

gratitude!

Julio Alvarez del Vayo

Address of foreign Minister Julio Alvarez del Vayo, Commissar General of the
Republican Army, to volunteers of the International Brigades

counter-revolution would turn Spain into a country of poverty,

starvation and terror.” “We want to avoid this,” said Diaz on the

eve of the February elections of 1936, “this is why we propose set-

ting up a popular bloc now and preserving it after victory at the

elections so that the bourgeois-democratic revolution will develop

consistently and lead—at this first stage—to something that has not

yet been realised in our country and that the French revolution

achieved in 1789—to the abolition of the feudal survivals that are

still one of the material pillars of reaction.” 1

As we know, as soon as the results of the Popular Front victory

in the elections on February 16, 1936 were published, the reaction-

aries began preparing a coup d’etat that would have nullified the

expression of the people’s will. Reaction steered a course towards

overt fascism and sought to achieve its ends with the help of the

military, including a group of generals, the so-called Africanists. 2

The victory of the Popular Front in Spain was followed a little

later by its victory in France. It was becoming clear that this was

an upsurge of the mass of the people capable of barring the road

to fascism in Europe and promoting the policy of collective security

which the Soviet Union was at the time pursuing in the name of

peace.
Reinforcement of the front of anti-fascist democracy could have

become a sound bulwark of peace in Europe, a counterweight to

Hitler’s revanchism, which constituted the greatest threat to world

peace, and a counterweight to the military adventures of Musso-

lini in Africa and the Mediterranean area.

The reactionary Spanish oligarchy chose the path of fascism.

To save the Republic and democracy in Spain it was essential to

thwart the conspiracy of reaction, to widen the mass base of the

republican system, to disarm the reactionary forces and to strike

at the very foundations of their influence and power.

This made it urgently necessary to implement in full and as

quickly as possible the most important demands of the programme
of the Popular Front: uncompensated confiscation of the estates of

the big landlords, the church and the monasteries, and their imme-
diate transfer free of charge to the poor peasants and agricultural

workers; liberation of the overseas territories oppressed by Spanish

imperialists; the rights of self-government and self-determination

for Catalonia, the Basque country and Galicia; and a general im-

provement of living and working conditions for the working class.

In the complex and eventful situation of those days the vanguard
of the working class made use of the experience it had acquired

in the battles of the Black Two-Year Period and in the process

1 Jos6 Diaz, op. cit., p. 118.
2 Africanists—the most reactionary section of the officer caste of the

Spanish army, which had made their career during punitive expeditions against

the population of the Spanish colonies in Africa.

—

Ed.
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but also the point of departure for the waging of more decisive

social and political battles.

The counter-offensive against fascism followed immediately

thanks to the vigilance and initiative of the alerted masses of the

people. The people answered the fascist revolt by an immediate

general political strike, by universal arming of the masses on their

own initiative (later legalised by the republican authorities), by

lightning assaults on the fascist barracks and strong points, by

street demonstrations and establishment of control over populated

areas.

The long and persistent struggle for unity during the period pre-

ceding the fascist revolt resulted at the dramatic moment of the

Franco attack in joint action in response to appeals by the Commu-
nist and Socialist parties. There was an obvious continuity be-

tween the phase before July 18 and the new phase that began with

the struggle by the republican and anti-fascist forces.

Jose Diaz in one of his radio speeches generalised the objec-

tives of the struggle as follows: “What is the Spanish people fight-

ing for? It is defending its freedoms and democratic rights against

fascism, against the military traitors who wish to condemn our

country to barbarity, poverty and starvation. The Communist Party

is in the front rank of this struggle for defence of the democratic

Republic. In face of the fascist threat we have risen to defend our

right and the people’s right to life. We are determined that our

people shall not experience the disgrace of a fascist regime. We
want to live in peace with the peoples of the whole world/’ 1

The counter-offensive of the people’s united forces prevented

the fascists from achieving their planned objectives. The navy re-

mained almost totally on the side of the Republic. A large part of

the African army was stranded on Moroccan territory. Of the four

columns detailed for an assault on Madrid only two were able to

move, but even they were halted at the Sierra Heights. Santander

and Vascongadas on which the insurgent generals had placed their

hopes remained in the hands of the people.

Eight days after the revolt had begun the German diplomatic

representarive in Madrid informed Berlin on the situation stating

that unless something unexpected happened there was little hope

that the military revolt would be successful. It was then that the

Italian fascists decided to launch their mass invasion of Spain.

Italian ships and aircraft transported the main forces of the insur-

gents from Morocco to the metropolis. Then came the invasion by

regular fascist divisions from Italy, the special nazi Condor

Legion, the Heinkcls and Junkers of the German air force.

The civil war in Spain assumed a different character. 1 he war
unleashed by world fascism against the Spanish people now

1 Jose Diaz, op. cit., pp. 260-61.
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Ihe people of Barcelona give a warm send-off to volunteers of the Interna-
tional Brigades

emerged as the first stage of fascist aggression against the peoples
ol Lurope. Realisation of this fact by the democratic forces of the
whole world stimulated more concrete and tangible aid for the
Spanish Republic. Volunteers began to pour in, eager to fight
Spanish and world fascism.
Thus the organisation of the International Brigades began as an

expression of the idea of the Popular Front. They put themselves
at the disposal of the Spanish people and its government agencies.
from the very outset it was decided that the international mili-

tary formations would be part of the regular Spanish Republican
Army and come under the command of its General Staff, that their
commanders and commissars would be enlisted in the Spanish army
and that its discipline would apply to them, that the banner of the
International Brigades was the banner of the Spanish Republic.
At the same time the International Brigades were allowed to carry
also a red banner as a symbol of international solidarity.
The International Brigades fought valiantly in defence of Ma-

drid and afterwards took part in all the main battles on Spanish
soil. Their heroism was an inspiration to the world.
At the mustering point of the International Brigades in the town

of Albaccte volunteers arrived at the rate of about six hundred to
seven hundred per week. The total in the period from autumn 1936
to summer 1938 exceeded 30,000, who came from nearly -all the

countries of Europe, from North and South America and even

from Africa, India and China

This book provides yet another affirmation oi the valuable con-

tribution that the International Brigades made to the struggle of

the Spanish people; when the new Republican Army was formed

out of the detachments of the People’s Militia the international

units set an example of order and discipline. But the main service

and fundamental role in the cause of defending the Republic

against the aggression of the insurgent generals, Italian fascism

and German nazism belong, of course, to the Spanish people them-

selves—at the beginning, to the detachments of the Peoples

Militia, and later to the Republican Army.

When the Republican Government under pressure from the so-

called democratic governments and the League of Nations decid-

ed in September 1938 to withdraw from the front all non-Spanish

soldiers, the population of Barcelona mounted a massive demon-

stration of welcome in the name of the whole Spanish Republic for

the volunteers who had come to defend Spain and who were now
bidding her farewell, leaving forever on her soil many of their best

comrades who had fallen in battle.
_

On this occasion Dolores Ibarruri, La Pasionaria, addressed all

women of Spain: “Mothers! Women! When the years pass and the

wounds of war are staunched; when a present of freedom, peace and

well-being dispels the memories of the sorrowful and bloody days

of the past: when feelings of rancour are dying away and all

Spaniards feel equal pride in their free country—then speak to

your children. Tell them of the men of the International Brigades!

“Tell them how, coming over seas and mountains, crossing fron-

tiers, bristling with bayonets and watched for by ravening clogs

thirsty to tear at their flesh, these men reached our country as Cru-

saders of Freedom, to light and die for the freedom and indepen-

dence of Spain over which hung the threat of German and Italian

fascism. They gave up everything: love, country, home, fortune,

mothers, wives, brothers and children and came to say to us: ‘We
are here! Your cause, the cause of Spain, is ours; it is the common
cause of all advanced and progressive mankind’.’ 1

1 Dolores Ibarruri, En In lucha. Palabras y hechos, 1936-1939, Vol. I,

Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1968, p. 355.
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THE WAR IN SPAIN AND THE STRUGGLE
OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST

MOVEMENT FOR UNITY OF THE ANTI-FASCIST
FORCES

The valiant struggle of the Spanish people for freedom and in-
dependence against the military-fascist revolt and the interven-
tion oi the fascist states—Germany and Italy—roused an unprece-
dentedly broad movement of solidarity. Millions of people in var-
ious countries contributed their mite to the cause of aid for the
•Spanish Republic.

'I lie tremendous scope of this movement had been prepared by
years of active anti-war and anti-fascist struggle bv the working
people in many countries, developed on the initiative of the Com-
munist parties united in the Communist International. The historic
service performed by the Comintern lay in its timely noting of
tlie growing danger of a new imperialist war and its accurate in-
dication of the sources of this danger—European, particularly Ger-
man, fascism and Japanese militarism. On the other hand, the re-
formist leaders of Social-Democracy, like the liberal groups among
the democratic public, persisted for a long time in denying the dan-
ger of war.
On January 1, 1933, a conference of Communist parties of nine

European countries—Germany, France, Britain, Italy, Poland.
Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Austria and Luxembourg—was held in
Essen, in the centre of the Ruhr. It passed important decisions on
organisation of joint action by the proletariat of individual coun-
tries. Specifically, it recommended that there should be “general
anti-war demonstrations by people who have suffered from war,
women, young people, athletes, writers, artists, actors, doctors en-
gineers and other workers in the intellectual field”. International
campaigns were to be organised against the white terror, against
the punitive expeditions, executions and physical extermination of
revolutionary fighters. The resolution stressed the significance of
the Amsterdam anti-war movement and Communists were called

upon to take an active part in it.
1 So the Communists sought and

found general democratic, mass forms of struggle against the

threat of war.
. . . . _ ,

_
In 1933 alone, on the initiative of the International Committee

Against Imperialist War, set up by the Amsterdam anti-war con-

gress. several impressive international gatherings were held that

placed the struggle against war and fascism in the focus of public

opinion and rallied all fighters for peace, from Communists to

pacifists, from proletarians to British Tories.

The European anti-fascist congress in Paris, the Latin American

anti-war congress in Montevideo, the anti-war conference of the

Scandinavian countries in Copenhagen, the US anti-war congress

in New York, the Asian anti-war congress in Shanghai, the inter-

national congress of youth against war in Paris—such is a by no

means complete list of the anti-war forums of 1933.

Right up to the outbreak of war in Spain the anti-war movement
marched from strength to strength. It spread from the congress

halls to the streets and squares of cities. The anti-war slogans

merged with demands to bar the road to fascism, with campaigns

in defence of the victims of fascist persecution and murder. In 1935

and 1936 May Day demonstrations were held in many countries

under the slogans of struggle against war and fascism. The events

in Spain endowed this movement with new strength and extend-

ed its influence on the broad masses.

By this time the international communist movement in the shape

of the decisions of the 7th Congress of the Comintern (1935) com-

pleted the work of formulating a strategic and tactical policy

suitable to the new conditions. The struggle against fascism as the

main task, defence of democratic regimes, alliance with all polit-

ical and social forces opposing fascism and war—such were the

main features of this policy. As history has shown, the decisions

of the 7th Congress helped to bring together the democratic

forces in a number of countries in an anti-fascist Popular Front.

In France, owing to the joint efforts of the Communists, Social-

ists and Radicals, the attempt at a fascist coup d'etat in February
1934 was defeated. The Communist Party of Spain by its consis-

tent adherence to the policy of the Popular Front promoted the

victory of democracy over the forces of reaction and fascism at

the general elections in 1936, the crushing of the military fascist

revolt of July 13 in the main centres throughout the country, and
later the organisation of popular resistance to the Italo-German

invasion.

The international communist movement did everything possible

to help the working people of Spain in dealing with the complex

1 Role Fahne
, January 10, 1933. The anti-war movement dates its history

from the Amsterdam international congress held on August 27-29, 1932.
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problems of consolidation of the Popular Front and organisation
of the defence of the Republic, and in protecting the democratic
system in Spain. Prominent figures in the communist movement

—

Palmmo Toghatti Victorio Codovilla, Maurice Thorcz, Jacques
Dudos, Wilhelm Pieck, Harry Pollitt, Tim Buck and manv others
—made a great contribution to the struggle of the Spanish people
and its vanguard, the Communist Party of Spain.

1 he principal role in the formation and fighting leadership of
the International Brigades, the pride and fighting force of the in-
ternational solidarity movement, was played by well-tested mem-
bers oi the Communist parties: Luigi Longo, Andre Marty, Franz
Dahlem Giuseppe Di Vittorio, Karlo Lukanov, Ferdinand Kozov-
sky, Ralph Fox, John Cornford, Ferenc Miinnich, Mate Zalka
Karol Swicrczewski, Vladimir Copic, Veljko Vlahovic and others.
I he revolutionary experience and Marxist-Lcninist training of
these Communists helped them, together with the anti-fascists of
various other parties, to deal with a difficult and historically un-
precedented task, that of welding together tens of thousands of
enthusiastic volunteers without military training, speaking different
languages, differing in nationality, social status, cultural level
and political beliefs, to form the regular military units of the
Republican Army—the International Brigades that were models
ot organisation and discipline, capable of fighting the regular armv

d f t

mSur^ents ant* interventionists and inflicting upon it heavy

As the valiant struggle of the Spanish people developed, the
masses in the various countries became increasingly aware that in
Spain not only the fate of the Spanish people but that of all pro-
gressive humanity was being decided.
The Soviet Union, which rendered all-round political, material

and military aid to the Spanish Republic, once again showed it-
self to be the bastion of all forces of freedom and world peace. At
the same time the participants in the international movement of
solidarity saw more and more clearly that at -this crucial moment
the Spanish people needed not only aid in the shape of food, cloth-
ing and medical supplies. Confronted with a cruel and ruthless
enemy fascist Germany and Italy who without hindrance and in
unlimited quantities were sending military equipment and troops
to Spain the Spanish people could win through only if the legiti-
mate right of the government of the Republic to purchase arms
abroad was restored. A strong arm was needed to stop the govern-
ments and ruling classes of a number of countries from pursuing
a policy of appeasing the aggressor.
The mass of the people in the non-fascist countries, particularly

Britain and France, and also the U.S.A., demanded a change of
policy from their governments. But to achieve success, to set up an
unbreakable peace front in all countries, there had to be unity of

working class action in every country and on an international

scale, and this was the task that was set by the Communist lnter-

na
in°the autumn of 1935, after the 7th Congress of the Communist

International, at which Georgy Dimitrov proved the need to bring

together in a Popular Front all the forces defending democracy

and freedom, the Comintern made a proposal to the Labour and

Socialist International that there should be joint action in every

country and on an international scale against the threat of aggres-

sion by fascist Italy in Ethiopia.

In his letter of September 25, 1935, Dimitrov wrote to the Sec-

retariat of the Socialist International that what had been done so

far was still not enough in the face of this grave danger. The
efforts of both Internationals to save peace must be united. Both

Internationals should act in concord and by their joint efforts

thwart the plans of the fascist warmongers.
Joint action by both Internationals would rouse the working

class, which would also bring in its train peace supporters from
other classes of the population. It would rouse whole peoples to

take part in the struggle for peace. It would call to life such a

powerful movement against war that its impact would compel the

League of Nations to take more effective action against the aggres-

sion of Italian and German fascism.

It was still not too late to prevent the terrible disaster towards

which the fascist criminals were pushing humanity.

Only on October 15, 1935, after the second letter from the Com-
intern, of October 7, was an answer received. Friedrich Adler,

the Secretary of the Socialist International, wrote: “With reference

to the proposal of the Communist International for a conference

with four of their representatives, the Socialist parties of Great

Britain, Holland, Sweden, Denmark and Czechoslovakia have de-

clared that they cannot agree to accept this proposal, first, on ac-

count of the composition of the delegation of the Communist Inter-

national and second, because they renounce all joint action with

the Communist parties of their countries and all joint action of the

two Internationals.

“Since the Executive Committee of the LSI is bound to con-

sider the point of view of these powerful parties of the working

class, it cannot accept the proposal of the Communist Interna-

tional.”

The only result of Dimitrov’s letters was a message from Adler
to the effect that the Chairman and the Secretary of the Socialist

International were prepared to meet representatives of the Comin-

tern for an exchange of information. The meeting which took place

between Emile Vandervelde, Friedrich Adler, Marcel Cachin and
Maurice Thorez came to nothing. Nevertheless Dimitrov in his

letter of October 27, 1935 to the leaders of the Socialist Interna-
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tional again declared “the readiness of the Comintern to be«in ne-g 'liations on joint action at any moment”.
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On March 11, 1937 an international conference of the Socialist

International on the question of Spain was held in London. Three

days before the conference—March 8—the Italian interventionists

had launched a major offensive on the Guadalajara sector, flushed

with their first successes, the fascist aggressors were advancing on

Madrid. The Spanish Minister for Foreign Affairs, Julio Alvarez

del Vayo, a Socialist, appealed to the conference to help Spain. The
Socialist Pascual Thomas, speaking on behalf of the Spanish trade

unions, proposed the calling of a world conference with the par-

ticipation of the Socialist International, the International Associa-

tion of Trade Unions, the Comintern and the trade unions of the

Soviet Union and the United States. Leon Jouhaux read out a res-

olution of the French General Confederation of Labour which stat-

ed: “Unity of action of all organisations of the working class must
be ultimately realised on an international scale.” In reply to the

speeches of his colleagues Walter Citrine, the leader of the Brit-

ish trade unions, declared that a united front would be “undesir-

able". Another labourite, Ernest Bevin, said even more bluntly

that the British labour movement would not allow the war in Spain
to exert any influence on its decision or tactics. Because of the la-

bourites' negative position the conference passed a useless, vacuous
resolution. The Spanish walked out of the conference, stating:

“We asked for arms and they gave us a slip of paper.” If the fate

of Spain had depended on the decision of the Labour and Socialist

International, the Spanish Republic would even then have ceased
to exist. But the young Republican Army and the international
volunteers in its ranks won at Guadalajara the first major victo-

ry over Italian and world fascism.

At that time even the members of the Socialist International

who were in Spain—Pietro Nenni, Julius Deutsch, Jean Dal-
vigne—began to act with the Communists—Luigi Longo and Franz
Dahlem—in making joint, appeals for resolute international mea-
sures in aid of the Spanish Republic.

The Communist International mobilised an active movement of
solidarity in all countries. Representatives of 21 Communist par-
ties gathered for the conference of April 21, 1937 in Paris and
took specific decisions on joint organisation of measures to aid
Spain. They discussed how joint measures could be carried out in
each country. These decisions were in line with the ardent desire
of the popular masses for unity. The Socialist leaders could not
ignore this desire and also the popularity that the international
volunteers had won throughout the world. In April 1937 Walter
Schcvenels and Friedrich Adler visited Spain. As guests of the

International Brigades they were ungrudging in their praise
and promises. Friedrich Adler, welcoming the 14th Interna-
tional Brigade, declared that “the international volunteers have
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set an example of a united front that is worthy of imita-
t,°n . And Schevenels, on learning of the lack of arms in the
Franco-Belgian battalion, exclaimed: “Comrades, I promise you

deeds'”
^ armS ' ®ut t^ese words were not borne out by

In May 1937 the savage bombardment of Almeria by the Ger-
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It appeared that at last a foundation had been created for unit-
ed action by the working class, but once again the old enemies ofmty appeared on the scene. The labour leaders dissociated them-
selves from de Brouckere and Adler with the result that both ofthem resigned. Subsequently they were recalled to their posts but,

as the facts showed, at the price of renouncing the joint action

agreed upon in Annemasse.

On June 26, 1937, after the fall of Bilbao, the Basque capital,

Dimitrov again appealed to the Socialists, pointing out the danger

that threatened Asturias and suggesting practical measures to ac-

celerate joint aid. He proposed:

Communists and Socialists should jointly appeal or in some other

form to the governments of their countries, demanding support for

the Annemasse Agreement;

both Internationals should jointly appeal to the League of Na-

tions, demanding that the Charter of the League should be ap-

plied to Spain;

both Internationals should mobilise all international proletarian

organisations and world public opinion in support of these de-

mands.
On July 9 de Brouckere and Adler met Cachin and Thorez. The

Comintern representatives developed and further defined Dimit-

rov’s proposals as follows: (1) both Internationals should support

action to be organised by the International Committee for Aid to

Republican Spain (1CARS) and the International Youth Commit-
tee for Republican Spain on July 18, the anniversary of the fascist

revolt; (2) both Internationals should in future support the activ-

ities of the 1CARS; (3) they should send a joint deputation to the

League of Nations with a demand for recognition of Spain’s rights

as a member of the League of Nations; (4) both Internationals

should agree at once to joint, co-ordinated measures for increased

aid to the Spanish people, evacuated women and children, and
for the further evacuation of women and children, particularly

from Northern Spain.

The communique on this meeting stated: as a result of an ex-
change of opinion both sides have reached agreement regarding
measures to be taken for the benefit of Republican Spain.

In July the Republican Army launched a big offensive operation
at Brunete with the objective of helping Asturias and the whole
Republican North. At that time de Brouckere visited Spain. He
took part in many meetings held in the battalions of the Interna-

tional Brigades and gave many assurances and promises, but his

deeds were not as good as his words.

In October the North fell in spite of the Republican Army’s di-

versionary offensive which liberated Quinto and Belchite. Now
the fascists’ northern forces constituted an additional threat to

Madrid and the whole Republic. In this situation the Communist
and Socialist parties of Spain once again appealed to the two In-

ternationals for joint action in the spirit of Annemasse under the

slogan of “Stop Aid to Franco”. Both working-class parties demand-
ed help to prevent the brutal fascist terror in Asturias; they pro-

posed a general boycott of goods exported from territory occupied
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by the fascists and intensification of the campaign for the recall
lrom Spain of all foreign troops, including the Moroccans and the
Foreign Legion. But this appeal, like all the other appeals of the
Spanish fighters and the efforts of the Communist International
to reach agreement on joint action by the international centres of
the working-class movement, achieved no results. The negative
position of the leaders of the Social-Democratic parties did tre-
mendous harm to the cause of the Spanish Republic and the whole
anti-fascist and anti-war movement. Moreover, in rejecting all
proposals for international agreement the Right-wing leaders of

fcoaahst International and the International Association of
trade Unions sought to destroy the co-operation of all proletarian
and democratic forces that had been achieved within the frame-
work of the Popular front in Spain.

I he Spanish Republic was able to wage a prolonged struggle
lasting almost three years in the relatively small area of the Pyre-
nean I eninsula under conditions of blockade and the enemy’s tre-
mendous superiority in arms mainly because unity of action was
achieved in the Spanish working class and a close alliance was
lormed between the working class and tbe peasantry, because the
masses were united within the anti-fascist Popular Front and ce-
mented by the Communist Party of Spain. For this reason attempts
to undermine the unity of the Popular Front in Spain, and partic-
ularly the co-operation between the Socialist and Communist par-
ties, attempts made by the Right-wing leaders of the Socialist In-
ternational were equivalent to aiding the enemies of the Spanish
Republic, the wavering and capitulatory elements in the ranks of
the ^piimsh Popular front, to be found among the bourgeois Re-
publicans and Right-wing Socialists, gained support in the split-
ting policy of the leaders of the French Socialist Party, which at
the end of 1937 virtually tore up the agreement on joint action
with the Communist Party, thus bringing about the collapse of the
Popular Front in France.
Toeing the line of the bourgeois governments of their countries

the Right-wing leaders of the Socialist International supported
the Munich agreement of September 1938, which sanctioned the
enslavement of the peoples of Czechoslovakia by nazi Germany
and helped the strangling of the Spanish Republic by German-
ltalian fascism.

Six months later, in March 1939, these leaders welcomed the ca-
pitulatory conspiracy against the government of the Republic, led
by the Right-wing Socialist Besteiro and Colonel Casado. Thus
the line adopted by the Socialist International of stubborn refusal
to take joint action with the revolutionary vanguard of the anti-
fascist and anti-imperialist forces—the Communist International

—

for aid to the Spanish people and its struggle against fascist aggres-
sion culminated in what amounted to solidarity with the aggres-
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Louis dc Brouckere, Luigi Longo and Franz Dahlem at a meeting of inter-

national volunteers in Albacete

sors and their accomplices. This anti- working-class and anti-

democratic position hastened the collapse of the Socialist Interna-

tional. A few weeks after the defeat of the Spanish Republic the

Chairman and Secretary of the Socialist International, de Brou-
ckere and Adler, resigned their posts.

The Communist International rendered active support and as-

sistance to the fighting Spanish people to the very end of the na-

tional-revolutionary war. After its tragic outcome the efforts of

the Communist parties were transferred to helping refugees from

Spain, former fighters in the Republican Army and the Interna-

tional Brigades interned in French camps, and to mobilising world
opinion against the terror campaign in Spain.

The efforts of the Communist International to achieve unity of

action of the whole international working-class movement in the

struggle against the fascist military aggression in Spain were not

fruitless. Joint action was achieved in practice in many countries,

where on the initiative of the Communists all workers and pro-

gressive organisations mounted a united front in defence of the

Spanish Republic. This brought into being a broad mass movement
of solidarity embracing nearly all countries of the globe. It was
the most powerful expression of solidarity since the time of the im-

perialist intervention against the Land of Soviets and the “Hands
off Soviet Russia!” movement.
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This experience of a policy of unity and also the positive results
of the Communist Party of Spain co-operation within the frame-
work ol the Popular Front were widely used in organising resis-
tance to fascism during the Second World War and in the strug-
gle for the democratic development of the world in the post-war
period.

Thus the events of 1936 to 1939 went down in the history of the
international proletarian and democratic movement as an impor-
tant stage in the development of the spirit of solidarity, of effec-
tive proletarian internationalism, and of enriching the methods
and forms of struggle for unification of all anti-fascist and anti-
war forces.
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c “ginning ol the fascist generals’ revoltagamst the Spanish Republic a committee of aid for the Govern-ment of the Popular Front was set up in Argentina. The committee

immediately launched a vigorous campaign throughout the coun-
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forms of activity ol these committees was the collection of food
rations for the men of the Republican Army. In February 1937,
5,804 collectors gathered 52,080 rations to a value of 16,144 pe-
sos; in March of the same year 18,306 people gathered 1 14,480 ra-
tions to a value of 34,558 pesos, and six months later the number
of collectors had increased to 36,995, and the number of rations
collected, to 328,406, valued at 101,805 pesos.
On March 7, 1937, the first consignment was sent to the fund

of the International Trade Union Committee for Aid to the Span-
ish People (Paris). It consisted of eighteen bales of clothing, four
crates of food and a ton of flour. Regular deliveries continued. By
April 1 938 the total value of material help for Spain amounted to
six million pesos, or 2.5 million dollars. By November 7, 1938
thirty tons of dried and condensed milk had been sent to Spain
and money for the purchase of another thirty tons of milk had been
sent to France.

The workers’ May Day demonstration in 1937 was held under
the slogan of Aid for and Solidarity with Spain. Besides the red
flag and national Argentina flag the banners of the Spanish Repub-
lic flew over the columns. Ambulances that were to be dispatched
to Spain drove in front of the demonstrators. A big meeting
was held to welcome the Spanish Ambassador, Dr. Angel Osorio
y Gallardo. Five thousand people met him at the port and accom-
panied him to the embassy. On the first anniversary of the defence
of Madrid a meeting was held in the Luna Park and a collection
was made to buy lood for the lighters of the Republican Army and
their children.

A year after the outbreak of the fascist revolt in Spain hundreds
of committees were active in Argentina: women’s, youth, ambu-
lance, and also emigre Spanish organisations, etc. They were
united in their hatred of fascism and boundless admiration for the
valour of the Spanish people. Plelp for fighting Spain had to be in-
creased at all costs. The communist and progressive press called
for increased aid and this was the subject of discussion at provin-
cial Aid Spain congresses in Cordoba and Mendoza (May and
July 1937) and finally at an illegal national congress held between
the 7th and 9th of August, where unity of organisation was
achieved.
More than ten public organisations approved the decision of the

congress to set up a Federation for Organisation of Aid to the
Spanish Republic (FOARE) whose function would be to co-ordinate
the activity of all committees. The agreement to set up the federa-
tion was signed by three organisations of the Spanish emigres, four
provincial organisations (Cordoba, Rosario, Mendoza and Bahia
Blanca) and four national organisations. After a time the Argen-
tinian Junta for Medical Aid to Republican Spain and the repa-
triation centre of the Spanish republicans joined the federation.

Later in January 1939, it was decided at a plenary assembly of

the organisations of the Buenos Aires province, united under the

title of “Friends of the Spanish Republic”, that they should also

join the FOARE. Many political and trade-union people took an

active part in the federation’s work.

The magazine La Nueva Espana became the organ of the

FOARE. It had a circulation of 40,000 copies, which sometimes

rose to 90.000. Its reports gave reliable information on the mili-

tary operations in Spain. The radio station “Radio Mitre in buenos

Aires broadcast a daily bulletin of news from this weekly maga-

zine. Later such broadcasts were banned by the government.

In the first months of the federation's activity over 167,000 pe-

sos were collected in cash and 18,000 pesos worth of food supplies.

On behalf of the International Co-operation and Information

Committee for Aid to the Spanish Republic the federation used the

money to purchase pencils and exercise books for Spanish school-

children and for the “abolish illiteracy” brigades, and also tobac-

co for the fighting men. About 114,000 packets of cigarettes were

sent to the Republican Army.
,n . , nM ,

(5n the anniversary of the Spanish Republic, April 14, 1938, the

federation sent the fighting people of Spain 500,000 francs.

In January 1938 a campaign for the collection of gilts tor

orphans whose parents had been killed during the war was launched.

In April of the same year a large meeting to honour the

Republic’s anniversary was attended by the Spanish ambassador.

Many prominent Argentinian cultural celebrities took part m the

meeting. The arrival in Buenos Aires of the Spanish theatic com-

pany directed by the famous actress Margarita Xirgu with a reper-

toire containing plays by Federico Garcia Lorca was yet another

opportunity for the expression of solidarity with Spam.

In the autumn of 1938 meetings dedicated to the situation in

Spain were held and special stamps were issued in aid of the Re-

public that sold quickly among the people of Argentina. October 12

(the day of the discovery of America by Columbus) was celebrated

in Argentina as a National Aid Spain Day, which started the third

winter campaign of help for the Republic. Over 50,000 people

marched past the General Consulate of Spain in buenos Aires on

that day. The consul had to receive delegations and individual

visitors expressing their solidarity with fighting Spain from eight

in the morning to eleven at night. On the same day a large meeting

organised by the Republican Spanish Club in Argentina was ad-

dressed by the Spanish ambassador. People sacrificed their last

pennies for Spain. There were even cases when unemployed

workers took off their coats and gave them in for dispatch to Spain.

The day’s collection came to more than 10,000 pesos. Between the

1st and 22nd of October, 1938, a sum of 620,000 French francs was

collected for Republican Spain and a big transport of food, clothing
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and footwear was dispatched. On the average the Argentinian peo-

ple, who then numbered only 12 million, contributed 3 million

francs a month. From the outbreak of hostilities in Spain to Oc-

tober 1938 fifty million francs were collected.

The activity of the FOARE was highly appreciated by the Span-

ish people and the international Aid Spain movement. Expressions

of gratitude were received from members of the Republican Gov-

ernment, generals, outstanding figures among the intelligentsia, the

International Red Aid people, youth associations and Aid Spam
organisations in various countries.

On July 29, 1936, ten days after the outbreak of hostilities, a

plenary meeting of the Central Committee of the General Confeder-

ation of Labour (CGT) of Argentina took place with the participa-

tion of the trade-union secretaries of Buenos Aires. It sent a tele-

gram of welcome to the General Union of Working People (UGT)

of Spain as a sign of solidarity with the trade unions' struggle

against fascism. "The CGT declares, the telegram stated, that

it has begun collecting funds throughout the country. The money

collected will be handed over to the UG I of Spain.

The first contributions from the trade unions and donations from

workers and oflice employees at factories and commercial firms

started coming in at the beginning of August. On August 10 the

CGT handed over to the UGT of Spain the first contribution of

20,000 francs.
t

Under the leadership of the CGT a Central Aid Commission

was set up that included three sub-commissions: food and medical

supplies, clothing and footwear, propaganda and collection of

funds- . . , ,

On January 15, 1937, the consignments for Spain comprised:

10 tons of condensed milk; 1,000 cases of corned beef (amounting

to 144.000 soldiers’ rations); 100 cases of lamb (or 1,400 soldiers’

rations); 100 cases of tinned meat (or 1,400 soldiers’ rations); 100

large crates of clothing and footwear; 50 kg of sweets toi the

children. Later another 1,100 cases of corned beef (13,200 tins)

were sent off. The total value of aid rendered by the CG ^ to

Spain up to April 1937 amounted to 366,715 pesos.

All rank-and-file members of the trade unions took an active

part in collecting funds, but the reformist leaders of the CGTJailed
to attach due importance to this campaign. On April 30, 193/ ,

the

National Labour Federation of Builders and the Union of Construc-

tion Workers of the Federal Capital organised a fete in the Luna

Park as a sign of solidarity with the Spanish Republic. It was

attended by a huge number of people. The appeal to contribute a

day’s wages for the Spanish working people was greeted with en-

thusiasm. Another 100,000 pesos were added to the Aid Fund. But

through the fault of the reformist leadership of the CGT this

money was not passed on to the People’s Government of Spain.

The organisations of the Spanish emigres in Argentina were also

in helping the Republic. Mention must be made of the hed-

iLn of Galician Societies, which was exceptionally united m
Tit and had ten branches. The Asturian and Valencian commit-

of aid for the legitimate Spanish Government, the so-called

Catalan House, the Friends of the Spanish Republic organisation

an
-^jie valiant struggle of the Spanish people for their independence

helped to initiate a broad and well-organised women’s movement

• Aro-entina. The constituent assembly of the Argentinian Women’s

Committee for the protection of Spanish orphans, the first women s

organisation in the country to take an active part in helping the

Spanish people, was held in March 1937. During the fighting for

Madrid the committee collected money to purchase an ambulance

and provided it with personnel and medical equipment. Another

five ambulances were sent later. In dozens of workshops, organised

by active members in their apartments, diligent women s hands

darned old clothes and made new ones, and knitted childrens

sweaters and socks. Women and children collected money to

buy food for soldiers’ rations. At the end of 1938 five thousand

children’s outfits made by women anti-fascists were sent oft to

P
The women took an active part also in the work of the provin-

cial committees. Ouite often they were threatened by the police and

the authorities. In the township of Algarrobo, for instance, despite

constant police threats, the women took a particularly active part

in the Aid Spain movement and organised a Committee of Aid for

Spanish Children.
.

.

The Argentinian Junta for Medical Aid did a lot ol work to pro-

vide the Republican Army with medical supplies. With the support

of the workers and other employees of the pharmaceutical industiy,

and of doctors and nurses, medical posts and laboratories for mak-

ing medicines were set up in Spain. The Junta also helped to pro-

vide the army and rear medical institutions with ambulances.

Forty fully equipped ambulances costing 5,000 pesos, i.e., more

than 2,000 dollars each, were sent to Spain. The last of them, alter

the defeat of the Republic, was transferred to Chile to care for the

Spanish refugees who had arrived there on the S. S. Winnipeg.

Spurred by hatred of fascism, the young people of Argentina

showed active solidarity with the Spanish people. The organisation

of Young Friends of Republican Spain in Buenos Aires comprised

Communists, Socialists and young people of other political trends,

including many children of Spanish emigres. The young men and

girls, schoolchildren, many of whom were for the first time taking

part in the social life of their country under the banner of soli-

darity, enthusiastically collected money in city streets, organised

wheat sheaf and carnation processions, and distributed thousands
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of badges, post cards, leaflets and brochures exposing the crimes of
fascism against the Spanish people.
On November 7, 1938, in the central cafes specially hired by

Ai^entmian students anyone who liked could drink “a cup of the
coffee that Mala had been going to drink in Madrid on Novem-
ber /, 1936 . The reference was to the boastful declaration of
the fascist General Mola in October 1936 that Madrid was just
about to be captured and he would order himself a cup of coffee
there.

At the Avellaneda Club an auction was arranged for the “broom
that will sweep franco out of Spain": it brought in 500 pesos for
.Republican Spain. The 5th. 6th and 7th of November, 1938 were
declared donation days for the Spanish Republic. This campaign
was conducted under the slogan of youth unity.

In the Rosario province the Aid the Republic Junta produced a
newapapei, Lspana Republicana. The Jewish community organised
a commission of help for the Spanish people, which published bul-
letins in two languages with a circulation of 16,000 copies. The
money from the sale of the bulletin went to the aid fund. The
newspapers Galicia, Espaiia Republicana and Correo de Asturias,
organs of the provincial committees of the FOARE, were widely
distributed.

The FOARE publishing house La Nueva Espaiia, and also the
houses of other progressive organisations, put out a series of books
about Spam with a special stress on the national-revolutionary
war. 1 he most famous of these were: I ‘testify One Year of
struggle in Free Spain by the Spanish lawyer Antonio Ruiz Vila-
plana; Feasants of Spain in the Struggle for Land and Freedom by
d. Minfos; Spain m Struggle: A History of the Civil War of 1936
and an Investigation of Its Social, Economic and Political Causes
by Jarry Cannes and Theodoro Repard: The Armoured Rose by
Raul Gonzalez Tunon; Spain Versus Fascism by Bernardo Edel-
man; Spain, Its Struggle and Ideals by Angel Osorio y Gallardo,
etc. Each of these books had a printing of between five and ten
thousand copies, which for those days was an unusual event in
Argentina.
On the initiative of the La Nueva Espaiia publishing house there

were showings of the films ‘The Heart of Spain, Children of Spain
and Land of Spam. Displays of photographs of battle episodes and
views of cities reduced to rubble by the Italian and German air
forces and photographs of homeless hungry children were orga-
nised in the capital and other cities.

thousands of people responded to an appeal by the Spanish
1 atronate for Aid to the Victims of Fascism. It received postal or-
ders for 50 centavos, 80 centavos and 1 peso. People gave what they
could afford. I he Argentinians also responded to the patronate’s
appeal to help the Spanish sailors charged with mutiny by the
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Argentinian authorities; these sailors had taken over the ship Cabo

San Antonio to stop it. from going to Franco Spain.

The Italian community also took an active part in the solidarity

movement. Many Italians then living in Argentina went to Spain

to fight in the International Brigades.

The help that Argentina gave the Spanish people in money,

clothes food, medical supplies and medical equipment amounted

to more than 4,000,000 dollars or 1,400 million Argentinian pesos

at the present-day rate of exchange. The Argentinian Republic

held a leading place in the amount of aid that it sent to Spain.

After the defeat of the Spanish Republic the FOARE and the

Argentinian Union of Aid for the Victims of the Spanish War.

along with democratic forces in Chile, its trade-union centre the

Chilean Committee of Aid for the Spanish People and the political

parties in the Popular Front obtained permission for two thousand

refugees to enter Chile. For each of them a surety of 3,000 francs

had to be deposited. At the same time an agreement was achieved

with the Chilean Aid Committee to set up a reserve lund lor sup-

porting the refugees until they could find work.
,

Nearly 2,200 refugees arrived on the S. S. Winnipeg arid the

FOARE, in accordance with its promise, transferred to the Ululcan

Aid Committee more than 1,000,000 Chilean pesos.
.

Tn the first months of 1940 a solidarity congress, organised by
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Thrre is not sufficient space here to name all those who fought in

cJdn and held high the banner of anti-fascist solidarity of the

Argentinian people and its working class. Many Argentinian volun-

feefs honourably preserved the fighting traditions of the Interna-

tional Brigades in the concentration camps ot Gurs and Argeles

and continued them by taking part in the French Resistance.

The splendid mass movement of solidarity of the Argentinian

working people with the Spanish people during the national-revo-

lutionary war remains to this day a fine example to the young gen-

eration in the struggle for the national independence of Argentina.
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zinc Weg und Ziel noted in March 1937, while formally recognis-

ing the state independence of Austria, German fascism used this
agreement to gain virtual control of its foreign policy. The plans
that Germany and Italy had by that time already worked out for
Spain had made it necessary to obtain as soon as possible a modus
vivendi in respect of Austria.

When General Franco, who was acting in collusion with the
fascist powers, attacked the Spanish Republic, bourgeois Austria
took the side of the insurgents. Admittedly, the Austrian Govern-
ment officially declared its non-intervention in Spanish affairs, but
the bourgeois press from the first days of the fascist revolt set out
to smear thc Spanish Republic. In mid-August 1936 the govern-
ment-inspired newspaper Weltblatt expressed its indignation that
"in the last few days some papers have been publishing in a more
or less veiled form statements expressing sympathy for the Popular
Front’, and demanded an effort to line! "ways and means of put-
ting a stop to this' . For publishing truthful reports from Spain on
the situation at the fronts the Vienna bourgeois-liberal newspaper
lag was fined by the Polizeiprasidium live hundred schillings and
given a warning.

Information on Austrian military aid to Franco—for understand-
able reasons, far from complete—appeared only in the illegal
working-class press. For example, thc newspaper Arbeiler-Zeitung
reported on September 4, 1936 that the Vienna firm Graf und Stift
had sold the insurgents a consignment of 40 tanks and loaded them
in Trieste for shipment to Spain. On November 19, 1936, the bulle-
tin Pressediensi der Roten Fahne wrote: "We are informed by
reliable sources that at the arms factory in Hirtcnberg they are
working three shifts of eight hours each. Forty per cent of the
output goes to the Spanish insurgents. Ammunition is being sent
to Portugal through the Hamburg transport firm Mathias Rothe.”

The Austrian Government also facilitated recruitment of Aus-
trians for Franco's army. The insurgent troops included Austrian
nazis recruited in Austria itself as well as those who went to Ger-
many and. enlisted there in the Condor Legion. The Pressediensi
der Roten Fahne of December 23, 1936 reported that on the ini-
tiative of the Aktion kathoiischer Adeliger (Aristocratic Catholic
Action) nearly 200 Austrians joined the insurgent army in Spain.
An officer of the fascist Heimwehr from Innsbruck Rudolf Penz
returned from Spain to Austria to enlist new mercenaries there.
Every recruit reedved 100 schillings and a free railway ticket (to
Genoa, rest of the journey by ship), and in addition the members
ot his family were presented with a life insurance policy.

Rig industrialists and financiers were approached to contribute
funds to purchase arms for the insurgents.
Most of the 1,700 anti-fascist Austrians who fought in Spain

arrived direct from Austria. Many of them had acquired the rudi-
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merits of military training in the Schutzbund detachments and in

the Communist worker self-defence groups; those who had partici-

pated in the street battles of February 1934 had a certain amount
of fighting experience.

As soon as the Spanish people rose up in arms, many of the
Schutzbund fighters, who after the suppression of the February
uprising had found political asylum in the Soviet Union, hastened
to their aid.

The overwhelming majority of the Austrian volunteers were
members of the Austrian Communist Party or the Communist
League of Youth; there were also Revolutionary Socialists 1

and non-party people from Austria in the International Bri-

gades.

Doctor Julius Deutsch (a member of the Board of the Social-
Democratic Workers’ Party, in the past a leader of the Schutzbund,
who arrived in Spain from emigration in Czechoslovakia and soon
became a general of the Republican Army) wrote in the newspaper
of the International Brigades Le volontaire de la Liberte: “In this

great struggle it has come about of itself that the contradictions

that up to now existed between anti-fascists have disappeared.
Whether a man was in the past a Socialist or a Communist, here
in Spain it is of no significance, which is something that would
be hard to imagine in the rest of Europe.”2

Of course, some disagreements and difficulties arose between
Communists and Socialists when it came to taking practical action.

Serious contradictions appeared after the POUM putsch in Barce-
lona in May 1937 over the question of the attitude to be adopted to

Trotskyism, but this had no effect on the relations between the
members of the International Brigades.

In Austria itself the illegal working-class organisations—revolu-
tionary Socialists, the Communist Party, the Austrian section of
IRA and the Free Trade Unions—invariably came out on the side

of the Spanish Republic and their unity of action continued. A
joint declaration of the Communist Party of Austria and the Party
of Revolutionary Socialists, passed at the end of 1936, stated: “The
central committees of both parties are unanimous in continuing to

support the struggle of the Spanish people . . . and increasing aid.

They welcome all acts of solidarity on the part of the international

working-class movement . .
.
particularly the political, moral and

material assistance rendered to the Spanish people by the Soviet
Government and the peoples of the Soviet Union. . .

.”3

In September 1936 the Communist Party began sending groups

1 After the Schutzbund was defeated in February 1934 and the Social-
Democratic Party banned, illegal Social-Democratic organisations assumed the
name of “Revolutionary Socialists”.

2 Le volontaire de la Liberte, March 17, 1937.
3 Pressedienst der Roten Fahne, December 3, 193G.

( vniUnteers to the International Brigades. Johann Koplenig

°
j rtook the organisation of this difficult task. The police and

wder guards were arresting anyone they found crossing the

frontier whom they thought suspicious, and usually put them in

concentration camps. Many volunteers made their way across the

mountains into Switzerland disguised as mountaineers or skiers.

Anti-fascists who were under police surveillance and had no pass-

T-orts had to be provided with forged papers. To reach Spain the

Austrian volunteers were ready to make any material sacrifices and

manv of them sold their property to do so. For example, the young

Tyrolese farmer Max Bair, whose story has been told by Egon Li-

win Kisch, sold his cattle in order to obtain funds for himseli and

his friends for the journey to Spain.
_ . ,

...

In the conditions of fascist terror the mass international solidar-

ity of the Austrians could find expression in few other ways except

illegal collection of funds for aid to Spain, which also demanded

considerable efforts, self-sacrifice and courage. It must be stressed

that mass unemployment and low wages naturally limited the size

of contributions.
„ , . . . , ,,

Here is one fact that shows how the authorities persecuted those

who expressed their solidarity with the struggle of the Spanish

people. On August 24, 1936, Thomas Holer of Kmttelfeld, unem-

ployed, was denounced for collecting money for Spain. The accused

confessed to having collected 2.6 schillings (at that tunc this sum

amounted to payment for three hours’ work at a low rate). A mi 1
-

tary court in the town of Lcoben condemned him to two years of

strict imprisonment “for state treason”. The sentence contained the

following motivation: “Inasmuch as Hofer was collecting money

for Spain, it is obvious that he was doing this on the instructions of

the Communist Party. Such collection is to be regarded as propa-

ganda of communist ideas in Austria, which is state treason.

“Not a single event since February 1934 has roused such a deep

response at factories as the movement of solidarity with the bpan-

ish people,” wrote the newspaper Tribunal ,.
the <£gan ot *he

Austrian section of IRA (Nos 9 and 10, 1936). The Austrian

workers are performing in practice true miracles of solidarity.

It gave the following example. At automobile and arms

factories in Steier the workers had refused to collect funds for

a squadron of the Austrian army and had taken a decision that

evervone should contribute one schilling in aid of the Spanish

Popular Front. The money was collected at almost all the lactones

in the district of Floridsdorf, Vienna, and also at all factories of

the metal-working industry of the capital. The Vienna tram work-

ers collected a considerable sum. In the district organisations of

the Communist Party of Austria the collections were made under

1 Arbeiter-Zeitung, October 18, 1936.
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derground working-class organisations kept up a high level ol

anti-fascist consciousness. There was not a single illegal central

or local or factory newspaper that did not devote considerable

space to reports about Spain, the solidarity movement and the

letters of the Austrian volunteers. Even the harsh sentences passed

by the Austrian courts could not stop the movement of solidarity.

a sentence, quoted from the Arbeiler-

!, 1936: “A cabinet-maker’s apprentice from

Murzzuschlag, Peter Draxler, has been sentenced in Leoben to

in possession of a pam-
There was not a word about Austria in the

gainst Franco, Hitler and Mussolini! But

sentence of live years in gaol!”

hummNiiN

Here is an example of such

Zeitung of October 1

8

I.ljrzzuj

five years’ strict imprisonment for being-

phi et against Franco
pamphlet, it was written a:

this was enough to earn him a

Mention must also be made of the great help rendered by Aus-

trian anti-fascists to the internationalists of other countries who

were making their way across Austrian territory into Spain.

Even before the creation of the International Brigades Austrians

were lighting the fascists on Spanish soil as part of the Thaelmann

Centuria. One of them was the young Viennese Communist Franz

Hrejsemnou, who succeeded in reaching Spain in the first days of

the Franco putsch; later he took part in the defence of Madrid,

served in a ski reconnaissance detachment, then joined a tank crew

and was killed in action at Brunete in the summer of 1937. The

Viennese medical student Pepi Schneeweiss also fought in the same

centuria and had been one of the first to set out for Spain at his

own risk.
_ . .

Later the volunteer anti-fascists started going to Spain in groups,

usually through Paris, where their further transportation had for

long been managed, on the instructions of the Communist Party of

Austria, by the well-known Austrian writer Otto Heller (who

afterwards died in a nazi concentration camp).

In October 1936 the fit st organised groups of anti-fascists from

various countries, including Austria, began to reach Spain. One

of them was Adolf Reiner (real name Anton Dobritzhofer), a

HI LEE
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Hiipfc r-3s
NltPS JO*
spamisn:

specimens or postage stamps circulated illegally by the Austrian CommunistJify as part ol a campaign ol aid to Republican Spain, 1936

the slogan: Every district—one machine-gun for the Spanish
Poi

,

ltl

f
al Pnsoners in one of the Vienna prisons

collected and smuggled out ten schillings for the Aid Spain Fund.
- ie government s answer was police persecution. On September

1 5 according to the Arbeiter-Zcitung of September 27, 1936 theponce arrested for fund-collecting twelve trade-uninn nffirinE’^i
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Major Adolf Fischer (Hugo Muller) commanded a battalion of

machine-gunners of the 33rd Division; Laurenz Hiebl, a Spanish

battalion of the 35th Division; Engineer Leopold Knopp, a battal-

ion of the 14th Brigade; Major Fritz Trankler, an engineer unit;

Doctor Heinz Diirmayer, one of the commanders of the illegal

Schutzbund, was commissar of a 15th Brigade unit; Captain Franz

Willingcr served in the 16th Corps; the former Schutzbund man,

Rudolf Had was commander of the Thaelmann Battery; Franz

Hirschmann, an instructor in the 3rd Division; Ferdinand Erb

fought in the 122nd Brigade; Leopold Mallina was chief of staff

of the 86th Brigade, which included an international battalion.

The Austrians made up the largest national group in the inter-

national armoured vehicle company. It was commanded by Lin-

zer Sepp Mittermaier from Linz. Nearly twenty Austrian moun-
taineers commanded by Hias Hitzenberger fought in a guerrilla

group in the Don Benito area, near the Portuguese frontier. The
officers Toni Sandmann, the brothers Franz and Willy Etz and
Alfred Ruzicka served in a light-tank regiment, in which Leo
Dank (Hermann Neissl) was battalion commissar. In the booklet

The February Fighting, published in Spain, Ruzicka wrote about

one of the Austrians of the International Brigades: “Comrade
Josef Kavka, whom we used to call Joschka, was 25 years old. He
came from a family that had been working class for generations.

For the last two years he had been serving in the Austrian army.

He left for Spain in November 1936. On the 3rd anniversary of

the heroic February fighting in Vienna he was killed defending

the Spanish people and international democracy.”

Other Austrian anti-fascists whose names are not mentioned here,

fought valiantly in the International Brigades. Nearly 700 Aus-

trian volunteers lie buried in the soil of Spain. Many of them who
survived the fighting there later gave their lives in active struggle

against the nazis or perished in Hitler's concentration camps.

On November 11, 1936, 625 internationalists arrived in Alba-
cete. They were formed into the Chapayev Battalion which became
part of the 13th Brigade. After a brief period of training the bri-

gade was sent to the Teruel Front to take part in an offensive.

Seven attacks and a 24-day defence of the positions captured—

•

such were the first operations of the Chapayev Battalion, a baptism

of fire for many of the Austrians, particularly the men of the

machine-gun company. During the fighting the battalion’s standard

bearer was Franz Luda, of Vienna; he was badly wounded and had
to have both legs amputated.
On February 13, 1937, after the fall of Malaga, the 13th Brigade

was sent to reinforce the Southern Front. Doctor Fritz Jensen de-

scribed the road to the front as follows: “The 180 kilometres from
Almeria to Adra were covered very slowly. The road was blocked

with people: milicianos
,
old men and children. . . . Then wc entered
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After four and a half arduous months in the front line the 13th

Brigade was relieved, but instead of resting it was sent to the

Central Front to take part in the offensive on Brunete. On July 7

the Chapayev Battalion participated in the assault on Villanueva

de la Canada. Later the 13th Brigade crossed the River Guadar-

rama and captured fascist positions on the heights of the eastern

bank. During this operation it suffered heavy losses and was later

reformed. The Austrian volunteers were put into the 4th Battalion

of the 11th International Brigade.

Austrians fought in this brigade from the moment of its forma-

tion. One of them, Gustav Szindo who later became its commander,

described two episodes of the battle for the Jarama in his book

The 11th Brigade: “On February 15, 1937, the fascists attacked

in the sector held by the Thaelmann Battalion. . . . Many of the

men who were bringing up ammunition were wounded, others

could not get through because the fascists had mounted a heavy

fire curtain. A 24-year-old Austrian farmhand Johann Mayer then

volunteered to deliver the ammunition. He managed to supply one

machine-gun and two infantry companies with cartridges and hand

grenades. ... He saved the lives of many wounded comrades by

carrying them off the field of battle The outcome of the en-

gagement of February 15 depended on Mayer because on that day
ammunition was the key factor. Johann Mayer fell in March of

the same year in the fighting at Brihuega.

“Johann Mayer was the hero of February 15, and a few days

later his fellow countryman Adolf Reiner (later brigade command-
er) also performed a feat of valour. During a fascist tank attack

he crawled a distance of 100 metres with a rifle and armour-

piercing bullets towards the advancing tanks and put two of them

out of action. This created panic among the crews of the other

tanks and they retreated.”

At home the Austrian anti-fascists were supporting their fellow

countrymen fighting on the Spanish fronts. The central committees

of the Communist Party of Austria and the organisation of Revolu-

tionary Socialists appealed to thc Austrian people that, in honour

of the anniversary of the February fighting in Austria, February

should be made a month of collection of funds for the International

Brigades.

After the Jarama the Austrians in the ranks of the 1 1th Inter-

national Brigade fought against the motorised Italian divisions at

Guadalajara, both in defence and in the counter-attack during

which the Republican Army routed four Italian divisions. Later

the Austrians took part in the fighting at Utande. In July 1937

they had a red-letter day: an Austrian battalion was formed as

part of the 11th Brigade. This was not only an acknowledgement
of the fighting services of the Austrian volunteers; it was also of

great importance to the anti-fascist struggle in Austria.
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the Austrian volunteers the continuous fascist attacks were sup-

ported by tanks and aircraft, but the volunteers withdrew from

their positions only after receiving orders from the superior com-

mand.
The battalion suffered heavy losses. During the assault on

Quinto its commissar, Willi Soukup, a favourite with everybody,

was killed. At Teruel the deputy commissar of the battalion, Com-
munist Paul Zimmermann (Karl Kaspar), and many other com-
rades laid down their lives.

The battalion also fought valiantly during the enemy break-
through on the Aragon Front and in the Levante. In March 1938
during the heavy rearguard actions of the retreating Eastern Front

the Austrian brigaders heard the sad news of the occupation of

Austria by nazi Germany. “All the more reason for us to fight

against fascism and smash it here, in Spain,”—such was the reac-

tion of the volunteers of the 12th of February Battalion.

Spaniards, Germans and men of other nationalities also fought
in the 12th of February Battalion. It was commanded at various
times not only by Austrians—Majors Karl Bauer, Emil Reuter,

Franz Berger, Adolf Reiner and Captain Karl Rimbach—but also

by Germans—Captain Harry Hellfeld and Major Willy Benz. Its

other commissars were the Austrians Leo Wurzel (Lorenz Mraz)
and Paul Steiner (Peter Hofer), the German Walter Knobloch and
the Spaniard Vincente S. Bordes. A sound international fighting

friendship grew up in the battalion.

In the middle of October 1937 a battalion meeting was held in

a small village on the Aragon Front. Battalion Commissar Paul
Steiner described it as follows: “We held our meeting by the walls

of a church on a hill. Five hundred comrades of different national-

ities stood shoulder to shoulder. . . . While a letter addressed home
appealing for unity of the anti-fascist forces in Austria was being
read out, it grew dark and we had to light candles. This gave
the meeting even greater seriousness and solemnity. In answer to
the question, who would vote for the letter, five hundred clenched
fists went up. The letter was accepted unanimously. The Spanish
comrades shouted, “Long live unity!” and the meeting ended with
the singing of the Internationale . . .

.”

When Hitler’s army occupied Austria in March 1938, some of
the anti-fascists succeeded in leaving the country. The flow of
Austrians into the International Brigades once again increased.
They included activists from the Communist Party. Fighting in

the ranks of the Austrian battalion they took part in the last major
offensive of the Republican Army on the Ebro.

Lieutenant Julius Schindler, the battalion adjutant, wrote in his

memoirs: “On the night of July 24, 1938, the battalion crossed the
river near the village of Vinebrc and in the morning occupied the
township of Asco. From there it advanced on Fatarella, routing
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On January 23, 1939, the demobilised brigaders again took udarms. They had to cover the retreat of the Republican troops. The
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, . were commanded by Major Adolf Fischer. On January

t aircraft bombed the battalion’s positions and on Febru-

2 f

3 the last battle was fought against Italian troops at the town
a7rTna A group of 28 Austrians commanded by Lieutenant

Ins Herti defended the railway bridge over the Ter until it had

^ he blown up to prevent the Italian advance. On February 9

these 28 Austrians, having done their duty, crossed the Fiench

fr

°At'the

n
end of the Spanish war some of the international brigad-

es were given refuge by the Soviet Union, some of them succeeded

"Ita ning permission to enter Britain and the Scandinavian

ennntries but the majority remained in France and were later put

into the concenlration camps of St Cyprien, Gurs, Vernet and Ar

ireles Some of them escaped from these camps and lived illegally

fn France. In the camp at Gurs the 450 Austrians who remained

there set up a school to improve their general and political educa-

tion which was attended by 300 people.
. , ,

•

The French authorities tried to get rid of the international bu-

gaders and demanded that they should go either to North Aft ica

or back to their own country, which had now become part of

^

the

“Third Reich”. The Austrians were transferred to Argeles, where

their barracks were surrounded by two companies of mobile guards

The members of the International Brigade were forced to go to

Africa for the alleged purpose of building a railway, but m tact

when they got there they were pressed into the Foieign Ltgio .

The Austrians resisted and some of them were arrested.

After the fall of France the officers of the German armistice

commission offered the Austrians repatriation wffh the assurance

that they would not be persecuted on their return. The fighters

the 12th of February Battalion had no illusions on this scoie, but

they wanted to continue the light against Hitler in their own coun-

try
Y
and not be sent away to Africa. Faced with this choice, most

of the internees in Argeles, and also some of the prisoners ot the

Vernet camp, decided with the consent ot the leading organs ot

their parties to accept repatriation. Few, however, succeeded m
retaining their freedom. _ ,

On May Day 1941 nearly all the repatriates entered the Dachau

concentration camp. Even’ in the concentration camps they con-

tinued the fight against fascism. Thanks to their unity and high

morale a relatively large number of fighters of the Internationa

Brigades succeeded in surviving the terrible conditions of their

imprisonment. Of those who perished m this struggle mention must

be made of the former Schutzbund battalion commander of Fayo-

riten (a district of Vienna), Rudolf Fr.emel who represented the

Revolutionary Socialists in the 12th of February Battalion, lhe

Gestapo arrested him in Auschwitz during an attempt to estab-

lish contact between the International Resistance Centre, of which
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ipants in the Spanish

war, Mara (Frieda

Ginsburg) and Anm
Peczenig (Fer hus-

band, a former volun-

teer, had been taken

from the French camp

and murdered in Au-

schwitz). These brave

women were tracked

down by the Gestapo

and shot in the

women’s concentration

camp of Ravensbriick.

The Austrian Free-

dom Battalions were

of special significance

in the ranks of the

Yugoslav National-

Liberation Army and

the Styria fighting

group, in which the

former international

brigaders played a

leading part.

In the autumn of

1944 Franz Honner,

one of the organisers

of the 12th of Febru- The banner of the 11th International Brigade

ary Battalion and sev-

eral other comrades ... ci

parachuted from a Soviet aircraft over the frontier between Slove-

nia and Croatia. This group was joined by Resistance fighters and

Austrians who had deserted from the Wehrmacht. Urns was

formed the first Austrian Freedom Battalion. Ihis battalion,

which was engaged in heavy fighting right up to the uncondi-

tional surrender of Hitler Germany, had as its commanders and

commissars former participants in the fighting in Spain Max

Bair, Romen Fiiclisel, Leopold Stanzl and Franz Gebhart

Towards the end of spring 1944 twenty-five parachutists landed

in a liberated part of Slovenia. Of these fifteen were international

brigaders, including eleven Austrians two Spaniards and two Ital-

ians One of the Spaniards was Am6rico Bnzuela, commandei oi

the 11th Brigade (after the recall of the internationalists from

Spain). This unit, which called itself the Styria fighting group,

conducted major military and propaganda operations. In the heavy

fighting the group, which was often left to act on its own tor weeks

• • — -— -
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II on end and had to operate in any weather, suffered substantial
iosses. Of the Austrian international brigaders, Leo Engelmann

nf ill
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d

’ and the former si£naI * chief
of the nth Bugade, Captain Sepp Spanner, was gravely wounded.
J3ut this fighting group achieved considerable success. Tust before
the end of the war it captured the town of Schwanberg in South-
ein Styna and by this time it had grown to five hundred strong.At the beginning of January 1945 about twenty-five Austrian
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frr to the Buchenwald concentration camp he escaped from the
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BRITAIN

When the military rebellion broke out in Spain in July 1936
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was the Conservative Duchess of Atholl, its joint secretaries a La-

bour, a Liberal and a Conservative member of Parliament. It is

worthy of note that though the Conservative Government backed

the insurgents throughout the whole period of the war, there was

a substantial group of Conservatives who supported the campaign

on behalf of the Spanish Republican Government, chiefly because

of their recognition of the danger to Britain’s imperial trade

routes and national interest of a Spain in fascist hands.

It is also noteworthy that in the interests of the broadest possi-

ble unity of action, the National Joint Committee for Spanish Re-
lief never asked its constituent members for a formal declaration

of support for the Republican Government, agreement being found-

ed on the proposal to send aid “where the need was greatest”.

Members of the Communist Party, always in a minority on local

or national committees to aid Spain, adhered loyally to this agree-

ment and did not press for the adoption of their full political pro-
gramme with regard to Spain, for which they worked outside the

broad “Aid Spain” movement. An outstanding contribution was
made in this respect by Isabel Brown, a leading Communist whose
powerful oratory and deep political understanding made her name
nationally known and respected.

The broad united struggle on behalf of the Spanish people had
its basis first and foremost among the organised workers, already

alerted to the dangers of fascism by the growth of nazism, the

destruction of the German working-class organisations, the fascist

putsch in Austria and their own street battles against the fascist

gangs of Oswald Mosley. They recognised the class character of

the war in Spain, and saw with clear vision that the bombs which
fell on Barcelona, Guernica and Malaga were a rehearsal for Lon-
don, Clydebank and Coventry.

Along with the workers were the intellectuals, who saw the men-
ace which fascism presented to their interests and to the whole
fabric of European culture. Religious bodies recognised the fascist

threat to religious freedom and were moved by their humanitarian
beliefs to help the sufferers. Leading Labour politicians were
urged forward by pressure from the rank-and-file of their

party; Clement Attlee, leader of the Labour Party, was
photographed on the terrace of the House of Commons giving

the “Red Front” salute, and in December 1937 visited the British

Battalion of the International Brigades, one of whose compa-
nies was named after him. Liberal politicians came forward to help
in defence of bourgeois democracy. Conservatives in defence of

British trading interests—a separate Committee of British Ship-
owners Trading to Spain was formed to combat the government’s
refusal to protect British shipping; these shipowners bought a

whole page of advertising in the London ‘Times to protest against

the policy of “non-intervention”.
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The movement of solidarity with the Spanish people was with-

An appeal for funds by Britain’s National Joint Committee of Spanish Relief

out doubt the broadest and most widespread movement of interna-
tional solidarity ever seen in Britain up to that time, uniting the
most diverse sections of the whole population in support of the he-
roic fight of the Spanish people against fascism.
How, then, in face of this great campaign of solidarity and aid

for Republican Spain, were the governments of Stanley Baldwin
and Neville Chamberlain able to pursue, from the beginning of the
Spanish war to the end, a policy which ultimately ensured the
military victory of Franco in Spain?

Bitterly anti-communist, the dominant section of the British rul-
ing class was behind a policy of striving for agreement with the
fascist dictators and of making concessions to them in the hope that
the armed forces of Flitter Germany, in particular, would be
launched towards the East in a “crusade” against the Soviet Union,
that policy was given most shameful and dramatic expression in
the Munich betrayal of Czechoslovakia, but it also ensured the
equally infamous betrayal of the Spanish Republic. The second
factor was the attitude of the Right-wing leadership of the Labour
Party and the Trades Union Congress, which prevented the mo-
bilisation of a great united movement, led by the working class,
of such strength that the reactionaries would have been compelled
to give way before it.

from the very beginning of the Spanish war the rebel generals
enjoyed the warm support of the reactionary forces in Britain and
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nean and the pro-Franco acts of the British Government which be-

came increasingly shameless as the Spanish war approached its

conclusion.

The official policy of encouraging fascism met with no resis-

tance from the parliamentary opposition represented by the Labour
Party.

The Right-wing leaders of the Labour Party and the Trades

Union Congress were more concerned with waging a battle against

their own Left wing, and the Communist Party in particular, than

with mobilising the people of Britain for militant action on behalf

of the Spanish Republic. In fact the very idea of such action was
abhorrent to them; moreover, they did their utmost to prevent any-

one else from giving the leadership which they themselves refused

to provide. On January 18, 1937, the Socialist League (consist-

ing of Left-wing members of the Labour Party), the Communist
Party and the Independent Labour Party announced that they

were going to launch a united campaign. On January 27, the So-
cialist League was expelled from the Labour Party.

There was a neat division of labour. The British Government
brought pressure to bear on the French Government to ensure the

continuation of the “non-intervention” policy, while Right-wing
Labour leaders in Britain excused their own prolonged support for

discredited “non-intervention” by pointing to the example of the

French Government headed by the “tried Socialist” Leon Blum.
Speaking at the 1936 Congress, Walter Citrine, then General Sec-

retary of the TUC, tried to intimidate the delegates saying that

a European war would break out if the munitions supplies needed
by the Spanish Government were continued. This was a specious

argument because Hitler Germany was not ready for war at the

time. But it was appreciated by the Chamberlain Government, too.

Not until July 27, 1937, did the National Council of Labour (on

which the Labour Party, the TUC and the Co-operative Movement
were represented) finally dissociate itself officially from “non-in-
tervention”. But even after that the many proposals for industrial

action of one kind or another—protest strikes, refusals to handle
goods destined for the Franco zone, etc.—were rejected one and
all by the Right-wing leadership as “impracticable”.

What many members of the Labour Party thought of the poli-

cy which had been pursued by their Right-wing leaders, however,
was made clear in their speeches at the Labour annual conference

in May 1939. When discussing a resolution moved by the party
leadership, in which they expressed their hypocritical “admiration
for the heroism of the Spanish people” and censured the British

Government for rendering aid to the insurgents, Delegate J. Poole
told the conference: “Those of us who have been tied up with the

Spanish struggle the last two and a half years cannot allow that

the conscience of the Party shall be finally appeased, or that the
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sacrifices of the Spanish people shall be written off in a resolution
and a few complacent paragraphs of the Executive’s report.” Del-
egate Sybil Wingate spoke out even more strongly: “Lord Hali-
fax has told us recently that this Government has no Spanish blood
on its hands We know what to think of that Pontius Pilate, but
what are we to say of ourselves, our own movement, of our Nation-
al Executive who by their betrayal during the first terrible year,
and their obstinate refusal to take any effective action worthy of
the situation afterwards, have cost us the key position in the fight
against fascism and sacrificed the lives of so many of our best and
bravest comrades?”

I he honour of the British labour movement was vindicated by
the men and women who went to Spain to fight alongside their
heroic Spanish brothers and sisters.

Eighty per cent of the 2,000 British volunteers came from the
working class; the majority of them were Communists and mem-
bers of the Labour Party.

The first British life to be given on behalf of Spanish freedom
was that of Felicia Browne, a young woman artist. Felicia Browne
was in Barcelona when the revolt broke out; she had travelled
there, to attend the People’s Olympiad, and immediately enrolled
in the militia. She was shot on August 25, 1936, while rescuing a
wounded comrade, Paolo Comida, after her patrol, engaged in a
night operation on the Aragon Front, had been attacked and out-
numbered by the enemy.

First move to organise a group of British volunteers was initiat-
ed by Sam Masters and Nat Cohen, two young London clothing
workers, who were on a cycling holiday in France at the time of
the revolt and at once crossed the frontier into Spain. In Barcelo-
na they founded the Tom Mann Centuria from among the hand-
ful of British volunteers who had begun to arrive. When news
came of the gathering of all the international volunteers at Alba-
cete this group, now numbering 18 men, went to the newly-formed
base and were attached to the Thaelmann Battalion. A dozen other
Britishers who had by this time reached Albacete formed a ma-
chine-gun group and were enrolled in the French Battalion. Both
these groups took part in the defence of Madrid.
Meanwhile in Britain the call had gone out for the formation

of a British Battalion, and hundreds of volunteers had come for-
ward. A tremendous lead in this campaign was given by Harry
Pollitt, General Secretary of the Communist Party. Recruiting was
carried on more or less openly until, on January 9, 1937, the Brit-
ish^ Government decided to make the Foreign Enlistment Act of
1870 applicable to Spain, and threatened those guilty of an offence
under this Act with imprisonment up to two years or a fine, or
both. Still more difficulties were encountered when the Non-In-
tervention Committee on February 20 enforced its ban on volun-
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j n cvetem of control. But these obstacles only

made the British anti-fascists more determined. A weekend ticket

to Paris permitted exist from Britain and into France without a

nassoort They set out as “tourists”, went to Paris and then, wit

the magnificent help of the French comrades, crossed the Pyre-

nees on foot or made the journey by sea, sometimes m small open

^During November and December 1936, nearly 500 British vol-

unteers arrived at Madrigueras near Albacete, an assembly point

for other English-speaking volunteers-Irishmen Canadians, Cu-

bans Cypriots, etc. It must be remembered that Britain at tl a

time’ did not have compulsory military service; only a sm^pr^-

portion of the volunteers (mostly veterans from the First World

War) had had any military training or experience, and they were

needed to help in the training of the younger men.
,

In late December the command of the Republican Army oi ere

the Albacete base to form a new International Brigade to be

sent to the Southern Front. It was to check the insurgents offensive

n the Cordoba-Anduiar sector. The new, 14th Brigade was formed

n a matter of few davs. The first to be sent to the front, on De-

cember
1

24, 1936, was the Marseillaise Battalion with a Mo-strong

company composed largely of British volunteers. Commander of

the company was Captain George Nathan, a retired Bri is / rm>

officer- its political commissar was the Communist Ralph ,

author’ journalist and historian. The 14th Brigade, together with

the Spanish units, fulfilled the task of checking the fascist break-

through. But it lost many of its fighters Ralph Fox lost his life in

the battle for Lopera. This battle was the last for the gallant bri-

gades Lorrimer Birch, scientist and Oxtord University grachial ,

John Cornford, Cambridge University ^aduate Communis^stu-

dent leader and a poet ol considerable promise; Joe Gough unem

cloved worker from Luton; “Tich”, formerly a sergeant in the

British Army; McLaurin, a native of New Zealand who had coi c

to Spain from England, and many others.

After nearly one month’s fighting the company—by this t

only 67 strong-returned to Madrigueras, where the work of

training and organising the new recruits was going on steadily.

By "he end of January 1937 the British Battalion, six hundred

strong and composed of four companies with auxiliary units, w

organised and ready. The leading part m its organisation was

played by D. F. Springhalt, who became battalion commissai, and

Peter Kerrigan, who later took his place. It was incorporated into

the newly-formed 15th Brigade along with the Franco-Belgian,

Dimitrov' and American battalions. The 15th Brigade went in o

battle on the Jarama in F ebruary.
, „ , ,

On the 12th, 13th and 14th of February, 193/, the British Battal-

ion underweni its “baptism of fire”, in position between two of
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A grave of British volunteers killed in action near the River Jarama in Febru-
ary 1937

section showed great bravery throughout the terrible day of Feb-
ruary 12. Up and down, across bullet-swept slopes, he and his men
carried the wounded. He escaped death a hundred times until in

the late afternoon, when running to help another wounded man,
he was himself fatally wounded. As he lay dying he told those
who came to succour him to leave him there and attend to men
whose lives might be saved.

In March the battalion, together with the whole of the 15th Bri-

gade, settled down to trench life, which continued until June 17,

when it said goodbye to the Jarama and was then under march-
ing orders for the great offensive at Brunete.

Meanwhile, in March, a group consisting of new British recruits

and some men who had recovered from wounds received at Cor-
doba and Madrid were enrolled in the 20th Battalion of the 86th
mixed Spanish Brigade to take part in the defence of Pozoblanco.
Led by the Irish Lieutenant Paddy O’Daire, the British and Irish,

some 40 in all, formed No. 1 Section of the Anglo-American com-
pany. After nearly four months on the Southern Front, this com-
pany returned to Albacete for the purpose of joining the 15th

Brigade.

Between July 9 and 18, the British Battalion was in the thick

of the fighting at Brunete. Major George Nathan was chief of oper-

ations, Jock Cunningham was in command of three of the six bat-

talions of the 15th Brigade, and the British Battalion was led by
Fred Copeman. On July 6 the British Battalion was ordered to
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approach the town of Villanueva de la Canada, in order to cut
the road leading to Brunete. There the fascists attempted a sortie
using civilian men, women and children as their screen—an inci-
dent none of those present will ever forget.

The battalion remained in action for eight days and suffered
heavy losses, many of its leading men being killed, including
George Nathan, Bob Elliott, a Communist councillor from Dur-
ham, Bill Meredith, one of the heroes of the Jarama, Alex McDade
of Glasgow (who wrote the words of the song “Jarama” which be-
came the song of the British Battalion), and George Brown, a lead-
ing Communist from Manchester. Both Fred Copeman, the com-
mander, and Bert Williams, the commissar, were compelled to
leave the front line due to sickness; their places were taken by Joe
blinks and Walter Tapsell. The commander of the newly-formed
anti-tank battery, Malcolm Dunbar, was wounded and his place
was taken by Hugh Slater.

Slater (in The Book of the loth Brigade
) described an incident

on the third day of the Brunete offensive in these terms: “.
. .Mal-

colm Dunbar and I were walking back from our most forward
gun, over one of the undulations in the hills. We saw that our base
was being violently bombarded. Some cases of ammunition were
exploding in howling syncopation with the screaming of the enemy
shells. The grass all round the guns and Cunningham’s dugout was
on lire. The whole area was a private little inferno. . . . Behind the
smoke, moving about, we could see four or five grey, ghost-like
forms. It was hardly believable that there could be men out in the
open in the middle of crashing shells The members of the bat-
tery had been beating out the blazing grass with blankets. They
had by their really magnificent nerve prevented further supplies of
shells, and even the guns themselves, from being destroyed. The
members of our anti-tank battery who were concerned in this

splendidly courageous incident were Arthur Nicholl of Dundee,
Geoffrey Mildwater of Finchley, Otto Estensen of Ormesby, Jimmy
Arthur of F.dinburgh, Jack Black of Dover, and Cooperman of the
Brigade Staff. Black, our second-in-command, was killed after he
had made two journeys to the ammunition-dump, pulling out
cases. . . . This is simply one of the innumerable heroic actions
which happened during those days. . .

.”

On July 22, the British were ordered to hold a key position at
the end of the line which ran south from Villafranca at the point
where it turned west towards Brunete. After two days they were
ordered to retire to defensive positions, but the order did not reach
them for several hours, and they were in danger of being cut off.

In the later afternoon, with only 42 men remaining out of the orig-

inal 300, they advanced again and occupied a new position. The
following day the fascists made several attempts to advance but
were repulsed by the American Battalion. Only by July 26 had

the enemy’s eounter-attack spent itself. The 15th Brigade was

wSCtin^he village of Mondejar, the British

pillion now under command of Paddy O’Daire w.th Arthur

Ollerenshaw, a former pilot in the Royal Air Force as his adju-
01

f tont nart in the capture of Quinto and Belchite, being given

r Usk of
P
de endig Sana, ten miles north of Belchite in or-

J , 1„1J hick a fascist force marching to the relief of the be-

gged town. When Belchite fell, the British Battalum went rate

p
",

vf for a period, after being assured by General W altei (Ika

“I send my most enthusiastic congratulations to all the com-

makers oncers, non-commissioned officers and -ldi rs of

that brave Division, and especially to yourself and the lltn

15th brigades for the heroism and fighting spirit shown in brd-

liant actfon of the taking of Quinto . . . an episode of great im-

portance for the triumph of our cause.

In October the British Battalion moved back to the lines facing

Fuentcs dKo. where all battalions of the 15th Brigade were

en paired the major role in this operation being played by the Ga

nadian Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion and a tank task foice of t

Spanish Battalion. The British suffered theAoss of their command-

er, Harold Fry, and their commissar, Eric Whaley, iresh trom r,

S
‘ The 15th Brigade at the end of October went back to a group

of villages nea^Madrid for reorganisation and renewed military

and poMca” training. In November, the battalion received from

Britain a richly-embroidered banner, which was
' Pres“‘e

^r

“re.

‘

Welsh Miners and of the Miners’ Federation of Great Britain, and

Harry PoU?tt General Secretary of the Communist Party who

visited not only the British Battalion but every hospital and con-

valescent home where his compatriots were lymg-

Teruel was taken bv Spanish troops on December ~2, • •

the first days of Januarv 1938, the British Battalion, commanded

by Bill Alexander, with Walter Tapsell as r onthTTark-
* neriod of service which was to last three months, maik
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mg some of its best and most heroic actions but costing the lives ofsome 200 valiant comrades.
Halfway through January the Brigade Headquarters was moved

OU
j

a railway-arch a tew kilometres north-east of Terueland established in the town itself. The four battalions moved into
position facing the expected fascist counter-attack. This began on
the morning of January 19. The Spanish, Canadian and British
comrades smashed the fascist attempt to advance down the valley
leading directly into Teruel. On the evening of January 20, thecommander of the oth Army Corps, Juan Modesto, specially com-mended the British Battalion on its stand, and its commander,
Kill Alexander, was promoted on the field to the rank of
captain.

In February the British Battalion was again in action, this time
in the vicinity of Segura de los Banos. “The 15th Brigade again
stole the day We took prisoner a whole company with its com-
mander, a captain; captured nine machine-guns, three mortars

;
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ed ridcs - 0n th* fallowing day, February

16, the loth Brigade inflicted heavy losses on the two fresh coun-
ter-attacking enemy battalions/’ 1 wrote General Walter, com-mander of the 35th Division. Here the battalion successfully rout-
ed superior fascist forces and was again commended by General

alter. Casualties in this action were somewhat lighter than be-
tore; this can perhaps be attributed to the increased military ef-
hciency and battle-training of the battalion. But Bill Alexanderwas wounded and became so seriously ill that he was finally inva-
lided back to England in July. Sam Wild, who had formerly
Sei
M l

n
?0>

-? ^fr
Vy

’ became commander of the battalion.March and April of 1938 were the days of trial for the British
Battalion and the entire 15th Brigade; the fascists had succeeded
in breaking the Aragon Front, and the Republican troops were re-
lcating in disorder. As soon as the first reports on the enemy
offensive were received, the 15th Brigade was ordered by the di-
visional command to move to the front line. But it was not yetknown that the front line had been left behind by the retreating
Republican troops. *

Marching towards Belchite in the early hours of March 10, the
British Battalion entered an olive grove some two kilometres
noith of the town, where they found themselves in the immediate
vicinity of the enemy. Subjected to heavy machine-gun and artil-
leiv hie, the battalion held on until they were literally blasted outSam Wild ordered each company to march down the road and

lu
U
u
P°SI^ns £>r covering the retreat. During their retreat

through the dead town, the British took up positions five timesand combated the enemy. The last of the Republican forces to leave

1 Historical Archives, No. 2, 1962, p. 175 (in Russian).

the town were 90 Britishers who kept up a brilliant resistance to

the last moment and inflicted heavy casualties on the enemy.

On March 11, still withdrawing, the battalion found itself al-

most encircled, but after a night’s forced marching, it broke out

and reached the Brigade Headquarters at Vinaceite. The British

reached Caspe on March 15 and fought a heavy rearguard action

there in the course of which, due to the infiltrating tactics of the

enemy and the difficulty of telling friend from foe, Battalion Com-

mander Sam Wild and three others were captured—but smashed

their way through their captors, one of the four using a tin of

corned beef as a club!—and escaped. The commander received

orders to occupy a new position on the fringe of the town and did

so, but during the night the position was encircled and the British

had to retire again. They retired through Caspe, taking up even-

position into which they were ordered and holding it until ordered

to move. For this work Sam Wild was promoted to the rank

of captain.

On March 31, 1938, the British Battalion, marching through

Calaceitc on its way to the front, marched into an enemy ambush.

A fierce struggle ensued in which they put several enemy tanks

out of action. But 140 men were taken prisoner that morning.

Among those captured was the popular commissar of the battalion,

Walter Tapsell, who later was shot by the fascists.

After the next 24-hour fighting, during which a further 150

men were killed and wounded, the battalion was regrouped undei

Captain Malcolm Dunbar, and Bob Cooney as commissar. Cross-

ing mountainous country under heavy fire, they took up position

on the high ground commanding the two roads to Tortosa and

Mora del Ebro. For twelve hours they prevented a large fascist

•column from moving down the road, giving the Republican forces

time to blow up the bridge across the Ebro. By nightfall their

position had become untenable, and the following morning they

crossed the river in small boats and rejoined the main body of

their division.

During the next eight weeks, while the enemy was concentrat-

ing on Valencia, the Ebro Front was quieter. The time was spent

in regrouping, reorganising and preparing for the crossing of the

Ebro. It was at this time that Pandit Nehru and Krishna Menon

visited the battalion.

At midnight on July 25, the battalion received its long-await-

ed orders for the crossing of the Ebro.

The 15th Brigade crossed at Mora del Ebro; the first of its bat-

talions to cross was the Canadian. But they had been preceded by

Spanish troops from other brigades which had mopped up all re-

sistance. The British followed the Canadians, some in boats and

some on the first pontoon bridge. They advanced quickly in the

direction of Corbera and by late afternoon were outside the town
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nurses, with some 35 ambulance drivers, administrative workers

and other personnel, took part in the Spanish war alongside the

British volunteers. One doctor, Sollenberger, was killed at Bru-
nete. The British medical personnel served on all fronts, and Brit-

ish funds were contributed to the upkeep of two base hospitals, at

Huete and Ucles, and one convalescent hospital at Valdeganga.
Dr R.S. Saxton continued the work begun by the Canadian Dr

Norman Bethune, and his mobile blood-transfusion service played
an important part in the Ebro campaign. Dr L. Crome became
divisional medical officer of the 35th Division. The British nurses

were highly-esteemed for their excellent training, their courage
and devotion to duty. Among the medical and other personnel sent
to Spain was a group of highly- skilled motor-mechanics led by
Harry Evans whose superb work in repairing and refitting damaged
ambulances and other vehicles was of tremendous help.

British volunteers took part in the unforgettable farewell parade
in Barcelona. Owing to difficulties caused by the hostile attitude of
the British and French governments, the British Battalion did not
arrive back in London until December 7, 1938. They were received
at Victoria Station by a vast crowd which completely dislocated the
traffic and broke through the police cordons which were attempting
to control the situation. After welcoming speeches from Clement.
Attlee, Sir Stafford Cripps, Tom Mann, the trade-union leader,
William Gallacher, Communist member of Parliament and the
President of the Mineworkers’ Federation, Will Lawthcr (whose
brother had been killed in Spain), Sam Wild replied in these

words:
“We intend to keep the promise we made to the Spanish people

before we left—that we would change our front but continue to
fight in England for the assistance of Spain.”
The International Brigade Association was formed immediately

after the return of the British Battalion to England and has re-

mained in active existence ever since. It did not have to undertake
the task of caring for the disabled fighters or the families of the
fallen, because this task had already been undertaken by the Depen-
dents’ Aid Committee of the International Brigade, formed in June
1937, which raised well over £50,000 to meet these needs.
The Association entered the political struggle for continued sup-

port to the Spanish Republic, its members going on speaking tours

throughout the country to enlist further aid and support for Spain.
It also began to raise funds and to campaign on behalf of the less

fortunate comrades-in-arms of the International Brigades who
could not return to their homes—those in the camps of southern
France and those still in prison in Spain.

After the outbreak of the Second World War the Association
conducted a vigorous campaign on behalf of those international
volunteers who were in prisons and concentration camps in France
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Welcoming British volunteers of the International Brigades at London’s Vic-
tona Station. 1938

and North Africa; a highlight of this campaign was the collector
of hundreds of signatures of notable people on behalf of Fran;Dahlem llemrich Rau and Luigi Longo after the German occu-
pation 01 f ranee. 1 he Association also called a conference of exilec
governments m London to urge these governments to demanc
ic leiease of their nationals from Spanish prisons and camps anc

fascisrn

Cm *° pr°CCed to EnSland to take part in the war against

The great majority of the British volunteers entered the armedforces—though some, because of prejudice in high places, were re-
fused and many were denied promotion. A number of outstand-
ing anti-fascist fighters gave their lives in this continuation of the
struggle.

The Association itself published a monthly journal, first called
1 he Volunteer for Liberty and later Spain Today which contin-
ued to give news of the struggle of the Spanish people and to rally
support for it for fifteen unbroken years until it was compelled
by rapidly rising printing costs to stop publication. The Associa-
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tribute has been paid over and over again to the effectiveness of

these campaigns and to the presence of British legal observers at

Franco trials'—though in some lamentable instances such as the

trial of Julian Grimau, the protest and the presence of interna-

tional lawyers were not sufficient to prevent disaster.

Basing itself always in the British trade-union and labour move-

ment, the Association has continued, and still continues, to rally

support for the Spanish people’s struggle for freedom. Under its

four successive secretaries, Bill Rowe, Jack Brent, Alec Digges and

Nan Green, it has won and kept its high standing among the Brit-

ish working class and people. It has issued thousands of pam-

phlets and leaflets, protest cards and posters; to this day scarcely a

week goes past without its members going out to address meetings

of trade-union branches, youth groups and other organisations.

It has held great public rallies and demonstrations. Every lead-

ing representative of the Franco regime visiting England—Castiel-

Ja, Fraga Iribarne and so on—has been met by demonstrations or

workers and trade unionists carrying banners and shouting

slogans on behalf of Spanish democracy and against Franco and

his regime. ...
Former British volunteers have won leading positions in many

trade-union organisations, notable among these being Will Payn-

ter of the National Union of Mineworkers and J. L. Jones of the

Transport & General Workers’ Union, both highly respected na-

tional figures.
. ,

The Association’s activity has helped to keep fresh in people s

minds the memories of the heroic anti-fascist struggle of the

Spanish people in the thirties.

Today solidarity with the Spanish people and support for their

struggle against the Franco regime remains, as in the thirties, part

of the peace movement of the working class and progressives in

Britain.



BULGARIA

In the years 1936 to 1939, when the great fight of democracy
against fascism was being waged in Spain, the Bulgarian peoplewere being held down by a monarchical fascist dictatorship. TheCommunist Party had gone underground back in 1923. After the
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’ a11 Political partieshad been banned. By means of fascist terror and social demagogy

a handful of big capitalists and bankers under the aegis of the mon-
archy had the power firmly in their hands. The anti-national for-
eign policy of the ruling clique drove Bulgaria into the embraces

,

thc Hlt,eilte aggressors. But Bulgarian fascism, unlike Germanwas incapable of gaming wide support among the masses. The
revolutionary traditions of the armed uprisings of 1918 and 1923
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these forces was the Bulgarian CommunistParty which, although operating illegally, had a powerful influ-

pn
ce

'Vpattwo
C0Untry- Thc Bulgarian Popular AgriculturalUnion (BPAU), the mass peasant party, also played a big part inthe struggle against the monarcho-fascist government. The oppo-sitmn included also the petty-bourgeois political organisation Zve-no (Link) which had considerable influence among military

the
f
cmoc7tlc-minded intelligentsia, the Social-Demo-

c atic democratic and radical parties, and other political group-
ings. I he Communist Party made every effort to build up a Pop-
ular front uniting all the country’s anti-fascist forces for the
ovci throw ol the monarcho-fascist regime. An intense struggle be-tween democracy and fascist reaction was developing in Bulgaria.Naturally enough, thc events in Spain, where this struggle hadaied up into civil war roused a widespread response among Bui-
garians. rhe attitude of the political parties and the masfef toUiese events diverged sharply from the position of official circles,
he go\ eminent of Georgy Kyoseivanov joined the “non-inter-

vention’ agreement and declared a position of neutrality in re-

lation to the belligerents—Republicans and Francoists. In prac-

tice it did everything it could to support the insurgents and under-

mine the interests of thc legal Spanish Government. In August

1936 the Bulgarian Government not only prohibited the export

and transit of arms to Spain but also virtually stopped all trade

with the Spanish Republic. On April 9, 1937, it published the De-

cree on Non-Participation of Bulgarian Subjects in the Spanish

Civil War. This created a barrier only for the departure of anti-

fascist volunteers because hardly anyone wanted to fight on the

side of Franco.

Although Bulgaria still had official diplomatic relations with the

Spanish Republic, the Bulgarian Government allowed a repre-

sentative of the Spanish insurgents to stay in Sofia and granted

him freedom of action, while interfering with the normal work of

the Spanish Republic's mission in a variety of ways.

The government censorship restricted publication of truthful in-

formation on the events in Spain, while the yellow pro-fascist press,

using all thc tricks of corrupt bourgeois journalism, tried to smear

the government of the Popular Front. It was particularly zealous

in denigrating the idea of solidarity with the Spanish Republic,

and also in arguing that the Republicans’ struggle against the in-

surgents had no real backing and was therefore hopeless. Slan-

derously accusing the USSR of one-sided intervention in internal

Spanish affairs and intimidating the ordinary public with talk of

a military threat, the reactionary papers pumped the idea that all

resistance to German- Italian intervention in Spain would lead to

war in Europe.
The semi-official newspaper Dries (Today), organ of the fascist

Popular Social Movement, the paper Slovo (Word) and other

similar publications conducted a frantic campaign against the

Spanish Popular Front and praised Franco to the skies. For them

the insurgents were “courageous ’, “patriotic'’ Spaniards rebelling

against the “regime of terror”, against “unprecedented violation of

individual freedom and private property”.

The attacks on the Spanish Repubic came not only from the

right but also from the “left”, from numerically small groups of

Bulgarian anarchists, and also Trotskvites who called for a “pro-

letarian revolution” against the government of the Popular Front.

In contrast to these forces that were hostile to the Spanish peo-

ple, the overwhelming majority of the democratic public and bour-

geois anti-fascist opposition, despite differences of opinion and

some wavering (particularly over the question of non-interven-

tion), was in sympathy with the Spanish Republic and the cause

that it was defending.

The consistent defender of the Spanish people was the van-

guard of the working class—the Communists. They were joined by
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Bulgarian volunteers: officers and political commissars

tributed in Bulgaria, gave a glowing account of the courageous
work of the Bulgarian volunteers in Spain and of the wonderful
job the Spanish workers and peasants were doing in the rear to

help defeat the fascists.

On the occasion of thc second anniversary of the civil war the
newspaper Zarya of July 27, 1938, wrote: “It would be hard to

find in human history a more heroic epic of thc struggle of a whole
people against enslavers and aggressors.”

The communist and democratic press produced a mass of evi-

dence to show how the fascist powers were helping the insurgents
and severely criticised the policy of “non-intervention”. “It is only
‘neutrality’ that helps the Spanish insurgents to crucify the Re-
public, to undermine the foundation of world democracy,” wrote
the newspaper Iribuna published by Communists and Left-wing
Socialists, on October 10, 193G. “Raise the blockade of the Spanish
Republic!” demanded the democratic newspaper Vedrina (Fresh-
ness) on September 18, 1936. “The London Non-Intervention Com-
mittee is a piece of terrible and cynical hypocrisy,” stated the

weekly Stranitsy on October 27, 1937.

In the conditions created in Bulgaria by the monarcho-fascist
police regime it was very difficult to express sympathy for the

Spanish Republic by organising conferences, meetings and demon-
strations. The Bulgarian anti-fascists showed their solidarity mainly
by sending messages of greetings from the workers, peasants,
young people and soldiers. “We shall never stop thinking for a

moment about the valiant struggle of the Spanish people against
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Bulgarian volunteers.

First row left to right: engineer Zhccho Gyumyushev (Raiko Gryncharov),
Ferdinand Kozovsky (Colonel l’ctrov), Karlo I.ukanov (Colonel Belov), engi-

neer Ivan Shchcrev (Jaroslav Tasek)

experience of the Bulgarian volunteers in political and armed
struggle was of significant help to them in the tasks they had to

perform in Spain.

Most of the Bulgarian volunteers had a good mastery of mili-

tary and technical skills. Their best military experts were the Bul-
garian political emigres who had lived in the USSR. There were
about a hundred of them. They had taken part in the September
uprising of 1923 and in the guerrilla movement in Bulgaria from
1924 to 1925; they had also served at some time in the Bulgarian

Army, and during their stay in the USSR, in the Red Army. They
included highly qualified engineers and doctors. All those with a

sound military, political and professional background were ap-

pointed to responsible posts by the Spanish Government or given

commands in the International Brigades. Ferdinand Kozovsky
(Colonel Petrov) and Tsvyatko Radoinov (Colonel Radionov) were
military advisers on sectors of the Madrid Front. Pyotr Panchev-
sky, who had graduated a military engineering academy in the

USSR, was adviser to the chief of the engineer corps of the Span-

ish Republic. Fie was involved in the preparation and conduct
of a number of major operations. Ruben Avramov (Miguel Go-
mez) worked at the central school for commissars and helped to

edit the magazine El Comisario, organ of the General Military

Commissariat.
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A group of Bulgarian volunteers took an active part in organis-
ing and operating the international brigade base at Albacete. In
the second half of 1937 Karlo Lukanov (Belov) was chief of the
base. Under his leadership much was done to strengthen the ap-
paratus and organise schools for training volunteers in various mil-
itary skills. Georgi Mikhailov (Zhelezov) was in charge of the per-
sonnel department of the International Brigades from 1937 to
1938. Bulgarian officers took part in the formation and work of
training centres in Pozorrubio, Casas Ibanez, Cambrills, Figueras,
Olot, and elsewhere. Lyubomir Todorov (Karbov), Doncho Dyan-
kov, Iliya Balev and others were of great help in organising the
central supply service in Albacete catering for the International
Brigades. Its chief from December 193G to June 1937 was Karbov,
under whose direction supply services were set up in the brigades.
There were twenty-five Bulgarian officers working as military

instructors, mainly in the Spanish units, where officers as well as
soldiers often lacked sufficient military training. They taught the
Spaniards and officers and men of other nationalities weapon-
handling and the tactics of modern warfare. This work continued
even during military operations and at the front line in the heat
of battle.

The Bulgarian volunteers worked and fought as instructors or
advisers in many Republican formations and units—in eig'ht corps,
14 divisions and more than 20 brigades. In the medical service of
the International Brigades, its central and lower echelons, there
were fifteen Bulgarians working alongside doctors of other nation-
alities in organising and administering medical aid: Tsvctan Kris-
ta11

.

0^' (Oscar Telgc), Peter Kolarov (Franek), Konstantin Michev
(Minkov), Simeon Grozev, killed at Brunete, Georgi Dobrev Sto-
yev (Schwarz), Raiko Radevsky (Rodez), and others. Doctor Kris-
tanov was for a long time chief of the medical service of the In-
ternational Brigades, and Kolarov and Michev his deputies.
The following figures show the scale of activity of the Bulgar-

ian and other doctors in the international medical service. At the
beginning of 1938 it had 240 doctors of various nationalities, more
than 800

^

people with intermediate medical qualifications and
about 1,500 junior medical assistants and helpers. They served
seventeen permanent hospitals with five to six thousand beds. In
addition, in 1937 nearly forty mobile field hospitals, that were
either closed down or passed on to the medical services of the
Spanish units when the International Brigades were moved to
another front, were organised on the fighting lines. Its ambulances
and transports made a total of 170 vehicles. All together in 1937,
27,015 wounded soldiers, internationalists and Spaniards, passed
through the permanent hospitals.

There were twenty Bulgarian engineers and several technicians
working in the war industry of the Spanish Republic, sharing
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then experience and knowledge with Spanish experts and help-

• <>• to arrange the production of arms and ammunition. F.ngineei

Stoiko Marinov (Paul Samter) was appointed chief of the artil-

Wv section of the Arms Commissariat on February 1, 193/. hn-

o4neers Nikolai Vasilev Kolarov and Nedelcho Chobanov were

working on orders from the Ministry of Defence. Kolarov was an

adviser to the engineering units of the Central Front. He took an

active part in building the railway that joined Madrid with the

Valencian line and facilitated the transportation of supplies to the

capital and the Central Front and also the strategic movement of

troops. Chobanov taught at a sapper school and at the same time

supervised the building of roads and fortifications on the Fbro sec-

t0

Engineers Ivan Shcherev (Tasek) and Zhecho Gyumyushev

(Gryncharov) and Spanish engineers organised production of

searchlights for anti-aircraft defence in Madrid. The greater part

of the Bulgarian volunteers were in the field army, mainly in the

infantry and artillery units, and they fought on nearly all fronts

of the Republic. . , . ,, r ,
,

.

Some individual Bulgarian volunteers took part in the fighting

against the fascists as early as the summer of 1936, and also in the

first regular international unit-thc 11th Brigade, which was

foi-med at the beginning of November 1936. On Novembei 9, 1336,

it counter-attacked the fascists in the Madrid park Casa de Campo,

in the University City, and threw them back beyond the River

Manzanares. It was here that the Bulgarian Ferdinand Kozlovsky

(Petrov) began his military service and was appointed second-in-

command of the newly organised 12th International Brigade,

under the Hungarian Mate Zalka (Lukacs).

This brigade received most of the Bulgarian volunteers ai riv-

ing in Spain at that time. They were all enlisted in the Balkan com-

panv of the Thaelmann Battalion, which consisted of volunteers

of Balkan and Slav nationalities. The company took part in all the

glorious campaigns of the 12th Brigade, from the first attack on

the Cerro de los Angeles Height on November 13, 1936, and the

fighting in the University City to the triumphant defeat of the

Italian intervention forces in March 193/. In April and May 193/

the Balkan Company became the nucleus of the relormed battal-

ion named after the Yugoslav Communist revolutionary Djuro

Djakovic: this battalion was commanded by the Bulgarian volun-

teer Nikola Marinov (Khristov), who had formerly commanded

the Balkan Company.
.

During the heavy fighting in the University City the 12tli Bri-

gade relieved the 11th, which had been exhausted by the ten days

battle and heavy losses. On November 19 to 20 the Balkan Com-

pany occupied the building of the Agricultural Science faculty

but was attacked by fascist tanks from the rear. Withdrawing to
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The battalion went into action on February 12 in the sector whereIbemamforces of the fascists tried to break through For many

fhe Book of the 15th Brigade, Madrid, 1938, p. 299.
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^avs the Dimitrov men fought off several attacks every day by

Moroccans and frequently counter-attacked themselves. The bat-

talion commander, the company commanders and all other offi-

cers and commissars of the battalion were always in the front

ranks of the fighting men in these engagements, encouraging them

and leading the attacks. Grebenarov, Mavrodiyev, Pyotr Alek-

siyev and other Bulgarians died heroically in these battles. The
casualty lists testify to the self-sacrifice and heroism of the volun-

teers in the bloody fighting on the Jarama: after five days—from

February 12 to 17—only 215 men were left out of the 565 of the

Dimitrov Battalion. Other battalions of the 15th Brigade suffered

similar losses.

Nearly all the Bulgarian volunteers in the Djakovic and Di-

mitrov battalions, the Vasil Kolarov Battery and the tank units

took part in the next big battle on the Madrid Front, the Brunete

operation in July 1957.

The Djakovic Battalion consisted of volunteers from the Balkan

countries and Spaniards. Bulgarian officers and instructors took

an active part in organising and training the men of the battalion.

Besides the battalion commander, Khristov, and several staff of-

ficers, two of its company commanders and a number of platoon

and section commanders were also Bulgarian volunteers. This bat-

talion, which was part of the 45th Division, arrived at the front

near Brunete on July 14, 1937, when the Republican Army’s offen-

sive had halted and it took up defence, beating off fascist attacks.

The battalion engaged in heavy defensive fighting and launched
several counter-attacks. During one of them Georgi Zhulcv, one
of the battalion’s staff officers, Captain Todorov, a company com-
mander, and other Bulgarian volunteers died heroically.

The Dimitrov Battalion, which had not yet rested after four

months of positional warfare on the Jarama, marked the first day
of the Brunete operation by successfully attacking the enemy posi-

tion at Villanueva dc la Canada and took part in the Republican

Army’s seizure of the town. For three weeks the Dimitrov men
were in the field, inflicting heavy losses on the fascists, and losing

a larger part of their own men. By the end of the operation only

143 were left out of 445. The Bulgarians, like the other Dimitrov
men under the command of the Hungarian volunteer Mihaly Szal-

vai, known under the pseudonym of Chapayev, devoted every
effort to make the operation successful in the unbearable July heat

and under a murderous enemy fire. They were set a fine example

by the battalion commissar, the Bulgarian Prodan Tabakov,

who more than once led the men in attack, organised fighting

reconnaissance and led units of the battalion out of encircle-

ment.
Nine Bulgarian tank officers, who arrived in Spain in March

1937, received their baptism of fire at Brunete. Commanding
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tanks and tank platoons, they took part in offensive and defensive

operations. The Bulgarian tank men formed part of the tank unit

which on July 23 to 25, at the Republican Army’s gravest hour,

counter-attacked the enemy infantry that had broken through, and
helped to restore the position at the front.

In October of the same year on the Aragon Front the Bulgarian

tank men took part in an abortive tank attack at Fuentes del Ebro.

In the extremely difficult conditions of this battle, which took

place over marshy ground, the Republican tank crews, including

the Bulgarians, showed heroism and self-control. For example,

tank commander Georgi Toshev (Khristo Doichev), after success-

fully disengaging, returned to help his comrades whose tanks had

been bogged down or were crippled by the enemy. The platoon’s

second-in-command Georgi Yankov (Mirko Stankov), whose tank
caught fire and whose gun and machine-gun were put out of action,

was surrounded by fascists but did not lose his self-control, broke
through the enemy ring and brought his tank out of battle. Boris

Shishkov (Spas Belkov Filippov), second-in-command of a tank

regiment, chose to die in a burning tank rather than surrender to

the fascists. G. Toshev and V. Kunchev came out of battle badly

wounded.
During the Republican Army’s offensive operations on the Ara-

gon Front, which began on August 22, 1937, the Djakovic and

Dimitrov battalions also took part in the assault on and liberation

of the towns of Quinto and Belchite, which the nazi military

engineers had turned into fortresses. The Dimitrov Battalion

displayed splendid fighting qualities in desperate street light-

ing.

After the Aragon operations the Dimitrov Battalion and the

Djakovic and Masaryk battalions became part of the newly orga-

nised “Slavonic” International Brigade, which was given the num-
ber 129. In March and April 1938, when the insurgents and inter-

vention forces broke through the Aragon Front and struck east-

wards, cutting the territory of Republican Spain in two, the 129th

International Brigade held up the enemy on the main break-

through sector, and then became part of the Levante Front, at

which Franco struck his next blow. For successful fulfilment of

these missions the 129th Brigade received a commendation from
the corps commander and was awarded the Medal of Valour by
the Spanish Government.
A group of Bulgarian volunteers (forty men) was put into the

separate battalion of the 45th Division (the so-called Divisiona-

rio), which was operating on the northern flank of the break-

through. Most of them were killed or wounded in the exceptional-

ly stubborn and bitter fighting during the last major operation of

the Republican forces on the River Ebro. The Bulgarian gunners

of the 45th and 35th divisions also took part in this action.
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d for the heroism of the inter-national brigades . The I residium of the People’s Assembly of Bul-gana expressed this nation-wide recognition when it decoratedhe former lighters of the International Brigades with the Orderof People’s Freedom. 1941-1944”, First Class.

CANADA

More than 1,200 Canadians crossed the Atlantic to help resist

the fascist invasion which proved to be the prelude to World War
II. Like all the members of the International Brigades from many
lands, the Canadian volunteers understood that on those Spanish

battle fronts the readiness of mankind to defend democracy and hu-

man freedom was being put to the test and that the fundamental

interests of their own country were at stake. This is why the 600

Canadians who lost their lives fighting the fascists in Spain are

worthy of their country’s honour and respect as true patriots and

heroes.

The idea of a Canadian contingent to fight in defence of the

democratically established Republic of Spain arose in the early

days of October 1936. It was obvious that Spain was the victim of

foreign invasion. The insurgent generals were landing Moroccan

troops on the peninsula. Under the guise of giving aid to their fel-

low fascist Franco, Hitler and Mussolini had embarked on their

joint invasion of Spain.

In October 1936 the General Secretary of the Communist Party

of Canada, Tim Buck, was visiting Spain to get acquainted with

the situation in the country on the spot. He was at a sector of the

front near Aranjuez (45 kilometres from Madrid), when he receiv-

ed an invitation to attend a meeting in Madrid at which it was

planned to discuss the setting up of International Brigades of vo-

lunteers to defend the Spanish Republic. Jose Diaz, the General

Secretary of the Communist Party of Spain, and a representative

of the Communist Party of France put forward a concrete plan.

According to this plan, foreign volunteers fighting in the 5th Re-

giment and other militia units and columns, who numbered more

than 2,000 in all, and also the new volunteers who were arriving

from abroad, were to be organised as special military units known

as International Brigades. Depending on the number of volunteers

of different nationalities, they would be organised as units of one
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nationality or of mixed nationalities. But the main aim was to or-
ganise the foreign volunteers into an armed force sufficiently po-

Tfr d°
m
uv

e a contribution to the military defence
of the Republic and to provide a powerful demonstration of mili-
tary support for the Spanish people from world democracy. When
asked about arms and equipment, the representative of the Com-
mumst 1 arty of trance replied that the Mexican Government
would sell arms to Spain, while the Soviet Union had agreed tosupply the Republic with all the necessary military material, in
particular, planes and tanks.
Immediately upon his return to Canada Tim Buck reported on

his visit and the plan to set up International Brigades to the Poli-
tical Uommittee of the Canadian Communist Party, which decid-
ed at once to mobilise the entire party membership and the widest

Spanish Rep^ M'°^
^anac^an democrats in a campaign to aid the

Ibis decision, incidentally, was prompted by a number of
events.

Earlier on Dr Norman Bethune, a member of the Communist
Earty from Montreal, had suggested to the Quebec Party Commit-
tee that it should send him to Spain in his professional capacityand organise a Canadian mobile blood transfusion unit to serve
the Republican forces at the front. The organisation of the Blood
1 railsfusion Unit was well under way. Other measures were also
bemg taken including the raising of funds to buy an ambulance
for the Republican Army. These facts, together with the active par-
ticipation of the public in the subsequent financing of Canadian
medical establishments m Spam, show that the movement to aid
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broad support. The Blood Transfusion
Unit (which included Dr Norman Bethune and his colleagues Ha-
zen Sise led Allan, and later Allan May and Doctor Hene as
well as the interpreter Henning Sorensen and Miss Jean Wattswho drove an ambulance) were an integral part of that movement!Or Bethune sent the Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy re-
gular reports on the work of his unit which convey the atomosphe-
re of the heroic struggle of the defenders of Madrid. The follow-
ing is an extract from a letter which he sent in January 1937:

As you know, we have withstood the most serious attempt by
the iascists to take Madrid by storm since the first and second
weeks of November. Their losses have been terrific. They attacked
in dense lines like the Germans in France in 1917. Our machine-
guns simply mowed them down. Our losses were one to five of
theirs.

I he International Brigades have suffered badly, of course as
tney act as shock troops. But large reinforcements of French, Ger-
mans, English.Polish, Austrians and Italians, with some Ameri-
cans and Canadians, are arriving.
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“We have been having two to four raids a day for two weeks

now, and many thousands of non-combatants, women and chil-

dren, have been killed.

“Yesterday we did three transfusions—this is about the average

daily, besides the blood we leave at hospitals for them to use them-

selves. . .

.

“This is a grand country and a grand people. The wounded be-

have wonderfully.

“After I had given a transfusion to a French soldier who had

lost his arm, he raised the other to me as I left the room and with

his raised clenched fist exclaimed: 'Viva la Revolution!’ The boy

next to him was a Spaniard—a medical student shot through the

liver and stomach. When I had given him a transfusion and ask-

ed him how he felt, he said: ‘It is nothing—Nada’. He recovered—

and so did the Frenchman.

“We all feel enormously encouraged by your grand support.

You may rest assured and give our assurance to the workers of Ca-

nada that their efforts and money are saving many Spanish,

French, German and English lives. We will win! The fascists are

already defeated. Madrid will be the tomb of fascism!
’

The Committee to Aid Spanish Democracy, which assumed res-

ponsibility for financing and maintaining the Canadian Mobile

Blood Transfusion Unit, was an expression of the depth of Cana-

dian popular sympathy with the democratic Spanish Republic and

of the fruitful activity of the united front in Canada which led

the campaign for the defence of the Republic. The popularity en-

joyed by E)r Bethune s unit and the activity of the Committee to

Aid Spanish Democracy greatly promoted the success of the cam-

paign to set up a military contingent of Canadian volunteers in

Spain.
Along with the capitalist press and the fascist elements in Cana-

da and the United States, the government at Ottawa did its best

to counteract the wide democratic sympathy felt in Canada for the

Spanish people. Flaving proclaimed a policy of neutrality, the go-

vernment took all manner of measures to prevent Canadians from

taking part in the war, including the promulgation of an Order-

in-Council making it illegal for Canadians to serve as belligerents

“on either side” in Spain. Fortunately the Blood Transfusion Unit

had gone overseas before the Order was promulgated, but the

threat of persecution hanging over the Committee to Aid Spanish

Democracy inevitably restricted the scope of its activities.

As a result of the Order young Canadian patriots fighting aga-

inst the nazi-fascist invasion of Spain were compelled to do so in

defiance of Canadian law. Young men whose departure for Spain

should have been an occasion for public demonstrations em-

phasising the unity of democratic internationalism and true patriot-

ism had to leave their homes and country on the pretext of a “visit
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Canadians of the Lincoln and Washington battalions. June 1937

to Europe . They travelled to Spain illegally and risked becoming
the victims of the perfidy of “non-intervention” even before they
set foot on Spanish soil.

The leadership of the Communist Party of Canada decided that
true patriotism required that the Foreign Enlistment Act imposed
by the Order-in-Council should be ignored. Whatever restrictions
the legislation imposed, the Party should appeal publicly to anti-
fascist Canadians to give military aid to the embattled Republic of
Spain which had become the front line in the world struggle to
maintain democracy against the fascist offensive.

The public campaign to raise a Canadian contingent was laun-
ched at a great mass meeting in Toronto at which Tim Buck repor-
ted on the position in Spain to more than four thousand people,
lie argued convincingly the need for organising a Canadian con-
tingent and urged anti-fascists who were young and in good phy-
sical condition to volunteer. He then toured the whole country
from the Atlantic to the Pacific repeating this appeal.

The response was tremendous. Militant young Canadian anti-
fascists came forward at meeting after meeting to answer the call
ol Spanish democracy. The fact that the number of volunteers was
so large even caused some organisational difficulties at the begin-
ning. More and more set out for Toronto under their own steam
from such distant parts as the Pacific coast, the prairie and mari-
time provinces, northwestern Ontario and Quebec.
The organised selection of men for the Canadian contingent

began at a meeting of the first volunteers to arrive from other

parts of the country and volunteers of the City of Toronto and its

environs. It was these men who proposed that the Canadian con-

tingent should be called the Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion after

two great leaders of the Canadian liberation movement, and that

the battalion's colours should bear the two dates 1837 and 1937, the

first to commemorate the glorious days of the national liberation

movement.
Acting on the proposals made by these first volunteers, the

Communist Party of Canada leadership established a special nati-

onal subcommittee to be responsible for all the work in connection

with volunteers, and called upon provincial party committees to

set up corresponding bodies in all the main centres. T he local sub-

committees were charged with ensuring that each volunteer had a

medical examination before leaving the area, raising money for his

fare, supplying him with temporary accommodation, and so on.

Thanks to the tireless work of these local bodies, the stream of

volunteers to Toronto was co-ordinated with the availability of

steamship tickets to France via Montreal, Quebec City and New
York. The fact that, with very rare exceptions, doctors all over

Canada performed medical examinations free of charge for the

volunteers was an indication of the wide sympathy with Republican

Spain.

In defiance of the will of those governments which, because

they were dominated by monopoly capital, were indifferent to the

Dr Bethune makes blood transfusion to a patient. He is assisted by Henning

Sorensen
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fascist onslaught against Spain and thereby enticed bourgeois
democracy further down the path of acquiescence in the victory of
fascism, the volunteers from other countries, including the Cana-
dians, stepped into the breach and changed the words “No pasa-
ran” (“They shall not pass”) from a purely Spanish slogan into the
slogan of world democracy.

In proving the oneness of democratic internationalism and true
patriotism, they wrote a glorious page in the history of Canada.

Arriving in Paris, the first groups of Canadian volunteers went
to the headquarters of the Communist Party of France, ex-

plained that they were members of the Canadian Battalion and
asked advice on the best way for them to get to Spain. After 200
such callers, at the rate of forty to fifty per week, the Paris organi-
sation of the French Communist Party invited the Mackenzie-
Papineau Battalion to post a representative permanently in Paris
to meet volunteers and to arrange through the French Commun-
ists for temporary accommodation and the final stage of their jour-

ney to Spain.

The last lap of the volunteers’ odyssey was always exhausting
and nearly always very difficult. The “non-intervention” policy of
the French Government made it impossible for volunteers to cross

into Spain by ordinary commercial transportation. Lionel Edwards,
one of the volunteers, recalls his journey from New York to Spain
via France:

‘The S.S. Roosevelt was in luck. Prosperity must surely have
returned. Ninety-six passengers and all booked for France! Among
them were three elderly ladies who, on hearing that there were
93 raving Bolsheviks aboard, sought sanctuary in their cabins and
did not surface until the liner docked.

“
‘Ou allez-vous, Monsieur?’ The Surete official was polite.

“
‘We are going to Paris to study art.’

“The official smiled slightly.

“The strange French train was crowded as it sped its way
through the green meadows of Normandy. Paris. A few days later,

away to be billeted in Alais, twin community of the nearby and
more famous Arles.

“Bill was called away for a conference. When he returned he
briefed the group.

“
‘We take a bus from the town square at six and we ride for

about 20 kilometres; then it will be dark. Then we hit the ditch.

The border troops will be strung out, so we’ll have a good chance
to get through. The smugglers will guide us.’

“The sun was setting as the convoy got under way. The vehicle
stopped; it was late twilight now. Quietly they got off, ran to the
ditch and waited until the black night had set in. Through the
gloom small figures appeared carrying bundles of rope sandals
known all over Catalonia as alpargatos.

“ ‘No smoking, no lights and no talking! They arc watching foi

but if we obey instructions, we will get through. The border is

J the top of the mountain. It will take all night to get there.

“The night march began and for those still living it will never

be forgotten. ‘Voila la frontiere de l’Espagne!’ were the shouts

from the van. “jSalud, companeros! Mircn la casa blanca es Espa-

ha!’ said a rifleman.
, , , r , -

“The scholar and historian may tell of Xenophon s Greeks, Cac-

sar’s legions and the Old Guard of Bonaparte, but these young men

from far-off Canada were to be fighters of a different breed. 1 heir

lineage was to be traced back to the Ironsides, the tattered band at

Valley Forge, Jemappes, the Paris Commune and the barricades ol

old Petrograd. They were not soldiers yet; but they would learn

the trade and apply it well.” 1

^ . , .

Some Canadians fought in the Spanish national-revolutionary

war right from the time in November 1936, when the international

volunteers rushed into action in the University City, in the suburbs

cirmiwl the fascist onslaught which threatened to

sweep right into the city.
.

In that crucial battle the international volunteers were a bri-

gade” only by virtue of their elan. They had never engaged in

military exercises as a brigade, or even drilled together as units.

They came from a dozen different countries and spoke a dozen

different languages, and their commander had never seen them all

together at one time. He himself had lived in many countries, in-

cluding Canada, as a political refugee from fascism, but, because

the volunteers knew what they were fighting for, they stopped the

fascist regulars and inflicted heavy losses on them.

The first Canadian unit, a section of the Abraham Lincoln Bat-

talion, of the 15th International Brigade, received its baptism of

fire in the desperately-fought battle of the Jarama.

It was with the same brigade in the Brunete offensive that the

Canadian volunteers distinguished themselves in the attacks upon

the fascist strong point of Villanueva de la Canada. It was then

that their American comrades-in-arms bestowed the nickname of

“the fighting Canucks” on them as a tribute to their audacity in

attack and their tenacity in defence. „ .

Canadians were to be found in other battalions ot the loth Bn-

gade, namely, the George Washington and Dimitrov battalions,

and in the English company of the 14th Brigade, anti-aircraft, arti-

llery and anti-tank units, guerrilla detachments, transport, armo-

ries and medical service of the Republican Army.

At the request of the Canadian Communist Party, Bob Kerr ot

Vancouver was taken out of the front line early in the summer of

1937 and attached to the Brigade Cadres Department in Albacete,

1 7he Marxist Quarterly, No. 18, 1966.
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“Ahead of us we saw the tanks grinding to a halt in front of

the town. Twenty-five of them were on fire.
1 We could see the tank

men lumping out of the burning tanks and being shot as they

jumped out. The advance was slowed down to a crawl. \\ e were

trying to dig in wherever we could.
,

“At dark our company got word to work our way a tew hundr-

ed yards back on the plain. As the firing started to abate a little

we made our way back. I was ordered to take my machine-gun,

a loader and a few pans of ammunition and to accompany some

tank engineers who were going to try to repair some of the tanks

and get them back. The night was dark. The tank men were mak-

ing a hell of a lot of noise working on the tanks. I heard men across

the ravine. They were running towards the tanks. They were

Moors and not very careful about concealing themselves. The tank

men said they could not fix the tanks. They promised to whistle

when they were ready to go. Before they started whistling, how-

ever, I had to open fire as the Moors were now coming up the

slopeS

William Kardash, a tank lieutenant, describes the battle as fol-

“A runner brought instructions from the colonel in command

of the regiment. Our company was to break through the fascist

lines, destroy thc machine-gun and anti-tank gun nests, fire along

the fascist trenches and thus enable the Republican Army to ad-

About ten infantrymen mounted the top of each tank. Two other

tank companies moved up, one on each flank. Clouds of dust rose

as we advanced at a high speed. The heat inside the tank was ter-

rific. The sound of machine-gun bullets hitting the tank resembled

hail on a tin roof.
. .

“I was observing the territory ahead, trying to locate the ma-

chine-gun nests. The driver slowed down, shouting: There is a

deep ravine in front of us!’ I ordered the driver to go ahead it

the tank could make it. The tank climbed the hill and reached the

fascist trenches. An incendiary bomb set fire to the tank, but it

was able to advance some thirty-five yards into the rear of the

fascist lines

“The motor stopped. Smoke and flames came into the turret

where I and my assistant sat. The driver attempted to restart the

motor, but in vain. Some fascists stood up in the trenches watch-

ing the burning tank. The first shell I fired landed right in their

trench. I continued firing at their trenches.

“Meanwhile, the fire spread into the tank, and the danger oi an

explosion both of the gasoline and the ammunition was becoming

1 Eighteen tanks were lost in this battle.—Ed. (D. Sirkov, In Defence of

the Spanish Republic, Sofia, 1967, p. 164, in Bulgarian).

2 The Marxist Quarterly
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great. To stay inside meant certain death; to jump out into theopen behind the fascist lines in broad daylight was almost asdangerous. But while there is life there is hope! Some olhe tankmight come to our assistance.
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Officers of the Canadian Battalion at the front

his memoirs of the conditions under which his company operated.

“Out on patrol on the eve of the attack, we got close enough
to hear thc enemy leaders giving pep talks: and by risking our
necks a little we found out what units were against us: the Requ-
etes, Franco’s most fanatical followers. Hooded, like monks, in

their woollen panchos and wearing the red beret of Navarre, these

clerical maniacs were there to implement the gospel of Torque-
mada and restore the royal line of Carlos to the throne. Behind
them was an Italian division, and manning the artillery were the
German nazis.

“Early the next day the show was on. Squadrons of bombers
appeared and dropped their loads. Artillery opened up. And soon
I had a new conception of hell. Smoke shrouded our hill; we
soon became black and grimy; and our ears did not respond to

ordinary sounds like people talking or laughing. The barrage went
on and soon the wounded were moaning. It was difficult getting
them out as the line of escape was under terrific rifle fire. During
the afternoon the shelling ceased and we knew at once that this

was thc signal for assault.

“Then they came shrieking and waving their rifles, in V-for-
mation. We let them come close and then let them have it. They
broke at first but then re-formed. We could clearly see these

'fearless soldiers of God’ being urged on by officers with revol-
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vers. We scattered them a second time. Night came on and the
barrage began again.

The nights and days that followed were a nightmare. I rem-ember chiefly the spirit that animated us. Who were some of the
men:* 1 here was a first-aid man named David who came from
Southern Alberta; he always wore a belt like those you see atStampede time in Calgary and always hummed a cowboy songEmpty Saddles m the Corral”. There was Jack Thomas, an
immigrant Welsh coalminer. There was an American college
student who had won notice back in the States with his researchon light-rays; soon he was killed.
“The end had to come. Mechanised might and overpowering

numbers finally told. Our machine-guns were blown to pieces.We were under fire from nearly every side, and no more rein-
forcements could reach us as the hill to our right had been taken.
Iherc was on!y a handful of us left and our only arms were
ntles. We had to make a decision. It was time for retreat.

Carrying a wounded man, five of us, the last living, stumbled
out to make a run for it. One of us was killed, and with him the
wounded man. We four finally made it. We took up a position
well to the rear of the hill and waited for the enemy to take over.
ut we waited for along time. He was taking no chance thatsome of us might still be there. But he occupied the hill at lastand with that ended the defence of outer Tcruel.”
Another heroic episode of the defence put up by the Mac-Paps

fr .{ n
Ucl

j
described Lieutenant Percy Ludwick, chief of the

t j r ??
de s fortifications. He recalls the attempt of a largebody of Moroccan cavalry to cut through to the rear of the Mack-

enzie-1 apmeau positions. Captain Edward Smith, displaying pers-
onal courage and coolness, quickly ordered his small staff to setup several heavy machine-guns, and they opened fire, mowingdown men and horses. The rest of the Moroccans retreated panic-
stricken.

The Command of the Republican Army commended the Mack-
enzie-! apineau Battalion for the part it played in the defence of
leruel and a number of Canadians were promoted. Captain
ii. L-. Smith was made a major, for example.
During the breakthrough by Franco and the Italian interven-

tionists to the Mediterranean in the spring of 1938 and the heavy
lea 1 guard fighting of the Republican Army on the Aragon Front,
the Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion, like the other battalions of
™Wh )?
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tamed its fighting spirit despite heavy losses.When the Republican Army forced the Ebro on July 28 1938
the Mac-Paps were the first battalion of the 15th Brigade to cross
the river. Under the leadership of Major Edward C. Smith andCommissar frank Rogers the Canadians quickly freed two townsrom tbe fascists—Asco and Flix—and, after a successful advance
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on Corbera, advanced closer than any of the other Republican

troops on Gandesa. . . .

The success of the Ebro operation forced franco to halt his

offensive against Valencia and to divert his divisions to stem the

offensive of the Republican Army. During the extremely hard

fighting in the Sierra Pandols and the Sierra Caballs to preserve

the territory gained during the Ebro operation, the fighting

Canucks” displayed their bravery and valour yet again.

In September 1938, the Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion, like the

other battalions of the 15th Brigade, was withdrawn from the

front in accordance with the decision of the Spanish Government

to evacuate all foreign volunteers from the country. The Cana-

dians handed over their weapons to their Spanish comrades and

prepared to return home.

But before the “fighting Canucks” left Spain they were again

to demonstrate their oneness with the Spanish people in its fight

for democracy. Towards the end of January 1939, when the Franco

hordes were threatening Barcelona, a large body of Mac-Paps

volunteered to fight for the Republic.
.

To sum up the role of the Canadian volunteers in Spain, one

can rightly say that the officers and men of the Mackenzie-

Papineau Battalion were the true representatives of Canadian

democracy in Spain. History has shown that they were in tact

the advance guard of the army which the Canadian Government

eventually sent over to Europe during the Second World War
to help their allies in the anti-Hitler coalition defeat the fascist

attempt to enslave mankind. The glory won at great cost by the

Canadian volunteers in Spain is inseparable from the history of

the Canadian people.
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CUBA

From the first to the last day of the national-revolutionary warm Spam the Cuban people regarded the struggle of the fraternalSpanish people as their own sacred cause.
The solidarity movement with Republican Spain had its ownpecific features in Cuba, which were determined both by the tra-
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Certain definite conditions existed in Cuba for the public expression of th.s solidarity: in the first place, some semi-legal pro-gressive organisations continued to operate, and diplomat^ rela-
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Fernando de los Rios and Vicente Uribe The meetings were

Vanised in parks and attracted vast crowds. The usual attend-

ance was over 100,000.

The second stage of the struggle began when many Cubans

expressed their desire to go to Spain and join the ranks of those

who were defending the Republic. Their numbers increased as it

became obvious that the insurgent generals were waging a war

io-ainst the legal government of Spain with the help of Moroccan

mercenaries and Italian and German expeditionary forces

At the head of the movement of militant solidarity with the

Spanish people stood the Communist Party of Cuba (CULT me
Cuban Communists regarded participation m the movement ol

“freedom volunteers” as their internationalist duty, lhey also

realised the importance of the anti-fascist war in Spain tor the

development of the revolutionary movement in Cuba.
_

Tbe reactionary Cuban Government sympathised with the

insurgents, and all activities connected with giving military help

to the Spanish Republic were made illegal and had to be carried

on underground.

On the initiative of the CPC a special committee was set up

to select and dispatch volunteers to Spain. The committees

membership included representatives from various political par-

ties: the Communists—Victor Pina (now a captain in the Revo-

lutionary Armed Forces), Doctor Luis Alvarez iabio and Ramon

Nicolau Gonzalez: Left-wing nationalists—Officer Jose A. Marti-

nez Mendez and Emilio Laurent; some members of the Liberal and

Conservative parties, for example, Enrique Llaka Argudin, a

former captain, and Ramon O’Farrill, a former major. It also

included people who subsequently became members ot the 1 ai tido

Autentico and the Young Cuba movement.
.

The development of the volunteer movement was greatly assist-

ed by the Cuban people’s revolutionary and internationalist tradi-

tions and the memory of their own struggle for independence. In

the Cuban people’s first war of national liberation, which began

on October 10. 1868, under the slogan “Independence or death. ,

Russians, Chinese, Poles, Dominicans, Venezuelans and other

foreign volunteers fought side by side with Cubans. In this war

the army was commanded by General Carlos Roloff of Polls i

descent, and in the second war of independence Generalissimus

Maximo Gomez, born in Santo Domingo, had command ot t e

combined forces of the liberation army.
. . 0 .

The first large contingent of Cuban volunteers arrived m Spain

on April 15, 1937, and the last (73 people) at the end of February

1938. In all 850 Cuban volunteers fought in the Spanish Repu-

blican Army. „ ^ A
The departure of Cuban volunteers for Spam was accompanied

by considerable difficulties. As well as selecting volunteers, it was
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of the Cuban people. Among those who laid down their lives fortne freedom of Spain were the journalist Pablo de la Torriente
™H’. a fife representative of the Cuban intelligentsia, a Com-
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An article published in the Republican press said: “Policarpo
Candon, Pablo de la Torriente Brau, Alberto Sanchez and others
are the most vital expression of the help of Cuban anti-fascists
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I here was Julio Valdes Cofino, a member of the Young Cuba
democratic organisation and artillery lieutenant in the CubanArmy who arrived in Spain with the first group of volunteers.Hcie he was promoted to the rank of major and put in command
of a sector of the front of the 101st Brigade. He died in the battle
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The courageous Cuban army officers Enrique Montalban andFernandez Marthen also lost their lives in Spain, the former atBrunete and the latter at Belchite.
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Bartarrain, an active fighter against theMachado dictatorship and commissar of a unit in the Abraham
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T ncoln International Battalion, was killed while resisting an

tnemy counter-attack on the Zaragoza Front.

Lino Garcia, an airman, Major Alberto Sanchez, commissars

Efalio Goach Leon, Armando Torres, Manuel Alonso Barroso,

Roberto Bruzon Neira and many others perished in heavy fight-

ing' with the fascists.

Side by side with the other defenders of the Republic Cuban

volunteers fought bravely: artillery captain Pedro Dalmau Na-

ranjo, commissars Oscar Hernandez and Pablo Porras, Major

Maidagan, captains Andres Gonzalez Lanuza, Miguel de la Llera

Gafas, Viciedo and Joseito Rodriguez Valdes, lieutenants Leopoldo

Lanier Sobrado and Roberto Casals, sailors Waldo Martinez and

Tosc Agostini, doctors Rafael de la Vega and Luis Diaz Soto,

medical corps officers Jose Campos Cuina and Mario Sanchez

Diaz, nurse Pia Martelar, men and officers Humberto Alvarez,

Carlos M. Parra Sarmiento, Julio Guevas, Grenet, Palacios, Ma-

nuel, Madariaga, Manolo Cueira, Landeta, Prirno, Evelio Aneiros

Subirat, Luis Peraza, Orlando del Real, Rodriguito, brito, Mario

Morales, Manuel Gonzalez and many other “freedom volunteers .

When they were leaving Spain during the withdrawal ot

foreign volunteers from the Republican Army, the Cuban anti-

fascists held a meeting at which it was resolved to address the

following letter of farewell to the Spanish people:

“Spanish brothers,

As we depart, we are taking with us the most precious treasure,

of which all true anti-fascists must be proud: a sense of unity, a

readiness to sacrifice oneself and the will to victory. Three un-

forgettable and invaluable lessons. From now onwards they shall

be our motto.
,

. _ /r,. . x

Manuel des Peso (Chairman)

J. Agostini (Secretary).” 1

The widespread movement of solidarity with the Spanish

Republic also affected the course of events in Cuba and helped

the Cuban revolutionary movement to recover from the setbacks

which it had suffered as a result of the defeat of the working

people in March 1935. Under pressure from the masses the Cuban

Government was forced to make concessions, in particular, the

dismissal of the ultra-reactionary General Montalvo.

In spite of the resistance of the reactionaries, the Communist

Party of Cuba managed to secure the legalisation of party and

trade-union organisations, turning the latter into bases for its

revolutionary activities. The establishment of a powerful trade-

union centre, the Confederation of Cuban Workers, was a great

victory for the working people. Publication began in Cuba of com-

1 Frente Rojo, November 18, 1938.
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ie Spanish people’s national-revolutionary war
in March 1939 did not weaken the solidarity movement in Cuba.
Ihe fraternal links between the Spanish and Cuban peoples be-came even stronger. Hundreds of Spanish fighters found refuge
in Luba and took part in its revolutionary movement. Volunteerswho returned from Spain immediately joined in the fight against
fascism and imperialism on their native soil. Many of them played
an active role m the struggle against the Batista dictatorship.'

Jose Agostini, Cuervo, Humberto Alvarez and the Communist
leader Cardenas, who had all distinguished themselves in Spain
were executed by the Batista police. Noberto H. Nodal lost his
hie during the storming of Batista’s palace on March 13, 1957

Inspired by the heroic example of Spain, the Cuban people
cai i led on the cause of the Spanish revolution. Cuba was the first
of the Spanish-speaking countries to have a victorious socialist
revo uhon The first but, as Fidel Castro said, not the last. It is
highly symbolic that Alberto Bayo, the Spanish war veteran went
on to become the military instructor of Fidel Castro and his heroic
and fiom the Granma. The events in Spain moulded the polit-

!cal conscmusness °f the young Ernesto Che Guevara. The slogans
oi the heroic battle of Madrid “They shall not pass!” and “Better
to die on your feet than live on your knees!” became the symbol

theBay of
CubaS confidence m victory during the days of

t oday the Cuban people, separated from the main imperialistpower by only ninety miles of sea, are building a new society.
Ihe Cubans, who are so greatly indebted to the heroic struggle

of the Spanish people, firmly believe that they too will win their
struggle for freedom.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

The heroic struggle of democratic Spain in 1936-39 found

complete understanding and all-round support on the part of

the progressive Czechoslovak public, which quickly realised the

possible consequences of the fascist generals’ revolt and the armed

intervention of fascist states. One of the two main allies of the

insurgents—Hitler Germany—was at that time posing a direct

threat to the territorial integrity and state sovereignty of Cze-

choslovakia. In Czechoslovakia herself, the ruling circles were

working towards the limitation of democratic freedoms and the

fascistisation of the state structure. Under these conditions, the

progressive forces in the country and, above ail, the working class,

could not remain indifferent to the intervention of Italian and

German fascism and to the policy of non-intervention .

In the autumn of 1936, the Committee for Aid to Democratic

Spain was founded in Prague, in which anti-fascists of diverse

political convictions, religious views, and occupations co-operated.

In addition to individual members, it had about 50 group mem-

bers representing approximately 750,000 persons. By the end of

the following year, the number of individual members of the

Committee was already 1,136, and the number of group members

had grown to 184. At the same time, 64 local solidarity committees

had been formed. All the nationalities then inhabiting Czechoslo-

vakia were represented in the Committee (that is, not only Czechs

and Slovaks, but also Germans, Hungarians, Ukrainians and

Poles).
. . j

The activity of the Committee for Aid to Democratic Spain and

its affiliates was varied. They devoted much attention to the dis-

semination of truthful and timely information about the events

in Spain, explained their meaning and significance, and tirelessly

called for moral and material aid to the Spanish anti-fascists. An
invaluable role in this effort was played by the illustrated monthly,

Spanelsko (Spain), published in Prague between April 1937 and
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September 1938, with a circulation of 20,000 (5,000 copies of which
were in German), and also the rotoprint bulletin, Spanelskd Kor-
espondence (Spanish Correspondence). Appealing for aid to the
Spanish people were many posters (the designer of one of them
was Oskar Kokoschka), post cards and leaflets. Many brochures
about fighting Spain were published at the Committee’s expense
(“The, Struggle of Spanish Democracy”, “Durango”, “Fighting
Spain”, “Spain Is in Our Hearts”, “Spain”, and others). Exhibi-
tions and lectures were organised, and large audiences gathered
to listen to political and cultural figures who had been to Spain,
while theatrical performances and films about Spain enjoyed wide
attendance.

The central and local aid-to-Spain committees conducted ex-
tensive campaigns to collect money for buying food, medicine and
clothing. The organisers of these campaigns displayed much in-
ventiveness. For example, 110,000 badges with the colours of the
Republican flag and the inscription in Spanish, “Viva la Libertad
en Espana” were made and sold.
The following figures give some idea of the results of the aid

campaigns: before the end of 1937, a total of over 1,000,000 korun-
as worth of parcels had been sent; in November and December
1937, a collection of Christmas presents was made, and parcels
valued at 145,000 korunas were sent. An especially important
measure was the establishment of a field hospital, named after
Jan Amos Komenski, which cost 500,000 korunas to set up. Its
maintenance costs after that were covered exclusively by volunt-
ary contributions. Czechoslovak doctors received the first wounded
and sick defenders of Republican Spain in that hospital as early
as May 1937. The hospital was headed at first by surgeon J. Ho-
lubec, and later by Dr B. Kisch. A children’s village for evacuat-
ed Spanish children was established and maintained in Southern
France through the efforts of the Committee.

Organisations and people of good will all over Czechoslovakia
took part in the search for ways to help Republican Spain. But
the best results came from collections in the industrial and min-
ing regions. I he workers of some enterprises even assessed
themselves several per cent of their monthly wages. Unquestion-
ably, the greatest support for Spanish democracy came from the
working class. The Communist Party of Czechoslovakia was the
most active political force to come out in defence of the fighting
Spanish anti-fascists. And it was the Party that in those days
advanced the warning and mobilising slogan: “At Madrid they
are fighting also for Prague!”

In an address to the citizens of Prague on August 12, 1936,
General Secretary of the CPCz Klement Gottwald explained the
meaning of the Spanish people’s struggle and the significance of
international solidarity. “Spain’s cause is our cause,” he said. “The
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One of the ambulances sent by the Prague Committee for Aid to Republi-

can Spain

insurgents would have been smashed long ago, and the blood-let-

ting stopped, if they had not received assistance from abroad. I hey

are backed by world reaction, and Hitler and Mussolini supply

them with arms Thus, the cause of Spain has become the cause

of an international struggle between fascism and anti-fascism,

between the dark forces of medieval barbarity and the forces oi

progress, between the forces of war and the forces of peace, be-
piUwll'-OOj V. V TT . j

tween fascist tyranny and democracy, between reactionary decay

and civilisation.”
1

The Communists took the initiative and assumed the leading

role in establishing and developing the activity of the committee

for aid to democratic Spain. To increase aid to Spain was the

purpose for which the Party mobilised all means of influence: the

press, meetings at factories and in the streets, conferences of public

organisations, speeches of Communist members of Pailiament.

It is impossible, for lack of space, to list all public groups and

organisations in Czechoslovakia which took part in the Aid bpain

Movement. However, mention should also be made of the role

of the progressive Czechoslovak intelligentsia, many members ot

which contributed all of their talent and organising abilities to

this noble cause. Even before the emergence of the Committee,

they had formed a society for the defence of rights and social

progress, called “Solidarity” (later to become a group member

of the Committee), which conducted a successful collection cam-

1 Zive tradicie, Prague, 1959, pp. 59-60.
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paign. In the summer of 1937, Czechoslovak writers sent delerat,to the 2nd International Congress of Anti-Fascist Writers wWsittings were held m Valencia, the temporary capital of the Sna
L

msh Republic, and in Madrid, the frontline city at the time ThCzechoslovak delegation visited the positions of the Rem.lilv
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geois-landowner agrarian party that held the key positions in the
government.
The various ‘'Socialist” parties in the government, and especial-

ly the Social-Democrats, supported the Spanish Republic in word,
and their newspapers even wrote about the events in Spain and
condemned the insurgents and interventionists. However, fear-
ing that they might spoil their good relations with their reaction-
ary partners in the government coalition, the Social-Democrats
avoided any real political struggle in support of the Spanish people
and against the one-sided policy of “non-intervention” that was
actually aimed at strangling the Republic. The Czech Social-De-
mocrats were hostile to the Spanish and French Popular Front, and
their leaders declared that they would sooner withdraw from the
Second International than agree to joint actions with the Com-
munists.

Under the circumstances, any manifestation of solidarity with
Spain on the part of workers, peasants, the intelligentsia and other
democratic forces was greatly hampered. People openly support-
ing Republican Spain were frequently persecuted by the authori-
ties. At the same time, the government encouraged the activities
of the small but highly influential bloc of pro-Franco parties, in-
cluding such separatist organisations as the party of Hungarian
landowners in Slovakia, or the party of Sudeten Germans headed
by Konrad Henlein—an overt Hitler agent.

Ihe Right-wing press daily poured out torrents of malicious
fabrications about the Spanish Popular Front, in every way trying
to whitewash and justify the actions of Franco’s junta and to
defame the Czechoslovak movement for solidarity with the Spanish
Republic. Hypocritically citing the agreement on non-intervention
and demagogically bemoaning the fate of the poor, whom the
solidarity movement allegedly milked of their last means of sub-
sistence for the sake of helping “Red” Spain, the reactionaries
called on the authorities to use police and court action to suppress
the criminal activity of the aid committees.
There was only one social force that could be capable of giv-

ing a resolute rebuff to the intrigues of the reactionaries and to
influence a change in the government’s policy with respect to the
Spanish Republic. That force was a united working class. That
is why the Communists of Czechoslovakia, like the Comintern in
the international arena, championed the idea of proletarian unity.
In the beginning °f August 1936, the CPCz turned to the leader-
ship of the socialist parties with a proposal to organise joint action
to help the Spanish people. The proposal was rejected, but the
Farty repeatedly advanced new proposals, pointing to the facts
of the widening Italo-German aggression and the worsening posi-
tion of the Spanish Republic, caught in the vice of a diplomatic
and economic blocade.

Spanelsko za nas.

my za Spanelsko!
JVz 10 mcsicu besni fastemus vx- Spancisku. !iz 10 mesicu se Jpanefeky lid iKtetne
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a eienstvi ve SpoleJiiosti .narodii. Vsechny demokrasicke staty mely. pk to odpovidi

mezkiarodniir.i! p'favu,
:
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nezivbktst a svou svobodu. MezmArodni pravo je slapano. Svoboda ]e ohrozena

neien ve Spaniisku. ate viude. Mir sv6ta je ohrozen tim, ze nepritete rcpubHkAo-

A6ho Spao^lska jsou za svuj utok iximtnovant.

SPANELSKf LID BOJUJE ZA ZAJMY CSR.

Kepratdd spanelskeho Edu js^u i nepmteli CSR._

Bezpc-inost republiky je ohiozer.a, protoze kazdy. kefo by ]. chkl napadnouti, muze

ozYSKycn
osudu, o nezavislosti Ceskosloeenska. o evobpde jt’ho narodu.

Cmv politlckych rozhodujicich kruhii republiky pt*die toho ale nevypadaji. Misto toho,

aby republika okamziti prispechala demokraticke vlad6 Spanilska na pomoc yiestrannou

podporou. prihlizi trpne k dohyvainym podnikum faiismu. Ba co vice: U nas jsou do-

konce MkazovAny projevy solidarity a sbirky pro SpanSUko, zatykinl > odsozovAnl dil-

nicL kttti clitek spinit to, co bylo povinnosti vlady.

The title of a leaflet circulated by the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia

read: “Spain Is with Us, We Arc with Spain!
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However, all these appeals remained a voice in the wilderness.
Although in individual cases representatives of local socialist or-
ganisations engaged in joint actions with the Communists, an
agreement on united action on a national scale was never achieved.
The leaders of the socialist parties continued to adhere to the prin-
ciple of “everyone on his own” and preferred a split in the work-
ers movement to a break with the reactionary bourgeoisie. But
overcoming all the hostile measures taken by the government and
the ill will of the reformist parties, the campaign of solidarity
with democratic Spain went down in the history of Czechoslovakia
as one of the broadest popular movements since the founding of
the Czechoslovak state in 1918. The democratic forces regarded
aid to the Spanish people as one of their most important tasks,
an essential part of their struggle to preserve peace and to safe-
guard the independence of Czechoslovakia.

In nothing else, perhaps, did the militant anti-fascist spirit of
the working people of Czechoslovakia, their internationalism and
their solidarity with democratic Spain manifest themselves so
strongly as in the resolve of many to defend the Spanish Re-
public on the field of battle. Class hatred of fascism, anxiety for
the fate of their country over which the fascist threat also hung,
the feeling of international brotherhood of working people—these
were the main motives prompting many Czechoslovak anti-fascists
to take arms in hand. In taking this decision they were influenced
by the Communist Party and the Young Communist League
which for many years were educating the working people in the
spirit of proletarian internationalism. The example set by Com-
munists inspired their non-party comrades and members of other
political parties.

In the very first detachments of the Spanish People’s Militia,
along with Frenchmen, Germans, Italians and other foreigners,
were Czechs and Slovaks who happened to be on Spanish soil for
various reasons at the time of the fascist revolt. At the present
time, it is impossible to determine how many of them there were.
The names of only five have been preserved in the records: Milos
Brozek, Roman Krobs, Milos Sedlak, Eduard Strof and Jaroslav
Dula.

The first volunteers to leave Czechoslovakia for Spain did som the middle of August 1986, after the CPCz created a special
organisation to help volunteers to reach France and then to proceed
to their place of destination. The socialist parties, however,
adhered strictly to the position taken by the government coalition,
that is, one of hostility to the volunteer movement.
While any manifestation of international solidarity met with

official resistance, the task of organising the volunteer movement
involved even greater difficulties. The reactionary press support-
ed government repression and launched a hysterical campaign
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o-ainst “the Communist recruitment of volunteers”. Citing a deci-

ag
nf the Non-Intervention Committee, the authonties refused

to* give
volunteers passports for going abroad The P0* 1^ peri-

odically searched the building of the secretariat of the CPCz and

arrested several Party workers on suspicion of organising the
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ere forced to leave for . Spain illegally or to

give the authorities false reasons for wanting to go abroad (to

work in France or Belgium, a business trip, a visit to the World

Fair in Paris, etc.). But such tricks did not always work, especially

for those who were known to the police as Communists or sup-

as a rule went through Austria,

Switzerland and France. The assembly point was Pans. Some pie

ferred to go through Germany and Belgium, others chose a long

and more complicated route through Poland and from toe,

depending on circumstances, by sea to France, or through Scandi-

navia to Holland. No route was easy.
.

Before leaving the country, the volunteers usually came to

Prague, where they received instructions regarding their journey.

Then, individually, or in small groups, they would set out on a

journey that demanded courage, discipline and, most importantly

the inflexible will to reach their goal. Many were detained en

route by the police in neighbouring countries and returned to

Czechoslovakia, while others never even got across the border

On a second attempt to leave the country for Spam, it was always

advisable to choose a new route. Whenever a large number ot

volunteers gathered at one time in Prague, they would leave in

small groups or individually in different directions in order to

avoid attracting the attention of the police and border

Among the volunteers leaving Czechoslovakia were many anti-

fascist emigres, especially Germans who had found refuge in

Czechoslovakia. In addition, many volunteers from Eastern and

Southeastern Europe also passed through Czechoslovakia oni then

way to Spain. To all of them, the Communist Party of Czecho-

slovakia working closely with the Communist parties of the neig -

bouring countries, especially Poland, gave the necessary assistance

for continuing on to Paris, and from there to Spain.

All in all over 2,000 Czechoslovak volunteers, including emigieo

from other ’countries, went to Spain. No less than 1,300 of these

came from Czechoslovakia herself. In addition to Czechs and

Slovaks, there were hundreds of Germans and Hungarians, and

dozens of Ukrainians and Poles who were citizens of the Czecho-

slovak Republic. Workers, miners, handicraftsmen, merchants

doctors, engineers, students, peasants and office workers lett their

peaceful labour to become volunteer soldiers.
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Positions of the K lenient Gottwald Artillery Battery

Many of the volunteers were Communists, but even more wer
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ol othei political parties .joined the Communist Party. Indeed
the beginning of 1939, over half of the Czechoslovak interna'
tional brigaders were already Communists. Of the remainder <
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a group belonged to the Social-Democratic and other parties

™n wTlUo fight"
Y anti-fascist “nvictions and the com-

In selecting volunteers for the International Brigades froiramong those wishing to go to Spain, the CPCz attached greal

to their military training, smee the Republican Aimy
.

was
we

ferious need of military specialists. Preference went to those

in
,

* had gone through active military service, above all in the

Wh
force and in specialist units. Because of this, the Czechoslovak

a
i. nteers turned out to be especially helpful in the formation of

Republican military-technical fighting units.

There were small groups of Czechs and Slovaks in the first two

national Brigades that were formed in November 1936. One

£STT£' in the Rakosi Company of the Edgar

SAnZ Battalion, included the Slovaks, Jurat Petrocek and Ondre,

Sima and the Czech, Jan Krejci. Another group, which included

Laco Holdos and Jozko Majek, went into the machine-gun com-

and Slovaks and 3 Poles made

UP a platoon in the Mickiewicz Company of the 13th International

Brigade. They became known as the Klcmcnt Gottwald Platoon.

Formed at almost the same time was a Czechoslovak platoon, undci

the command of Gustav Lohn, in the Slavic company of the 14th

International Brigade. Soon thereafter, in the Georgy Dimitiov

Battalion of the 15th International Brigade, a machine-gun com-

pany made up of Czechoslovak volunteers was formed and name

m honour of the renowned national general Jan Zizka The com

pany commander was Kazimierz Gede, a Pole, anci its politi

commissar was the Czech, Jaroslav Tichy. Among the company s

platoon commanders and political delegates were Antonin
v ,

bylak and Antonin Kymlicka, Josef Kalas and Jaroslav Ho ek

and in the third platoon, where there were Hungarians, Mate

and Stefan Fabry. At first, the Jan 2izka Company was a ma-

chine-gun company in name only: because of a shortage o .anrn

and ammunition, it functioned in the first battles as an ordina y

^The military knowledge of Czechoslovak volunteers was fully

utilised in another branch of the sejvicc-th.e artillery. Iwclve

Czechoslovak artillery men were with the Karl Liebknecht Bat

tery from the first days of its formation. In a few months time

Czechoslovak volunteers made up its largest national group

m
When the Gottwald Platoon (under the leadership of Lorenc

Lajdl and Commissar Vendelin Opatrny) together with the Lieb-

knecht Battery were fighting at Teruel, new groups of voiunteers

from Czechoslovakia were gathering in the artillery barraefa at

Albacete. They were led by Bohuslav Lastovicka, editor of the

communist newspaper, Rude prdvo, and a former regular olficer

in the artillery. Thus, at the end of January 1937, a new inten-

tional artillery battery was bom, made up of Czechs and Slovaks

and named after Gottwald..The history of he.new group began
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was StanisIav Rfha, and its commissarwas Mdos Nekvasil. Although the battalion was manned withnewly arrived volunteers, its nucleus consisted of experienced
Dimitrovites who had been through the fire of battle. By the endof January 1938, there were 700 men in the battalion/ one halfof whom were Czechs and Slovaks, and the rest Spaniards. Later

diers
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]t was reinforced with Spanish sol-

There were some Czechs and Slovaks also in the Dimitrov andDjakovic battalions of the 45th Division. Although most of theCzechoslovak volunteers served in the units already mentionedmany also fought in other units of the Republican Army- In par-
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hosl°vak-volunteers who belonged to national mi-nonties, such as the Hungarians and Germans, were assigned, on
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Defending the Spanish Republic in the air, along with Spanish
Soviet and other foreign flyers, were Czechoslovak volunteer
£v?vts T?

lld
,° t Jan Ferak, Rudolf John, Karol Gabula

Kiiz, Karel Krai, Zdenek Talas and Karel Vejvoda.
Czechoslovak volunteers also fought in thc armoured tank units,

some having come to Spain from the Soviet Union (Oldfich Haken,

Tosef Hruska, Jan Mrkva, Bretislav Skarvada), and others from

Czechoslovakia (Ladislav Pfskovsky, Bruno Pitha and others).

In the spring of 1937, a number of Czechoslovak volunteers

(Vendelin Opatrny, Alois Samec, Alois Sobeslavsky, Kamil Koz-

derka, Josef Bartos from the Gottwald Platoon, and Milos Knezl

and Karol Matych from the Zizka Machine-Gun Company) were

included in a guerrilla group operating in Estremadura in the

enemy’s rear. Later, they were joined by Pavel Antos, Stanislav

Sedlak and Oskar Vales.

Beginning in March 1938, some Czechoslovak artillery men

served in the Rosa Luxemburg Battalion (Karel Stefek, deputy

commander of the battalion; Eugen Stern, chief of staff; Geza

Krsak, battery commander; and Karel Dufek, deputy battery com-

mander).
About 15 Czechoslovak volunteers fought in the ranks of the

international battalion of the 86th (mixed) Brigade, and two of

them, Adolf Rach and Odpadlik, commanded other battalions of

that brigade.

About 120 volunteers from Czechoslovakia were members of a

separate battalion of the 45th Division that took part in the opera-

tion on thc Ebro. Company commanders there were A. Sobe-

slavsky, G. Lohn and A. Kobylak.

Individual Czechoslovak volunteers fought in the cavalry,

worked in the defence industry, made international broadcasts

over the Madrid radio, served in the base apparatus of the Inter-

national Brigades and in medical sub-units, where besides the

staff of the Jan Komenski Hospital, Dr D. Talenberg and other

Czech doctors worked. Gustav Simovic, who was commander of

an infantry battalion of the 11th Division, and Frantisek Knezl,

commander of a combat-engineer battalion, fought in Spanish

units of the Republican Army.
Czechoslovak volunteers took part in all the major battles of

the war. They fought in the defence of Madrid, in the first offen-

sive at Teruel, in the fierce battles at Brunete, in the Zaragoza

operation, and on various sectors of the Southern Front. Their guns

defended Madrid, Valencia, Sagunto and other important Re-

publican points. The mountains of Levante and the banks of the

Ebro were witness to their courage, valour and steadfastness.

The volunteers of the Gottwald Anti-Aircraft Battery and the

Jan Zizka Machine-Gun Company distinguished themselves in the

fierce battles on the Jarama. The Gottwaldites shot down three

enemy airplanes in the first days of fighting. The Jan Zizka Com-

pany carried out its task successfully, although at the price of

heavy losses. In the first week of fighting, the company’s strength

was reduced from 162 to 38 men. Ihe battalion commissar, the

Bulgarian volunteer P. Tabakov, stated that “in courage, and what
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is more important, in military skill, discipline in battle, and expert handling of arms the first place in the heroic Dimitrov Bat-tahon onquestmnably belongs to the machine-gun company”
In the summer of 1937 most of the Czech and Slovak volun-
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t ons and individuals corresponded with the volunteers, supported
leir families both materially and morally, regularly supplied thevolunteers with newspapers and magazines, and sent them pre-
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7, a Czechoslovak delegation of Commu-
nist parliamentary deputies, headed by Jan Svcrma, went to Spain
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°f Communists allegedly for recruiting volun-teer, and called for the unification of Czechoslovak anti-fascist

forces into a Popular Front and for stronger support of the

^With fhe^aim of providing the Czechoslovak public with truth-

ful information about the events in Spain and about the life of the

internationalists, the magazine Salud, with a supplement called

Voidk svobody (Soldier of Freedom), began to be published in Oc-

tober 1937. At the same time, a group of Czechoslovak volunteers

compiled and published in Barcelona a collection called For Peace

and Freedom, while in Czechoslovakia, a booklet entitled Slovak

Heroes in Spain was published. All such publications were distrib-

uted in Czechoslovakia by the solidarity committees and enjoyed

wide popularity. . . „ , , ,

A glorious page in the combat history of the Czechoslovak

volunteers in Spain was their participation in August-September

dip Arae-nn offensive, especially in the battles to liberate (Jumto

and Belchite.
. . Al A c

In the meantime, far from Aragon in the southern theatr e of

operations at Cordoba, the Majek Battery was heroically repuls-

ing an enemy onslaught. In the unequal ten-day battle of Los

Blasques, all the guns were destroyed, and the men had to fight

their way out of enemy encirclement.

Also in the south in the winter of 1937/38, the 129th Interna-

tional Brigade was formed out of the Djakovic, Dimitrov and

Masaryk battalions. It saw its first action in the spring of that

year in Levantq, where its task was to hold back the advance of

fascist forces to the Mediterranean Sea.
_ _

After the fascists succeeded in dividing the territory ot the

Spanish Republic into two parts, the 129th Brigade was the only

one of the International Brigades to remain in the Central-South-

ern zone, where it became part of the Levante Front. Also locat-

ed there were the international Gottwald Battery, under the com-

mand of Laco Holdos, one of the first Czechoslovak volunteers in

Spain; the Majek Battery and the Liebknecht Battery, whose com-

missar was Alexandr Bubenfcek, member of the CC CPCz. Bu-

benfeek was killed in action; his replacement was K. Kubin. In

the exhausting defensive battles on the Levante Front, the men

of the Liebknecht and Gottwald anti-aircraft batteries fought on

the same sector of the front as did their comrades from the infan-

try units. The Gottwalds distinguished themselves in the defence

of Sagunto, an important industrial centre of the Republic. For

almost two months their guns defended that city and its steel

plants, repulsing 51 air raids and downing 10 enemy planes, lhe

battery saw its last action in Valencia, and while it was there,

enemy planes did not succeed in damaging a single ship coming

iu uiai pun.
i C Vi-

The participation of Czechoslovak volunteers in the lighting

in Spain drew to a close basically with the battles on the Levante
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The banner of the Gottwald Battery

Front. Despite the heavy fighting in the mountains and the con-

stant shortage of weapons, ammunition, clothing and food, the

men staunchly withstood the onslaught of the well-armed and

superior forces of the enemy. In that fighting, the 129th Brigade

lost many brave men, both internationalists and Spanish soldiers,

who made up two-thirds of its personnel. The 129th Brigade was

awarded the Medal of Valour by the Spanish Government. And
there is this final fact that speaks eloquently of the fighting quali-

ties of the brigade: The Spanish Government’s decree withdrawing

all foreign volunteers from action was carried out in Catalonia

on September 23-25; however, the 129th Brigade stayed on because

the command of the Levante Front considered it impossible to re-

place it in this sector. It was withdrawn from the front only on

October 10.

The news from home was not good in those days. The dark

clouds of fascism had gathered over Czechoslovakia. The front

pages of the International Brigades’ newspaper, Volunteer of

Freedom, dramatically underscored the fact that the defence of

Czechoslovakia was taking place on the fields and mountains of

Spain. Their own country’s tragedy, the realisation of the impor-
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FINLAND

Finland in the 1930s was more like a fascist than a bourgeois-

democratic state. The social and political life of the country was

dominated by organisations with marked chauvinistic, fascist

leanings: the para-military Suojeluskuntalaisel, the Lotta Svard

women’s organisation, the Academic Karelian Society, the Patriot-

ic National Movement, and others.

Official representation of the working class was monopolised by

the Social-Democratic Party, then controlled by a Right-wing reac-

tionary leadership. The party’s position was strengthened by harsh

government repression of all Left working-class organisations.

.

Finland’s 100,000-strong revolutionary trade-union organisation

was disbanded in 1932, while the Communist Party had been

outlawed from the moment it was founded in 1918. The upsurge

of the anti-fascist movement in Europe after German fascism came

to power was also felt in Finland, stimulating a nation-wide dis-

cussion of the question of a united workers’ and people’s front.

Some legal possibilities even opened up for the Left forces to work

for peace and democracy and against war and fascism.

The events in Spain following the fascist revolt enhanced these

new trends in the political life of Finland. Although the bourgeois

press presented a distorted picture of the situation depicting the

government of the Spanish Republic as despotic, and the reaction-

ary revolt as a national liberation movement, Finnish workers

were nonetheless able to grasp the real meaning of those events

thanks largely to the efforts of the Communists and certain pro-

gressive magazines. Workers were everywhere discussing the lat-

est news from Spain and collecting money for the Spanish people.

Local Social-Democratic organisations where Left elements were

in the majority collected contributions and arranged lectures and

concerts in behalf of the Spanish Republic. At the initiative of its

chairman, Sylvi-Kyllikki Kilpi, the Social-Democratic Women’s
Union organised aid to Spanish children. However, the Social-
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Democratic leadership, fearing the growing influence of Left
elements in the workers’ movement, tried to inhibit all mass forms
of solidarity. The Women’s Union conducted its collection cam-
paign as a neutral, charity project. Moreover, it avoided public-
ity and tried to keep people with Left views from active partic-
ipation in it. The Finnish Committee for Aid to Spanish Children
sent 100,000 francs, as well as food and clothing, to Spain through
the International Committee in Paris.

The only political force in the country to work vigorously and
consistently for all-round assistance to the Spanish Republic was
the Communist Party. Its attempts to create a united front of all
democratic forces were continually hampered by the leadership
of the Social-Democratic Party. Although denied the right to use
the press and verbal propaganda and agitation, the Communist
Party nonetheless worked hard to turn the aid-to-Spain campaign
into a broad public movement and to connect it with the move-
ment for a united Popular Front.

Fligh on the list of measures taken by the Communist Party to
support the Spanish Republic was its selection and dispatching of
volunteers. The Comintern’s appeal found favourable response
in Finland; there were many who were ready and willing to take
up arms to stop fascism. But the government repression and the
fact that the Party had to operate underground prevented the
movement from assuming mass proportions.
The government used the pretext of Finland’s “neutrality” to

prohibit volunteers from leaving Finland, and the political police
kept a vigilant eye out for violations of the ban. It required great
resourcefulness on the part of the volunteers and organisers to
avoid police surveillance. Anyone caught trying to leave for Re-
publican Spain could be tried on charges of “intention to commit
treason ’. Any worker expressing a desire to leave the country
was suspected of intentions to join the International Brigade and
was subjected to stern questioning. Most left the country by ille-
gal means.
The volunteers preferred the route via Sweden. They travelled

singly and often without money to the assembly point in Stock-
holm, from where they usually proceeded in groups by sea to
France.

Overcoming obstacles connected with their lack of documents
and their unfamiliarity with the language, and running into
French gendarmes as they crossed the Pyrenees, or the fascists in
the Mediterranean between Murcia and Barcelona (as was the
case, for example, with the Spanish Republican merchant ship, the
Ciudad de Barcelona

, which the fascists torpedoed on May 30,
1937), the volunteers ultimately reached Spain.
Of the 300 to 350 Finnish volunteers, about 60 came directly

from Finland, primarily from Helsinki, Vyborg, Turku, Pietar-

rinnish volunteers at Albacete, July 1937

saari and Kcmi. The others came from countries like the United

States, Canada, the Soviet Union and Sweden, to which they had

earlier emigrated. Seamen made a considerable group. Most were

workers, the youngest of whom was 16, and the oldest 40. Some
had gone through military service in the Finnish army, while

others had either taken part in the Finnish civil war of 1918, the

Russian civil war, or in the First World War. Most of the volun-

teers who came from Finland were Communists, but there were

also some Social-Democrats and some who belonged to no party.

Differences in political views, however, did not interfere with

the militant camaraderie of the volunteers in the ranks of the In-

ternational Brigades.

Finnish volunteers began arriving in Spain in groups in the

beginning of 1937. Prior to that a few had come singly from other

countries. One of the first was Tuure Lelien, a Communist who
came from the USSR. In September 1936, he was in Madrid in the

ranks of the famous 5th Regiment, training soldiers of the People’s

Militia. Later he was in Albacete helping to organise the Inter-

national Brigades, and since the spring of 1937 he was an instruc-

tor in the international and Spanish formations.

When the Finnish volunteers began arriving in Spain, they

were assigned to various units of the International Brigades, which

made it difficult for those who knew no other language but Fin-

nish. Later, in the course of the war, it became possible to bring
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Finns together, primarily into units of the 15th International Brigade. In the Canadian Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion of that bri
gade, a machine-gun company, named after Jaakko Ilkka (leader
of the rinnish peasant uprising of 1597-98), was formed and placorlunder the command of Captain Niilo Makela, a Finn from Cana-
da. Among the other commanders in the battalion were Finm
10m the United States, Canada and Finland. Finns also served

in the machine-gun company of the Lincoln-Washington Battalion
ot that same brigade, one machine-gun platoon of which wasnamed after the Finnish revolutionary, Toivo Antikainen. About

Finns fought in the 11th International Brigade. Small groups of
binns served in rifle companies, guerrilla detachments, the artillery
and various army services and medical units.
The combat history of the Finnish volunteers began in February

19.: 7, when in the ranks of the 11th International Brigade Finns
took part in repulsing an insurgent offensive at the Jarama river.
Wext, rinnish machine-gunners took part in the fighting against
Italian interventionists near Guadalajara. There, machine-gun-
nei 1 aavo Pajunen fought with outstanding courage as in the
course of the battle he replaced the wounded M. G. platoon com-
mander, Henry Maki, a Finn from Canada.
The Toivo Antikainen M. G. Platoon, commanded by Niilo

Kriith, a Finn from the U.S.A., saw its first action in the Brunete

?f
ei

r'°
n 1937. In command of machine-gun teams were

ttc
{^^’/FcW0 Suni from Canada, Henry Bushka from the

.b.A. and Frans Pakkala from Finland. Finns participated in
the attacks and counter-attacks at Villanueve de la Canada and at
Mosquito Crest, where they suffered their first casualties in killed

Sergeant Sum’s machine-gun group distinguished
itself m the fighting to repulse an attack by the Moroccan cavalry.
But the largest and most difficult military operation in which

the bravery, steadfastness and fighting qualities of the Finnish
volunteers were displayed in full measure was the retreat of the
troops of the Eastern (Aragon) Front in March and April 1938.
Un March 9, the insurgents and interventionists suddenly attacked
the Republican troops with several infantry corps supported
by tanks after devastating artillery and aerial barrage. The Re-
publicans hastily retreated. Their communications were cut, and
a wide breach was made in their line of defence. The job of clos-
ing the breach, into which four enemy divisions were pourin°-
was assigned to three incomplete International Brigades of the
3Mh Division. The forces were too uneven, and the most the inter-
nationalists could do was to try to prevent the enemy’s motorised
columns, winch were now moving fast over every road towards

aoi,
K
r?--

1Can r^ar '
from surrounding them. The men of the

.3otn Division selflessly repulsed the enemy wherever the locality
permitted.

At that time,

the Mackenzie-Papi-

Qeau Battalion almost

always acted as the

15th Brigade’s rear-

guard. Time after

time, units of the

battalion, and above

all the machine-gun

company, clashed with

fascist troops pressing

in from the rear and

the flanks. The con-

stant skirmishes with

the enemy and the

latter’s frequent air

attacks, during which

the roads were

bombed and strafed,

disrupted the Re-

publican columns,

caused units to become

confused, and took a

heavy toll in lives.

On its very first day

on the front, on March
10, after an all-night

march, the Canadian

of the Italian Black

Paavo Koskinen (Gunnar Ebb)

Battalion ran into advanced detachments

OI uic ..an.... ........ Arrows and Blue Arrows divisions. The

machine-gun company took up convenient positions on a hill north

of the village of Azuara, near Belchite. The platoon under the

command of Henry Bushka dug in on the northern slope and

Lt. Gunnar Ebb’s (Paavo Koskinen’s) platoon, on the southern.

Skilled machine-gunners Kauko Nihtila, the Finnish sailor who had

distinguished himself in the battle of the Jarama, Villi Paakfco

and Sergeant Toivo Suni, hero of the battle of Brunete, had their

machine-guns trained on the two roads to Lecera over which the

enemy was trying to break through to the 15th Brigade s rear.

The hill was bombarded by fascist artillery and bombed from the

air. Among those killed was Yrjo Kyyny, a Finnish volunteer from

Canada. But the machine-gunners kept up their fire throughout the

day.

At nightfall, the battalion was ordered to retreat to new posi-

tions beyond the Aguas river, two kilometres from its former line.

They dug trenches all the night. At that place, the only highway

to Lecera passed through a gorge, which provided a good vantage

point for keeping the entire area occupied by the fascists under
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fire. A group of machine-gunners was positioned on the top of a
sheer and nearly inaccessible cliff directly above the highway.
At daybreak, the superior enemy forces renewed their offensive,

but were met with heavy artillery and machine-gun fire. At that
moment, the battalion received orders from the divisional command
to retreat in the direction of Lecera, and immediately began carry-
ing them out. But the order never reached the machine-gun group
on the cliff: the messengers had been killed. After covering the
withdrawal of their comrades-in-arms, the men on the cliff kept
up the fight to their last cartridge, whereupon they were surround-
ed and brutally murdered by the fascists. Among those brave inter-

nationalists were Group Commander Nihtila, Platoon Commander
Bushka, Commissar Aarne Mynttinen, and machine-gunner Villi

Paakko.

In the meantime, fighting was going on south of Belchite, where
the 11th Brigade’s infantry and a Finnish machine-gun group, in
which Eero Lojander served, were caught in an encirclement. Italian

tanks had blocked the group’s retreat route. Putting up a fierce

fight, the machine-gunners helped their unit break out of the
encirclement, but by then they themselves were cut off and lost

all contact with the other units of their brigade. Only upon reach-
ing Hi jar were they able to rejoin the Mackenzie-Papineau Bat-
talion.

As it retreated towards Lecera, the Mackenzie-Papineau Bat-
talion’s machine-gun company learned that the fascists had al-
ready occupied the town and that the only road leading from it

to Albalate was under enemy artillery fire. There was only one
way out—to bypass Lecera and to reach Albalate in a roundabout
way. Late in the evening of March 12, after travelling by coun-
try roads, hunted down by fascist planes, and having lost contact
with the Brigade PIQ, the men of the Canadian Battalion came
out onto the highway about two kilometres from Albalate. The
commander of the machine-gunners, Gunnar Ebb (Paavo Koski-
nen), had orders from the division commander, General Walter
(Swierczewski), to set up a line of defence. But in a few hours the
order was given to continue retreating towards Hijar, because the
enemy, flanking the brigade on the right, was approaching that
town. Under heavy enemy fire, the machine-gunners drove head-
long through Hijar, now enveloped in flames, and came out onto
the road leading to Alcaniz. The other units of the Canadian Bat-
talion were forced to turn off the highway and to move towards
Alcaniz in roundabout ways, often losing contact with each
other.

Six kilometres from the city, a Republican artillery battery,
without infantry cover, bombarded the advancing fascists. Then
the commander of the Ilkka M. G. Company, Captain Makela,
ordered his men to take up defensive positions on the closest hills.
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Towards morning on the following day, the Mackenzie-Papineau
Battalion reached the outskirts of Corbera. The men, who all this

time were wearing alpargatos (Spanish sandals), had barely time
enough to get leather shoes from captured fascist supply depots
when the town was subjected to heavy bombing that lasted all day
and night. The battalion was ordered to quit the burning city

and to head for the road going south from Gandesa. There, enemy
resistance was particularly fierce.

The machine-gun company was given the task of advancing to

the south of Gandesa. Walter Forsman’s team, which was in the
lead, got caught in a heavy cross fire. Forsman was mortally
wounded, and machine-gunner Sulo Tourunen, from Canada, was
killed. The major obstacle to the advance was Hill 368, held and
fortified by the fascists. The fighting for this hill went on for

three weeks, but because of the lack of artillery it was unsuccess-
ful. Among those who fell in these battles was the activist in the
Communist Party of Finland, Kalle Manninen, and the machine-
gun company’s messenger, Arvi Myllykangas, who came from
Canada.

After being pulled back for a few days’ rest, the Mackenzie-
Papineau Battalion was sent into the Sierra Pandols south of Gan-
desa to replace units of the glorious 11th Division. The positions
there were on bare cliffs, with no possibility of digging in, and
there was no water available anywhere nearby. Shell, mine and
bomb splinters took a heavy toll in casualties. The bombardment
continued for days on end. It was there that Arvi Mikkolo
was killed and Eero Hautojarvi and Kaarlo Siskonen were
wounded.

After heavy, exhausting battles, the men of the battalion, tor-
tured by heat and thirst, were withdrawn. But soon they were
taking part in a new offensive northeast of Gandesa, in the Sierra
Caballs. Just before the offensive, the battalion commander fell

ill, and Captain Ebb was appointed in his place. Ebb’s command
of the machine-gun company was given to Karl Syvanen, a Finn
from the U.S.A. who had taken part in the Brunete operation.
On September 21, after a short rest, the Mackenzie-Papineau

Battalion returned to its former positions to repulse a major offen-
sive begun by the fascists. Fascist infantry and tanks, moving on
in the wake of a heavy artillery barrage, squeezed off the battal-
ion’s right flank. At the same time, the fascists cut off the battal-
ion from neighbouring units on the left. Trapped in a pocket, the
battalion began a fighting retreat. M. G. Company Commander
Henry Maki from the U.S.A. was wounded, and the machine-gun-
ner Viljo Siltanen from Canada was mortally wounded. This was
the battalion’s and the Finnish volunteers’ last battle. The Spanish
Republican Government issued a decree withdrawing the Inter-
national Brigades from the front.
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Eino Laakso (Walter From)

Two-thirds of the Finnish
anti-fascists who had served in
the battalion returned home.
The remainder were either

killed in action or murdered by
the fascists after being cap-
tured. Those of the volunteers
who survived remember with
affection and respect their

comrades-in-arms who gave
their lives for the freedom of

Spain.

In the first half of 1937, the

Republican Command had
begun forming small guerrilla

detachments to be sent into

action in the enemy’s rear.

They were made up primarily
of Spaniards, but some inter-

nationalist volunteers were
also accepted into their ranks.

A group of Finnish volunteers
was among them.
A guerrilla detachment usu-

ally operated in the fascists’ rear for three or four days, and then
returned through the front lines, using local inhabitants as guides.
The guerrillas were armed with light machine-guns, submachine-
guns, Mausers, hand grenades, and mines that worked on a flash-
light battery. The favourite weapon of the Finns was the subma-
chine-gun, since it was very convenient in close combat. There was
a shortage of weapons, and they had to be gotten mostly from
captured fascist arms depots.

In western Andalucfa a guerrilla detachment, which included
five Finns, used an estate near Blazquez as an assembly point,
from there the guerrillas would go out in groups to make raids
along the Azuaga-Penarroya sector. In one of their operations
they blew up an enemy train carrying fascist troops from Pueb-
lonuevo to Belmez. Republicans keeping an eye out for the train
from observation points in the hills reported that many fascists
were killed in the explosion. In operations such as this, the ex-
plosives were usually placed by the Finns, Onni Hukkinen and
Kallas Laakso.
At the height of the fighting for Penarroya in the spring of

1937, a 100-man strong guerrilla detachment, which included
eight Finns, penetrated to the fascists’ rear and blew up their
headquarters. At Ovejo, five Finns took part in a guerrilla attack
on a fascist caravan in which four lorries with foodstuffs were

destroyed. In a railway tunnel, that same detachment blew up a

•'tS were ’ a base in Ja6n to join a guerrilla

detachment operating in the Segovia-Avi a area. During the

Rrunete operation, this detachment, under the command of Ebb,

kept the ^enemy’s communications under constant harassment.

Among the Finns there were Reino Keto and Yrjo Korpi from

C
Anodier guerrilla detachment, this one under the command of

Lieutenant Eino Laakso, was sent to the mountain .vdl^e of

Lanteira in the Sierra Nevada. Operating from positions atop

Mulhacen peak, the guerrillas made raids into enemy territory.

The fighting went on there for two months, in the
^ofMulhalen

die e-uerrillas blew up a hotel located on the slope of Mulhacen

peak^^which high-ranking officers of the fascist army were

quartered. Eino Laakso’s detachment accomplished imds on

Guadix, just outside Granada, in Granada itself, and along

road to Malaga. During one of their sudden attacks, m which th

Swede Venbfrg, and the Finn, Vattulainen (both of whoin were

ultimately killed in Spain) took part, the guerrillas succeeded in

ft

Fhu? H^r^ved
0^ miners in a guerrilla detachment that

operated in the Broto-Fiscal (Upper Aragon) sector from ^eir

base in Boltana. Near Jaci a troop tram was blown up, a mission

in whkh LBmatainen Ind Hukkinen took part along with their

S
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Duriri^th^battle of Belchite, the guerrillas, seven Finns among

them were very active, continually harassing the enemy s troops

and supply transport. In those operations K
^
lla^aaksoijmd^Ahti

Lassila displayed outstanding courage and daring. Kallas Laakso

for example, burst into a room in which there were 20 fascists

and destroyed them all with a burst of machine-gun fire.

‘
The Finnish volunteers fought valiantly and selflessly in the

first big battle against the fascists m Europe. Their feat still

serves as an inspiring example to all democrats and anti-fascists

in Finland.
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FRANCE

The broad democratic movement in France had scored great
victories by 1936 The resolute rebuff given by French workers
to the attempted fascist coup in February 1934 had demonstrated
that fascism was neither inevitable, as some people were saying,
nor an mvmable force. Communists, Socialists and Radicals unit-
e

~j
,n

j
C anti-fascist struggle. The proposals for united action

advanced by the French Communist Party, but initially rejected
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finally received a favourable response, and on

July l / , 1934, representatives of both parties signed a pact. In
Uctober of that year, Maurice Thorez proposed on behalf of the
Communist Party that, to countervail reaction and fascism, a
lopular Front of Liberty, Labour and Peace be established 1—

a

broad popular movement based on the alliance of all proletarian
and democratic forces. The idea soon gained mass support.

1 he formation of a broad Popular Front was also enhanced by
the fact that joining the Communist and Socialist parties was the
party of the Radicals, which had a great deal of influence among
the middle strata and which had, on July 14, 1935, taken part in
joint demonstrations by thousands of working people demanding
the formation of a new, democratic government.
Adding their voice to this demand were many outstanding

members of the French intelligentsia, who had united in the Paris
Anti-Fascist Committee of Action and Vigilance: Paul Langevin,Komam Rolland, Jean Perrin, Frederic Joliot, Paul Rivet, Henri
\V alien, Jcan-Richard Bloch, Andre Malraux, Jean Cassou, Louis
Aragon, Henri Barbusse, Marcel Cachin, Paul Vaillant-Couturier
and many others.

At the same time, the working class repulsed an offensive by the
capitalists, who had been encouraged by decrees issued by Laval’s

..

* ^he Comintern and Its Revolutionary Traditions, Moscow 1969 d <SS
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government reducing wages of government employees and cutting

expenditures on social insurance. The number of strikes against

the wage cuts and the number of “hunger marches” by the un-

employed rapidly grew.

An important stage in mobilising and strengthening the unity

of the working class was the merger in March 1936 of two major

trade-union associations—the Confederation Generale du Travail

Unitaire and the Confederation Generale du Travail—to form a

single organisation to be known as the Confederation Generale

du Travail (CGT). Two months later, the Popular Front won a

victory in the parliamentary elections. The Communist, Socialist

and Radical parties won a total of 337 of the 559 seats in the

Chamber of Deputies. The result was the formation of the first

Popular Front government under the Socialist Leon Blum. The

working class, now fully conscious of its strength, began a vigorous

struggle against low wages, unemployment and violation of trade-

union rights by employers. As a result of the powerful strike

movement, employers were forced to sign the Matignon Agree-

ments with the trade unions, in which a number of concessions

were made to the working people: substantial wage increases, a

40-hour week, a two-week paid vacation, and a commitment to

respect the rights of trade unions.

However, the French bourgeoisie, forced to retreat under the

pressure of the workers’ movement, was determined to get its

revenge at any price. The trusts refused to honour the Matignon

Agreements, disorganised production and undermined the value

of the franc. They openly supported fascist groups, financed their

newspapers, and brazenly lauded nazism. Under their pressure,

the government, on March 7, 1936, embarked on the road of en-

couraging fascist aggression by failing to take any retaliatory ac-

tion in response to the German occupation of the Rhineland and

refusing to apply sanctions against Italy, as proposed by the

League of Nations in connection with Mussolini’s predatory war

against Ethiopia.

Such was the situation in France at the time that the Spanish

generals instigated a mutiny against the Republican Government.

The working people of France were full of admiration for the

heroism of the Spanish people fighting to defend the Republic.

In 1 934 they displayed their solidarity with the fighters in Asturias,

and followed with great sympathy the upsurge of the workers’

movement in Spain which had developed at the same time as the

French movement for a Popular Front victory. Now, in July 1936,

it became clear to many Frenchmen that the revolt of the fascist

generals, organised with the blessings of Hitler and Mussolini,

posed a threat not only to the Spanish people, but to the

security of France. For in the event of a fascist victory in Spain, to

two borders with fascist states—Germany and Italy— a third would
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be added— in the Pyrenees. The words of Manuel Azana, President

of the Spanish Republic
—

“In defending Madrid on the heights

of the Guadarrama, we are at the same time defending Paris”

—

found deep understanding in France.

The newspaper, L’Humanite, on whose pages Marcel Cachin,

Gabriel Peri, Paul Vaillant- Couturier appeared, and the news-

paper, Ce Soir, on which Louis Aragon and Jean-Richard Bloch
worked, waged a relentless campaign for aid to the Spanish peo-
ple. On August 27, 1936, L'Ilumanite published an article by the

General Secretary of the French Communist Party, Maurice
Thorez, in which he demanded that the Spanish Government be

given “the possibility of freely procuring airplanes, guns and
ammunition in France”. The article ended with a warning that

the solution of this question had important meaning not only for

Spain but also for the future of the peoples of Europe. “Tomorrow
it will be in Czechoslovakia that Hitler will throw his agents

against the Republican authorities. Tomorrow the same thing may
happen in Rumania, where the Iron Guards, paid by Hitler, have
been activated. The same may happen to Yugoslavia. The same
may happen to Belgium. Tomorrow it may happen to France
herself!”

The great French writer, Romain Rolland, addressed an im-
passioned appeal to all the peoples of the world:

“Humanity! Humanity! 1 call upon you! I call upon you, the

people of Europe and America! Help Spain! Help ourselves! Help
yourselves! It’s you, it’s all of us who are menaced!” 1

Many other French writers and journalists were ardent sup-
porters of Republican Spain. Among them were Andre Viollis,

Georges Bernanos, Georges Soria, Simone Tery, Andre Wurmser,
Madeleine Braun, Andre Malraux, Francois Mauriac, Paul Clau-
del, Antoine de Saint-Exupery, and also Louis Delapree and
Gerda Taro, both of whom were later killed in Spain while
working there as correspondents for French newspapers.
The national interests of France and the anti-fascist programme

of the Popular Front demanded giving the legitimate government
of Spain immediate aid. Insisting on this was the French Com-
munist Party, the CGT, the Left wing of the Socialist Party,

headed by Jean Zyromski, and all consistent democrats.
However, as early as July 25, 1936, Leon Blum decided to

pursue a policy of “strict neutrality”, and under this pretext, in

violation of agreements signed previously, banned the export of

arms to Spain and proposed to other powers that they do the

same. Two days earlier, he had gone to London with his foreign

minister, Yvon Delbos, where he easily acceedcd to demands by
British conservative circles who were advocating an agreement

1 L’Humanite, November 22, 1936.
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This money went tu buy medicines for Spain

not forget—let no one forget!—that while it is our lot to resist
fascist

^

aggression today, the struggle is not going to end in
Spain! The slogan, “Planes and Cannon for Spain!” advanced
at that meeting of 40,000 working people was enthusiastically
picked up on the following day during a huge demonstration at the
1 lace de la Republiquc in Paris, and then throughout the country.
At the initiative of the French Communist Party, the CGT and

the French section of the IRA, numerous organisations were
formed: the Committee for Aid to Refugees from Northern
Spain, the Committee of Solidarity with the Spanish People, the
Committee for the Care of Spanish Children, the Committee for
Aid to Families of French Volunteers in the International Bri-
gades, the National Committee of Women and Girls of France.
Aid to Republican Spain was expressed in tens of millions
of francs and in thousands of tons of goods. The Young Women’s
Alliance of France, for example, collected 300,000 tins of con-
densed milk for Spanish children; the French section of the IRA
collected 24,000,000 francs and, together with the trade unions,
organised the work of sending all contributions to Spain. They
invited 10,000 Spanish children to France and arranged for them
to stay with French families, thus saving them from bombings by
fascist airplanes and the privations of war time. In November

1936, a CGT congress proposed that all CGT members be assessed

an hour’s wages monthly for the Aid Spain fund.

Paris was the headquarters of the International Committee for

Co-ordinating Aid to Republican Spain. Its honorary presidium

included such outstanding figures as physicist Paul Langevin,

writer Jean-Richard Bloch, Francis Jourdain, Marcel Cachin, Jean
Longuet, Jean Zyromski, Pierre Cot, Edouard Herriot and others.

Also in Paris was the International Medical Centre, uniting anti-

fascist doctors of the most diverse political convictions. With the

active participation of Dr Pierre Rouques and his colleagues, the

Centre organised the collection and shipment of medicines and

medical equipment to Spain. It also formed teams of volunteer

doctors, surgeons and nurses to serve in the medical services of

the International Brigades.

Solidarity with the Spanish people manifested itself in many
different ways. Workers in the aircraft industry, for example,

caught up the national slogan, “Planes for Spain!”, and were
prepared to work extra time without pay. Another example was
the setting-up of a company called France Navigation to ensure

sea shipping to Spain despite the blockade and “non-intervention”.

But the most brilliant and unparalleled page in the history of

French democracy’s solidarity with the Spanish people was written

by the French volunteers who took a direct part in the armed strug-

gle against fascism. The movement began on the personal initiative

of French anti-fascists, acting alone or in small groups, who felt

that the fascist menace must be thwarted. But soon the French

Communist Party gave the movement an organised form. As a

result, 8,500 French anti-fascists—not only Communists, but also

Socialists, syndicalists and non-party people—were given the

opportunity of going to Spain to fight in the ranks of the Republi-

can Army.
Despite the fact that the French Government and the Non-

Intervention Committee sought to turn the Franco-Spanish border

into an insurmountable barrier, France, due to the efforts and
help of the French Communist Party, became a bridge to Spain

for many thousands of volunteers from all over the world.

At the very outset of the fascist revolt, many Spanish emigrant

workers living in France returned home to defend their native

country from fascism. And with them came their friends—French

workers and anti-fascist emigrants from other countries. In Bar-

celona they met with athletes who had come in July 1936 to the

People’s Olympiad, and in the first days of the revolt took part

in the fighting in the Catalan capital. These were the first volun-

teers. Some of them fought in the North, defending Irun, others

saw action on the island of Mallorca, where the heroic battles of

the Republican landing force ended in a forced retreat and
evacuation of the island because of insufficient arms and ammuni-
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tion. The foreign volunteers who survived the battle of Irun
retreated into France, but again crossed the border to form the

Paris Commune Centuria in Barcelona. The centuria went to

Madrid, was reinforced with new volunteers from France, and
took part in the fighting under the command of Jules Dumont, a
former officer of the French Army.

In October, when by decree of the government, the Republic
began forming a regular army, the men of the Paris Commune
Centuria became part of the first regular battalion (which was
given the same glorious name) made up of French and Belgian
volunteers. Jules Dumont and Commissar Pierre Rebiere headed
the Paris Commune Battalion, which along with the other battal-

ions of the 11th International Brigade—the German Edgar Andre
Battalion and the Polish Dabrowski Battalion—arrived at the

front on November 8 to help the heroic people of Madrid repulse

a violent fascist assault on the city.

French volunteers coming to Spain in the autumn and winter
of 1936/37 formed several other battalions that became part of

various International Brigades: the Franco-Belgian Andre Marty
Battalion of the 12th Brigade; the Henri Vuillemin Battalion and
the Franco-Belgian Louise Michel Battalion of the 13th Brigade;

the 10th (Domingo Germinal) Battalion, 12th (Franco-English)

Battalion, and 13th (Henri Barbusse) Battalion of the 14th Bri-

gade; and the Sixth of February Battalion of the 15th Brigade.
In addition to this, French volunteers were also in the ranks of

the engineer troops, in the cavalry, the tank units, and in various
anti-aircraft and field artillery units. The international artillery

battery of the Anna Pauker Battalion was commanded by Gaston
Carre, and its political commissar was Paul Richard.
There were also Frenchmen among the many pilots who fought

against Franco’s air force. Some of them were in the Espana
Squadron, under the command of the famous French writer, Andre
Malraux. French volunteers served as drivers of military vehicles,

worked on vehicle repairs at the plant in Albacete, and served
in the First Transport Regiment of the 5th Army Corps. Many
French doctors, doctor’s assistants and nurses fought for the lives

of the men of the Republican Army in mobile field hospitals at

the front and in stationary medical installations in the rear.

The postal service of the International Brigades, with its centre

in Albacete, was organised by Jean Grandel, former General
Secretary of the French Postal Workers’ Union.
The French volunteers represented all of the political trends

included in the Popular Front. The largest contingent was made
up of Communists and non-party men who sympathised with them.
A considerably smaller number were members of the Socialist and
Radical Socialist parties. Among the Socialists (former participants
in the French Popular Front) who fought in the ranks of the In-

Captain Jacquot (centre) and Marcel Sagnier (right). February 1937

French volunteers of the 10th Battalion of the 14th Brigade on the Jaraxna.

February 1937
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ternational Brigades were battalion commanders Major Fort andMajor Bernard (shot in 1944 by the nazis for taking part in the
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Communists in Spain were headed by members of

Pi
e Central Committee of the French Communist Party AndreMarty Francois Billoux and Henri Janin. Leon Mauvais andCathaia regularly fulfilled party assignments. In the spring of

193/, a group of 30 men, all members of the Central and regional
committees of the Alliance of the Communist Youth of France,
came to reinforce the cadres of the International Brigades. Among
them were Louis Perrot, who was later killed in action in 1938
Jean Flemmen and Lafond, who were later shot during the nazi
occupation; Henri Tanguy, who became commissar of the 14th
brigade; and Charles Escure and Andre Gregoire, the latter be-
coming a battalion commander in the 12th Brigade. Leaders of the
French Communist Party, including Maurice Thorez, Jacques
Duclos, Marcel Cachm, Eugene Henaf, and Florimond Bonte, made
frequent trips to Spain to meet with the men of the International
rigades and inspire them to further struggle against the fascists,
reople of different generations fought in the ranks of the Inter-

national Brigades: veterans of the 1914-18 world war and former
participants m the colonial wars in Morocco, Syria and Indochina-
somewhat younger men who had only recently come out of the
service; and finally some very young men, such as 17-year-old
lerre Georges (Fabien), who was later to become a hero of the

French Resistance of 1940-45. However, neither differences in age
or nationality nor differences in views or social origin prevented
them from understanding each other and fighting together against
the common enemy.

M^
n

.

f^mber 6
> 1936, the fascists came up to the gates of

Madrid. The city was subjected to heavy artillery bombardment.Un the evening of November 8, the volunteers of the Paris Com-mune Battalion occupied positions for a counter-attack in a subur-
ban park, Casa de Campo, on the west bank of the Manzanares
river. I his was where the main thrust of the fascist storm columns—
Moroccans and mercenaries of the Foreign Legion-was directed.

In the first battles on the Manzanares, in the sector between the
ban Fernando Bridge and the French Bridge, the internationalists
suffered heavy casualties. The second company of the ParisCommune Battalion lost two-thirds of its men, and only thanks
o the fact that the Edgar Andre Battalion joined the battle in
time was the enemy assault repulsed. A week later, the 11th
Brigade received orders to counter-attack the Foreign Legion andMoroccan units which had broken through to the University City
on November 15 and 16. There the men of the Paris Commune
Battalion and Asturian demolition men, the “dinamiteros”, recap-
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Colonel Fabien (Pierre Georges)

tured the buildings of the

faculties of philosophy,

literature, pharmacology
and medicine.

In the meantime, at the

approaches to the cap-

ital, the Franco-Belgian
Battalion, together with
the Garibaldi and Thael-
mann battalions of the

12th International Bri-

gade, launched an attack,

with tank support,

against the fortified Cer-

ro de los Angeles hill

south of Madrid. This

operation weakened the

insurgents’ onslaught on
the Manzanares. A few
days later, the 12th Bri-

gade also moved into the

University City. In the

several days of heavy
fighting in the second
half of November in the University City and in the Casa de Cam-
po, the internationalists of the 11th and 12th brigades, together

with Spanish “milicianos” and regular units of the Republican
Army, repulsed the violent attacks of the enemy and depleted his

shock columns.
In December 1936 and January 1937, when the insurgents

changed the direction of their thrusts, both of these brigades took
part in the fighting west of Madrid at Boadilla del Monte. It was
there that the commander of the Franco-Belgian Battalion, Ber-
nard, was wounded. At Majadahonda, volunteers fought jointly

with the battalions of the militia
—

“Asturias”, the 1st Madrid
and “Pacifico”, and the 3rd (Jose Galan) Brigade, and took part
in the defence of the northwestern sector of Madrid, which in-

cluded Villanueva del Pardillo, Las Rosas, Pozuelo de Alarcon,
Humera and Aravaca. The Paris Commune Battalion came under
heavy bombardment, but did not retreat. Battalion Commander
Jules Dumont was wounded, Marcel Sanier took his place. The
Thaelmann Battalion, in which about 100 Frenchmen fought side

by side with their German comrades, held its positions at a high
price—out of 600 men, only 32 survived.

Also taking part in the fighting on the northwestern sector in

the defence of Madrid were the men of the 14th International

Brigade. Made up primarily of French volunteers, this brigade was
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sent in December 1936 into Andaluci'a to stop the advance of a
large enemy force that had broken through the Republican front.

After fulfilling this mission, the brigade was transferred to Ma-
drid, to a sector of the front where the fate of the capital was being
decided for the second time. As before, the insurgents failed to

achieve their main objective. They could not take Madrid.
At the time when this decisive fighting was going on, two

battalions of French and Belgian volunteers, as part of the 13th
International Brigade, were engaged in the Republican offensive

on Teruel in December 1936 and January 1937. The operation
was not successful, the battalions suffering heavy casualties.

The third large battle for Madrid began in February 1937, on
the east bank of the Jarama. It lasted for three weeks, during
which the best formations of the Republican Army, including four
International Brigades, each with battalions of French volunteers,

displayed remarkable steadfastness and heroism. The hopes of
the insurgent generals to take Madrid were shattered once again.

It was on the Jarama that volunteers of the Franco-Belgian Sixth
of February Battalion of the newly formed 15th International
Brigade saw their first action.

The casualty figures tell the story of the fierceness of the battle

of the Jarama and the steadfastness of the volunteers: of the
800 men of the Sixth of February Battalion who had come to the
Jarama positions, only 150 remained in action after ten days of
fighting. Similar large losses were incurred by other battalions

of the 15th and 11th brigades, which repulsed the fascist advance
at Morata de Tajuna, the main objective of the enemy attacks in

those days. Most of the commanders of the sub-units of these bri-

gades were killed or wounded. Large losses were also suffered by
units of the 12th (Andre Marty) Brigade, which prevented
the enemy from reaching his second objective—the village of

Arganda on the Madrid-Valencia highway. One company of this

battalion, protecting the Pindoque Bridge, was suddenly attacked by
Moroccans at night and completely wiped out. Another company,
which was sent in to close the breach, also suffered heavy losses.

When at the end of February the front began to stabilise, the
International Brigades, exhausted from constant battles, were in

sore need of rest and reinforcement. But there was no time for
this: in March, a fresh fascist offensive began.

In the first days of March, an expeditionary corps of Italian

fascists under the command of General Roatta (Mancini) suddenly
went over to the offensive. Two International Brigades—the 11th
and 12th—were the first Republican units to whom the command
of the Madrid Front assigned the task of blocking the road to the

interventionists. In the evening of March 9, the Paris Commune
Battalion and the entire 11th Brigade arrived at the Zaragoza
highway east of Guadalajara. In the preceding two days the
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French and German volunteers of the 10th Battalion of the 14th Brigade.

Madrid, March 1937

enemy had advanced 25 kilometres. Engaging the enemy in battle,

the volunteers forced the fascists to stop and deploy their troops.

On the next dav, the 12th Brigade came up and blocked the high-

way leading to Brihuega. Conducting a defensive battle and slowly

retreating under the onslaught of three enemy divisions, the volun-

teers of 'the 11th and 12th brigades gave the high command a

chance to win time and concentrate larger forces. In two days

time, the internationalists, together with the Spanish brigades ol

the 11th Division, went over to a counter-attack. 1 he Paris Com-

mune Battalion seized the fortified point of Casa del Cobo, while

the Andre Marty Battalion of the 12th Brigade took part in storm-

ing and seizing another key position—Palacio de Ibarra. On

March 18, the anniversary of the Paris Commune the Repub i-

cans went over to the offensive along the entire front, putting lour

of Mussolini’s divisions to flight. . ,

The men of the Republican Army, exhausted from the heavy

fighting, understood what great international significance their

success had, and rejoiced at the victory won.
. _ T *.

A few weeks later, as part of the reorganisation of the Interna-

tional Brigades along language lines, the Pans Commune Battal-

ion was transferred from the 11th Brigade to the 14th, m which

French and Belgian volunteers were brought together. In the

village of Ciruelas near Guadalajara, a touching farewell took

place between the French and German internationalists from the

Thaelmann and Edgar Andre battalions.
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The 14th International Brigade, which from then on was called
the Marseillaise Brigade, had as its commander Jules Dumont
and its commissar was Francois Vittori. It consisted of four inter-
national battalions, commanded by the Frenchmen, Marcel Sag-mer Lons Guimpel and Grignier, and the Englishman, George
IN athan, the latter to be later replaced by the Algerian Rabah
Oussidoum. The 5th Battalion of the brigade consisted of Span-
iards only. Like all International Brigades, the 14th reinforced its
ranks not only with newly arrived internationalists, but also with
Spaniards, who by the summer of 1938 made up nearly 85 per
cent or its personnel.

After the reorganisation, French volunteers still remained in
battalions of the 13th, 15th and 150th brigades, but subsequently
they too were transferred to the 14th (Marseillaise) Brigade
From May 29 through June 3, 1937, the 14th Brigade of the

oath Division, together with the 31st and 69th Spanish brigades,
took part in an offensive m the Sierra de Guadarrama area.' They
attacked Balsam at night and waged stubborn battles against theenemy s fortified position at Cerro del Puerto. The aim of this op-
eration was to create a threat to the city of Segovia, and thus relieve
die situation of the Republican forces on the Northern Front, at
Bilbao. The 14th Brigade ... at Segovia deserves high praise for
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m th£ battle Balsam,” 1 wrote the commander
of the 35th Division, General Walter. In the course of this opera-
tion, battalion Commander Boris Guimpel was wounded, and his
replacement, Captain Rasquin, a Belgian, was killed.

In July 1937, the Republicans launched a big offensive at
Brunete, m which many French volunteers took part. These weremen in the Henri Vuillemin Battalion: the Sixth of February
Battalion, under the command of Gabriel Fort who had returned
to service after being seriously wounded on the Jarama; and theAndre Marty Battalion, under the command of Emile Boursier
(deputy commanders, Fernand Belino and Francois Ruiz). There
were also Frenchmen in the Anna Pauker Artillery Battalion,
which supported the Republican troops during attacks against
V illanueva de la Canaaa. In that operation, Fernand Belino was
seriously wounded, and Gabriel Fort lost his sight as a result of
a serious head wound.

In October 1937, the 14th Brigade took part in the big defensive
battle of Cuesta de la Reina, south of Madrid. The fighting there
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*n tbree days, the brigade lost more than
1,000 men m killed and wounded. Dying the death of the brave
were

_

company commanders Aurele Vittori and Rene Angel,
captains Clcrc and Louis Boujard, commissars Francisco Terroba
and Blondeau. Among the wounded was Battalion Commander

1 Istorichesky Arkhiv, No. 2, 1962, p. 18S.

The banner of the 14th Brigade

Rabah Oussidoum. But the enemy’s attempt to break through the

Republican front was frustrated.

In March 1938, the fascists undertook a major offensive in

Aragon, an operation in which they used five army corps, includ-

ing an Italian corps supported by many tanks, artillery (up to

600 guns) and air power (600 airplanes). In an attempt to close

the breach made by the enemy in the first days of the offensive,

the Republican Command brought in reserve Spanish units and

five International Brigades. By March 12, however, the Interna-

tional Brigades of the 35th Division were almost completely en-

circled by four enemy divisions in the Hi jar-Alcaniz-Ebro sector.

Only after extremely heavy and difficult fighting to repulse fas-

cist attacks from the front and Hanks, did they succeed in break-

ing out of the encirclement. On March 15, the fascists broke into

Caspe, but a battalion of the 14th Brigade, the 45th Division,

moved up in time to throw them back.

Emile Boursier’s battalion moved to the outskirts of Caspe in

a series of counter-attacks. The commander of the 14th Brigade,
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Marcel Sagnier, took command of a force made up of his own
brigade, two battalions of the 12th Brigade, one Spanish battalion
and two batteries, l'or 24 hours the group waged a stubborn battle
tor Caspe against the fascist Navarre Division, but threatened
with complete encirclement, it retreated on the night of March 16,
taking up positions at the Guadalupe river. Commissar Haude-
coeur, a member of the Central Committee of the French Young
Communist League, arrived at the front from Albacete at the
head of a new French battalion, the Vaillant-Couturier Battal-
ion, which immediately went into action. However, despite the
remarkable feats of heroism performed by the volunteers and other
Republican units, the enemy forces pushed through to the Medi-
tei i anean, cutting off Catalonia from the rest of Republican Spain.
Many French volunteers fell in these battles, including Rabah
Uussidoum and Gabriel Hubert, who was seriously wounded.
Commissar Haudecoeur successfully avoided capture when, with
grenade in hand, he broke through a group of fascist soldiers.

I he heavy casualties suffered by the Republican troops during
their retreat on the Eastern Front did not break their fighting
spirit. In less than three months, the Republican Army would
accomplish the most daring of all operations in the war—the cros-
sing ^of the river Ebro and the deep breakthrough of the enemy

I he 14th Brigade played an important part in this operation.
Its task was to divert the enemy by crossing the Ebro near Am-
posta a point far from the place where the main Republican
1 01 CCS were preparing to cross. This operation, which took place
on the night of July 24, was an unforgettable episode in the war,and one m which the men of the Paris Commune Battalion dis-
played outstanding courage and valour. First an advance teamswam silently across the river under the cover of darkness, show-
ered the enemy trenches with grenades and captured them. Then
the lest of the battalion crossed the river on boats and rafts now
under heavy enemy fire. They fought their way deep into enemy
defences for several hundred metres. The fascist command, finally
realising what was happening, concentrated its artillery fire on
the river, thereby preventing the other units of the brigade from
crossing.

For a day the Paris Commune Battalion stalwartly repulsed
attack after attack by the large enemy forces, mainly Moroccanswho were supported by both artillery and tanks. By the end of
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? Tre than three-fourths of its men and almost
all of its officers, the battalion, on orders from the command, and
under heavy enemy fire, crossed over to the left bank, in this
phase of the operation, Battalion Commander Cazala and Com-
missar Lopez were killed. But the 14th Brigade had accomplished
its mission, by drawing considerable enemy forces to itself, it
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The Certificate of Honour the Spanish Government presented to members of

the International Brigades leaving for home

ensured the successful crossing of the river by units of the 5th

Corps of the Ebro Army.
, . ,,

Beginning on September 8, French volunteers took part in the

second phase of Operation Ebro, in the defensive battles to hold

the territory liberated from the fascists. In the number of artdleiy

pieces, airplanes, tanks and other military equipment used by the

enemy, these battles surpassed all previous operations of the

Spanish war. From the day that the 14th Brigade occupied posi-

tions on the heights of Sierra Caballs till September 23, when the

foreign volunteers were withdrawn from action by a government

decree, attacks by the enemy and counter-attacks by the Repub i-

cans did not cease for a single day. Ihe commander of the Pans

Commune Battalion (which had been reorganised and i unforce

after the battle of July 25), Captain Roll, his commissar, and Rene

Hamon, commissar of the Henri Barbusse Batta ion werejbltod.

On the last day of action, September 23 the 14th Brigade

found itself in a particularly grave situation. A storm of artillery

and machine-gun fire forced Republican units to retreat, and

command posts of the 14tli Brigade and the 45th Division sudden-

Iv turned out to be in the main line of resistance. Brigade Com

mander Marcel Sagnier and Commissar Tanguy led a coun er-

attack, as a result of which the brigade re-established its former

positions, and the fascists, who had already hoisted their flag on

the hill where the brigade C.P. was located, were sent running.
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ThuS , the French volunteers waged their last battle with fascismon the Spanish soil with flying colours.
sm
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a ^endary figure in the

„
Resistance. Even before Hitler’s troops invaded France hewas thrown into a camp for his anti-fascist activities. He escapedand immediately began organising groups of young anti-fasdstsaround Marseille. Later, under the name of Fabiel he became

one of the founders and leaders of the French organisation of

francs tireurs and guerrillas. In 1941 he gave the signal for the

beginning of armed resistance to the occupation by assassinating

a nazi officer in Paris. During the fighting to liberate Paris, Pierre

Georges headed a large formation called the French Forces of

the Interior (FFI) of the Resistance. At the head of the first Paris

Brigade which he formed, he took part in the pursuit of the retreat-

ing Hitlerite troops to the very Rhine. Pierre Georges was killed

in December 1944 on the Alsace Front, together with Pimpeau,

the former commissar of the international battalion in which he

fought in Spain.

The former commissar of the 14th International Brigade, Fan-

guy, began organising Resistance committees in the Paris area

as early as 1940, and in 1941 he joined the ranks of the franc

tireur and guerrilla organisation. Among his fighting comrades

were former Battalion Commissar Haudecoeur, former major in

the artillery in Spain Carre, and former participants in the Spanish

war Epstein and Georges Vallet. From 1941 through 1944, Tan-

guy held various command posts in the franc tireur and guerrilla

organisation. In June 1944, he took command of the FFI of the

Isle de France province. On August 25, 1944, Colonel Rol-Tanguy,

together with General Leclerc, received the capitulation of General

von Choltiz and the German garrison of Greater Paris.

Francois Vittori, former commissar of the 45th International

Division, organised the Resistance movement on Corsica, and later

directed the liberation of the island.

Doctor Pierre Rouques, former chief of the medical service of

the Internationl Brigades, together with other veterans of the

Spanish war—Dr Reboul, Dr Chretien and his assistant, Fanny

Bre—organised the medical service of the Resistance. They hid

wounded francs tireurs and guerrillas and gave them medical at-

tention.

Andre Breton, Fernand Belino, Honore Galli, Yvonne Robert

and many others joined the ranks of the Resistance fighters from

the first days of the occupation. Even those who came back from

Spain wounded or sick, as for example, the author of this article,

also took part in the struggle by doing such things as writing

leaflets and setting up communications between the participants

of the Resistance.

Colonel Jules Dumont, organiser of the first armed anti-fascist

groups, was arrested and shot by the Hitlerites. The Spanish war
veteran Tourne, who was one of the leaders of the Resistance in

the Lyons region, was seriously wounded and remained an in-

valid for the rest of his life. One of the leaders of the FFI, Boris

Guimpel, together with Gaudefroy, led operations against the

fascists in the southern part of the country. Jacquet represented

the National Committee of Francs Tireurs and Guerrillas in the
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headquarters of the French Armed Forces. Louis Blesy in Pro-

vence, and Delcamp in Toulouse, commanded units of francs

tireurs and guerrillas. Spanish war veterans Taddee Oppmann,

Jean Baillet, Appere, Fongarnard, Jean Hemmen, Just Heras,

Lafond, Carre, Schmidt, Champion and Bessieres were, along with

Beaulieu, Clouet, Lemaitre, Cotille and many others, among the

organisers of the first armed Resistance groups. Many were killed

in action, shot, locked up in prisons, or taken to Germany and

thrown into concentration camps. Among these were Grandel, Jean

Cathala (the Hitlerites guillotined him), Marcel Langer, Epstein,

Hapiot, and Georges Vallet.

Even in the gaols the struggle went on. For example, veterans

of International Brigades Bernard, Marc Perrin, Henri Neveu
and Jourdan were in the forefront of a prisoner revolt in the

central gaol at Eisses. After the revolt was suppressed, Bernard

was shot. In the liberation of the Buchenwald death camp, former

international brigade officers Belino and Lagunas formed two

companies out of prisoners who had risen up against their exe-

cutioners.

Former French volunteers in Spain often fought shoulder to

shoulder with Spanish comrades in the ranks of the Resistance

movement. Many soldiers and officers of the Spanish Republican

Army who had to retreat into France ended up in concentration

camps and so-called work companies. During the fascist occupa-

tion thousands of them joined francs tireurs and guerrillas and

fought heroically side by side with Polish, Italian, German, Jewish,

Hungarian and other former international brigaders who had

also, in one way or another, gotten out of concentration camps.

The names of Christino Garcia, hero of the French Resistance who
was shot in Spain by the Franco police in 1946 along with eleven

other Spaniards who had fought for the freedom of the French

people: General Evaristo Luis Fernandez, commander of the first

formation of Spanish guerrillas in France; Celestino Alfonso and

the 23 heroes of Manusian’s group, among whom were five veter-

ans of the International Brigades—all symbolised the indissoluble

brotherhood-in-arms that had for all time united the fighting men
of Republican Spain and the fighting men of the French Resis-

tance in the common battle against fascism and for the freedom of

all peoples.

After the victory over fascism in May 1945, the veterans of the

International Brigades formed their own association. L’Amicale

dcs anciens volontaires fran^ais en Espagne republicaine (AVER).

By that time, of the 8,500 Frenchmen who had left France to

fight in the International Brigades, 3,000 had been killed on the

fields of battle in Spain, and another 3,000 had perished fighting

in the Resistance or in nazi concentration camps.

From the first days of its existence, the AVER set about organis-

The unveiling of a monument to heroes of the International Brigades at

the Eaubonne Cemetery

ing a broad programme of material aid to the many French veter-

ans of the Spanish war who had come back sick or disabled and

were still receiving no help whatever from the state, lhe AVLK

received help in this complex undertaking from trade-union or-

ganisations, municipalities headed by members of Lett parties,

the French Popular Aid Society (Le Secours Populate Francis),

the IRA and numerous local Spanish war veterans associations

both in France and in the socialist countries.
,

The former volunteers in the Spanish war still feel profound

respect and sympathy for the Spanish people, and in many ways

continue to express solidarity with the tens of thousands of Re-

publican soldiers who were forced after Franco s victory to seek

refuge in France. Many of these emigrants have married and now

have families of their own; they take part in the French democrat-

ic and anti-fascist movement. In the beginning of the 1950s, dur-

ing the most difficult period of the cold war when successive reac-

tionary French governments persecuted Spanish anti-fascists liv-

ing in France, who as a rule had fought in the Resistance, the

AVER together with all democratic organisations, waged an ex-

tensive campaign of protest against their arrests and expulsion

from France. The AVER also came out against the brutal repres-

sions in fascist Spain, and was one of the organisers of mass meet-

ings of protest against the murder of Julian Grimau. In recent

years, the AVER has been taking an active part in international
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meetings in defence of the Spanish people and demanding am-
nesty for political prisoners.

There are not many veterans of the International Brigades still

alive today, but they are always among the first to show a readi-

ness to resist whenever fascism again tries to raise its head. Dur-
ing the attempted counter-revolutionary coup in Hungary in 1956,

fascist groups in France, protected by the police, made a raid on

the editorial offices of the newspaper, L’Humanite, and tried to

set fire to the building. Former Spanish war volunteers were in

the forefront of the popular demonstration that upset the plans

of the fascists. During that confrontation two workers were

killed, and one of them, Ferrand, was a veteran of the Spanish

war. In exactly the same way, during the war in Algeria, when the

fascists tried to accomplish a coup d’etat and visited bloody re-

prisals upon democrats, former Spanish war veterans again fought

in the ranks of the working class against fascism. In February

1962, during an anti-fascist demonstration in Paris, nine persons

were killed by the police, and Fernand Bclino, the President of

the AVER, was seriously wounded.
Today, the surviving veterans of the Spanish war, although

much older, have not withdrawn from the struggle. On the con-

trary, their long experience has made them into tempered and
courageous fighters for democracy, for peace, for a better life

for the working people. Many of them are eminent political and
public figures, such as, for example, Frangois Bilious, member
of the Political Bureau of the GC FCP; Henri Rol-Tanguy, mem-
ber of the CC FCP; Andre Tournd, former deputy of parliament

and now president of the Republican Association of War Vet-
erans; Fernand Belino, general councellor of the Department of

Seine, and the AVER Chairman; Andre Gregoire, Mayor of Mon-
treuil-sur-Seine, a large suburb of Paris; Honore Galli, one of the

directors of the France-Spain Association. Former Resistance
fighters Gaudefroy, Blesy and Rol-Tanguy are on the board of

the National Association of the Veterans of the French Resis-

tance.

The veterans of the International Brigades remain true to the

ideal for which they and their fighting comrades spilled their

blood in the ranks of the Spanish Republican Army.

GERMANY

The Popular Front victory in the elections to the Spanish Cor-

tes in February 1936 alarmed the German monopoly bourgeoisie.

German imperialism at once gave its backing to the Spanish reac-

tionaries, who, after recovering from their first fn^t set about

organising a military conspiracy against the Democratic; Keput,

lie Hitler wanted a fascist Spain not only because die Gernu

military and monopolies sought control of that co
^?

try
^^been

wealth, particularly her strategic raw materials. That had been

their goal earlier. German capital had begun penetrating theIbe-

rian Peninsula at the turn of the century and by he imd- 1930s it

had seized a considerable portion of the Spanish production o

zinc, copper, silver and mercury. But with the establishment of

regime in Spain subservient to Berlin German imperialism would

complete the strategic encirclement of France and be in a positio

to threaten the sea lanes linking Britain with her colon eS As con-

ceived by the nazis, Spain would be a bridgehead in a lutur

war for domination in Europe. Further, the nazis feared that a

strong Popular Front regime in Southwestern Europe would inev-

itably foster the growth of anti-fascist forces in other European

countries, including Germany.
, ,

Hardly a month passed after the February elections than

Pravda, the central newspaper of the Communist Party of tl

Soviet Union, reported that the notorious Spanish monarchist

General Sanjurjo was in Berlin negotiating for aid to the counter-

revolutionary military organisations in Spain that were again plot-

ting against the government. 1 This report was fu^v cons'stent

with the facts. Hitler, Goering and representatives of Mctall-AG,

one of the largest monopolies, promised Sanjurjo German assis-

tance for a counter-revolutionary revolt
.

The smoothly functioning nazi machine in Spain was putmto
4 r i i w'j c Hit Cl S

1 Pravda, March 12, 1936.



Jiaison man with the Spanish conspirators. When the rising start-
ed Admiral Canaris, the chief of the German military intelligence,

made sure that General Franco was put in command of the
revolt in place of Sanjurjo, who died in an air crash. On July 27,
1936 the nazis sent 20 Junkers-52 transports to Morocco to help
Franco rush troops to the south of Spain and thereby avert the
destruction of the isolated centres of the revolt during the first

days of the civil war.
In 1939, recalling this first act of open intervention in Spain,

the nazi Air General Sperrle, who commanded the Condor Legion
in 1936-37, said: “Within a few days German pilots airlifted by
J-52s 15,000 Foreign Legionnaires and Moroccan troops and also
military equipment to Jerez.”

1

German warships, including the
torpedo-boat Leopard, escorted transports that carried insurgent
troops and military equipment from Africa. The nazi intervention
in Spain mounted with the spread of the war.
On July 25, after armed workers and loyal troops had crushed

the fascist revolt in Madrid, Barcelona and other cities, Karl
Schwendemann, counsellor of the German Embassy in Madrid,
telegraphed to Berlin: “Unless something unforeseen happens, it

is hardly to be expected that in view of all this the military revolt
can succeed. These words contained not only alarm and a sober
assessment of the situation but also a plea for assistance for the
Spanish putschists. This SOS signal was heard in Berlin. The
secret "Sonderstab W”, which took charge of the organisation of
direct military intervention in Spain, was set up on Hitler’s orders.
On July 31, 1936, six days after the receipt of the SOS signal, the
nazi General Milch sent the first units of the Condor Legion to
Spain. Dressed in civilian clothes, army pilots secretly sailed to
Cadiz in the S. S. Usaramo, whose holds carried aircraft, bombs
and anti-aircraft guns.

This and all subsequent acts of intervention were doggedly de-
nied by the German authorities. In August, when Franco already
had most of the Condor Legion and German military supplies,
Dr Bielfeld, the German charge d’affaires in London, glibly as-
sured the British Foreign Office that Germany was giving no assis-

tance to the insurgent Spanish generals, that she had not and
would not send them military supplies.

At the Nuremberg trial, Hermann Goering, chief of the nazi
Air Force, admitted: “With the permission of the Fuhrer, I sent
(to Spain.

—

Ed.) a large part of my transport fleet and a number
of experimental fighter units, bombers, and anti-aircraft guns
In order that the personnel, too, might gather a certain amount

1 Die Wehrmacht, May 30, 1939.
2 Documents on German Foreign Policy, 1918-1945, Scries D (1937-1945),

Vol. Ill, Germany and the Spanish Civil War, 1936-1939, Washington, 1950,
p. 13.

of experience, I saw to it that there was a continuous flow, that

is, that new people were constantly being sent and others

recalled.”
1

. , , r
As soon as the fascist-led revolt started, the real, peoples Get-

many sided with Republican Spain. Led by the brutally persecut-

ed Communist Party, which operated deep underground, the work-

in^ class and other democratic and progressive elements went to

the assistance of the Spanish people. “We admire the courage of

the fighters for a free and happy Spain, against lascist barbarism,

the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Germany wrote

in a telegram to the Spanish Government.

When the German intervention in Spain had become a fact, the

CC CPG declared that solidarity and the struggle of Germans who

opposed Hitler for the freedom of Spain were not only a mani-

festation of proletarian internationalism but the national duty of

every German patriot, for the only way to save the German people

from the threat of another world war was to defend the Spanish

Republic. In a document of the CC CPG of November 26, 1936

it was stated: “Hitler’s role as the chief warmonger in Europe

and in the whole world places with us, German anti-fascists, an

immense responsibility. We have to do everything we can to help

smash Hitler in Spain. For this there are two ways: direct assis-

tance to the Spanish freedom fighters and a broad movement of

the people in Germany.”3

Speaking to the German people over Radio Barcelona on De-

cember 20, 1936, Walter Ulbricht, member of the Political Bureau

of the CC CPG, outlined a programme of struggle against the

Plitler regime. His concluding words were: “Honour and glory to

the Spanish fighters, who have gallantly defended Madrid against

the enemy! Honour and glory to the International Brigades, the

Thaelmann, Edgar Andre and Chapayev battalions that stood

their ground at Madrid with the battle-cry ‘The fascists shall

not pass!’ We shall pass. We shall defeat Hitler and Franco at

Madrid in the name of peace, liberty and democracy.”

The new conditions of the anti-fascist struggle created by Hit-

ler’s intervention in Spain and the international movement of

solidarity with the Spanish people thus added a new content to

the programme for the overthrow of the Hitler regime and to the

Popular Front policy that had been charted at the Brussels Con-

ference of the CPG in October 1935. The heroic resistance of the

Spanish people and the participation of German volunteers in the

fighting in Spain raised the morale of the anti-fascists in Germany

1 Trial of the Major War Criminals Before the International Military

Tribunal, Nuremberg, Vol. IX, 1947, p. 281.
.

_ ..

2 Der Freiheitskampf des spanischen Volkes und die Internationale ooli-

daritat, Berlin, 1956, p. 62.
3 Zeitschrift fiir Militargeschichle, Berlin, 1965, Vol. 1.
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and stimulated the fortitude and confidence of factory, mine and
dock workers. On October 18, 1936, the Social-Democratic news-
paper Nener Vorwarts carried a banner headline reading “Unrest
at the Factories”. The German people’s indignation was aroused
by the sending of German troops to Spain. Protest leaflets were
circulated in Duisburg and Diisseldorf in southwestern Germany.
In Munich the wives and mothers of soldiers sent to Spain staged
a protest demonstration in front of the nazi party headquarters.
Throughout Germany—in Berlin, Bavaria, Silesia, the Rhineland,
Saxony and the Ruhr area—action by the workers mounted steadi-

ly, and money was collected secretly for Spain. Communists, Social-
Democrats and non-party people frequently took joint action urg-
ing solidarity with the Spanish people. Many pamphlets contain-
ing speeches by Wilhelm Pieck, Walter Ulbricht and other lead-
ers of the Communist Party were disseminated through under-
ground channels all over the country.
German Radio Freedom, founded near Madrid by the German

Communists with the help of Spanish comrades, was also an organ
of the Committee for the Creation of a German Popular Front.
This station, which operated on 29.8 metres, kept the Hitler-
enslaved German people abreast of political developments and
broadcast practical advice for the illegal anti-fascist organisa-
tions. Its guest speakers included Georg Branting, Heinrich Mann,
Thomas Mann, Arnold Zweig, Ernest Hemingway, Paul Robe-
son, Frans Masereel and other leading personalities of the Ger-
man and foreign anti-fascist movement.
There was a quick response in many towns and factories in

Germany to the call for a united Popular Front. Communists
and Social-Democrats formed Popular Front groups in Berlin,
the Saar region and other parts of the country. This was soon
brought to the notice of the Gestapo. In a report from Wilhelm-
shaven it was stated: “The Popular Front idea has certainly
caught on among the former members of the Social-Democratic
Party of Germany (at the navy yard). It is easy to note that in
many cases they openly show their sympathy for the Bolsheviks
in Spain and hope for their victory.” 1

The successes of the Popular Front in Spain also influenced
the attitude of some Social-Democratic leaders—Erich Kuttner,
Paul Hertz and Erich Oilenhauer—inducing them to visit the
Spanish Republic. They toured the International Brigades and
spoke favourably of the Popular Front. Addressing the 11th In-
ternational Brigade in May 1937, Erich Kuttner said: “We hope
that Spain may be and will become the bridge that will reunite
the sundered forces of the German proletariat.” Paul Hertz, who

1 Institut fur Marxismus-Lcninismus beim ZK der SED, ZPA D F IX/7
Fond 237.

' ' '

Soldiers of the Thaclmann Centuria at Tardienta. August 1936

was a member of the SDPG Executive, subscribed to the united

front policy and repeatedly stated his disagreement with the at-

titude of his party’s leadership. In a speech in Madrid on July 4,

1937 Erich Ollenhauer, who represented the Socialist I outU in-

ternational, spoke in favour of united action and solemnly pledged

to work for unity. Regrettably, he soon betrayed his piedg^si^ng

with the enemies of unity between the Socialist and Communist

y
°The German people’s sympathy for the struggle of the Spanish

people was evidenced by the growing Gestapo terror. In a sing e

day 70 workers were arrested in Aachen at the 1 albot-Waggon

-

AG and Gerbe und Lohmeyer factories for collecting money lor

the Spanish Republic. Twenty-one workers ol the Aachen power

station were sentenced to prison for terms ranging from two to

eight years. At the Weser-AG works the Gestapo seized many

workers for collecting signatures in support of the Spanish freedom

fighters: two of these workers were shot without trial. Large-scale

arrests were made by the Gestapo also at the IG b arbenmdus rie

factories and at the automobile factories in Frankfurt-on-Main. At

the close of 1936 it arrested 90 workers of the Adlerwerke in

Frankfurt and 40 at the Rodelheim factories sending many of

them to concentration camps. Himmler himself admitted that up
><ii i 1 T nU^nTinn- nirmnnrhx; THT

the Spanish Republic.
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Despite persecution by the Gestapo, active groups of anti-fas-
cists, notably the Communists, did not confine themselves to moral
and material support for the Spanish people. They rendered direct
support to the Spanish people, organising sabotage at munitions
factories and disrupting supplies for the insurgents. Juli Jiirgen-
sen an underground official, reported to the anti-fascist centre
in October 1936: Ships are being loaded at Hamburg. Cranes
are filling the holds of vessels with mysterious crates. The work
is proceeding day and night. The docks are guarded by the police
and the Gestapo. The dockers have found out that this freight is
bound for Spain. . . . They know that their brothers are fighting
in Spain. Disturbed by the news they are determined to disrupt
the loading.” 1 In Hamburg and Bremen the seamen and dockers
set up a communication system that kept them informed of the
movement of military supplies to Spain.
The crews of the ships sailing to Spain informed the branch

oihees of the International Transport Workers Federation in
ioieign ports of suspicious freight in their ships. Protest actions
were staged on freighters in the second half of 1.936 on the initia-
tive of anti-fascist groups. The crews of the German ships IJen-
nka, that put in at Rotterdam, the Netherlands, and the Konig-
stein refused to transport arms for the insurgents in Spain. The
crews of the ships Melilla, Lasbek, Poseidon and Preussen went
on strike. Each of these actions was followed by arrests and other
repressions.

The highest form of aid by the German anti-fascists for the
Spanish Republic was their direct participation in the armed strug-
gle against the insurgents. At first this aid was episodic and unor-
ganised. Some German political emigres with Reinhold Hoffmann
at then- head helped to defend Irun as members of the Republican
Militia. Other German anti-fascists, resident in Spain, and Ger-
mans who had come for the People’s Olympiad (among them were
Max rriedemann, Werner Hermlin and Franz Lowenstein) helped
to crush the rising in Barcelona. Within a few days, joined by
vohinteers of other nationalities, they formed the Thaelmann unit
of the People’s Militia and on July 24 fought their first battle
against the fascists near Huesca.
The formation of the Thaelmann International Centuria was

started in Barcelona on August 7 on the initiative of the German
r

^

ans Beimler, Albert Schreiner, Hermann Geisen
and V\ illi Wille with the assistance of the United Socialist Party
of Catalonia.

Meanwhile the Political Bureau of the Communist Party of
Germany appealed to all German anti-fascists living abroad and

1 lnstitul fiir Marxismus-Lcninismus bein ZK tier SED, ZPA DF IX/7
Fond 237.
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CENTURIA THAELMANN

The banner presented to the Thaelmann Centuria by the Central Committee

of the Catalan United Socialist 1 arty

having military training to place themselves at the disposal of the

SP
Vo

1

lunfeers arrived in Barcelona from different countries singly

and in groups. On August 29, the Thaelmann Centuria was sent

to the Aragon Front. Commanded by Albert Schreiner and Her-

mann Geisen, this unit of over 100 men distinguished itself in the

battles at Huesca, Tardienta and Alcubierre.

For the courage and valour displayed by its men. the 1 hael

mann Centuria was presented with a banner by the Catalonian

Government. In the course of two months’ fighting the centuria

lost nearly half of its strength. The first casualties included the Ger-

man Social-Democrat Wilheim Pfordt and a young Fr^chman

named Robert Vigier. Sepp Hirsch Rudolf Gemmd, Wilhe

Engelmann and many others lost their lives during an assault

on a hill near Tardienta.

In the first issue of their newspaper Die Rote Sturmfahne on

October 15, 1936, the German volunteers wrote: We are a fighting

unit of the German Popular Front. Among us there are Com-

munists, Social-Democrats and non-party men. All are united by

the great goal of completely smashing fascism.
.

A steady stream of freedom volunteers hastened to the assis-

tance of the Spanish people. Most of the German volunteers were

political emigres, but many managed to come from nazi Germany
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despite the obstacles and the torture chambers of the Gestapo
prisons. After untold suffering and humiliation in hard labour

prisons and concentration camps they were determined to fight

fascism till their last breath.

The German volunteers went to Spain by different and often

tortuous roads. The assembly point was in Paris, from where the

further transportation to Spain was arranged by the Central

Committee of the CPG with the active assistance of the French
Communist Party.

During the early stages of the war the volunteers had little

difficulty in leaving Paris for Spain in large groups. One of these

groups of German volunteers was headed by Gustav Szinda, who
was later Chief of Staff of the 11th International Brigade (today

he is a Major-General of the National People’s Army of the Ger-
man Democratic Republic), and a worker named Albert Denz,

who was a Party official in Hagen. Subsequently, when the French
police set up check-points on the frontier with Spain it became
much more difficult to send volunteers across the frontier. They
now had to go to Perpignan by train, then travel by bus to the

foothills of the Pyrenees and cross the frontier by foot along steep

mountain trails in order to avoid encountering French frontier

guards. Tired but happy in the knowledge that they had reached
their destination, they came down the mountains to the fortress

of Figueras, where the reception centre for foreign volunteers was
situated.

On October 9, 1936, the ship Ciudad de Barcelona brought 650
anti-fascists from many countries to Alicante, from where they

were sent to Albacete where a headquarters had been set up to

organise International Brigades. Among the newly-arrived Ger-
mans there were many experienced Party functionaries and activ-

ists, including Hans Kahle, Fritz Rettmann, Heinrich Wieland,
Josef Zettler, Wilhelm Bahnik, Artur Becker, Christian Wolf,
Hermann Gartmann, Richard Gladewitz, Albert Hossler, Heinz
Hoffmann, Erich Hoffmann, Gustav Gundelach, Fritz Dickel,

Arthur Dorf, Walter Sehlmann, Franz Klamm, Erwin Kramer,
Bruno Kuhn, Otto Kiihne, Erich Mielke, Ewald Munschke, Alfred
Neumann, Heinrich Rau, Max Roscher, Gustav Szinda, Karl Tho-
ma (Ernst Blank), Paul Verner, Kurt Hager, Wilhelm Zeisser,

Richard Staimcr, Richard Stahlmann, George Stibi, Erwin Stroh-
meier and Hermann Schuldt.

Along with Communists and non-party men there was a small

group of Social -Democrats, who included Paul Bergmann, Ernst
Braun, Kurt Braun, Kurt Brottinger, Kurt Garbarini, Hermann
Drumm, Herbert Seifert, Hans Martens, Franz Schneider, Paul
Feller and Otto Jiirgensen. Unlike the evasive official leadership

of the German Social-Democratic Party, they joined in the strug-

gle for the Spanish Republic without hesitation.

German guerrilla fighters (second left-Richard Stahlmann)
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battalions were usually called German, French and Polish, after

the nationality of the bulk of the men in them, but in each there
were men of different nationalities. For instance, in the Edgar
Andre Battalion, in addition to Germans there were Hungarians,
Poles, Frenchmen, Yugoslavs, Englishmen, Czechs, Slovaks and
Irishmen. Men of the Thaelmann Centuria, who arrived in Albace-
te from Catalonia with Hans Beimler, formed the nucleus of the
Thaelmann Battalion, which was first part of the 12th Interna-
tional Brigade and then transferred to the 11th. There were Ger-
man groups and units in the 12th and 13th brigades and in other
international units. Franz Dahlem, member and representative of
the Central Committee of the CPG and an authorised representa-
tive of the Comintern Executive, was a member of the political

leadership of the international units from December 1936 on-
wards.

There were German volunteers in special units of the Repub-
lican Army: in a tank brigade, in anti-aircraft and field artillery
units, in guerrilla detachments and in transport and medical units.

A large group of doctors, among them Walter Blank, Gunter
Bodeck, Heilbrunn and Feldmann, who gave their lives in the
struggle, fought for the lives and health of the men of the Repub-
lican Army in hospitals and directly at the firing lines.

The 11th International Brigade engaged the enemy for the first

time on November 9, 1936. Confident that the regular units of
the Foreign Legion and the Moroccan battalions would have an
easy victory over the inexperienced and poorly armed detach-
ments of the People’s Militia, the fascists, supported by nazi and
Italian aircraft, tanks and artillery, began the assault of the Span-
ish Republic’s capital in early November 1936.
The International Brigades, welcomed by the people of Madrid,

went to the assistance of the capital’s heroic defenders. In the
Casa de Campo and in the University City volunteers from many
countries shed their blood together with the Spanish freedom
fighters. In a battle lasting many days the 1 1th Brigade lost nearly
half its strength. Many Germans fell in that battle. The follow-
ing is only one of the innumerable acts of heroism by the freedom
volunteers.

During one of the murderous attacks of the fascists in the Uni-
versity City the commander of a machine-gun team Fritz Dietrich,
a metalworker from Wuppertal, went from floor to floor, from
window to window of a ruined building, firing his machine-gun at

the enemy troops that had surrounded the building. Hand gre-
nades and shells exploded around but he held his ground. When a
part of the building collapsed, he dragged his machine-gun out
and opened fire at the attacking groups of fascists from the flank.

The assault was beaten back. Fritz Dietrich fell in this battle, but
the company’s positions were saved.

German volunteers arrive at the Madrid Front, November 8, 1936

On December 1, 1936, enemy bullets cut down Hans Beimler

and the commander of the Thaelmann Battalion, Franz Veh ow

(Louis Schuster). The men who were killed m the first “attle* a‘

the walls of Madrid included the German Communists Kuit \

Appen Georg Meyer, Paul Baumgarten, Philipp Mayer, Josef

Graf Richard Wagner and Willi Willc, the Social-Democrats Ot-

to Volkmann, Paul Lose and Hans Schwindling and the non-party

men Maslow and Karl Katz.
. . c • .

The blood of the fallen cemented the unity of the anti-tascist

front that had become a reality in the trenches m Spam. W‘de

sections of the public in the Spanish Repubhc saw in the death ot

Hans Beimler a symbol of the anti-fascist unity and self-sacrifice

of the men of the International Brigades. The hmo s funeral was

attended by hundreds of thousands of people. The poet Katael

Alberti conveyed these feelings of the Spanish people and their

grief for the fallen freedom volunteers in a poem entitled Hans

Beimler, Communist and Defender of Madrid.

In early January 1937 the International Brigades halted an

enemy offensive and destroyed two fascist battalions at Villanueva

del Pardillo, northwest of Madrid. This victory was followed

by a tragic day: in a battle against an overwhelmingly superior

enemy force of infantry and tanks on the fringe of a forest at the

village of Remis on January 7 the Thaelmann Battalion suffeied

heavy losses. Only 30 men remained but they held their Positions.

During a short' rest at Murcia at the close of January, the 11th

Brigade, which had lost 1,230 men since November 9, 1936, received
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Hans Kahle, Ernest Hemingway, Ludwig Renn and Joris Iwens at the Guada-
lajara Front. March 1937

replenishments—international volunteers and Spaniards, most
of whom were People’s Militia volunteers with combat experience.

Now almost half of the brigade consisted of Spaniards.
On February 6, 1937 the fascists mounted an offensive with the

objective of cutting the Madrid-Arganda-Valencia motor road.
The 11th Brigade went into action on February 11. In the difficult

conditions caused by the cold weather and the rough terrain it

fought a well-armed enemy continuously until February 27. One
of the objectives of the furious attacks of the Moroccans and the
counter-attacks of the volunteers in the sector of the 11th Brigade
was the Casa Blanca, a solitary white house in an olive grove.
Company Commander Ernst Womper and Hermann Drumm,

both of the Saar region, distinguished themselves in the fighting for
the Casa Blanca. Leading a counter-attack, they fought their way
into an enemy trench and silenced a fascist machine-gun with
hand grenades. The enemy fled in panic, but the two friends were
killed during the pursuit.

A week after the battle of the Jarama, where the insurgents’

plan of encircling Madrid from the southeast was wrecked, the 11th
Brigade was one of the first units of the Madrid Front to re-en-
gage the fascists. On March 8, 1937, an Italian expeditionary corps
consisting of three Italian and a mixed Spanish-Italian division
started an offensive in the direction of Guadalajara along the Za-
rogoza-Madrid highway. At Torija the 1 1th Brigade joined the
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1
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liberated the towns of Quinto and Belchite, which had been power-

fully fortiEed by nazi engineers. They captured many prisoners

and large quantities of weapons. r th
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1 Rundschau (Basel), June 10, 1937, p. 893.
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Children from the Thaclmann Orphanage visit German volunteers

“The 11th Brigade,” wrote Karol Swierczewski, commander of

the 35th Division of which the 11th Brigade was a part, “had a

particularly difficult assignment. From January 4 through 14 it

fought at a hill named Concud, and then for six days, from Jan-

uary 17 through 22, withstood the furious attacks of the Navarra

Division in the vicinity of the El Muleton hill. There . . . the brigade

displayed such daunless self-sacrifice and heroism that the Span-

ish Command acknowledged that in that period the division had

held Teruel, and General Sarabia, commander of the Levante

Front, promised to request Barcelona to institute a special badge

for the participants in that battle.” 1

In March 1938 when the Franco troops broke through the Ara-

gon Front and the Republican forces began a disorderly retreat, the

11th and other International Brigades and picked Spanish bri-

gades were ordered to contain the assaults of an enemy that was

vastly superior in numbers and armaments and thereby enable the

front command to bring up the necessary reserves. The brigade car-

ried out this task under extremely difficult conditions: communica-

tion with the division and the battalions was frequently broken, and

time and again it fought its way out of encirclement, using moun-

tain trails. In less than a month the 11th Brigade lost over a thou-

sand officers and men. After the battle at Gandesa only 80 of the

1 Istorichesky arkhiv, No, 2, 1962, p. 174.

men remained in the Thaelmann Battalion. Among the killed
4

e Artur Becker, Chairman of the Communist Youth League

Germany Seriouslv wounded, he was captured by the fascists

°
1 'executed in Burgos. Also killed were Battalion Commander

Wilhelm Pinnecke, Hans Erbe (Fernando), who was personnel

department chief at Albacete, and Commissar Wilhelm Glaser

(Richard Schenk).
' The struggle, which cost so many lives, tailed to halt the enemy

advance towards the Mediterranean. In early April the 11th

Rrieade together with the entire 35th Division occupied defensive

positions on the left bank of the Ebro, receiving replenishments

and reforming their ranks.
.

The united front of the German Communists and Social-Demo-

crats in the International Brigades was tempered in the flames

of battle On December 14, the Unity Committee of German Com-

munists and Social-Democrats, that was set up m Albacete in

November 1937, wrote to the Social-Democratic leadership m
Prague and to the Central Committee of the CPG calling for joint

action by the leaders of the two parties.

A committee of German workers, consisting of the Social-

Democrats and Communists of the 11th Brigade, was formed in

February 1938. A conference of German volunteers, held in Va-

lencia on March 13, 1938, adopted a manifesto, in which it was

stressed- “We shall win if we arc never again split, if wc arc

always united. Then the days of the Hitler dictatorship will be

numbered, and together we shall build a free democratic Ger-

many a Germany of peace, a Germany of freedom, a Germany of

prosperity and social reform” 1 Regrettably, the leaders of the So-

cial-Democratic Party remained deaf to the appeals of the anti-

fascists of all parties who were fighting in Spain.

The war continued. On July 25, 1938 the Republican Army

with the participation of five International Brigades launched one

of its biggest operations, the battle on the Ebro. Two army corps

under the overall command of Juan Modesto crossed the river at

many points under cover of night. Before the enemy could recov-

er from surprise, the battalions of the 11th International Brigade

headed by a Scandinavian assault group were on the right bank

of the river, and with cries of “Long live the Republic!” they broke

into the fortified positions of the fascists and captured the town

of Asco. Within 48 hours the Spanish Republican Army liberated

a territory of 600 square kilometres on the right bank of the

Khro
This was a major victory. The fascists had to halt their offen-

sive on the Levante Front, where their objective was the provin-

l Jnstitut fur Marxismus-Leninismus beirn ZK der SED, ZPA, 3/1/421,

Bl. 108-09.
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cial centre and important port of Valencia. This victory was of
immense significance in Spain itself and abroad. It dispersed the
assertions of fascist propaganda that the Republican Army was
utterly helpless after the catastrophe of March and April on the
Eastern Front. Crossing the Ebro and holding the bridgehead on
the right bank of the river for three and a half months, the Re-
publicans displayed exceptional valour, courage and will for vic-

tory. The command of the insurgents and interventionists concen-
trated against this bridgehead a powerful artillery force and its

entire air force, using a huge quantity of ammunition, showering
virtually every metre of the Republican positions with steel. In
its counter-offensive it used 15 infantry divisions, including four
divisions of the Italian expeditionary corps. But it took them over
100 days of bitter fighting to recover the territory which Modesto’s
army had captured in two days. For its action in the Ebro opera-
tion the 11th Brigade was decorated with the Order of Valour, the
highest military award of the Republic.
On September 23, when the fighting on the Ebro was at its

height, the Government of the Republic decided to withdraw the
volunteers from the front. They left the field of battle with heavy
hearts, taking away with them the memory of the touching fare-
well that was given them by the people of Barcelona.
While some volunteers were returning home and others (in-

cluding Germans), whose homeland was ruled by tyrannical fas-

cist regimes, remained in demobilisation camps in the north of the
Republic, Hitler and Mussolini continued stepping up military
supplies to Franco and reinforcing their troops in Spain. On Sep-
tember 30, Chamberlain and Daladier signed a disgraceful agree-
ment with Hitler in Munich, throwing Czechoslovakia into the
jaws of the German imperialists. The Munich deal was a heavy
blow to the Spanish Republic. Fifth column activities were inten-
sified, and capitulationist feeling mounted among the unstable
elements in the Popular Front—the Right-wing Socialists, the bour-
geois Republicans, the anarchists, and also among regular officers.

On January 23, 1939, after Catalonia was invaded by a huge
Franco army supported by interventionists, the volunteers who
had not left Spain requested the Spanish Government to give them
the possibility of engaging the fascists in battle again.

Barcelona, capital of Catalonia, fell on January 26. In heavy
rearguard fighting the volunteers covered the flow of refugees, who
were fleeing to the French frontier. In this fighting the German
volunteers again suffered large casualties. Karl Thoma (Ernst
Blank), the last German political commissar of the 11th Interna-
tional Brigade was killed. The last roll call of the international
brigaders on Spanish soil was held on February 8 and 9. They
crossed the French frontier at Perthus and Port-Bou.
Of the 5,000 German anti-fascists who fought in Spain, 3,000
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A part of the monument in Berlin to German members of the International

Brigades killed in Spain

did not return. They sacrificed their lives for Spain and for a truly

democratic Germany. Those who survived continued the struggle

wherever life took them.

With the help of French patriots nearly 200 German interna-

tional brigaders escaped from the concentration camps and the

“labour companies”. After the nazi invasion of France they joined

the French Resistance. Among them were Otto Kiihne, Max Friede-

inann, Norbert Kugler, Ernst Buschmann, Werner Schwarze,

Heinz Priess, Hans Kukowitsch, Kurt Weber, Fritz Fugmann, Max
Brings, August Mahnke, Heinrich Schurmann, Walter Vesper and

Franz Blume.
Some of the German internationalists were sent to North Africa

by the French authorities and held in a camp on the border of

the Sahara. Later the Petain Government agreed to turn the in-

ternationalists in French concentration camps over to the nazis.

Franz Dahlem and Heinrich Rau were among the first in the

Vernet camp to be turned over to the Gestapo. When the nazis oc-

cupied Southern France the Gestapo put many of the Germans

who had fought in Spain in concentration camps.
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After enormous difficulties some of the German internationalists

managed to reach the Soviet Union, where they continued the

anti-fascist struggle on the fronts of the Great Patriotic War as

soldiers of the Soviet Army or in partisan units. Among them
were Erich Weinert, Willi Bredel, Gottfreid Grunberg and Gun-
ther Tenner.

Otto Heppner, Hermann Massinger, Richard Hoffmann, Her-

mann Salinger, Bruno Kiihn, Albert Hosslcr, Josef Zettler, Her-
mann Kramer, Ferdinand Greiner, Heinrich Rofikampf, Vincenz

Porombka and Franz Zielasko fought the enemy in Poland and
Germany. Most of them were seized by the nazi police or the

Gestapo and executed. Josef Zettler did not lose his life only

thanks to the solidarity of the prisoners in the concentration camp.

Ferdinand Greiner and Vincenz Porombka were among the few
that the Gestapo failed to find.

Germans who had fought as members of International Brigades

joined partisan units in Yugoslavia, Greece and other nazi-occu-

pied countries. Among them distinction was won by Kurt Lobber-
ger, who had been turned over to the Gestapo from a French in-

ternment camp. He was sent to Greece as a soldier of the 999

penal unit, went over to the partisans and became the command-
er of a German anti-fascist detachment in a regiment of the Greek
People’s Liberation Army (ELAS).

In many European countries and overseas (for instance, in

Mexico) Germans who had fought in Spain took part in the Free

Germany movement.
Former members of the International Brigades Hermann Gei-

sen and Kurt Garbarini, who in 1941 conducted anti-fascist agi-

tation in the Wehrmacht in Belgium, were seized by the Gestapo,

taken to Germany and beheaded in the Plotzensee prison in Ber-

lin. Herbert Tschape escaped from the Sachsenhauscn concentra-

tion camp in the spring of 1944 and worked in an underground or-

ganisation of the German Resistance under Anton Salfkow. He
was captured by the Gestapo and executed. The same fate over-

took Reinhold Mewes, a member of Beppo Romer's underground
group.

Wherever they found themselves—in the underground organi-

sations of the Resistance, in hard labour prisons or in concentra-

tion camps—German international brigaders fought the nazi tyr-

anny with selfless courage.
After the nazi regime was smashed by the victorious Soviet

Army, the former brigaders joined the ranks of the First Hour
Activists.

The men who fought the fascists in Spain may be proud of

their contribution to the development of the new society. Today
some of them arc members of the Central Committee and Polit-

ical Bureau of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany or hold posts

in the GDR Government. The National Peoples Army of the

GDR is headed by Heinz Hoffmann veteran of the battles

in Spain. Many of the generals and other semoi officers of the

GDR Armed Forces were members of International Brigades.

Internationalist veterans hold leading posts m the national ecfino-

my, the health service and cultural life in the GDk ie

Committee of German Anti-Fascist Resistance Hghters and the

Committee for Solidarity with the Spanish People support the

fighters against the Franco regime morally and materially.

The true Germany fought, is fighting and will always fight on

the side of the magnificent fraternal people of Spam, lor the lolty

ideals of humanity, national independence, peace, democracy and

progress.
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HUNGARY

The freedom struggle of the Spanish people and their call for

assistance in the summer of 1936 found a response among the op-

pressed people of Horthy-ruled Hungary. The developments in

Spain were eagerly discussed at factories and in workers’ neigh-

bourhoods, above all in the underground Communist and legal

Social-Democratic organisations. Reports were read at trade-union

meetings, talks on Spain were held at factories, and Spanish songs

were sung in the workers’ clubs. Books about Spain and Spanish

dictionaries were sold out virtually within a few days.

In the course of several months the Social-Democratic newspa-

per Nepszava gave a wide and unbiased coverage of the events

in Spain. However, the Minister for Internal Affairs soon ordered

it to stop printing these reports. News from Spain first disap-

peared from the front page, then it was shortened and finally

ceased altogether. But the authorities were powerless to prevent

the illegal activity of the Communist Party and the Social-

Democratic workers’ organisations, who appealed to all progressive

people for support for the selfless struggle of the Spanish people.

“For every person who prizes peace and freedom,” said one of the

appeals of the Communist Party of Hungary, “it is a matter of

honour to support the Spanish people, who have been attacked and

are defending the peace and freedom of all peoples.” 1

Under the Horthy dictatorship, solidarity with the Spanish

Republic, as any other progressive movement, could be manifest-

ed only deep underground. The collection of money was one of

the forms of international support. Cells of the International Red
Aid began to collect donations. It is indicative that within a

month following the outbreak of the war in Spain a sum of 5,000

pengos (according to incomplete data) or nearly $ 1,000 was col-

lected and sent to Spain.

What the Hungarian working people really felt and thought

1 Munkas, August 30, 1936.
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part in the mighty solidarity movement that embraced the whole
world. The writers Emile Madarasz, Lajos Kassak, Zseni Varnai,
Gyorgy Balint, Imre Forbath, Antal Hidas, Gyula Illyes, Laszlo’

Herebejos, Attila Jozscf, Miklos Radnoti, Mihaly Andras Ronai,
Miklos Veto and Aladar Komjat devoted their works to the devel-
opments in Spain and inspired Hungarians to light fascism, which
was the common enemy of the Spanish and Hungarian peoples.
In this connection mention must be made of Aladar Komjat’s poem
March of the International Brigade, which was put to music by
the Hungarian composer Paul Armand, who was living in Paris
at the time. For nearly three years this song put heart into the
Hungarian volunteers in Spain and to this day it resounds as an
ardent appeal calling for the fulfilment of the proletarian inter-

nationalist duty.

In September and October 1936,. when it became apparent that
material assistance was not enough for the Spanish Republic, near-
ly 1,000 Hungarians went to Spain. Volunteers came not only
from Hungary but also from France, Belgium, Canada, the Soviet
Union, the USA, Rumania, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia and other
countries.

In Hungary itself many who wanted to join the Republican
Army were unable to do so. The Horthy regime raised every
possible obstacle to prevent volunteers from leaving for Spain.
In the instructions of January 16, 1937 from the Minister for In-
ternal Affairs to the frontier authorities it was stated: “Without
exit permits and in most cases by foot, persons with Bolshevik
sympathies and also jobless are llecing to Czechoslovakia, and
from Czechoslovakia they are being smuggled to Spain. . . . Persons
crossing the frontier illegally shall be closely questioned and, hav-
ing in mind the above-mentioned circumstance, every effort shall
be made to ascertain and register every case pointing to the activi-
ties of recruiting agents or showing that the defector secretly in-
tends to join the Spanish Red Army With reference to these
instructions every such person shall be taken to the political de-
partment of the Central Police Administration in Budapest.” 1

Despite stringent police measures, the attempts to leave for Spain
illegally did not cease. But only 120 persons managed to reach
Spain. The others were seized at the Hungarian frontier or de-
tained in neighbouring countries and returned to Hungary. For in-
stance, during the first weeks of the civil war a group of 40 build-
ing workers crossed the frontier into Czechoslovakia, but only a
few of them reached Spain.

The trade unions and the Communist Party organised the selec-
tion of volunteers in Flungary. The largest contribution to this

1 Magyar Szocialista Munkaspaspdrt KB, Parttort4neti Intizet Archivum
A/VII.1/20.
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work was made by the building workers’, metalworkers and bakers

trade unions. Matyas Kronovitz, a leader of the bakers’ union, who

subsequently volunteered to Spain and died the death of a hero,

was particularly active in this work.

The money for the travelling expenses of the volunteers was

donated by their work-mates. Some went to Spain by loot with

only a few pengos in their pockets. They included Vilmos Zsinko,

member of the' Central Committee of the Young Workers’ Com-

munist League, Laszlo Humhal and Laszlo Tekc, who headed the

League’s Budapest organisation, and Istvan Bakalar, an active

member of the YWCL. Before they reached Spain many volun-

teers spent months in prison in Austria, Switzerland, Italy, France

or other capitalist countries.

The journey from Budapest to Madrid took berenc Kerekes

five months. In reminiscences written in 1938, soon after the

events, he gives an account of this journey:

“I was working in Budapest when I heard that the fascist gen-

erals had risen in revolt against the lawful democratic govern-

ment of Spain.

“I took my wife and son to my parents in order to be able to

leave for Spain at once. I was denied a passport, but that did not

discourage me. I did not abandon my intention and on December

25, 1936', I set out for Madrid.

“I had no money and knew no foreign language. I reached

Austria and from there I headed for Switzerland across the snow-

bound Alps. The difficulties were formidable. Four times I was

caught on the frontier and turned back. The fifth attempt was

successful. No less difficult was my journey to France. From Lyons,

where I was held in prison for thirty days, I travelled to Mar-

seilles, counting on boarding a ship and sailing secretly to Barce-

lona. But I was caught again and they wanted to force me to join

the Foreign Legion. But I managed to escape. In Perpignan I

landed in prison again, for twenty days. Upon my release I set

across the Pyrenees.

“On May 17 I reached Figueras, and from there I went to Al-

bacete. Finally, my wish came true, and I set out for Madrid,

where I got the opportunity of fighting for a noble cause.” 1

For Hungarians living abroad the journey to Spain was not

so arduous. However, they had to make large sacrifices. Many left

wives and children without a breadwinner or kin.

In Uruguay nearly 50 Hungarian volunteers signed up as soon

as it became known that International Brigades were being formed

in Spain. The Hungarian Communist organisation checked with

the families of the volunteers and decided to approve the depar-

ture only of bachelors or married men who had no children: the

1 Spanyol foldon a Rabadsdgert, Barcelona, 1938, p. 17.
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organisation was unable to support the families of the volunteers
Gyula Kovacsik, secretary of the Hungarian Party group, was
the first to sign up. He was wounded at Brunete in July 1937, and
although he was crippled, he rejoined the ranks. While he wasm hospital he had written to the Hungarians residing in Uruguay,
calling upon them to take his place in his unit. Many responded
to this letter. The Party group sent six volunteers to Spain.
Kovacsik fell in action at Lerida in 1938.

In the Spanish Republican Army two of the Hungarian volun-
teers held the rank of general. One of them was Mate Zalka, a
Communist, soldier and author. He had been a prisoner-of-war in
Russia, and after the Great October Socialist Revolution he joined

i ?.
e
4,

bccominS an officer and fighting till the end of
the Civil War (1919-22). In October 1936, he went to Spain from
Moscow under the assumed name of Pal Lukacs. He was in com-
mand first of the 12th International Brigade and then of the
45th Republican Division. The second Hungarian general in Spain
was Janos Gal. Like Zalka, he had been taken prisoner on the
Russian Front during the First World War. He had taken partm the socialist revolution in Russia and fought in the Red Army
during the Civil War. Later, as a regular officer, he had graduat-
ed from the Frunze Military Academy. In Spain the Republican
Government promoted him to the rank of general and appoint-
ed him commander of the 15th International Brigade. Later he
was in command of the 15th Republican Division.'
Nine of the Hungarian volunteers held the rank of major.

One of them was Ferenc Miinnich, a veteran internationalist,
who had taken part in the Great October Socialist Revolu-
tion and been a leader of the Hungarian Soviet Republic. He
went to Spain under the assumed name of Otto Flatter. He held
various command posts, and in the period from April to the end
of August 1938 he was in command of the 11th International
Brigade.

Dezso Jasz, who had been a regimental commissar in the Red
Army of the Hungarian Soviet Republic, fought in Spain under
the assumed name of Juan de Pablo. As a colonel he held various
high posts, including that of Operations Chief at the HQ of the
Northern Army.
Among the other Hungarian volunteers whose names are known,

99 were officers and 47 were non-commissioned officers. In the
Spanish Republican Army there were 15 Hungarian doctors and
1 0 nurses.

The first Hungarian volunteers arrived in Spain in early August
1936. Among them was Mihaly Szalvai, who had joined the Hun-
garian Communist Party as soon as it was formed. A Horthy
counter-revolutionary court sentenced him to 15 years imprison-
ment for being a soldier of the Hungarian Red Army. He escaped

from prison and after long wanderings in Czechoslovakia, Austria,

Germany, Belgium and France he finally reached Spain 1 he

first group of volunteers included Endre Keszocze, who had been

in the working-class movement from the age of 14. In Paris he

had worked at the Renault car factory and in 1927 joined the

French Communist Party.
. .

At the close of September 1936 there were 45 Hungarian volun-

teers in the Republican Army. On October 11, 1936 over 600

volunteers, of whom 46 were Hungarians, arrived in Figueras a

Spanish border town. One of them was Istvan Stechmayer, who

became widely known among the volunteers by the name ot Meh.

In Spain he graduated from an officers’ school, following which

he was put in command first of a platoon and then of a company.

In February 1938 he was killed in Estrcmadura.

In the same group were Hungarians who had come from Bel-

gium. They included Endre Basch, who had been a leader ot

the Hungarian emigre Communist organisation in Brussels. He

went to Spain with his wife and son, and with them he was active

in the anti-fascist struggle. Holding the rank of lieutenant he was

in charge of the Salamanca Army Barracks in the town ot Al-

bacete, and then until the end of the civil war he was in command

of an artillerv unit. During the nazi occupation of France the

Gestapo arrested him as a leader of the underground anti-fascist

jnovement, and his life was cut short in a death camp.

A Hungarian unit of 91 men was formed in Albacete on October

17, 1936. This unit became the third company of the Edgar Andre

Battalion of the 11th International Brigade. The LIungarian Com-

pany included a Yugoslav Platoon. On November 9, the Hungar-

ian Company received its baptism of fire on the Madiid riont

on the Manzanares river. Despite heavy casualties the Hungarian

Company stood firm and justified the trust that was placed in it

by the people of Madrid. Three years later one of the Hungarians

who had been in this battle wrote:

“We had been up early that morning. After breakfast we were

ordered to prepare for battle. Soon we heard rifle fire it was

the People’s Militia courageously fighting the fascist mercenaries

at the Casa de Campo The company moved toward its posi-

tion at 11 o’clock. But we had hardly covered 800 metres across

the park than we ran into a hail of fascist bullets.

“The company deployed within a few minutes and quickly

advanced in the direction of the French Bridge. We soon savv

the bridge and the Manzanares. On our side of the river several

militiamen with one machine-gun were guarding the bridge behind

a barricade of sandbags.
“ ‘The internationalists have come,’ the militiamen said to one

another. Some of them thought we were Russians. The company

commander ordered the first and second platoons to a position
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submachine. The fascists were not more than 30 metres away

from us. The commander ordered the fourth platoon into bat-

tle. . . . The enemy tried to force us back with hand grenades, but

we held our ground.”

The commander of the Hungarian Company was wounded at

the French Bridge. His place was taken by Mihaly Szalvai, com-

mander of the machine-gunners. As an officer he was brave, level-

headed and exacting. He was on friendly terms with his men and

they loved him for it. A few weeks later, at the close of November,

he was wounded. He returned to the front at the close of Janu-

ary 1937 with the rank of major and was appointed commander

of the Edgar Andre Battalion, 11th International Brigade. Ide lead

the battalion in the fighting on the Jarama and Guadalajara fronts.

At the end of March he was appointed commander of the Dimitrov

Battalion, 15th International Brigade.

A Hungarian volunteer named Rezso Szanto distinguished him-

self during a critical moment of the fighting at Guadalajara as

commander of an artillery battery of the 12th International

Brigade. The Italian fascists had broken through the lines at the

junction between two International Brigades and there was a

threat of an enveloping movement. General Lukacs saw this

danger and sent the brigade’s entire staff into the battle. Rezso

Szanto turned his artillery and fired with deadly effect on the

fascists, who were attacking from the rear, forcing them to flee.

The victory at Guadalajara gave the Republicans a short respite.

When the Hungarian Company was withdrawn to the village

of Meco for a rest a Hungarian Battalion began to be formed on

the initiative of Mate Zalka, Janos Gal and Ferenc Munnich. The

Hungarian volunteers, who had been in other international units,

were now concentrated at Meco. The battalion was formed quickly

under the direction of Captain Lajos Cseby, who was known as

Pedro Fernandez. The first order of the day in the battalion, which

was named after Matyas Rakosi, 1 was posted on April 1, 1937.

Soon afterwards the 12th Brigade was formed into a division

under Matd Zalka. It consisted of two International Brigades—

Garibaldi and Dabrowski. The Hungarian Battalion became part

of the Dabrowski Brigade.

The numerical strength of the Hungarian Battalion grew stead-

ily. New volunteers arrived, men who had been wounded re-

turned to the ranks after recuperating from their wounds, and

1 At a meeting in 1956 marking the 20th anniversary of the formation

of the International Brigades, the Hungarians who had been volunteers adopt-

ed a statement in which they declared: “In 1936 the thousand Hungarians who

held high the banner of freedom and proletarian internationalism in Spain,

inscribed on that banner the name of the man who before a Horthy court

had championed the Hungarian people and courageously fulfilled his duty.

In 1949 we were bitterly disappointed. That man himself erased his name

from that heroic banner.”

a {Pil LukAcs)
’ comma“der of the 12th International Brigade andmembers of his staff

to fhc left of the bridge. The third platoon and the machine-gunswere sent across the river to the far side of the bridge
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graduates of the officers’

school were posted to the
battalion. Its first commis-
sar was Gyorgy Weisz-
brunn, who had been a
member of the working-
class movement in France.
Later he was replaced
by Imre Tarr, a veter-

an of the Red Army of
the Hungarian Soviet Re-
public. He left Hungary
when the counter-revolu-
tion triumphed in that

country and upon his re-

turn in 1923 he was sen-

tenced to a term of three

years in prison. After

serving his sentence he
went to France, where he

wrote for a Communist
newspaper and was a

w.,,, c ,
. leading member of the

Mihaly Szalvai (“Chapayev
) TT . -

Hungarian group of the

French Communist Party.
The battalion commander was Akos Hevesi, who had fought for

the Hungarian Soviet Republic. The Horthy regime sentenced him
to ten years’ imprisonment, but in 1922 he was exchanged by the
Soviet Government for prisoners-of-war and went to the USSR.
In Spain he was known as Major Pal Niebuhr.
Not all of the Hungarians lighting in Spain were in the battal-

ion commanded by Akos Hevesi. The Petofi Platoon of the 15th
International Brigade consisted of Hungarians, most of whom
were Czechoslovak citizens. Captain Sandor Sziklai was a staff
officer at the Madrid Front. A prisoner-of-war in Russia during
the first World War, he had taken part in the Great October
Socialist Revolution and in the Civil War and joined the Bolshevik
Party in Russia in 1917. In Spain he was known as Peter Ladi.
Serving with him was Miklos Steinmetz, who, as a truce envoy
ol the Soviet Army, was foully killed by the nazis at the ap-
proaches to Budapest on December 29, 1944.
The first operation of the Plungarian Battalion and of the entire

45th Division was the offensive in early June 1937 at the town
ot Huesca on the Aragon Front. In the evening of June 11, on the
eve of the offensive, a fascist shell cut short the life of the division
commander, Mate Zalka, while lie was inspecting the front lines.

Battalion Commander Akos Hevesi and Battalion Commissar Imre

Tarr also lost their lives in this operation. .

The Hungarian Battalion of the Dabrowski Brigade fought in

manv battles, which cost it innumerable lives Among the fallen

heroes were Company Commander Imre Ebert, who was taUed at

Brunete in the summer of 1937, and Pal Nagy member ot the Cen-

tral Committee of the Communist Party of Hongary

The battles in Estremadura were followed by hard detens
£

fighting in the spring of 1938, when the enemy broke through the

Aragon Front. The 13th Brigade distinguished itself during the

defence of Lerida. Outstanding leadership was displayed in these

battles by Mihaly Szalvai, who had taken over the command of

the Hungarian Battalion in August 1937. An eye-witness account

of an episode of the Aragon retreat is given by Imre Mezo in

reminiscences published in 1938: o_a i VJ1 :

“After the battalion had taken up a new defensive line, Szalvai

as usual was inspecting the positions of one of the companies when

somebody sounded the alarm.
_

i

“Enemy cavalry were charging in the direction of the hiHwhei

the men had dug in temporarily. The machine-gunners manage

to fire only one belt before the cavalrymen were upon the Hun-

garian positions. An unequal battle ensued, and it was only^due to

Szalvai’ s cool-headedness and resourcefulness and the staunchness

of the men that the cavalry attack was repulsed, with the enem,

suffeung^heavy
^ fighting 0n the Aragon Front the ranks

of the Hungarian volunteers were again thinned. The casualties

at the defence of Lerida included the company Party oigamse ,

Gyorgy Sebes, and Battalion Commissar Gyorgy Weiszbrunm

During offensive of the Republican Army ol the Eb«> the Hun-

garian Battalion was the first unit in the sector of the 13th Brigade

to cross the river. The order for the crossing was received on

July 24 at 21.30 hours, and by 00.30 hours the battalion had su

cessfully completed the operation After capturing Camposinas

the 13th Brigade advanced in the direction of Gandesa. I he

Hungarian Battalion inflicted heavy losses on the fascists, captur-

ing many prisoners and a large quantity ol equipment

In the course of two weeks in August during the defence of

the bridgehead on the right bank of the Ebro, the battalion

casualties were 30 killed and 105 wounded.
.

The Hungarian Battalion was at the firing lines until Scptcm

her 23, 1938, when the Republican Government recalled the in-

ternational volunteers from the front.
• j f

T.„

At the farewell ceremony the men of the Dabrowski Brigade, t

i Spanyol foldon a RabadsagSrt, p. 42.
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Hungarian volunteers. Second row, left to right: Akos Hevesi (Major Nie-
buhr), Captain Istvan Molnar, Rezso Szantb (Major Bailer)

soldiers of the Hungarian Battalion among them, pledged their
fidelity in the following words:
“We, freedom volunteers of the Dabrowski Brigade, soldiers of

the invincible Spanish People's Army, defenders of the freedom
of the Spanish people and all the peoples of the world, we sons
of Poland, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia, mortal ene-
mies of fascism, barbarism and national oppression, swear in this
beloved land of Spain, where we have left the graves of our com-
rades, we swear by the blood shed in the struggle against fascism,
by our revolutionary and anti-fascist consciousness, by our battle
banners, by the decorations we have received from the hands of
the Republican Government that to our last breath we shall be
true to the ideals, for whose defence we had come to Spain. We
shall carry on this struggle wherever life takes us.

Weswear to be eternally true to the Spanish people, whose
blood has mixed with our blood. We swear to be true to the
Government of the Republic and to the Command of the People’s
Army and solemnly declare that we shall return to the ranks of
the I eople s Army at any time ... if that is needed and desired
by the Republic. . .

.

“But even should there be no need for us to return to you, the
memory of liberty, the passion for which burns in you and for
which you have fought so heroically, shall live on in our hearts
and in the hearts of the coming generation.”

On January 23, 1939, the volunteers awaiting to be evacuated

from Spain, with Hungarians among them, again took up arms to

fight in the last battles as soldiers of the Catalan Army. It was

necessary to safeguard the withdrawal of the wounded and the

hospitals and cover the stream of refugees who were fleeing to

the French frontier from the fascist army that had broken through

the Catalan Front.
. , , , T / i'

Even wounded men—Laszlo Rajk, Andras Tompe and Laszlo

Gyaros among them—joined the newly-formed international

units. Along with the other volunteers and the Spanish troops,

the Hungarian volunteers honourably discharged their last duty.

They crossed the frontier into France at Port-Bou on Febru-

ary 9,' 1939. The heroic freedom fighters were met by French

colonial troops, gendarmes and concentration camps.

Despite the bitterness of defeat, the Hungarian volunteers were

eager to continue the struggle against fascism. A Communist

Party organisation was set up and began to operate as soon as

the volunteers were taken to concentration camps. The struggle

did not cease for a moment in these camps. The moral and polit-

ical staunchness and the internationalist and anti-fascist temper-

ing of the Hungarian volunteers were soon put to a new test.

The Second World War broke out on September 1, 1939.

The French authorities wanted the men of the International

Brigades to join the Foreign Legion. This was rejected by the

volunteers. They wanted to fight fascism, not colonial peoples.

Fifty-two volunteers, including ten Hungarians, whom the authori-

ties suspected of organising Resistance, were taken to a penal

camp at Vernet and then to a camp at Djelfa, Algeria, on the

border of the Sahara. The other volunteers were shipped to that

camp soon afterwards.

In March 1941, after France had been occupied by the nazis,

some of the volunteers escaped while they were being deported

to labour in Germany and made their way home. They continued

the struggle against fascism in Hungary as members of the under-

ground anti-fascist movement. Among them was Laszlo Rajk,

who had been the secretary of the Party organisation in the Hun-

garian Battalion and became a secretary of the Central Com-

mittee of the underground Communist Party of Plungary. Many

of those who returned to Hungary were seized and imprisoned or

killed. The latter included Pal Fiigedi.

Algeria was liberated by the Allies in 1943 and the volunteers

held at the Djelfa camp were able to go to the USSR to take part

in the struggle against nazi Germany. In May 1944, Mihaly

Szalvai flew to Yugoslavia where he joined in the liberation

struggle of the Yugoslav people. Sandor Sziklai, who became an
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eral Sandor Sziklai, who headed the Institute of Military History,

^Toda^neTrly
1

^!)^ former volunteers live in Hungary and many

of them are still active in political and civic life, they are a

ing example for the rising generation, an example of

passion and of fidelity to the ideals of socialism and proletarian

internationalism.

The Hungarian Battalion after the Aragon battles, 193S

officer of the Soviet Army, returned to Hungary in the autumn
of 1944. Ferenc Miinnich fought in the battle of Stalingrad, that

marked the turning point of the Second World War.
Other Hungarians continued the anti-fascist struggle as mem-

bers of the Resistance in France, Belgium and other countries

where circumstances took them. Thirty-three of them died in this

struggle—among them were Istvan Molnar, who in Spain com-
manded the Polish Palafox Battalion, and Lieutenant Laszlo
Marschall, who during the liberation of Paris in August 1944
was in command of a barricade at the crossing of the St. Ger-
maine and St. Michel boulevards and later commanded the Petofi

Company in the French Army.
After Hungary’s liberation in 1945 the former Hungarian

volunteers in Spain energetically helped to restore their country
and then build the foundations of socialism. Many became minis-

ters, deputy ministers, generals or army officers. From 1958
through 1961 Ferenc Miinnich was Chairman of the Council of

Ministers of the Hungarian People’s Republic.

The former volunteers took up arms again during the counter-
revolutionary revolt in Budapest in October 1956. Imre Mezo,
Secretary of the Budapest City Party Committee, and Major-Gen-
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IRELAND

Thirteen years before the rising of the Spanish fascist generals,

Ireland had a civil war. This was on the issue of full national

independence from British imperialism—following a four-year

period of mass resistance and a militant guerrilla struggle. The
conservative bourgeoisie and its abettors in the national movement
accepted the terms of the Anglo-Irish Treaty of 1921, which
created two states in Ireland: one formally independent and the

other colonial. This treaty was opposed by a radical section ot

the national movement, and a bitter civil war broke out. In 1923

the pro-treatyites won a military victory with the help of British

armaments.
The Irish civil war created a major dividing line among the

Irish people. It was followed by an uneasy peace. In 1932 the

pro-treaty' government headed by William Gosgrave was defeated
in a general election. A new government was formed by the Fianna
Fail Party led by Eamon De Valera. That party mainly repre-

sented the interests of the smaller capitalists, traders and middle
farmers. Its programme called for strengthening Ireland polit-

ically and economically as an independent state. However, in the

social sphere the De Valera Government largely continued Cos-
grave’s anti-labour policies.

The electoral defeat of the Gosgrave Government was a setback

for Irish reaction. To regain ground, the reactionaries launched

a hysterical campaign against the Left Republicans and Commu-
nists. In March 1933, incited by the reactionaries, a mob sacked

Connolly House, the headquarters of the Irish Revolutionary

Workers and Small Farmers Groups, from which, despite the

terror and government persecution, the Communist Party of Ire-

land was formed in June 1933. On its initiative the Irish Republican

Congress, which united the Left Republicans, the tenant and
unemployed associations, the small farmers and other organisa-

tions, was founded in September 1934.

In Ireland, as in other European countries, there was a fascist

movement that called itself the “blueshirt movement”. Its leader

was General Owen O’Duffy, who had commanded the pro-treaty
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* nAPK and had been chief of police until the election of the De

Valera Government" O’Duffy had established contact with inter-

national fascist circles and incorporated m the objectives of i

blueshirt movement the creation of an Irish corporative state. O

February Ts! 1934, Deputy J. A. Costello, declared m the Irish

Parliament: “The blackshirts have been victorious in Italy, an

tire Hitler brownshirts have been victorious in Germany, as assured-

ly, the blueshirts will be victorious in Ireland.

' This fascist threat was met by a fighting united do

Republicans, trade unionists, Communists and small farmery Led

by Frank Ryan, Tom Barry, George Gdmorc, Scam Murray and

Pnd ir O’Donnel they drove the blueshirts oil the sheets auei

many vmlerenVuntos. Many of the men who were active in

this straffS'le later joined the International Brigades.

‘“TandTeVght-wins forces supported fterevolt o the

reactionary Spanish generals on July 18, 1936 with a hysterical

propaganda campaign. Playing on the religiousfeeiingofthe

people the Irish reactionaries, particularly the blueshirts, slan-

dered the Spanish Republic, for instance
t cffwiSe^bounrcois

paper Irish Independent described
_
the Left-wms boui geois

government, formed by Manuel Azana February ^
the Popular Front’s electoral victory, as a

Bolsheviks, persecutors of Catholic nuns and pneW . H

of propaganda found a response among politically backward

tl0

This ^distortion of the developments in Spain confused even

many members of the Irish Labour and Republican organisations^

The first clear exposition of the real issues of the \wu P

was given on July 27, 1936 by 7he Worker, the weekly bulletin

of the Communist Party of Ireland: “In Spain, as we write a new

immortal page of working-class history is being inscribed, li e

“s published by the capitalist press are like - dust cloud

obscuring the lighters as they strain in combat, but from he

p-limnses of the truth we can picture the rest. Attei detailing

the programme of the Spanish Popular Front the weekly stressed

that the programme had the full support of the Socialists and the

Communists neither of whom had representatives in the gov

ment. It ended the report with the words: greetings to our heroic

Soanish brothers and sisters in their glorious light!

1 Irish Independent, February 29, 1934.
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Spain”. 1 The reactionary Irish Christian Front was formed and

it held rallies attended by clerical and lay dignitaries, who with

religious slogans campaigned for Irish support for Franco. As a

result, the large sum of £30,000 was collected at the church doors

allegedly for the reconstruction of the churches damaged or

destroyed in the fighting. Some of it found its way to the Franco

forces and the rest disappeared, a fact that was, needless to say,

completely played down.
The Irish anti-fascists staunchly fought the hate campaign

against Republican Spain. They were helped considerably by the

clear analysis given by Sean Murray, the General Secretary of

the Communist Party of Ireland, in his weekly articles on Spain

in The Worker. Meetings were held to give people the truth about

Spain. An outstanding public speaker, Murray addressed these

meetings. On one occasion he said: ‘T warn the workers of Ireland

against the press reports about atrocities in Spain. These come

from imperialist liars, the hirelings of fascism. Their purpose is

to turn the outside world against the Spanish Republic and to try

to get foreign intervention to foist fascism on the people of Spain.

These liars are not to be believed.” Giving instances of how reli-

gious slogans had been used in Ireland’s own struggles in order

to conceal the upper class opposition to the people's demands, he

pointed out that the same tactic was being used in Spain. “The

gallant Spanish people,” he said, "are not only fighting against

the traitors within Spain but against the enemies of liberty

throughout all Europe, Ireland included. This makes the Spanish

question indeed a question for the friends of freedom in every

land. Are we in Ireland to stand aside and allow this crime against

the people of Spain to be carried out before our eyes?” 2

Another powerful voice that came to the defence of the Span-

ish Republic was that of Peadar O’Donnell. A well-known guer-

rilla fighter in 1920-23 and the author of many books, he had

actually been travelling in Spain when the fascist revolt occurred.

His first-hand accounts made an important contribution to mak-

ing the truth known. Also active in championing the Spanish

Republic was another famous Irish guerrilla, Ernie O’Malley, the

1 Recruited to fight on Franco’s side, the Irish Brigade was in Spain for

less than six months. It took part in only one action with Moroccan troops

and lost two men in the encounter. Four others were killed during a brief

period in the trenches. Realising that they had been duped the men of the

brigade mutinied and demanded to be sent home. Upon their return to Ireland

they were given a carefully managed hero’s welcome. For some time they

basked in the blaze of publicity, which extolled their “deeds” in the Franco

army. With the aid of clericals, pressure was applied on them to prevent them

from telling the truth about Franco Spain. The news of this brigades fiasco was

printed in only a few newspapers, one of which was The New York Times.

A varnished account of the brigade’s “exploits” is given in a book published

by Owen O’Duffy in Dublin in 1938.
2 The Worker, August 15, 1936.
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author of On Another Man’s Wounds, a well-known book on the

Irish War of Independence.
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Member of the Parliament and Chairman of the Labour Party

of Northern Ireland, declared his stand with the anti-fascists of

Spain. Despite a campaign of intimidation against them, the

delegates to the Irish Conference of the Amalgamated Transport

and General Workers’ Union in September 1936 unanimously

declared their approval of the British Executive’s decision in

granting £1,000 for aid to the Spanish Government. A committee

was formed in Dublin and Belfast to organise an Irish Ambulance
Corps for the Spanish Republican Army.
Although the Irish Catholic Church was violently pro-Franco,

the Reverend Michael O’Flanagan fearlessly and heroically

championed the cause of Republican Spain. He had played a leadr

ing part in the movement against British imperialism and had

been one of the few priests who openly denounced the treaty oi

1921. Speaking at a meeting of solidarity with Republican Spain

in the Engineers Hall, Dublin, on December 3, 1936, O’Flanagan

said: “The fight in Spain is a fight between the rich privileged

classes as against the rank and file of the poor oppressed people

of Spain. The cause being fought for in Spain is nearer to us than

realised. The Foreign Legion and the Moorish troops are to Spain

what the Black and Tans (a mercenary corps of ex-British officers

of World War I sent to Ireland in 1920-21 as a special punitive

and terror detachment against the Irish guerrillas and civilian

population.

—

Author) were to Ireland.” 1 He spoke against the

activities of the Irish Christian Front in rectruiting an Irish Bri-

gade for Franco.

O’Flanagan and the Spanish Aid Committee (which later

developed into the Irish Friends of the Spanish Republic) exposed

the claim of the Spanish fascists and the Irish reactionaries that

the war in Spain was on religious issues. Father O’Flanagan went

on a lecture tour of the USA and Canada, where he spoke at many
meetings and delivered many broadcasts in which he emphasised

to the Catholics of these countries the real issues in Spain. He
died in Dublin on August 7, 1942, a sterling Irish patriot and
militant anti-fascist to the end.

Although they were frightened by the persecution of champions

of the Spanish Republic, many trade-union leaders made generous

but anonymous personal subscriptions to the Spanish Aid Com-
mittee, while some (for example, John Swift, now General Secre-

tary of the Irish Bakers’ Union and President of the International

Union of Food Workers) were forthright in raising financial aid

from their fellow trade-unionists. Supporters of the Spanish Re-
public held a meeting on January 17, 1937 in the Gaiety Theatre,

one of Dublin’s largest halls. The main speaker was Father Ramon
Laborda, a Basque priest. He exposed the assertion that the fas-

1 The Worker, December 12, 1936.
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treaty forces in the Irish civil war. A revolutionary journalist hewas for many years the editor of An Phoblacht (The Republic

)

hie was one of the founders and the secretary of the Irish Re-
publican Congress. In the period from 1923 to 1932 he was im-
prisoned time and again by the Cosgrave Government. He wasa respected figure for his integrity and fighting personality and for
Ins efforts to promote Irish culture (he was an enthusiast in theiHshOwhcnat101^ language revival movement).

in th ^ t • i

m
D
in

* ur
first orSanised £rouP went outstanding figures

the Irish Republican, communist and working-class movements.Among these were Kit Conway of Tipperary, a legendary figure
of the Black and Tans and civil wars; Jack Nalty and Paddy Duff;
Donal O Reilly (a veteran IRA fighter from a well-known revo-
lutionary family), Frank Edwards of Waterford, who had been
dismissed from his post as a teacher because of his anti-fascist
activity; Seamus Cummins and Jim Prendergast, a well-known
activitist and public speaker for the Irish Communist Party. The

.. t? gr°Up we
,

n
E
to MadriS'ueras to be shaped into a militaryumt Tins was speedily done as most of them, including the young-

est, had at some stage or other been members of the IRA in which
they had a military training. The Irish section of the Interna-
tjonai brigade became known as the James Connolly Unit.

1 he ranks of the Irish in Madrigueras were continually aug-mented by new arrivals from Ireland as well as by many otherlnshmen who had come from Britain and the U.S.A. The latterhad been driven into exile by the economic pressure of unemploy-ment or had been forced to leave Ireland for political reasons.ATp^rJriSl there were two sets of brothers—John, Willie

Rnl
PaC
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y fi°^

r f
r

rT Wfte/ford and the three O’Flahertys from
Boston, the Little Ireland of the U.S.A.
The revolutionary background, the fighting traditions, political

conduct and military fervour of the Irish attracted to their ranks
English-speaking comrades who could claim no relationship with
Ireland. They included Samuel Lee, a young Jewish volunteer,

ll^n
WaS ld

^
er t0 d,e Wlth hl s Irish comrades in the battle of

Mmata’
d SC0tt fr°m S°Uth Africa

’ who fell near

°n December 24, 1936, the Irish Unit went to the front for
the fust time along with the British and the French 12th Battalion
of the 14th International Brigade. At the time not all of thebrigades units had been formed, but an emergency—a fascistbreakthrough of the Republican front in the south near Cordoba—
lequired immediate action. As they approached the front to bemore exact, the locality where the front was believed to be fornobody knew how far the fascists had penetrated, they were
strafed by aircraft. Reaching an olive grove by a sand road theywere caught in a cross-fire by machine-guns from the surrounding

ridges. The battalion, including the Irish, continued its advance

anil occupied a hill, driving the fascists off.

However, it soon appeared that the battalion was almost com-

pletely encircled by the fascists. There was confusion among the

untrained men, and soon a withdrawal was ordered, in this un-

expected encounter the battalion suffered heavy casualties. I he

Irish Unit lost nine men. They were: John Meehan of Galway,

the Dublin workers Michael Nolan, Jim Foley, Leo Green

Tony Fox, Henry Bonar and Tommy Woods, the young Irish

Republican Boy Scout Mick May (who, as Frank Ryan wrote,

“did great work . . . covering off his comrades as they went back

under shell and machine-gun fire”) and Frank Conroy (
who

fought like a hero the same day”) 1
. The other battalions of the

14th Brigade arrived in a few days and together with the bpanisi

units they counter-attacked and brought the enemy to a halt.

Soon afterwards the brigade was transferred to the Centra

Front, where the Republican forces were repulsing- a strong fas-

cist thrust towards the northeastern approaches of Madrid. 1 he

Irish were in action from January 11 through 14 in a counter-

attack on the village of Majadahonda. The Dublin worker Denis

Coady was killed in this counter-attack. His comrades buried him

in Torrelodones. In the fighting Captain Kit Conway particularly

distinguished himself for his leadership in repulsing an attempt-

ed counter-attack by the Moroccans at nightfall. A^ large number

of the James Connolly Unit was wounded. Jack Nalty who had

been wounded in the chest by a burst of machine-gun fire, walked

five kilometres to the nearest dressing station. A well-known

athlete, he survived the first and all subsequent battles of the

Irish Unit, and fell in the last action of the 13th Brigade on the

Ebro in September 1938.
,

,

The Irish mourned not only their own dead but also the death

on the Cordoba Front of Ralph Fox, a talented English Commu-

nist writer, a company political commissar. He had endeared him-

self to them for his book Marx, Engels and Lenin on Ireland.

Many of the Irish fighters had read this book and it had strength-

ened their conviction that Irish national liberation had to be

closely linked with international proletarian solidarity.

Because of the high rate of casualties the James Connolly

Unit was disbanded and the Irish volunteers were divided be-

tween the British and American battalions of the newly-formed

Abraham Lincoln 13th International Brigade. In the ranks of

this brigade they fought in the famous battle of the Jarama. In

that battle there were defeats and victories. One of the engage-

ments was recorded by Frank Ryan:

“On the road from Chinchon to Madrid, the road along which

we had marched to the attack three days before, were scattered

1 The Worker, February 6, 1937.
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now all who survived—a few hundred Britons, Irish and Span-
iards. Dispirited by heavy casualties, by defeat, by lack of food,
worn out by three days of gruelling fighting, our men appeared
to have reached the end of their resistance. Some were still strag-

gling down the slopes which had been, up to an hour ago, the

front line. And now there was no line. . . . After three days of

terrific struggle, the superior numbers, the superior armaments of

the fascists had routed them. All, as they came back, had similar

stories to tell; of comrades dead, of conditions that were more
than llesh and blood could stand, of weariness they found hard to

resist. I recognised the young commissar of the Spanish Company.
His hand bloody where a bullet had grazed the palm, he was
fumbling nervelessly with his automatic, in turn threatening and
pleading with his men. I got Manuel to calm him, and to tell

him we would rally everybody in a moment. As I walked along
the road to sec how many men we had, I found myself deciding

that we should go back up the line of the road to San Martin de

la Vega and take the Moors on their left flank.

‘Groups were lying about on the roadside, hungrily eating

oranges that had been thrown to them from a passing lorry. . . .

I found my eyes straying always to the hills we had vacated. . .

.

They stumbled to their feet. . . . One line of four. ... A few were
still on the grass bank beside the road, adjusting helmets and
rifles. ‘Hurry up!’ came the cry from the ranks. Up the road . . .

I saw Jack Cunningham (the battalion commander.

—

Ed.) assem-

bling another crowd. We hurried up, joined forces. Together, we
two marched at the head. The crowd behind was marching silent-

ly. The thoughts in their minds could not be inspiring ones. I

remembered a trick of the old days when we were holding banned
demonstrations. I jerked my head back: ‘Sing up, ye sons of guns.’

“Quaveringly at first, then more lustily, then in one resounding
chant the song rose from the ranks. Bent backs straightened; tired

legs thumped sturdily; what had been a routed rabble marched
to battle again as proudly as they had done three days before.

And the valley resounded to their singing:

. . . Then comrades, come rally.

And the last fight let us face;

fhe Internationale unites the human race . . .

.

"On we marched, back up the road, nearer and nearer to the

front I looked back. Beneath the forest of upraised fists, what
a strange band: unshaven, unkempt, blood-stained, grimy. And
marching on the road back. Beside the road stood our Brigade
Commander General Gal. ... We gave three cheers for him.
Briefly, tersely, he spoke to us. We had one and a half hours of

daylight in which to recapture our lost positions. ‘That gap on
our right?' A Spanish Battalion was coming up with us to occupy

.. Aram the Internationale arose. It was being sung in French,
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active member of the Building Workers’ Section of the Irish Trans-
port and General Workers’ Union, on the day of his departure
addressed his fellow workers on the construction job where he
worked. He explained what was happening in Spain, saying:
Sooner than fascism should win there, I would leave my body in

Spain to manure the fields.”

In March 1937 many of the Irish who had been wounded on the
Jarama, like Peter Daly of County Wexford, arrived at the base
in Albacete, where new rectruits were being formed into a unit.
This was the Anglo-American Company, which had sections of
Americans, Latin-Americans and a section composed of Irish and
British. This company was attached to the 20th Battalion.
Two Irishmen, Peter Daly and Paddy O’Daire, were lieutenants

in the Anglo-American Company, which took part in the fighting
at Pozoblanco. After four months on the Southern Front they were
returned to Albacete for the purpose of rejoining the reorganised
15th Brigade.
From July 6 to 26 the Irish volunteers took part in the battle

of Bruncte, where they lost Thomas Morris; two comrades from
Belfast, William Laughran and William Beattie: the Dubliner
William Davis; and Michael Kelly of Ballinasloe. Another Irish-
man, George Brown, who was a leading figure in the communist
and working-class movement in Manchester, was shot by the fas-
cists as he lay wounded on the roadside. After Bruncte, when there
was a further reorganisation of the various battalions of the 15th
Brigade, Peter Daly was appointed commander of the British
Battalion. During the capture of Quinto on the Aragon Front, he
was seriously wounded and later died in a hospital in Benicasim.

Four months later, at the battle for Teruel, three more Irish
volunteers were to lay down their lives. They were Peter Gla-
cken, Francis O’Brien and David Walshe, a lad from Ballina in
the west of Ireland.

In Aragon during the fascist offensive that began on March 9,

1938, Ben Murray, a Belfast worker, died a hero’s death in an
attempt to stop the advancing Franco troops.
On the same front, Frank Ryan, now with the rank of major

and adjutant of the 15th Brigade, was taken prisoner by the
Italian fascists. They lined him up on the road with all the other
prisoners and with bayonet-prods tried to force him to give the
fascist salute. Ryan with a proud bearing refused. Under the
threat of death they persisted in their efforts, but he continued to
treat them with contempt. They then placed him in front of a
firing party and proceeded to enact the motions of an execution.
He still remained adamant. They did not kill him—as one of the
senior officers considered that such a ranking officer of the
International Brigade was a prize that could possibly be exchanged
for one of the Italian fascist officers captured by the Republican
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forces. Frank Ryan was taken to the concentration camp at Mora
del Ebro, and later to the prison of San Pedro de Cardenas, where
the fascist gaolers tried to break him with torture. They failed.
He was transferred to the Burgos Central Prison, where a court-
martial sentenced him to death. A committee consisting of promi-
nent personalities was formed in Ireland to campaign for his
release. In this they did not succeed, but the fascists had to com-
mute the death sentence to 30 years’ imprisonment.

In 1937 and 1938 new volunteers arrived to fill the gaps in the
ranks of the Irish. The new and veteran Irish fought, alongside
the British, Americans, Canadians, Cypriots and others who made
up the 15th Brigade, in the crossing of the Ebro and in the subse-
quent battles on the Sierra Pandols. There the Irish Roll of Hon-
our gained new names: Jimmy Straney, Maurice Ryan and Paddy
O’Sullivan, the senior officer of No. 1 Company of the British Bat-
talion.

On September 22, 1938, two years after the first Irish anti-fas-

cist had come to Madrid, the last two Irish deaths in action took
place. They were Liam McGregor, a young political commissar
and leading figure in the Communist Party of Ireland, and Jack
Nalty, officer of a machine-gun company, who had come in the
first group with Frank Ryan. Fascist bullets ended the life of men
who had been active in the Irish Republican, trade-union and com-
munist movements.
The withdrawal of the International Brigades in September

1938 ended the period of service of the Irish anti-fascists in the
ranks of the Spanish People’s Army. In December they set out
for home. They had fulfilled the pledge of solidarity and had
redeemed the honour and freedom-loving traditions of the Irish

people. Their struggle was a natural expression of traditional links
between the Irish national liberation movement and the cause of
international solidarity.

Compared numerically with the contributions of other countries
to the International Brigades, that of Ireland was not large, but
the difficult political conditions under which the Irish joined the
movement must be borne in mind. Of the 127 Irish volunteers
who came to Spain 55 laid down their lives. Irish newspapers
rarely reported the death of an Irish fighter of the International
Brigade. Records of their struggle and heroism could only be
found in the progressive weekly Irish Democrat.

During the Second World War four of the Irish veterans fought
in the ranks of the anti-Hitler forces: Paddy O’Daire, who rose to

the rank of major; Alec Digges, who is now prominent in the Asso-
ciation of the International Brigade and Friends of Republican
Spain; Michael Lehane, who was killed in a Norwegian transport
during a clash with the enemy; Paddy Roe MacLaughlin.
Those who returned home encountered many difficulties caused
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by the unemployment

that had gripped Ireland.

For an anti-fascist fighter

home from Spain the

prospect of finding work

was extremely doubtful.

Nonetheless, many went

back to their homeland

and continued the strug-

gle.

For instance, Donal

O’Reilly resumed his

trade-union work. He is

now a member of the

Executive Committee of

he Irish Plasterers’

Union and of the Dublin

Council of Trade Unions.

Jim Prcndcrgast went

back to his post in the

Irish Communist Party

and later worked among
the Irish emigrant wor-

kers in Britain. At pre-

sent he is a leading figure

in the National Union of

Michael O’Riordan, an Irish internationalist

volunteer, now the General Secretary ot the

Communist Party of Ireland

Duff
W
XTwaS one of the first Irish volunteers in Spain, ^became

a fulltime official in the Workers Union of Ireland. Michael

O’Riordan, Johnny Power and Paddy Smith spent the war years

in an Irish internment camp. James F. 0 Regan and Liam 0 Han-

lon served nine years of penal servitude in British gaols for

Irish Republican activity. Hugh Hunter resumed h ’ s tire^^
as an activist in the Irish communist movement. 1 eter O Connoi

served as a Labour Councillor in his native city of Waterford

Others, like Frank Edwards and I om O’Brien, continued to ser\

in the Irish progressive movement.

In the long run, thanks to the efforts of the former volunteers,

the truth about Spain became known to the Irish people. Indicative

of this was the protest evoked by the friendly visit of Italian

fascist warships to the Port of Dublin in 1938. The fascist officers

had to flee the streets in face of a demonstration of workers sing

ing Bandera Rossa. The song had been brought to Dublin by Irish

members of the International Brigade who had borrowed it from

the Italian Garibaldi Brigade. c .

One of the main tasks of the men who had returned from Spain

was to secure the release of Frank Ryan from Franco captivity, hoi
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this purpose, as we have already noted, a committee was formedwinch organised protest rallies and actions. In an attempt to dampdown the campaign the De Valera Government gave false assur-
ances that Fiank Ryan was being well looked after in BurgosOnly in later years was it revealed that he had been taken fromBurgos to Germany and that he died in Dresden on June 10

, 1944foday he lies buried in the soil of the German Democratic Re-

1 lthBrlgfde
18 gl

'aVe ^ tCndCd hy f°rmer German comrades of the

As the fascist attack on the Spanish Republic had its sharp re-
verberations in Ireland in 1936, so will the present courageous
luggle of the Spanish people against Francoism have its effect on

li eland that has still not secured full national independence. For
that reason solidarity with Spain is inalienable from the struggle
of the Irish people for national freedom. Many of the Irish people,once duped by the flow of reactionary propaganda, now display

'"fTalUVe
116 drel°Pments in SPai«- real issues ofthe war of 1936-39 have become clearer to them. For instance, they

see the growing unity between Communist and Catholic workers inSpain and hear that a number of churches have become organised
centies of resistance to the Franco regime.

.

Though reaction is still very strong in Ireland, none of its cham-

Frnn
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W ^ dare a public meeting of support forFranco. None of them celebrated the 3Uth anniversary of the gen-

erals revolt. On the other hand, the Connolly Youth Movement,
which was founded in 1964, honoured the anniversary of the begin-ning of the Spanish people’s national-revolutionary war by apublic lecture. The Laurentian (Catholic) Society of Trinity Col-
Jege, Dublin, organised a symposium on the Spanish war Thesymposium was attended by Peader O’Donnell of the Irish Friends

of the fe
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The anti-fascist traditions of the Irish Unit of the International
Brigade are ahve today in a new generation of fighters. They liveon in the Irish Communist Party, in the Irish labour and trade-
union organisations, in the Republican movement and in the Con-nolly Youth Movement formed to advance the ideals of nationaland social liberation and international solidarity.

ITALY

Italy’s war with Abyssinia ended formally in May 1936 with

the capture of Addis Ababa. This was a great triumph for fascism,

not so much militarily as politically. The fascist leaders presented

their African adventure to the masses as a campaign undertaken

by Italy, wrongfully deprived, in order to ensure a reasonable

standard of living for its people. This propaganda device, based

on the nationalist slogan of the “great proletarian” rising up to

win himself “a place in the sun”, was no new one. It had first been

used in 1911, not without a certain degree of success, during Italy’s

war with Turkey over Libya. At that time the effect of this im-

perialist slogan on the masses was weakened, thanks to anti-militar-

ist demonstrations by proletarian organisations.

In 1935-36 the propaganda efforts of the fascist leaders and
their war of annexation with Abyssinia were supported by the

hypocritical policies of the League of Nations and the Government
of the United States. The “sanctions” against the aggressor an-

nounced by the Western powers did not, in fact, impede the conduct

of the war in any way whatsoever: strategic war material continued

to be sold to the Italian Government, and Italian transport ships

carrying troops and arms crossed the Suez Canal as did the ships

of the Italian Navy to the coast of Africa, freely. Moreover, the

declarations of protest from the governments of the Western “great

powers” against Italy’s invasion of Abyssinia in no way affected

the friendly relations between them and the Italian fascist state.

Surrounded by the aura of military victories and success in

foreign policy fascist demagogic propaganda assumed vast propor-

tions in Italy. The hardship of the people, made more acute by

the economic crisis of 1931-32, was used by Mussolini to deceive

the masses with promises of the future prosperity of a great fascist

empire. The policy of aggression pursued by Italian fascism was

supported by the top hierarchy of the Catholic Church, the petty-

bourgeois elements, and also the representatives of the leading

pre-fascist political circles. Only the vanguard of the working
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class and a few political groups hostile to the fascist regime were
not taken in by the nationalist slogans.

An appeal by the Italian Communist Party published in its

central organ Lo Stato operaio in October 1935 stated that "one
of the most tragic aspects of the situation which has arisen in
Italy is that the people do not know the true state of affairs and
the real course of events”.

Nevertheless, in spite of the fascist propaganda and terror,

which reigned in Italy in those years, 1936 heralded the beginning
of an upsurge in the anti-fascist movement in Italy. “The great
wave of renovation”, to quote Palmiro Togliatti, which the
Seventh Congress of the Comintern injected into the international
working-class and communist movement, stimulated the Italian

Communist Party to take the initiative in applying the tactics of
the united front. Unity of action between Italian emigre Com-
munists and Socialists was strengthened. One result of this united
action was the convening of a congress of Italians in Brussels on
October 12 and 13, 1935, attended by 371 delegates from Europe
and America, the representatives of all anti-fascist groups regard-
less of political and religious persuasions. The congress’s appeal
to the workers of the world ended with the demand: “Immediate
peace with Abyssinia! Down with Mussolini!”

During this period in France under the influence of the growing
success of the Popular Front more favourable conditions had been
created for the legal functioning of Italian emigre anti-fascist

organisations, which had previously been victimised and repressed
by the French police. The victory of the French Popular Front
gave a new impetus to the activity of anti-fascist forces in Italy.

The struggle of the French workers exerted an influence on the

broad masses and their experience was used in the revolutionary
work not only of the Communists, but also of other underground
groups.

The events that took place in Spain in the summer of 1936
had a particularly strong impact on the development of anti-

fascist feeling and the opposition movement in the masses. From
the very first days of the fascist military revolt the Italian workers
demonstrated their solidarity with the Spanish Republic. Anti-
fascists, particularly those in France and Belgium, began to raise

funds to aid the Spanish people. By the middle of August the
Committee of Aid had collected 38,000 francs.

In Italy itself, in Rome, Milan, Genoa, Bologna, Modena and
other towns, there were demonstrations of solidarity with the
Spanish people, leaflets were distributed and the slogans “Long
live Caballero!” and “Down with Mussolini!” appeared on the
walls of buildings. The Communist Party organised the raising of

funds for the Spanish Republic. The underground newspaper
Unita reported that 100,000 francs had been collected in a month.
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Interest increased in the events taking place in Spain. The number

of people listening to underground anti-fascist radio stations grew

each day. Italian Communists broadcast daily programmes for them

from the radio stations of the Communist Party of Spam and the

United Socialist Party of Catalonia giving detailed accounts of the

events in Spain and the Spanish people’s heroic struggle for inde-

pendence and denouncing the criminal policy of intervention pur-

sued by Mussolini.

One can get a general idea of the extent of Italian intervention

in Spain from a statement made by Count Ciano, the Italian

Foreign Minister, at a meeting with Hitler in 1940, to the effect

that Italy had spent 14,000 million lire on the Spanish war. After

lengthy negotiations with Franco this sum was halved in the bill

presented to the Spanish Government.
. ,

According to the Italian press, over the whole period oi the

war Italv dispatched to Spain 1,930 cannon, more than /,500,000

rounds of artillery ammunition, about 250,000 small arms and

324 million rounds of ammunition for them, 10,13o automatic

guns, 7,663 motor vehicles, and 950 tanks and armoured cars.

Franco’s fleet was supplemented by 91 Italian warships and sub-

marines. Ninety-two transport ships of the Italian Navy supplied

troops and arms to the insurgents. Five thousand, six hundred

and ninety-nine officers and men and 312 civilians of the Italian

Air Force were engaged in the military operations. I hey earned,

out 86.420 combat missions and 5,318 air raids, dropping U,58

tons of bombs. In addition to the aeroplanes of the Italian Air

Force participating in the intervention Mussolini provided the

insurgents with 763 fighter aircraft and 1,414 aircraft motors.

The semi-official Italian newspaper Forze armate announced

on lune 8, 1939 that a total of one hundred thousand officers and

men of the Italian regular army and the fascist militia (black-

shirts) supplied with all the necessary arms and equipment, took

part in the war against the Spanish Republic. There are grounds

for assuming that the true strength of the Italian expeditionary

forces in Spain was at least one-and-a-half times larger.

Reports of Italian intervention in Spanish affairs appeared in

the world press simultaneously with reports on the generals

revolt in Spain. On July 15, 1936, three days before the revolt,

Mussolini signed the first decree on the dispatch of Italian air-

craft to Spanish Morocco to land General Franco s African troops

m
in
P
the following weeks and months from Gaeta (near Naples)

and other Italian ports the ships Lombardia, Sardinia, Sizilia,

Liguria and Toscana set sail for Spain carrying arms, ammunition,

troops and militarv instructors, and the Fiat, Caprom and Savoia

Marchetti fighter squadrons left Milan and other towns to sup-

port the military operations of the Spanish insurgents. 1 he island
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of Mallorca was to all intents and purposes occupied and turned
into the main base for Italian aircraft to carry out operations
against Republican troops and the civilian population.

Italy’s armed aggression against the Spanish Republic was no
chance military adventure, but part of a general policy of military
expansion dictated by the interests of Italian imperialism— its

desire to turn the Mediterranean into an Italian lake.
As early as 1934 the Italian Government had begun talks with

representatives of the Spanish monarchists and financed their
subversive activities against the government of the democratic
Spanish Republic, promising them its support in the form of
money, men, aircraft and military supplies in the event of open
conflict.

The armed intervention by Italian fascism against Republican
Spain was not popular with the mass of the Italian people. The
mounting scale of the military operations demanded increased
mobilisation to supplement the Italian expeditionary forces, the
number of dead and wounded rose, and the growth in military
expenditure seriously affected the position of the working people.
All this intensified discontent among the Italian public. Its sym-
pathies were with the Spanish people. News of Italians fighting
for freedom on the side of the Spanish Republic strengthened
this feeling and stimulated the activities of anti-fascist groups
and organisations. Arrests became more frequent. Special fascist
tribunals sentenced many anti-fascists, primarily Communists, for
propaganda activities in support of the Spanish Republic and for
helping Italian volunteers to cross the border illegally.

Solidarity with the Spanish people grew steadily and rallied all

the Italian anti-fascist forces. On August 25, 1936, the Commu-
nist, Socialist and Republican parties signed an agreement to take
joint action in giving aid to Spain. Later, on December 31, 1936,
these parties launched a joint appeal against the fascist inter-
vention: ‘‘All troops must leave Spain!” Thus unity of action by
all Italian progressive forces was achieved for the first time on
the Spanish fronts in the armed struggle against fascism.

Italian anti-fascists living in Spain as political emigres im-
mediately joined the People’s Militia to fight against the insur-
gents. Ettore Gualierini (Pablo Bono) took part in organising the
5th Regiment of the People’s Militia, set up by the Communist
Party of Spain. He was later appointed corps commissar when
the units of the regular Republican Army were set up. Vittorio
Vidali (Carlos Contreras), leader of the Spanish section of the
International Red Aid, was commissar of the 5th Regiment from
the moment it was formed.

In persistent fighting with the fascists in the Sierra de Guadar-
rama in the summer of 1936 divisions of the 5th Regiment halted
the insurgents’ advance on Madrid. Guido Giacobini, Fernando

Luigi Longo and Vittorio Vidali with Italian volunteers

de Rosa and many other Italians lost their lives in these early

battles for the capital.
. , f .,

The death of Fernando de Rosa, an active member ot the

Italian and Spanish socialist youth movement, who took part in

the Asturian rising in 1934, was a particularly sad loss lor the

Italian anti-fascists. He died in command of the October Youth

Battalion. „ , , • , • c • •

The first Italian volunteers from abroad arrived in Spain in

August 1936. Thev were political emigres who had been living

in France. After joining the 22nd Centuna of the People s Mili-

tia, set up in the Karl Marx Barracks in Barcelona^ they engaged

in battle with the fascists on the Aragon Front. One of the first

to lay down his life was the Communist Paolo Comida at iar-

dienta on August 22.
, , A

Another group of Italian volunteers arrived on the Aragon

Front at the end of August. It consisted of several hundred men

of varying political convictions under Carlo Rosselli, the leader

of the Giustizia e Libertd emigre anti-fascist organisation in

France. The group consisted of a machine-gun company and a

rifle company. The Republican Mario Angelom was killed in

their first battle near Monte Pclato (Bald Mountain) and live

other Italians died with him. Angelom was a famous lawyer m
Italv who used to defend members of workers organisations

before fascist tribunals, for which he himself was arrested and

sentenced.
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At the same time a group of Italian volunteers was lighting on
the Northern Front, defending the town of Irun against the troops
oi the rebel General Mola. Many Italians laid down their lives
°n

/ ah
battlefield, including the Communists Remigio Maurovic

and Alberto Donati and the Socialist Pietro Bertoni.
After the fall of Irun the volunteers first retreated to France

and then returned to Spain. I ogether with other Italian volun-
teers they formed the Gastone Sozzi Centuria, named after an
Italian Communist who was killed in prison by the fascist police.
Ihis centuria fought on the Madrid Front as part of the Catalan
Libertad Column of the People’s Militia. It consisted of 86 Ita-
lians, 29 Poles, 10 Frenchmen, one Dane and several Belgians.
Its commander, Antonini, and commissar, Francesco Leone, were
both Italian volunteers.
Apart from the above-mentioned formations and military

detachments in which most of the Italian volunteers fought, there
were small groups of Italians in other detachments of the Aragon
Peoples Militia and regular units of the Republican Army. For
example, ten Italian volunteer pilots were attached to the Repub-
lican Air Force at the beginning of the war. On September 30,
in an air battle over Toledo the pilot Giordano Viezzoli was killed,
who had been sentenced by the fascist tribunal in Italy to
six years in prison for his activities in the Italian Republican
Party. Another Italian pilot, the Communist Primo Gibelli, who
had come from the USSR, lost his life on a combat mission near
Madrid that same autumn.
The thoughts and feelings of the Italian volunteers were welt

expressed by Luigi Longo in a speech delivered in Madrid on
September 18, 1936, on the presentation of the banner of the
Italian Communist Party to the 5th Regiment. Fie said:

The thousands of Italian anti-fascists now languishing in fas-
cist prisons are with you heart and soul. The cause for which
they have sacrificed their freedom, and some their lives, is the
same cause for which you are fighting. They wanted to give their
people bread and work, symbolised by the ears of corn and the
hammer embroidered on our banner, and for which you too are
striving. Ioday the people of Spain are fighting for free labour
against exploitation, for freedom against oppression, for civilisa-
tion against barbarianism. . . . Therefore your struggle is the strug-
gle of all peoples who are striving for peace, freedom and a
better life.

‘ Italian fascism, the exploiters and oppressors of the Italian
people, are acting together with the enemies of the Spanish
people, to whom they arc sending arms, aircraft and their own
pilots. But the Italian people are with you, soldiers of freedom,
with all their hearts!. . . Hundreds of Italians are requesting the
honour of being recruited into the ranks of the People’s Militia,

in order to fight with you for freedom. This is why the banner

which I am handing over to your regiment is not just a gift from

the Italian Communist Party, but also an expression of the

solidarity of the whole Italian people with Republican Spain

In the autumn of 1936 the Republic’s struggle against the rebels

and interventionists assumed the character of a large war. The

government of the Popular Front proceeded to form a regular

army. Among the first military units of the new army to be

organised were the International Brigades, which included both

men from the various centurias and columns, and the anti-fascist

volunteers who were arriving from many countries.

One of the first regular international units was the battalion

named after Giuseppe Garibaldi, Italy’s national hero. It was

formed in Albacete in October, when large numbers of Italian

volunteers began to arrive there from France, Belgium, Swit-

zerland, San Marino, America, the USSR and Italy itself. The

battalion consisted of more than 500 men whose ages ranged

from 18 to 50, with varying social backgrounds and political

affiliations: Communists, who were in the majority, Socialists,

Republicans, members of the Giustizia e Liberta group, and many
politically unaffiliated, including a considerable number of Cath-

olics. The battalion commander was Randolfo Pacciardi, a leader

of the Italian Republican Party, and its political commissars were

Antonio Roasio, a Communist, and Amedeo Azzi, a Socialist.

Thus the battalion’s composition and leadership reflected the

alliance and unity of the main political forces in the Italian anti-

fascist democratic movement. This unity was preserved throughout

the Spanish war. Other members of the Garibaldi Battalion were

the Italian Communist Party leaders—Palmiro Togliatti (Mario

Ercoli), then a representative of the Comintern, Luigi Longo

(Gallo), who was inspector-general of all the International Bri-

gades, and the Italian Socialist leader, Pietro Nenni.

Out of a total of roughly four thousand Italian volunteers,

1,822 were Communists, 137 Socialists, 124 anarchists and 55

members of radical democratic parties. The largest group were

those without party affiliations. It should be stressed that almost

half the volunteers came from the working class.

On November 10, 1936, before it was fully formed, the Gan-

baldi Battalion was dispatched urgently as part of the 12th In-

ternational Brigade under the command of G-eneral Mate /alka

(Lukacs) and Commissar Luigi Longo to the Central Front where

the 11th International Brigade, whose commissar was the famous

Italian Communist Giuseppe di Vittorio (Mario Nicolctti) was

already fighting. The battalion first took part in an attack on

fascist positions in the Cerro de los Angeles to the south or

1 Luigi Longo, Le Brigale lnlernazionali in Spagna, Rome, H)5G, p. 27.
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Volunteers from the Gastonc Sozzi Centuria

Giuseppe di Vittorio (Nicoletti), commissar of the 11th International Bri-

gade, among volunteers in Albacete

Madrid. The monastery on top of this hill, which had been forti-

fied by the insurgents, was an important position on the eastern

Hank of Madrid’s defence and commanded an excellent view ot

the roads leading to the capital and Getafe airport, as well as

the airport itself which was in the hands of the fascists.

The brigade’s attack was not successful, although the battalions,

including
l

the Garibaldi Battalion, fought their wav to the toot

of the hill. By the end of the first day’s fighting it became clear

that courage and determination alone were not enough to guar-

antee victory. What was needed was military training lor the

troops and efficient unit and combat organisation, lhe brigade

lacked proper co-ordination between the command and the

various units. Supply of ammunition and food and evacuation of

the wounded were badly organised, The results of tins les;son

were evident six days later, when the battalion and the whole o

the 12th Brigade, after rectifying most of these mistakes went

into action on another section of the Madrid Front, the Univer-

sity City. On November 19, the Garibaldi Battalion occupied a

position near the San Fernando Bridge on Je River^za^
res, and a few days later relieved the Polish Dabrowski Battalion

on the section of the front up to the Puertas de Hierro Bridge.

In constant fighting that lasted until November 26 and at the
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price of heavy losses the fierce attacks by Moroccans were re-

pulsed. Twenty members of the Garibaldi Battalion lost their lives

and more than 150 were wounded.
From November 30 the Garibaldi Battalion was engaged in

halting a fascist attack in the Pozuelo de Alarcon sector to the

northwest of Madrid and launching a counter-offensive. In a

letter to the battalion commander Pacciardi, General Kleber who
was in command of the sector, wrote: “Thanks to the brilliant

action of the Garibaldi Battalion after four days of resistance

the enemy’s heavy attacks supported by aircraft, artillery and
numerous tanks, were repulsed, and our positions reinforced. The
spirit of self-sacrifice shown by the Garibaldi Battalion rallied

round it all the units defending Pozuelo”. By December 9 when
the 12th Brigade was withdrawn into reserve, the strength of the

Garibaldi Battalion had been reduced by almost half—from 600

to 350 men.
In the middle of December the battalion received reinforce-

ments from the constant stream of new Italian volunteers. The
largest group, consisting of 310 men, was led by Guido Picelli,

a Communist and former deputy in the Italian parliament, who
had lead the “proletarian defence” of Parma during Mussolini’s

notorious advance on Rome in 1922. It was he who had hoisted

the Red Flag on the Montecitorio, the parliamentary building in

Rome, on May 1, 1926.

In addition two companies were formed from newly arrived

volunteers. One of them, under the command of Bocchi and Com-
missar Locatelli, was attached to the 14th International Brigade,

and at the end of December, with the British Company and other

units of the advance guard battalion of this brigade, joined battle

with the fascists who were breaking through the front in the

south of Spain in Andalucfa. At the price of heavy losses—only

200 of the 600 men survived—the company and the whole bat-

talion checked the enemy’s advance, enabling the brigade’s main

forces to carry out their combat mission. A group of forty Italians

was surrounded in the hills, captured by the fascists and shot.

The other company of over 100 men joined with volunteers from

the Balkans and Slav countries to form the Dimitrov Battalion in

the 15th International Brigade, which was commanded by the

Italian volunteer Major Penchienati in the battle of the Jarama.

After a small-scale operation at Boadilla del Monte on Decem-
ber 20 the 12th Brigade was transferred to the Guadalajara line

on New Year’s Eve with instructions to launch a surprise attack

and drive the fascists back from the Zaragoza highway. The at-

tack was successful and the Garibaldi Battalion gained possession

of the village of Mirabueno. Company Commander Guido Picelli

and eight other Italian volunteers lost their lives in this battle.

The year 1937 began with fresh heavy defensive fighting for

i vi in which the 12th Brigade took part. On January 3 the&d
’ Xtad concentrated a large combat force, launched

In offensive to the northwest of Madrid in the region of La

losas and Majadahonda with the aim of surrounding the capital

torn the north and cutting it off from Republican forces in the

^Xu^blughTthe Republic new difficulties. Extending the

scope of lfis intervention in Spain Mussohn. cogentrated an

OnFe
d
bruary S&eYtXis ctptured "the toJ. ButGeneral Fran-

c "s main go
y
al was Madrid. His plan was to stake simvdtoneomly

from the Zaragoza highway and the Jarama in the south, eneir

rlinsr and destroying the most efficient Republican troops and

gafidng control If the capital. On February 6 a large grouping

faunchld an attack southwest of Madrid. The battle of the Jarama

hee-an Like the January offensive on the northwest °f -Madrid,

flifs large and bloody battle, in which as many as 40,000 troops

fought on the side of the fascists, did not bring the enemy any

success The fascists were not able to advance more than four to

six kilometres beyond the east bank of the Jarama Over twenty

Republican brigades took part in the .fighting which lasted three

weeks, including four International Bngadcs-the.11th, 12th,_14th

and 15th The increased organisation and combat eihciency o

the units of the Republican Army helped them not on y to<repudse

the fierce attacks of the insurgents’ crack troops, but also to mount

a’countei'-aUack. The fascist? lost half their men and their units

were incapable of further offensive action.

General Roatta, Commander of the Italian expeditionary force

wlmse four divisions-the Black Flame, the Black Arrows the

Dio lo vuole and the Littorio Division—were concentrated

the Sigiienza area in February, was now faced with mounting an

offensive

6

on*Madrid in order to defeat the Repubhcan Army and

take the capital with his forces alone. Like Franco, lie I‘aha

general was convinced that his 50,000 strong force wouldjami an

easy victory over the weak Republican defence. Roatta confidently

instructed his subordinates in the consecutive stages of this

^

opera-

firm- “Tomorrow we will be in Guadalajara, the day ai

Alcala de Henares, and the day after that in Madrid!” By special

command he conveyed Mussolini’s blessing to his tl0°ps-

observing the course of the battle and am confident that the cour

age and perseverance of our legions will crush enemy ^ist •

May the legionaries be assured that I am following the P

tions which will be crowned with victoiy.

At 7 a.m. on March 8, 1937, fifty guns of the Italian expedition-

arv force opened fire on the poorly-fortified positions of the
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Republicans near Mirabucno and on the hills by El Marenchal.

Simultaneously up to thirty fascist aircraft began bombing the

Almadrones and Mirabueno areas. They were followed by twenty

tanks and infantry. The small Republican units retreated. Thus

began the Guadalajara operation. The fascist offensive caught

the Republicans completely unawares.

On the night of March 9 the Garibaldi Battalion, numbering

about 800 men, was brought up to close the breach in the Brihuega

line. The Garibaldis with Commissar Ilio Barontini as acting

commander (Pacciardi was on leave) received orders to occupy

the hills north of Brihuega and hold their position until the

brigade’s other battalions arrived. In the meantime, however, the

enemy had already succeeded in capturing Brihuega, and the

Garibaldi Battalion joined battle with the advance guard of the

Italian expeditionary force.

At the same time the 11th International Brigade was repulsing

an enemy attack in the Zaragoza road area. The Garibaldis took

their first prisoners, including a major in the Italian army. That

night the first deserters from the Black Arrow Division arrived.

Next day the battle was resumed with renewed force. Roatta

moved up two full -strength divisions, supported by all his artil-

lery, to attack the two Republican brigades. Yet in spite of their

vast numerical superiority, the fascists could not overcome the

stubborn resistance of the brigaders. Republican tanks and aircraft

dealt devastating blows to the interventionist columns. That day

the fascists succeeded in advancing only six kilometres along

the road, capturing the townlet of Trijueque, driving back the

12th Brigade slightly, and occupying a country house known as

the Ibarra Palace.

On March 12 all four divisions of the expeditionary force

went into battle. Two of them attacked the 12th International

Brigade. Apart from the two International Brigades exhausted by

two days of fighting and suffering from heavy casualties, the

Republican Command could muster only three more brigades that

had been hastily transferred from the Jarama Front, one tank

battalion and the brave Republican airmen who attacked the

enemy’s mechanised columns from the air in the most difficult

weather conditions. The International Brigades formed part of

the group under Enrique Lister. On its left, to the north of the

Zaragoza road, was the 12th Division under the Italian volunteer

and Communist Nino Nanetti. The interventionists could not

advance a step in the direction of Madrid. There was a drop in

morale among their ranks, and more enemy soldiers surrendered,

deserted or came over to the Republicans with their arms.

This low morale in the fascist troops was assisted by the inten-

sive propaganda work among the enemy soldiers organised by

Luigi Longo, Vittorio Vidali, Teresa Noce (Estella), Giuliano

A group of volunteers from the Garibaldi Battalion. Second left (standing):
Antonio Roasio
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Paietta (Camen), Giacomo Calandrone (Canapino) and the com-

missars of the Garibaldi Battalion. They dropped leaflets behind

the enemy lines with the help of simple rockets and used loud-

speakers to address enemy soldiers and get prisoners-of-war to

describe the truth about the Spanish people’s struggle.

The turning point came on March 13, when the fascists went

over to the defensive. Units of Lister’s Republican forces mounted

a counter-attack along the Zaragoza road and freed the townlet

of Trijueque. The next day the 12th Brigade under Brignoli

attacked the Ibarra Palace. They advanced from two sides sup-

ported by artillery and five tanks. After fierce resistance the

fascist garrison surrendered and the palace was captured by the

Republicans. In this battle the Republicans destroyed two bat-

talions of Italian fascists capturing 150 prisoners, several guns,

about 300 rifles and a great deal of ammunition.

On March 18, after the re-grouping and training of the Repub-

lican units, the whole People’s Army on the Guadalajara Front

was put on the offensive, causing the fascist divisions to retreat

hastily. On March 23 the battle of Guadalajara ended with the

total rout of the Italian expeditionary force and the failure of

Franco’s new attempt to take Madrid. This victory was of great

military and political importance. For the first time the republi-

cans had beaten a well-equipped 50,000-strong fascist army. The

hundreds of captured officers and men of the Italian expeditionary

force, and the large number of documents, which were subse-

quently published in the press, were factual evidence of foreign

intervention in the Spanish Republic. Mussolini’s sole conclusion

from the shameful defeat at Guadalajara was a decision to step

up intervention in Spain.

An important military and political role in the battle of Gua-

dalajara was played by the Garibaldis, whose heroism and self-

sacrifice saved the honour of the Italian people. Alvarez del

Vayo, Commissar General of the Republican Army, sent a tele-

gram to the Military Commissar of the Central Front with a

request to convey through Comrade Gallo his admiration and

fraternal greetings to the men of the International Brigades,

whose deeds would never be forgotten by the Spanish people, and

particularly to the Garibaldi Battalion, which nobly symbolised

the heroic struggle for freedom against fascism.

Many Garibaldis perished at the hands of Italian legionaries

in the battle of Guadalajara, including the following: Beniamino

Mudado, Domenico Mazza, Giovanni Tremul, Andre Leandro,

Pietro Poletti, Gagliardo Delmiro, Giuseppe Javoli, Pietro Rivani,

Francesco Jacopini, Fernando Morillo, Severino Bottagisi, Fran-

cesco Bret, Nunzio Guerrini, Plasido di Valerio, Giuseppe Carrara,

Luigi Pinessi, Luigi Basso, Bernardo Falco, Prieto Cibrario and

Alfredo Paternoster.

T
A Dr ii 1937 the Garibaldi Battalion was transformed into

the 12th Garibaldi Brigade. Together with the Dabrowski Brigade

it formed a divisional group under the command of General

Lukacs. After a short rest the 12th Brigade took part in two mili-

tary operations in April, one on the Jarama and the othei in the

Casa de Campo near Mount Garabitas.
. f , ,

At the end of the month it was given leave and reinforced bv

Spanish troops and volunteers from the Italian company of the

Dimitrov Battalion, the Giustizia e Liberia Column and the An-

tonio Gramsci Battery. . ~ .

In June the 12th Garibaldi Brigade together with the Dabrowski

Brigade and some Catalan military units, which included the Black-

Red Anarchist Battalion under the Italian anti-fascist, rausto

Nitti, took part in an attack on Huesca on the Aragon front.

This operation was not successful. In some bloody battles from

June 12 to 16 on the heavily fortified points of Camillas and ALlerre

the Garibaldis lost many men including their battalion command-

er the Republican Libero Batlistelli, a man of high principles

who had come to fight for freedom from Argentina where he had

emigrated. The divisional commander, General Lukacs (Mate

Zalka), was mortally wounded at the beginning of the operation.

The following month the 12th Brigade took part in a large

Republican offensive on Bruncte. The brigade’s skilful manoeuvr-

ing helped to capture the village of Villanueva del Pardiilo on

July 9 and a large number of prisoners and equipment, earning

it the gratitude of Colonel Vicente Rojo, Chief of Staff of the

Central Front. Sergeant Bruno Lugli was killed in this battle.

In the Brunete operation the old Italian revolutionary Vincenzo

Bianchi (Krieger) took command of the 13th International Brigade,

and Giuliano Paietta was appointed its commissar in place of the

Yugoslav Blagoje Parovic who was killed at the beginning of the

^The battle of Brunete marked the end of a year of constant and

heavy fighting for Madrid.

In August there was a change of command in the Oaribaldi

Brigade caused by Pacciardi’s retirement. The reason for his

retirement was the attitude adopted by Pacciardi and some of

his supporters, mainly members of the Giustizia, e Liberia on the

organisation of the Italian volunteers and their participation in

the national-revolutionary war in Spain. Pacciardi did not agree

with the establishment of international units in the Peoples Aimy

combining volunteers of many nationalities, including Spaniards,

and supported by the whole international solidarity movement. He

favoured the formation of an exclusively Italian military unit,

with an autonomous command, on funds provided by Italian

emigres. He even suggested that the battalion be disbanded in

view of the protracted nature of the anti-fascist war in Spain
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and the heavy casualties in his own brigade, which were becom-

ing increasingly difficult to replace due to the obstacles created

by the Non-Intervention Committee.

These views of Pacciardi’s, which combined a narrow nation-

alistic outlook with lack of confidence in the Spanish people,,

were not shared by the vast majority of the Garibaldis. Together

with him and his supporter, Major Carlo Penchienati, only twenty

volunteers from the anarchists and Republicans abandoned the

field of battle and left Spain. The unity and solidarity of the

Garibaldis were not shaken. True to the ideals of working-class

internationalism, as Luigi Longo wrote in his book Le Brigate

Internazionali in Spagna, “they saw the war in Spain not only

as the struggle of Spanish, French, or Italian anti-fascists, but as

the struggle of anti-fascists the whole world over, in the outcome

of which all anti-fascists shared an equally profound interest”.

J

In August the 12th Brigade took part in a large offensive

operation on the Zaragoza sector of the Aragon Front, after which

it remained on the front until February 1938, when it was trans-

ferred to Estremadura to take part in an offensive aimed at

diverting a section of the fascist forces from the Teruel Front.

In this offensive Captain Renzo Gua, a member of the Guistizia

e Liberia organisation, was mortally wounded.

Shortly afterwards the brigade was sent back to the Aragon

Front and arrived at Caspe where Republican troops were having

difficulty in checking a large offensive by rebels and interven-

tionists. Together with the remaining international and Spanish

units which were still in combat condition, the brigade retreated

fighting towards Gandesa, and then withdrew to the left bank of

the Ebro in the Benifallct area. Alecsandro Vaia (Martino Mar-

tini), who had earlier fought on the Basque Front, was appointed

the brigade’s new commander. It was here that the last Italian

volunteers joined the brigade.
.

Three thousand and two hundred Garibaldis—Italians and

Spaniards took up defensive positions along a 30-kilometre stretch

of the front. As in the other international Brigades, the number

of Spanish men and officers in the Garibaldi Brigade had in-

creased steadily in 1937-38. This was explained by the fact that

there were not enough new Italian volunteers from abioad to

make up for the brigade’s losses in killed and wounded. More-

over, each month it became more difficult to cross the Fianco-

Spanish border and, particularly, the Italo-French border. Over

the whole period of the war only 223 volunteers succeeded in

crossing from Italy to Spain. As a result by the summer of 1938

Spaniards accounted for about two-thirds of the troops as a whole

and no less than half its command personnel. In September a

1 Luigi Longo, op. cit., p. 263.

•Spaniard, Major Luis Rivas, a mechanic from Madrid, was put

in command of the brigade.

When the Republican Army attempted to force a passage

across the Ebro on July 25, the 12th Brigade continued to hold

its defensive positions, and did not move up to the front line

until September 3. For twenty days the brigade fought hard on

the defence line in the Pandols Mountains near Gandesa. Ihe

•command of the 45th Division praised its heroism, stating in an

order of the day that “it showed itself to be the best force in

the fighting on the Ebro”.
. n

“1 fought in the 1914-18 war as an officer in the German

Army,” said Colonel Hans Kahle, Commander of the 45th Divi-

sion, in an interview published on November 18, 1938, in the Paris

newspaper La Voce degli Italians “but I never saw such bitter

fighting, such a mass of artillery and aircraft, concentrated bv

the enemy, as on the Ebro Front. There were several reports from

the divisional observation post that the Garibaldi Brigade was m
a perilous position. Yet each time the fascists attacked, the Gari-

baldis popped up miraculously out of the ground, from collapsing

trenches and forced them to retreat, with heavy losses.... ifie

Garibaldi Brigade displayed invincible courage and fortitude and

surpassed in these battles all the feats it had performed previously

in the fighting from Pozuelo to Guadalajara.
.

When the brigade was withdrawn from combat it had only

900 men left. It was then that the Garibaldis learnt of the Spanish

Republican Government’s decision to withdraw foreign volun-

teers from the Republican Army. When in the demobilisa-

tion centres of Torello and Calella at the end of January 1939

they again took up arms and fought together with a Spanish

battalion for two days to cover the evacuation of civilians o

11

On February 11 the Garibaldis filed past their commander for

the last time and crossed the Franco-Spanish border Many ot

their comrades-in-arms were absent on this last march No less

than 600 volunteers were killed at the front or reported missing,

which was the same thing, including 335 Communists; no less

than 2.000 were wounded of which 861 were Communists; and

no less than 100 were captured of which 23 were Communists.

None of the latter ever returned. They lost their lives at the

hands of the fascists.
. . ..

In France the Italian volunteers—about 900 in all—were in-

terned in the concentration camp at St Cyprien. They bravely

suffered the deprivations and misfortune that fell to the lot ol all

volunteers who had gone to Spain from fascist or fascist-occupied

countries. In the first few months about 100 people managed to

escape from the camp. Most of the remainder were transferred

to a camp at Vernet in 1941, then handed over by the Vichy
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government to the Italian authorities and imprisoned on the small

island of Ventotene near Naples.

In August 1943, two weeks before the truce was concluded

between the government of General Badoglio and the Allied Com-

mand, they were released as a result of a powerful wave of

strikes in the large industrial centres demanding peace and an

amnesty. They then dispersed over the country and became the

first organisers of guerrilla warfare.

The Garibaldis began to offer armed resistance to the nazis

and Italian fascists even earlier. About 1,000 Italian patriots—

former volunteers to Spain—took part in the French people’s

struggle for freedom. According to official statistics, about 100

Italians lost their lives in the struggle for the independence and

freedom of France, in nazi prisons and concentration camps. An
Italian section of a secret military organisation (whose chief-of-

staff was Renato Bertolini, a captain of the Garibaldi Brigade)

operated in the Buchenwald death camp, and took part in freeing

the camp inmates before the arrival of American troops. Gari-

baldis also fought in guerrilla units in Belgium, Holland, Luxem-

burg and Yugoslavia.
, . . .

In 1938 a former commissar of the Garibaldi Battalion, II 10

Barontini, left Spain for Abyssinia where, together with two other

Garibaldi men, Bruno Rolla and Anton Uchmar (Oghen), he

helped to organise the Abyssinian people’s struggle for freedom

against the Italian fascists. Returning to Europe, all three took

part in the Resistance movement in France and Italy. Barontini

and Oghen organised armed uprisings in the south of France, in

particular, in Marseilles. Bruno Rolla, who remained in an Ital-

ian prison until the end of 1943, became one of the organisers

of guerrilla warfare in the Abruzzo Hills. Later all of them and

many other Garibaldis led the armed resistance against Italian

fascism and the German occupation.

In 1943-45 Luigi Longo commanded Garibaldi units which

numerically formed more than two-thirds of the whole 400,000-

strong army of Italian guerrillas. Former brigaders Giuseppe

Alberganti, llio Barontini, Rafaele Pieragostini, Anton Uchmar,

Carlo' Farini, Aldo Lampredi, Antonio Roasio, Francesco Leone

and Alecsandro Vaia who were members of seven regional lead-

ing groups in the north and centre of Italy became recognised

leaders of a general uprising, in which many other Italian

volunteers of the Spanish Republican Army took part.

After the liberation of Italy from fascism the Garibaldis began

to play an important role in the social and political life of their

country. Their names can now be found among party and trade-

union leaders of the Italian Republic.

The Italian Communist leader, Palmiro Togliatti, who played

an active part in the anti-fascist war of the Spanish people, made
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a profound assessment of the historical importance of international

and Italian solidarity with the Spanish Republic in 1936-39. "If

it is true that after 1939 the gloomy silence of the grave and

prison descended on Spain, then it is also true that, although the

battle was now being fought on another field, the aims had not

changed. ... If that first bastion had fallen without a struggle, the

fate of the world and our country would have been a completely

different one. It was on that battlefield that we got to know our

friends and our enemies, the dangers and tasks common to all

true democrats; it was on that battlefield that anti-fascist unity

arose as a real and concrete school of war and politics, a school

for peoples, for classes, for parties, for far-seeing statesmen.’ 1

The spirit of anti-fascist unity and solidarity which stirred the

troops of the International Brigades to heroic deeds and inspired

the fighters of the Italian Resistance is still alive today in the

struggle of new generations of the Italian people for peace,

democracy and socialism.

1 Palmiro Togliatti, Esperienza di Spagna. “Risorgiracnto”, Roma (s.a.),

No. 2, p. 121.
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NORWAY

The greatest problem of the Norwegian working class in the

thirties was unemployment, which was particularly severe among

the rural population and the young. Thousands of young people

lost their jobs even before the economic crisis. Many had never

had one. Hunger and poverty were constant guests m the rural

^The succession of reactionary bourgeois governments of Norway

did nothing to ease the lot of the working people On the contrary,

their policies led to a further deterioration in the position of the

workers and peasants. Naturally this provoked bitter opposition

from the working people. M . rw .)V
The radicalisation of the working-class movement in Norway

in the early thirties exhibited itself in numerous powerful agricul-

tural and industrial strikes. The unemployed set up then own

militant organisations. Alongside the struggle for economic

demands, the political struggle of the working class assumed evei-

incrcasing proportions, aimed first and foremost against the grow-

ing fascist forces. .

The political situation in the country became acute m the spring

of 1932. The reactionary provocation of the working class b> the

Minister of Defence, Vidkun Quisling, attracted the attention of

the whole country. Quisling, whose name became a synonym loi

treacherv during the years of Hitlerite aggression made a

sensational announcement in February 1932 that a Communist

agent” had attempted to assassinate him. Ini spite: of the tactAha,

the parliamentary commission, which investigated this and othe

accusations made by Quisling against Left-wing parties and a

unions, acknowledged them to be fabricated or drawn from highly

dubious sources, the govenment refused
.

to hold he ^nist

responsible. After retiring from his post m 1933 follow ng the

collapse of the Agrarian Party government, QuifW
a few months later on the political scene as the Tuhrer of the

new fascist party, the National Union.
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The first reactionary organisations of the pro- fascist type
appeared in Norway in the twenties. These were the riflery clubs
and nationalist “homeland unions”. The greatest danger to the
working-class movement at that time were the pro-fascist strike-

breaking bands who operated mainly in the rural areas against
the lumbermen’s and agricultural workers’ trade unions. The for-

mation of the National Union in 1933 bore witness to the growth
of dangerous fascist forces which were closely connected with the
so-called democratic parties, particularly with the Agrarian and
Right-wing Hyre parties.

Determined struggle against the fascist threat became the main
task of the organised working-class movement. The Communist
Party of Norway was the first to draw attention to this threat

and strive to mobilise the working class for the struggle against
fascism. However, its efforts to create a united front of working-
people were successful only at the level of the lower working-class-

organisations.

During this period the young people were particularly active.

They broke up meetings of the National Union in working-class
areas, organised protest demonstrations outside German consular
offices, and picketed German ships in Norwegian ports. Anti-
fascist slogans appeared on practically unscalable cliff faces, on
the tops of factory chimneys and on German holiday steamers,

in Norwegian fiords and harbours. The authorities responded to
these actions with a wave of arrests and trials.

In the Social-Democratic youth movement at this time an anti-

fascist Left-wing had been formed, which established contact with
the Communist youth. Numerous representatives of the radical

intelligentsia also joined in the anti-fascist movement.
This growing social protest against fascism became the basis

of the Norwegian working people’s movement of solidarity with

the Spanish Republic, when the latter was invaded by the joint

forces of Spanish and world fascism.

* * -'c

The liberation movement of the Spanish people greatly in-

fluenced the activities of anti-fascist forces in Norway. The win-
ning over of broad sections of the population to the cause of aiding-

the Spanish Republic assumed proportions unparalleled in the

country’s history and became a truly popular movement, the
influence of which was felt for many years to come, including the
period of the Second World War.
The “non-intervention” policy of Britain, France and the United

States obstructed normal relations between democratic Spain and
the countries of Europe and America. The Social-Democratic

government which came to power in Norway in 1933 likewise

did not dare pursue a policy which conflicted with the interests
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of the large capitalist states. Norwegians were forbidden to leave

the country as volunteers for Spain. It was also forbidden to

supply the Spanish people with war material and to transport

military cargoes to Spain.

The Norwegian people refused to submit to a policy which

amounted to a blockade of Republican Spain. Aid to the Spanish

people assumed two forms in Norway. One was of a military

nature and, naturally, could be implemented only against the law.

The other consisted of sending parcels of medicine, food and

clothing for the civilian population, primarily for the thousands

of Spanish children who were in great distress, and medicaments

for the front. This type of aid, in spite of considerable difficulties,

could be effected within the law.

In the autumn of 1936 the Association of Norwegian Trade

Unions (AFL) began to raise funds for aid to Spain. In a short

time, by November 24, 1936, more than 100,000 kroner had been

collected. A considerable part of this sum was handed over to the

International Committee of Aid to the People of Spain. Ihe
remainder was used to purchase dressings and clothing which

were sent to Spain directly from Norway.
In November of the same year the AFL suggested setting up a

Norwegian Committee of Aid to the Spanish People on a broader

base: its membership included representatives of many organisa-

tions. The Committee immediately set about raising funds on a

large scale. The first consignment, dispatched at the end of No-

vember, contained dressings, anaesthetics and surgical instruments.

Between November 1936 and March 1937, 24,000 ampules of

morphine, 20,000 packets of dressings, 150 kilograms of pure

iodine and 80 sets of surgical instruments, as well as some large

consignments of clothes, were sent to Spain.

The Committee’s activities were enthusiastically supported by

the working people of Norway. It was soon able, together with

the Swedish Committee of Aid to Spain, to cope with the impor-

tant task of setting up a well-equipped modern hospital on the

territory of the Republic. The hospital was opened in the premises

of a technical school in the industrial town of Alcoy, 100 kilo-

metres south of Valencia. It originally had 125 beds, but was

later expanded to 650.

The hospital personnel—doctors, nurses and other staff—was fifty

per cent Norwegian and Swedish. On May 19, 1937, the hospital

admitted its first patient, and on September 20 it was handed over

to the Republican Government which expressed its deep gratitude

for the aid that had been given. The Committee continued to

send the hospital essential equipment and instruments that were

difficult to acquire in Spain.

The Norwegian Committee also gave considerable aid to the

children of Spanish refugees. In collaboration with the Spanish
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authorities several children’s homes and hospitals were opened.

Three children’s homes and a children’s hospital with 300 beds

were equipped in the fishing town of Oliva near Valencia. Another

children’s home was situated in Casa de la Playa and financed by

the Bergen Aid Committee, and another—in Casa de la Montana

—was financed by Oslo municipal workers. The Fridtjof Nansen

Children’s Hospital received financial assistance from the Oslo

Aid Committee. In addition, the Norwegian Committee of Aid to

Spain played an active role in setting up numerous recupera-

tion centres for the wounded in various parts of Republican

Spain.

The Norwegian Committee sent regular consignments of food-

stuffs to the Spanish civilian population, mainly cod-liver oil,

vitamin preparations and fish products. In 1937 and 193S, 1,000

kilograms of cod-liver oil were sent to Spain fortnightly and

100,000 vitamin tablets each month. Large consignments of food-

stuffs were also dispatched there (for example, 110,000 kilograms

of dried cod in December 1937), and shortly afterwards followed

one of the largest shipments— 10,000 kilograms of lard, 10,000

kilograms of cod-liver oil, 30,000 tins of sweetened condensed

milk, 12,000 kilograms of dried milk, 90,000 kilograms of sugar

and 170,000 bars of soap.

The Committee of Aid to Spain collected about two million

kroner in Norway. After the defeat of the Spanish Republic, the

Committee’s activities were directed towards giving assistance to

Spanish refugees in France.

Of great importance for the Spanish people’s struggle was the

transportation of war material purchased by the Spanish Govern-

ment, which was organised by the Norwegian Communists in

conjunction with their Swedish and Danish comrades. Norwegian

vessels carrving arms and ammunition in their holds made haz-

ardous voyages to Spanish ports. Norwegian sailors signed on spe-

cially to take part in these voyages. This aid was particularly

vital in 1937-38 when the French-Spanish border was closed.

* * *

The Communist Party of Norway, which initiated all forms of

public assistance to the Spanish people, did not restrict itself to

committee work. In response to the desire of Norwegian anti-fas-

cists, particularly the young, to offer armed resistance to fascism

and join the militant struggle of the Spanish people, the Com-

munist Party set up a centre at the end of 1936 for the selection

and dispatch of volunteers to Spain. By this time several Norwe-

gian sailors had left their ships in Spanish ports and, on their

own initiative, joined in the war against the insurgents as mem-

bers of the International Brigades.

International brigaders charge the enemy

By the beginning of 1937 the first Norwegian volunteers had

left Norway for Spain. The authorities did all they could to

prevent their departure. In conjunction with fascist infoirncrs

the police organised periodic round-ups. Most of the Norwegian

volunteers were Communists and members of the Young Com-

munist League. They were also joined by volunteers with other

politieal affiliations.

The exact number of Norwegian volunteers who fought in

Spain and laid down their lives for the Republic is not known

According to existing information, about 400 Norwegians fought

in the International Brigades, but only a few of their names are

known. For security reasons lists of volunteers were destroyed

immediately after the occupation of Norway by Germany on

April 9, 1940.
, . , , ,

The Gestapo immediately set about hunting down and execut-

ing former participants in the Spanish war, on the assumption

that they would play an important part in the Resistance move-

ment. They were not mistaken. The people who had 1ought in

Spain were staunch, ardent anti-fascists, fighters for the freedom

and independence of their country, with a great deal of practical

experience. Many of them were put in German concentration
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camps and died there. Others were permanently invalided as a

result of the hardships they had experienced in Spain and the

subsequent horrors of the death camps. But all those who survived

continued to fight against the nazi invaders. As we know, the

nucleus of the largest Norwegian underground militant group was

composed of former members of International Brigades.

During the Spanish war hundreds of members of the solidarity

movement were active in Norway, writing explanatory articles,

giving public addresses and devoting themselves to organisational

questions. While it is impossible to mention them all, we should

like to refer to those who became particularly well-known for

their fine work.

Lise Lindbaek first went to Spain in December 1936 and stayed

there for eighteen months. Later, in connection with the work of

assisting Spanish refugees, she went to France From 1937 to 1938

she was permanent correspondent of the Dagbladet, a libeiai

newspaper. During and after the civil war she gave many lectures

in Norway, Sweden and Denmark and wrote a number of books

on Spain.
,

_ _ . . ~ .

The eminent Norwegian anti-fascist writer Nordahl Grieg went

to Spain twice. His reports from there were later collected togeth-

er in the book Spansk Sommer (Spanish Summer). In 1 936-0/ a

great deal of space was given over to the events in Spain in his

anti-fascist magazine Veien Freni (The Way Ahead). His famous

novel Ung md verden ennu veere ('1 he World Is Yet to Be

Young) is also mainly about the war in Spain. Together with

the Danish writer Martin Andersen-Nexb he initiated many mass

rallies of young people in the Scandinavian countries in 1937 and

1939. He died in December 1943. ....
Viggo Hansteen played an important role in organising the

transportation of military consignments to Spain. Together with

his Swedish and Danish comrades he sought out vessels and crews

who would undertake this dangerous work of penetrating into

Spanish ports with a cargo of arms and ammunition. Hansteen

was shot by the Gestapo in Norway in September 1941.

Gerda Grepp, correspondent for the Social-Democratic news-

paper, the ArbeiderbladeL, was the first Norwegian journalist in

Spain. From 1937 to 1938 she represented the Spanish Govern-

ment’s press department Agence Espagne in Pans. She also lec-

tured in Norway and Sweden. She died in Norway in 1940.

Just Lippe worked as correspondent of the Arbeideren, the

newspaper of the Norwegian Communist Party, in 1936. In Novem-

ber of that year the Party made him responsible for the trans-

portation of volunteers and arms to Republican Spain.

Ottar Lie, party secretary on organisational matters, led the

campaign to recruit volunteers for the International Brigades and

helped to organise their departure from Norway, llis closest assis-

tant in this work was Erling Tendeland. Ottar Lie was arrested

by the Gestapo and executed in 1943

Nina Haslund Gleditsch and Kristian Gleditsch played an

active part in organising the campaign to aid Spain. They kept

the Norwegian working people informed of the true situation there

and appealed to them to help in the Spanish people’s noble

struggle against fascism. Together with many other Norwegian

activists they raised funds for the Spanish Republic

Such was the contribution of the Norwegian anti-fascists to the

Spanish people’s heroic struggle for freedom.
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POLAND

The growth of fascism in Europe in the thirties reflected the
desire of the bourgeoisie in most of the European states to weaken
the democratic forces, crush the revolutionary working-class
movement, and launch a “crusade” against the USSR. Fascism,
particularly after the coming to power of Hitler’s party in
Germany in 1933, set up hotbeds of aggression and war, threaten-
ing the sovereignty and independence of other peoples, particularly
the smaller states including Poland.
The ruling circles in Poland could not or would not recognise

this threat. On the contrary, the class interests of the Polish ruling
classes and their fear of socialism and the working masses
determined the rapid evolution of the “cordon sanitaire” regime
bequeathed by Pilsudski towards fascist totalitarianism. In the
sphere of foreign policy the Polish Government began to seek for
close collaboration with fascist Germany from 1934 onwards,
closing its eyes to the threat which fascism posed to the national
interests and the very existence of the Polish people.

This line in domestic and foreign policy met with growing
opposition from the broad masses of the people, particularly the
working class. In the mid-thirties Poland was the scene of stormy
working-class protest and was one of the countries with the highest
number of strikes and strikers. A profound impression on the public
consciousness was made by the “Bloody Spring” of 1936 when
bitter class collisions took place in Cracow, Lvov and Czestochowa
and the blood of workers was shed. In the rural areas, which
suffered particularly as a result of the agricultural crisis, unrest
swelled into a massive peasant strike in August 1937. Public
opinion was overwhelmingly in favour of political changes, the
establishment of a democratic regime in the country and the
introduction of extensive social reforms. Even the ruling clique

went through a profound internal crisis during this period, par-
ticularly from 1935 to 1937.

The regime, weakened and having lost its authority in the eyes

of the people, was able to remain in power only thanks to the

lack of unity in the democratic opposition and the opportunist

tactics of its leaders. Consequently the efforts of the Communist
Party of Poland were directed towards uniting the various

democratic forces attaining agreement and collaboration with the

Polish Socialist Party and the Peasant Party (Stronnictwo Ludowe).

The policy of the Popular Front, proclaimed by the Communist

International and pursued by the Communist Party of Poland, had

the support of Left-wing forces in the socialist and peasant

movements, but met with stubborn opposition from the leaders of

the two above-mentioned parties, who systematically rejected the

agreement platform proposed by the Communists.

As a result the Polish Communists did not succeed in setting

up a Popular Front. Despite the illegal conditions and severe

repression, however, they did manage during this period to attain

certain partial successes, extending their influence on the working

class and creating support in the countryside and among the

democratic intelligentsia.

In summer 1936 Polish political life was characterised by a

fierce struggle between reaction and democracy, and within the

latter between the supporters and opponents of a Popular Front.

It is not surprising that in this situation the fascist revolt in Spain

produced such strong repercussions in Poland, accelerating the

polarisation of social and political standpoints. The Polish working

masses welcomed the victory of the Popular Front in France and

Spain and followed carefully the struggle of these countries’

progressive forces against fascism and reaction. When the Franco

revolt against the Republic flared up in the sultry days of July

1936, Polish public opinion was practically unanimous in con-

demning it as an attempt by reaction to frustrate the successful

development of democracy and deal a blow at the Popular Front,

an attempt to restore a monarcho-fascist regime in that country.

All the reactionary and pro-fascist forces, particularly the ruling

circles, the Catholic Church and the chauvinist National Party,

came out in support of the insurgents. A smear campaign against

the Spanish Republic, which was accused of all manner of crimes

and foul deeds, was begun in the press and continued throughout

the war. Polish supporters of the Republic also became the victims

of crude attacks and persecution; any action aimed at giving aid

to the Spanish people was equated with anti-state activity. The

clergy also carried on propaganda in support of the insurgents.

The Polish Government officially announced its neutrality in

relation to the Spanish events, but in fact all its actions were

aimed at helping the insurgents and fascist invaders in Spain.

Polish diplomats in the Non-Intervention Committee and the

League of Nations as a rule voted for anti-Republican resolutions
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and maintained secret contacts with General Franco’s “junta . For

many months 140 monarchists and fascists and members of their

families found refuge in the Polish Embassy in Madrid. A fran-

coist delegation carried on semi-official activities in Warsaw, run

by the former Spanish envoy who betrayed the Republic,.Francisco

Serrata, and his son Juan. Moreover, the authorities allowed the

insurgents to purchase Polish arms and took no measures to pi event

the transit conveyance of foreign arms through the ports of Gdynia

and Gdansk (Danzig).
,

The attitude of democratic forces in Poland to the events in

Spain was quite different. A solidarity movement with the heroic

Spanish people of unprecedented scale for the period between the

two wars developed in the masses under the slogans of interna-

tionalism and international anti-fascist solidarity.
)

July and August 1936 saw a great wave of workers rallies,

conferences and meetings throughout the country, which passed

resolutions of solidarity with the Spanish working people this

movement was inspired and organised for the most part by the

Communists who tirelessly informed people of the truth about the

civil war in Spain, making extensive use of both legal and illegal

forms of activity. The Polish Socialist Party and the largest

association of trade unions, which it controlled, also came out in

defence of the Spanish Republic. The fact that even the govern-

ment-orientated trade unions expressed their support for the

Spanish Republic is indicative of the mood of the working class.

The wojewoda ,
or governors, frequently wrote of the vast scale

of “Spanish” meetings and rallies in their monthly reports to the

Ministry of Home Affairs. .

In August 1936, police dispersed over 100 young miners who

had gathered outside the Spanish Consulate in Katowice and sent

a delegation to the consul requesting him to furnish them with

Spanish visas for the purpose of joining the Republican militia.

In the same month reports began to appear in the press about

young workers being arrested by the Polish border guards as they

were trying to leave the country illegally for Spain.

The movement of solidarity with the Republic, which expressed

the internationalist and anti-fascist feelings of the working people,

was furthered by a growing anxiety in the masses over the late o

their native land before the threat of an attack by German fascism.

The Polish Communist Party organ Wiadomosci wrote m
August 1936 that “the triumph of Hitler's Spanish mercenaries

would mean a considerable strengthening of nazi positions in

Europe and, consequently, a growth in the threat to 1 oland s

independence”. Many Socialists and members of the radical wing

of the Peasant Party and even some conservative, liberal and

Catholic circles took the same view of the war unleashed by tlie

fascists in Spain.
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Progressive Polish newspapers which supported Republican Spain

One of the important activities of the solidarity movement was

the raising of funds to help the Republic by progressive tiade

union" throughout the war. The fund-raising campaign was

carried on in exceptionally difficult circumstances, in view oi the

various obstacles created by the authorities, the frequent arrests of

fund-raisers and the confiscation of donations. Alongside the serm-

leral raising of funds which was actively supported by Com

munists, the Polish Communist Party organised its own illegal
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fund of aid to the Spanish people, which included donations not

only from workers and other sections of the urban population, but

also from peasants. Due to the extremely difficult material

circumstances of the working people the contributions were

usually modest ones. Nevertheless by the end of 1938 the trade-

union “Spanish” fund had raised 80,000 zlotys and the Polish

Communist Party fund, according to incomplete information, even

more.

It was the propaganda campaign around the Spanish question

in 1936-39 that helped the Polish Communist Party to attain

considerable success in its policy of uniting the working people

and setting up a Popular Front. In factories and trade unions

Communists and Socialists organised “Spanish” rallies, meetings

and evenings together, and collected money for the Republic

jointly. In the countryside members of the Communist Party could

generally rely on the assistance of many local members of the

Peasant Party in their “Spanish” enterprises, and within the

intelligentsia they received active help from people of varying

political beliefs and philosophies of life.

One must mention the great role in this broad campaign of

solidarity of the Polish working masses with the Spanish Republic

that was played by Polish emigrants in various parts of the globe,

particularly in France and Belgium.

Most of them were miners and metalworkers, mainly Com-
munists, and people who were active members of the Polish colony

and trade-union organisations. The Polish emigrants in France and

Belgium together with other workers played an active part in all

the demonstrations of solidarity with the fighting Spanish Republic.

They paid for the upkeep of Spanish children, organised fund-

raising for the population of Republican Spain, cared for the

families of volunteers in the International Brigades, giving them

constant financial assistance, and looked after wounded and sick

volunteers who arrived in France for treatment and rest.

* * *

One of the finest pages in the history of the Polish mass

movement in defence of the Spanish Republic is the participation

of international volunteers in the military operations of the

Republican Army.
From the very first days of the uprising the Polish friends of

the Spanish people sought to aid them by personal participation

in the struggle.

Thanks to the efforts of the Communist Party of Poland, and

also of the Western Ukraine and Western Byelorussia, and the

Polish Section of the French Communist Party, Polish volunteer

units were set up and later traversed the glorious path of battle

shoulder to shoulder with their Spanish brothers.

The Polish Communist Party set about recruiting in autumn

1936; there were thousands of volunteers. As well as Communists,

Socialists, members of the Peasant Party and others without

political affiliations expressed the wish to go to Spain. But only

a small proportion of them managed to get there, for the journey

was fraught with great difficulties. The conspiratorial conditions

and the illegal crossing of several frontiers called for exceptional

tenacity, stamina and self-sacrifice. With the help of the Com-

munist. parties of Czechoslovakia, Austria and Switzerland trans-

port routes were organised across the Polish-Czech frontier, then

(more often than not illegally) across the frontiers of Austria,

Switzerland and France. On arrival in Paris the anti-fascists made

contact with French and Polish Communists and were then taken

in groups across the Pyrenees into Spain. Occasionally the final

stage of the journey was made by sea.

Many Polish anti-fascists who did not manage to contact the

recruiting organisers or did not want to wait made their own way

to Spain. Volunteers often travelled across Czechoslovakia hiding

in the pneumatic equipment under railway carriages. Sometimes

with help from dockers and sailors in Gdynia they managed to

get over to a French port by concealing themselves in a ship s

hold. They were often arrested by the police of the country through

which they were passing. Nevertheless about 800 anti-fascists

from Poland fought in the ranks of the Republican Army. They

were only a small part of the Polish volunteers in Spain, however,

the majority consisting of Polish emigres.

The exact number of Polish volunteers is difficult to establish

but it was certainly not less than 5,000, including several hundred

volunteers who arrived in Spain from the United States, Canada,

South America and other countries.

The emigre volunteers were mainly heavy industrial workers,

particularly miners and metalworkers. The group from Poland

consisted primarily of workers who were active members of the

Polish Communist Party and the Communist Union of Polish

Young People. About 25 per cent of the emigres from France and

Belgium were Communists, the rest being politically unaffiliated,

with the exception of a small number of members of Socialist and

other parties. .

The first groups of Polish volunteers (predominantly miners)

arrived in Barcelona from France in August 1936. One of these

groups fought on the Aragon Front in the Thaelmann Gentuna.

The second—nine men led by Franciszek Pal ka—-took part in the

heroic defence of Inin near the French border. Yet another group

consisting of 36 men formed the Dabrowski machine-gun unit

under the command of Stanislaw Ulanowski in the Libertad

Column of the Catalan People’s Militia. At the beginning of

September the Libertad Column was engaged in heavy fighting at
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the approaches to Madrid. The volunteers in this unit, Stanislaw

Ulanowski (Bolck) and Stanislaw Matuszczak (Henri), who were
members of the leadership of the Polish groups of the French

Communist Party, the metalworker Antoni Kochanek, and the

political activist in these groups, Viktor Kuznicki (Pawel Szkli-

niarz), an emigre miner, played an outstanding role in the orga-

nisation and fighting of the Polish international formations.

In October 1936, when larger groups of volunteers arrived at

the International Brigades’ base in Albacete, the first Polish

battalion was formed, known as the Dabrowski Battalion, which

formed part of the 11th and later the 12th International Brigade.

After some brief military training this battalion of about 750 men
was sent to the front at the beginning of November under S. Ula-

nowski. When he was wounded command of the battalion went
to a Bulgarian volunteer, Major Ferdinand Kozovsky (Petrov).

At the same time the Dabrowski cavalry squadron consisting of

Poles and other Slavs appeared on the front. In December 1936,

a Polish regiment named after Adam Mickiewicz went to the

Teruel Front as a unit of the multinational Chapayev Battalion

of the 13th International Brigade. The regiment was commanded
by the emigre Stefan Niewiadomski.

With the arrival of new volunteers and the growth of the

Republican Army, new formations of Polish men and officers were

gradually set up.

Between April and June 1937, the 12th International Brigade

under the Hungarian General Lukacs (Mate Zalka) was reformed

into the 45th Division. The Polish and Hungarian battalions

became the core of the Dabrowski Brigade known first as the

150th and later, in September 1937, as the 13th. The brigade’s

first commander was the Spanish anti-fascist Fernando Gerasi, and

its commissar, S. Matuszczak.

In July 1937, Polish volunteers and Spanish fighters were

formed into an international battalion named alter Jose Palafox,

hero of the Spanish people’s war of liberation against Napoleon.

The commander of the new battalion was Jan Tkaczow, a captain

in the Polish Army Reserve and an active member of the Polish

Communist Party who was popular among the peasants. Its com-

missar was Nikolaj Dwornikow (Stanislaw Tomaszewicz), secre-

tary of the Young Communist League in West Byelorussia.

The third battalion of the Dabrowski Brigade was the Matyas
Rakosi Battalion composed of Hungarians and Spaniards (Com-

mander Akos Hevesi [Pal Niebuhr], Commissar Imre Tarr). Up
to October 1937 the Brigade also had a Franco -Belgian battalion

led by Emile Boursier (commander) and Armand Maniou (com-

missar). After the formation of the third Polish-Spanish battalion

named after Adam Mickiewicz (first Commander Bolcslaw Molo-

jec, Commissar Wasyl Lazowy) in November 1937, these lour
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The banner of the Dabrowski Battalion

battalions remained in the 13th Brigade until the end of the

war.
The friendship that grew up between the Poles, Spaniards,

Flungarians and French excluded any friction on national grounds.

Ties of warm friendship also linked the Poles with represen-

tatives of other nationalities in the Polish state. The Palafox
Battalion included a Ukrainian-Byelorussian company named in

honour of Taras Shevchenko, the great Ukrainian poet and revo-

lutionary democrat. Another company in this battalion was
predominantly Jewish and bore the name of Naftali Botwin, a

young revolutionary sentenced to death by a bourgeois Polish

court for killing a provocateur.

Apart from the Dabrowski Brigade and its above-mentioned
units, a considerable number of Polish volunteers fought in the

batteries named after Bartosz Glowacki, a hero of the Kosciuszko
rising of 1794 and W. Wroblewski, a general of the Paris Commune.
At various times there were other Polish units in certain inter-

national and Spanish formations, such as the Thaelmann Battalion,

the staff company of the 14th Brigade, and a battalion of the 86th
(mixed) Brigade. The volunteer Tadeusz Cwik (Wladyslaw Stop-
czyk) was commissar of the 45th Division and deputy corps com-
missar. Waclaw Komar commanded the 129th International

Brigade set up in early 1938.
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In addition Poles formed a considerable group in the medical
corps attached to the International Brigades, in which more than
twenty Polish nurses and pharmaceutists gave devoted service.
Out of a total of 250 doctors 41 were Polish, including 20 battal-
ion doctors and 4 head doctors of brigades. The head doctor of the
35th Division was Mieczyslaw Domahski-Dubois, a Communist
who was active in the anti-fascist movement and popular among
the French intelligentsia. He died on the Aragon Front during
the storming of Quinto. Sigfrid Beer, Leon Samet and Andrzej
Lorski also worked in the medical service.

Gustaw Reicher (Rwal), member of the Central Committee of
the Polish Communist Party and its representative on the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of Spain in 1937, enjoyed
considerable influence among the Polish volunteers. With his help
Polish officers and commissars managed to solve political and
organisational problems which arose in the Dabrowski Brigade.

=:• «• *

Polish volunteers took part in almost all the major military
operations. In victories and defeats, in the most difficult of con-
ditions, the ranks of steeled anti-fascist troops, internationalists

and patriots, were formed and their political and military expe-
rience grew. On November 9, 1936, at the beginning of the
decisive battle for Madrid, the Dabrowski Battalion and the other

divisions of the 11th Brigade marched into battle in the area of
the University City and the Casa de Campo, drove the insurgents
back over the Manzanares in a decisive counter-attack and
withstood heavy fascist offensives for several days. The heroic
defence of the Casa de Velasquez brought glory to the 3rd com-
pany which bravely defended its positions and lost a great number
of men. The battalion also took part in offensive actions at Humera
and Aravaca and then again in the Casa de Campo and Boadilla
del Monte. By the end of December it had only 300 of its 600
troops left.

From November 1936 to January 1937 the battalion command
changed several times. When S. Ulanowski and Antoni Kochanek
were wounded it went to Viktor Kuznicki, but he was soon replaced
by Kochanek who was discharged from hospital urgently at his

own request. Less than a fortnight later Kochanek was killed in

action at Almadrones and Kuznicki again took command.
The Polish Mickiewicz Company, which distinguished itself in

the storming of the fortified town cemetery in Teruel during the
December offensive of Republican troops on this front, also suf-

fered heavy losses (about 100 killed and wounded).
The reason for these heavy casualties was not only the vast

technical superiority of the insurgent troops, but also the lack of

military experience of the volunteers and their officers. In this

The Dabrowski Battalion a. the Madrid Front. December 1936
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In February 1937, the battalion took part in the battle of the

Jarama lasting for several days, in the course of which the fate of

Madrid was again decided. There was particularly heavy fighting

on February 13 when the enemy mounted a fierce assault strongly

supported by artillery and tanks. A critical situation arose for

the Dabrowskis when the defence in the neighbouring sector was
broken and part of their battalion found itself attacked simul-

taneously by Moroccan cavalry in the rear and by tanks and in-

fantry in front. The surrounded volunteers resisted to the last

grenade and then engaged in hand-to-hand combat. One of the

heroes of the day was Tomasz Stclmach; severely wounded, he

summoned up the strength to throw a grenade which blew him
and the approaching fascists.

Towards the end of the battle, in which Kuznicki was wounded,
command of the battalion was assumed by Jozef Strzelczyk (Jan
Barwinski), a Lodz metalworker and active member of the Polish

Communist Party. The reinforcements which arrived at this time

made good the casualties. The battalion, which had previously

consisted exclusively of Polish volunteers, was reinforced with,

troops of other nationalities. It received the Ambiente Company
of the People’s Militia, which had been through some very heavy
fighting and was composed of volunteers (Commander Bernabe
Vera, Commissar Jose Lacierra).

In the March fighting on the Guadalajara line the battalion

carried out the important mission of covering the right flank of

the 12th Brigade and the entire main group of Republican forces,

which was commanded by Enrique Lister. The volunteers went
into battle without having time to rest after three weeks of

fighting on the Jarama. Guadalajara is remembered by those who
took part in it not only for the courageous fighting of the Re-

publicans against vastly superior enemy forces, but also for the

exceptionally bad weather. The constant rain, sleet, strong wind
and freezing cold were the cause of widespread sickness among
troops who lacked warm underclothes and the requisite clothing

and were lying in shallow, boggy trenches. More than half of them
caught colds and 20 per cent got frostbite in their arms or legs.

Nevertheless, when the Republican forces launched a counter-

offensive on March 18, which resulted in the total defeat of the

Italian interventionists, the Polish Battalion mounted a frontal

attack and seized the enemy positions, being among the first to

enter the town of Brihuega, which was a key point for the whole

front. By the end of the day the Dabrowskis had captured several

dozen prisoners, and a great deal of arms and military equipment.

Their own losses on this occasion were insignificant.

The next month brought fresh success to the Republicans—this

time on the Southern Front. The Polish Mickiewicz Company and

the Chapayev Battalion took part in an offensive in the Pozoblanco

area, where they distinguished themselves in a victorious attack

on the towns of Valsequillo and Granjuela.

After Guadalajara the Polish volunteers and the whole 12th

Brigade enjoyed a lull of about two months, broken occasionally

by operations of localised importance on the Jarama and by the

Casa de Campo. This period was given over to intense military,

political-educational and organising work. The international units,

including the Dabrowski Battalion, like the rest of the Republican

Army, went through the stage of discarding their guerrilla-type

habits of the early period and getting organised as regular army

units. General Walter, who was particularly affectionate although

exacting towards the Polish volunteers, described this process a

vear later as follows: “Last year on my first and only visit to what

was still the Dabrowski Battalion the casual familiarity there was

most perceptible, military discipline was not wholly satisfactory,

and arms were kept in an appalling condition. Today it (the

brigade.

—

Ed.) gives the impression of a closely-knit disciplined

collective, with a highly developed sense of military comradeship

and mutual confidence in action.” 1 ...
Additional organisational problems arose in connection with

the formation of the new Dabrowski International Brigade; the

composition of the brigade’s staff and the operation of its services,

the military and tactical training of its officers, unification of arms

in all units and learning to use new types of weapons. Special care

was taken to abolish inequality in the material well-being of the

units, which had arisen during the period when the battalions

enjoyed great autonomy and many questions were solved through

the initiative and enterprise of their commanders.

In these new conditions the role of the commissars and the

system of political and educational work of which they were in

charge became even more important.

Generalising the political and military experience which they

had acquired over the months of heavy armed combat with the

fascists, the volunteers issued a manifesto to the Polish people, the

text of which was discussed at meetings in all the units. In it they

explained the aims of the Spanish people’s struggle, described the

motives which had impelled them to join the Republican Army and

urged Polish working-class and democratic organisations to unite

in' a Popular Front: “Tomorrow the fascist bands, encouraged by

the impunity with which their foul deeds have been met, may

raise their brown hand, in accordance with Hitler’s programme,

against the independence of the Polish people . . . encroaching on

our natural riches, on which German imperialism has long been

sharpening its teeth Each man must remember that the cause

of Spain is the cause of Poland.” 2

1 Jstorichesky arkhiv, No. 2, 1962, p. 186.

2 Polacy w wojnie Hiszpanskiej 1936-1939, Warsaw, 1963, p. 201.
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At the beginning of June 1937, when the brigade was still in

the process of being organised, it fought as part of General Lukacs’

division in an offensive against Huesca, the aim of which was to

divert part of the enemy’s forces and ease the position in the

Basque country. In spite of the heroism and self-sacrifice of the

Republican troops, the offensive failed. The Dabrowski Brigade,

which attacked enemy fortifications in the Cimillas sector, lost

almost a third of its men, including company commander Karol

Sznurawa, the brave medical orderly Josef Major, Dabrowski

Battalion Adjutant Adam Dawidowicz, the volunteer Waclaw

Gorecki, Sergeant Andrzej Kijak, Corporal Ignacy Wasiun, and

Hungarian Battalion Commissar Imre Tarr. The death of General

Lukacs, divisional commander and Hungarian internationalist,

beloved by all, was a severe loss for the volunteers.

After Huesca the Dabrowski Brigade received reinforcements

in the form of one thousand freshly mobilised Spanish troops. The

volunteers were now in a minority in the brigade, and this posed

new problems for the brigade command. Above all it was necessary

to change over to Spanish for training, management and docu-

mentation, but this necessitated rapid mastery of the language, and

the training and promotion of Spanish command personnel.

Veterans of the former Ambiente Company were appointed to

the posts of officers and commissars, and special training courses

were set up. The volunteers gave the Spanish troops a warm

welcome and took a brotherly interest in their welfare.

At a meeting of the Dabrowski Brigade (left to right): Brigade Commander

Strzelczyk, Commissar Matuszczak, General Swierczewski and a representative

of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Poland, Kwal

tn July 1937, the brigade took part in a successful operation to

capture Villanueva del Pardillo, and then withstood many days of

heavy fighting in the La Mocha sector. It was here that the

reformed Palafox Battalion received its baptism ol fire, in the

very first engagement it repulsed an attack by Moroccan infant!

inflicting heavy losses on it. During the operation there was a

change of command in the brigade: the sick Gerasi was replaced

by Strzelczyk (Barwinski), and W. Komar took command ol the

Dabrowski Battalion.

At the end of August 1937, after a brief period on the positions

of the second echelon, the brigade took part in the Republican

offensive on the Aragon Front. The two Polish battalions the

Dabrowski and the Palafox— distinguished themselves by their

great daring and valour in this operation. Under cover ol night

they advanced well behind the enemy’s lines, reaching the town

of Villamavor de Gallego, a few kilometres off Zaragoza over-

powering several small units which they encountered on the way

and capturing several dozen prisoners and military equipment.

Both battalions lacked support from other units, however, and soon

found themselves surrounded. They managed to fight their way
Volunteers of the Dabrowski Battalion after the victory at Guadalajara.

March 1937
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back to their initial positions, and their military exploit was
praised in a special order of the day of the 45th Division.

On this occasion too the brigade suffered heavy casualties, par-

ticularly the two battalions who had operated behind enemy lines.

The Dabrowski Battalion lost Boleslaw Krzykalski (Stefan Wis-
niewski), commander of the first company, Stanislaw Bielecki,

battalion adjutant, Josef Rubinsztein, active member of the Polish

Communist Party, Stefan Kozlowski (“the Canadian”), commissar

of the fourth company, Pawel Wisnia (Pol), G. Czyra, Adam
Maksvmiuk (“Junker”), Boruch Nysenbaum (Bobrus) and many
others. These military operations by the brigade and the whole

45th Division tied part of the enemy's forces and assisted

Republican successes on other sectors of the Zaragoza Front, where

Quinto, Codo and Mediana and the heavily fortified town of

Belchite were liberated from the insurgents. The 35th Division

under the Polish General Karol Swierczewski (Walter) played a

major role in these victories.

The brigade spent the autumn of 1937 in the front reserve and

only once, in October, took part in an offensive of localised im-

portance in the area of Fuentes de Ebro. Thus the Dabrowskis got

their first long respite. These were months of intense studying,

which included not only marching drill and exercises but also

tactical field exercises, manoeuvres and classwork. The political

commissars set in motion a great variety of activities, including

the abolition of illiteracy among the Spanish recruits.

During their stay in Aragon the brigade established close and

friendly relations with the civilian population. In the various

towns and villages—Samper de Calanda, Binefar and Vinaceite

—where the battalions were stationed, special get-togethers were

organised for the troops and the inhabitants nearly every day. At

these meetings speeches were made by volunteers, Spanish troops,

and representatives of the local authorities and various anti-fas-

cist organisations, and at the end the children were given presents:

condensed milk, underwear, toys, or sweets usually bought with

money collected by the troops.

The brigade’s commanders and commissars did all they could

to ensure that the Spanish troops and the civilian population looked

on the volunteers as their brothers who were serving the Republic

for profoundly ideological, internationalist and patriotic consider-

ations. This was particularly important in Aragon and Catalonia,

where certain political circles, especially anarchist ones, were

initially suspicious of the organisation of International Brigades

in Spain. Anarchist extremists tried to present the International

Brigades as an armed force seeking to win power for the Com-
munists. But the brigade only had to spend even a short time in

a place for prejudices of this kind to give way to strong affection.

In December 1937, the Dabrowski Brigade took up positions on
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the Tardienta-Suera sector of the Aragon Front. At the beginning
of February 1938, it was transferred to the Southern Front and
in the middle of the month as part of the 45th Division it took

part in an offensive operation in the Estremadura province. The
brigade launched a fierce attack and captured the enemy’s positions

with 130 prisoners and trophies. The victory was shortlived

however. On the same day the enemy concentrated a large num-
ber of forces, part of which managed to attack the Republican
troops from the rear. Lacking any substantial reserves, the inter-

nationalists were forced to withdraw under cross fire. The Shev-
chenko Company and other units were cut off by Moroccan cavalry.

Many volunteers lost their lives in the unequal battle, including the

commander of the Palafox Battalion, Jan Tkaczow, Commissar
N. Dwornikow (Tomaszewicz), and the commissar of the Mickie-
wicz Battalion, a Spaniard by the name of Llamas. The wounded
included the Dabrowski Battalion Commander F. Ksiezarczyk and
many other men, officers and commissars. (In all the brigade had
38 killed, 116 wounded and 174 missing as a result of this

operation.)

At the beginning of March 1938, without having time to make
good the losses incurred in Estremadura, the brigade was again

dispatched to the Aragon Front where the enemy had mounted a
large offensive. For the whole of this month it fought rearguard

actions as part of the 35th Division, in the general retreat on the

Aragon Front. At Belchite, Alcaniz and Caspe, at Lerida and
Balaguer, the brigade’s battalions frequently managed to break out

of encirclement, inflicting heavy losses on the enemy. Although
its own casualties were considerable, the brigade succeeded in

retaining its organisation and most of its automatic arms and other

military equipment right up to the end of the retreat.

After the Aragon retreat the Dabrowskis spent over two months
in the reserve of the newly formed Army of the Ebro, stationed in

the village of Pradille and the surrounding area. The brigade’s

commander was a Soviet volunteer by the name of Mikhail Khva-
tov (Kharchenko), and its commissar was L. Warela.
The period from May to July was extremely important for the

subsequent history of the brigade. In accordance with directives

from the Republican Government and Army Command, which
took into account the bitter experience of the Aragon retreat, the

brigade turned itself into a kind of large military school, the staffs

were reorganised, and the officer and sergeant personnel
strengthened by the promotion of many internationalists and
Spaniards who had distinguished themselves in the recent fighting.

The military training, which was systematic and intensive,

involved everyone without exception—officers, sergeants and men.
As well as field exercises and manoeuvres, special courses in

signals, reconnaissance, treatment of the sick, etc., were organised.

Three officer training schools were set up in the brigade, from

which 540 troops graduated, and a school of surveillance and

signalling with 55 pupils. Courses in specialised subjects were also

organised in the battalions. Like the other units of the Army of

the Ebro, the brigade was preparing itself for further fighting to

liberate the territories captured by the enemy. Several times there

were exercises in river-crossing.

It was at this time that the “activists’ movement” began, led by

the commissars. Troops undertook to master certain military sub-

jects or weapons in a very short time and called on others to do

the same. This movement involved more than 700 of the 2,400

troops and intensified the political and cultural life of the brigade.

Meetings with the civilian population became more frequent.

Workers’ delegations and representatives of young people’s and

women’s organisations often visited Pradille. In their turn the

volunteers sent representatives to the Barcelona factories who acted

as their patrons.

When the long-awaited Republican offensive eventually began

on July 25, the volunteers, officers and men, were prepared for it,

both militarily, politically and morally. The order to attack and

cross the Ebro was greeted by the troops with real enthusiasm.

The brigade took part in this operation as a unit of the 35th

Division, which was commanded by Pedro Merino. It was in the

advance units of the 15th Corps of the Ebro Army, which at 0.15

hours on July 25 began to force the river and advance along the

main line of the Republican troops’ attack. Acting together with

the 11th International Brigade, the Dabrowskis crossed the river

in small boats near the town of Asco. Quickly overcoming the

resistance of the enemy, who had been caught unawares, they

succeeded in capturing the village of Venta de Campo, the small

town of Corbera and other points of enemy resistance in less than

twenty-four hours.

Approaching Gandesa, however, the units of the Republican

Army came up against organised resistance from the enemy who

had had time to summon reserves. Many days of heavy fighting

followed, in which the 13th Brigade also took part. The first few

days brought the brigade and the whole Army of the Ebro con-

siderable success. The Dabrowskis advanced twenty kilometres into

enemy territory, capturing about 2.000 men, 5 guns, 40 heavy

machine-guns and many other weapons, 15 lorries, military depots,

etc. Their losses were insignificant initially. During one week of

fighting for Gandesa, however, i.e., by August 2, the brigade lost

220 dead and 429 wounded. Among those killed on the second day

of the operation was the Communist Szymon Jaszunski, deputy

commissar of the brigade, a scholar and well-known publicist.

The brigade’s military qualities showed themselves even more

clearly in the subsequent, defensive phase of the operation, when
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the numerical and material superiority of Franco’s troops, sup-
ported by Italian divisions and the German Condor Legion,
became overwhelming.

In August and September 1938, the brigade, like the whole
35th Division, was engaged in extremely heavy fighting in the

area of Gandesa and Corbera, on the Pandols and Caballs moun-
tains. Throughout this period the fierce attacks of Franco’s troops,

who were trying to recapture lost territories and drive the Repub-
lican units back across the Ebro, were thwarted by the heroic

Republican resistance. Every inch of ground was fought for. There
were sometimes several attacks and counter-attacks during the

day and key positions were constantly changing hands. Evidence
of the special bravery and military success of the Dabrowskis was
the award on August 7 of the Medal of Valour to the Mickiewicz
Battalion, which was commanded by Franciszek Ksiczarczyk and
had the Spanish Communist Robles as its commissar.

The first half of September was marked by particularly heavy
fighting. On September 7 the enemy, supported by heavy artillery

and aerial bombardment, repeatedly stormed the brigade’s posi-

tions on the Caballs Mts sector. The Hungarian Battalion distin-

guished itself by recapturing Hills 362 and 368 in the space of a

few hours by daring counter-attacks. The next day the enemy
renewed its attacks and occupied Hill 356, but the Hungarians
again drove the enemy back with the support of the Dabrowski
Battalion.

On September 21 the enemy launched a general attack on the

brigade’s positions. The small Hill 281 held by the Mickiewicz

Battalion became the target of heavy artillery fire and constant

aerial bombardment. Franco’s infantry launched a determined

attack on the hill, but was forced to retreat with heavy losses. On
the same day the Palafox Battalion, commanded by the Hungarian
Istvan Molnar and the commissar Eugeniusz Szyr, found itself in

an exceptionally difficult position. It was cut off by the enemy who
had managed to capture part of a position in the neighbouring

sector. This difficult day was marked by many acts of bravery.

The men of the Botwin and Shevchenko companies distinguished

themselves in particular by their heroic defence of every inch of

ground. They resisted to the last grenade when the enemy broke

into their trenches. Nearly all of them died in hand-to-hand

fighting with the foe.

For almost two months the brigade did not receive any rein-

forcements on the Ebro. By the latter half of September the

battalion’s numbers only slightly exceeded the official strength ot

a company, and the companies in their turn were a fraction larger

than a platoon. The dead included Josef Kolorz (Kostecki), a

member of the Polish community in France, Jurko Welykanowicz, a

Ukrainian poet, Antoni Pietrzak, a company commander, Captain

Adam Lewinski, active in the youth movement of the Socialist

party, company commanders Jan Kirchner and Jan Gacek, Com-

panv Commissar Franciszek Mrozinski and many others.
F
The brigade’s military exploits were highly praised by the

command. They were mentioned several times in the dispatches

0f the 35th Division and the 15th Corps; by governmental decree

the brigade was awarded the highest military honour—the Medal

of Valour.

The operation on the Ebro marked the end of the Polish

volunteers’ fighting in Spain. On September 23, during fierce

fighting on the right bank of the Ebro, the Republican Government

issued a decree on the withdrawal of foreign volunteers from

Spain. With heavy hearts the Dabrowskis bade their Spanish

comrades-in-arms farewell. At the parade of farewell, in which

Dolores Ibarruri, Deputy Prime Minister of the Cortes, took part,

the Polish volunteers swore a solemn oath that wherever they

were they would always support the Spanish people and its just

struggle.

After they had been recalled from the front, the Polish

volunteers who had fought in the People’s Army were put into

repatriation camps in the vicinity of San Pedro de Torello. But

weeks and months passed and still they were not able to leave

Spain. The Polish Government, which had deprived the volunteers

of Polish citizenship, would not even entertain the idea ol their

returning to Poland, and the governments of the West European

countries refused to give them asylum. Up to the end of 1938 only

France and, to a lesser extent, Belgium admitted small groups ol

Polish volunteers, mainly the sick and wounded. The rest were

forced to await the results of the negotiations between the Repub-

lican authorities and the governments of other countries.

Thus the volunteers were subjected to a new moral ordeal, all

the harsher because the events on the fronts were developing in a

most unfavourable way for the Republic, let they did not lose

heart. On their own initiative they helped the local peasants in

the fields, repaired roads, etc. Doing the little they could to ease

the food shortage among the civilian population, the volunteers

constantly gave up part of their meagre army rations of bread,

rice and milk for children and badly wounded refugees.

In the meantime the international situation was becoming

increasingly tense. In September 1938 the Western powers signed

the Munich agreement on the partition of Czechoslovakia. It was

at this time that the volunteers at numerous meetings approved a

Manifesto to the Polish People in which they expressed their pro-

found concern at the mortal threat hanging over Poland, and their

desire to return to their native land and take part in its defence.

These were tragic days for the Spanish people. The Catalan

Front collapsed under the heavy blows of superior insurgent and
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German-Italian interventionist forces, and columns of Franco’s

troops and Italian divisions marched into Barcelona and other

Catalan towns. The position of the Republic was growing worse

each day, that of Catalonia was hopeless.

On January 23, 1939, three days before the fascists entered the

capital of Catalonia, a general meeting of volunteers in the village

of Palafrugell agreed unanimously to re-join the Republican

Army. This voluntary return to the front by people who had

already been demobilised and were waiting to leave the country,

at a time when the Republic was suffering heavy military defeats,

was yet further confirmation of the volunteers’ profound anti-

fascism, their ardent internationalism and determination to remain

true to the Spanish people’s struggle up to the very end.

Shortly afterwards the volunteers received arms and advanced

to meet the enemy. Together with the top Spanish units they

managed to check the enemy’s advance and provide cover for the

evacuation of civilians who were leaving their homes and flocking

to the French border.

The towns and villages of Granollers, Seva, Vich, Casa de la

Selva, Gerona, and La Bisbal, the River Ter and, finally, the

fortified border town of Figueras—these were the stages of the last

march of the hastily re-created Dabrowski Brigade, under the

command first of Henryk Torunczyk and then of Mihaly Szalvai.

The last volunteers to perish on Spanish soil were those who lost

their lives in the fighting by the border. They included Marian

Kapitanski, a well-known member of the Polish Communist

Party from Czestochowa, who had been wounded three times

earlier.

On February 9 the Polish volunteers crossed the French border

in organised fashion in the ranks of the Republican detachments

leaving Spain. There were about a thousand of them.

Another few hundred Poles, consisting mainly of the sick and

wounded who had been evacuated earlier, were already in the

USSR, France, Belgium and other countries.

As many as 3,200 Polish volunteers, sons of the working class,

representatives of the peasantry and intelligentsia, found their last

resting place on Spanish soil. They gave their lives in the struggle

for the ideals of freedom and democracy
—

“for your freedom and

ours”.
*!•

From February to August 1939, i.e., up to the outbreak of the

Second World War, the majority of Polish volunteers were in

French internee camps, living in very bad conditions and subject

to all manner of victimisation by the camp authorities. These con-

ditions were partially eased by the fine solidarity campaign of the

French people, organised by French Communists and volunteers

The badge of the 13th (Dabrowski) Brigade

who were still at liberty. The Poles were deeply concerned about

the fate of their native land, now faced with the direct threat of

German invasion. In a message to the Polish President Ignacy

Moscicki, in numerous public speeches, and in letters addressed to

the Polish Embassy in Paris, they demanded the restoration of

their Polish citizenship, and the right to return to their country and

defend it against the obvious threat of German invasion. All their

efforts were in vain, however,—the government turned a deaf ear

to their appeals. In the period 1941 to 1945 in almost all the

occupied countries—from Denmark to Yugoslavia—the volunteers,

either singly or in small groups, joined the Communist and anti-

fascist underground organisations waging a merciless struggle
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against the enemy. The largest groups of volunteers operated in

France, of course, and also in Belgium. They were among the

initiators and organisers of the Resistance movement and the

partisan detachments. Those who played a particularly important

role were Jan Rutkowski, Grzegorz Korczynski, Franciszek

Ksiezarczyk, Jan Leszkiewicz, Wladyslaw Tylec, Pawel Balicki,

Piotr Malec, Wladyslaw Omastka, Franciszek Mogilany, Boleslaw

Jclen, Antoni Mrowiec, Henryk Sternhel (Gustaw), Jan Swit,

Szymon Ciurlik and Leon Wachowiak. Stanislaw Kubacki, Leon
Pakin, Stanislaw Toporowski, Feliks Zaluczkowski and Hersz

Zimmerman (Henryk) died in action or in fascist prisons in the

struggle for the freedom of France and Poland.

A particularly outstanding role was played by the volunteers in

developing the partisan movement in their occupied homeland. On
the instructions of the Polish Workers’ Party a group of more
than GO Dabrowskis was dispatched from France and Germany
to Poland in 1942. The instructor of the first detachment of the

People’s Guard, named after Ludwik Warynski, was Josef Mrozek.

Dabrowskis who commanded detachments and brigades, partisan

regions and districts and held leading posts in the high command
became the organisers of the People’s Guard and the People’s

Army. They included Grzegorz Korczynski (later Poland’s Deputy
Minister for Defence), Franciszek Ksiezarczyk, Stefan Andryjan-

czyk, Jakub Aleksandrowicz, Antoni Grabowski, Josef Dabrowski,

Piotr Kartin (Andrzej Schmidt), Ludwik Katas, Ignacy Kubat,

Stanislaw Lange, J. Jasinski, J. Loczyhski, Wasyl Lazowy,
Augustyn Michal, Jan Slawinski, Josef Spiro, Henryk Sternhel

(Gustaw), and Ilenryk Wozniak. Unfortunately most of them did

not live to sec the free People’s Poland: more than 40 Dabrowskis

lost their lives in action or in Gestapo prisons.

Some were arrested on their way to Poland, in Germany, and

tortured in the death camps. They included S. Ulanowski, first

commander of the Dabrowski Battalion, and Josef Hruska.

Dabrowskis who were in the Soviet Union joined in the struggle

against the nazi invaders as early as 1941. About 100 of them

were killed in action during 1941 and 1942, generally behind

enemy lines, including the former commander of the 13th Inter-

national Brigade, Josef Strzelczyk. This group included Ignacy

Borkowski (Wicek), commander of a partisan brigade of the

People’s Army, Josef Ziolkowski, who took part in organising the

Union of Polish Patriots on behalf of the Dabrowskis and was one

of the first political commissars of the Tadeusz Kosciuszko Infantry

Division formed in the Soviet Union, and also a member of that

division who took part in the Great October Socialist Revolution

and the defence of Moscow in 1941, Stefan Konieczniak.

The Dabrowskis played an active part in re-establishing the

Polish Armed Forces on the territory of the Soviet Union. They

then traversed the long and glorious path of the Polish People’s

Army from Lenino to the Elbe. Among them were General Karol

Swierczcwski, organiser and commander of the 2nd Army of the

Polish Armed Forces, later Deputy Minister of Defence in the

Polish People’s Republic, Henryk Torunczyk, Eugeniusz Szyr,

Mieczyslaw Szleyen, Jozef Welker, Stanislaw Broszko, Franciszek

Gorski, Stanislaw Janik, Jan Pcrkowski, Jan Staszkowski, Platon

Stroziuk, Josef Truszkowski, Antoni Dalecki, Waclaw Kubiak and

others. Isak Bajlowicz, Wladyslaw Donajski, Hersz Rapaport and

Michal Robak lost their lives fighting for the freedom of Poland

in the ranks of the Polish Army.

* *

The participation of Polish volunteers in the national-revolu-

tionary war of the Spanish people is a splendid page in the pro-

gressive traditions of the Polish people and the international

contribution of the Polish working class to the anti-fascist Resis-

tance. The selfless struggle of the Polish troops in the International

Brigades helped broad circles of the Polish democratic public to

understand the Spanish war and the criminal character of German
fascism—the enemy of freedom and independence.

For the Polish volunteers the struggle against fascism begun on

the fronts of Spain in 1936-39, continued in the years of the war

for the national liberation of their homeland from the German
invaders and ended with the joint victory over the nazi Reich by

the peoples of the anti-Hitler coalition.

In devoting their strength to building People’s Poland which

is advancing along the socialist path, the internationalist veterans,

like the whole Polish people, are inspired by feelings of patriotism

and international solidarity with fraternal peoples. Their hearts

and constant assistance are with their Spanish brothers who have

not ceased the struggle for the freedom of their native land.
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RUMANIA

The heroic struggle of the Spanish people in 1936-39 for
national independence, democracy and progress found widespread
support in Rumania. I he working class, the progressive intelli-
gentsia and all the country’s democratic forces expressed their
sympathy with Republican Spain and their solidarity with its
heroic defenders.
Operating in extremely difficult conditions as an underground

movement, the Rumanian Communist Party was the motive force
and organiser of the solidarity movement. From the very beginning
ol the war the Party voiced its protest against the military fascist
revolt, the armed intervention of Hitler and Mussolini and the
_ non-intervention” policy of the British, French and United
States governments. Under its guidance democratic forces in
Rumania made their contribution to the international movement
of solidarity with the Spanish people’s struggle. The Party stressed
the great danger which fascism represented to the Spanish people
and the peoples ol the whole world. In documents prepared by the
Central Committee, in the illegal Party press and the legal demo-
cratic press, in pamphlets and appeals to the masses, the Party
revealed the significance of the fighting in Spain and the just,
national-revolutionary nature of the war which the Spanish people
were waging in defence of the Republic.
The fifth extended plenary meeting of the Party’s Central Com-

mittee held in August 1936 sent a message of greeting to the
Spanish Communist Party, the true leader of the Spanish peoplem its struggle for freedom and democracy. At the same time the
Party addressed an appeal to the Rumanian people calling on the
working population to support the Spanish people and its lawful
government. One of the pamphlets said that the struggle in Spain
coincides with the Rumanian people’s struggle for the right to

work, bread, land, peace and freedom. . “Workers, peasants,
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out toe community of interests between Spanish, German and
Italian fascists and reactionary circles in Rumania. A brochure
entitled 7 he Fate of Peace and Freedom Is Being Decided in Spain
said: “We, politically conscious workers, we, honest democrats,
have realised that the fate of the independence of weaker countries
threatened with fascist occupation is being decided in Spain. In
Spain, too, the independence of Rumania, the freedom of its

citizens, and the lives of its children are also at stake.”
The Rumanian working class was at the forefront of the

solidarity movement with the Spanish Republic. The delegates at
the Congress of the General Union of Railway Trade Unions,
held in the summer of 1936, sent warm greetings to the fighters
of Spain on behalf of the railway workers. Shortly after the out-
break of the Spanish war the Communists organised numerous
events in support of the Spanish Republic, including a large
demonstration outside the Spanish Embassy. On May i, 1937, m
Bucharest, Cluj, Jassy, Braila, Targul-Mures, Timisoara, Tulcea,
Bra?ov and other towns anti-fascist rallies and meetings of soli-
darity with the Spanish people were held. Not only workers took
part in this movement, but all progressive intellectuals, craftsmen,
peasants, students, young people, and members of the democratical-
ly-inclined bourgeoisie.

Among the many Rumanian intellectuals who expressed their
sympathy with Republican Spain’s noble struggle were the
politician Dr Petru Groza, the active members of the working-
class movement M. Gh. Bujor and P. Constantinescu-Ia§i, the
journalists and publicists Al. Sahia, Al. C. Constantinescu, Jeo
Bogza, Scarlat Callimachi, Zaharia Stancu, Hie Cristea, Demostene
Botez, and Iozsa Bela, the eminent scholars C. I. Parhon, Nicolae
Jorga, Gh. Marincscu, Traian Savulescu, the composer George
Enescu, the conductor George Georgescu, the actor and producer
Tony Bulandra, the authors Mihail Sadoveanu, George Calinescu,
Victor Eftimiu, N. D. Cocea, Ion Calugaru and Eugen Jebeleanu.

In the face of the growing nazi danger, which threatened the
very existence of Rumania as a state, a number of eminent bour-
geois political leaders, for example. Dr Nicolae Lupu, Grigore
Iunian, Dem. Dobrescu, Grigore Filipescu and others, supported
the Spanish Republic.
The Rumanian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Nicolae Titulescu,

dismissed from the government in August 1936, was a far-seeing
politician and advocate of collective security in Europe. He spoke
out in favour of assisting the lawful Spanish Government and
played an active part in the Rumanian Peace Committee as its

Honorary President.

At international anti-fascist congresses the representatives of
this committee, which was run by Nicolae Lupu, and of other anti-
fascist committees and mass organisations joined their votes to

those of the delegates of other peoples in support of the anti-

fascist struggle of the Spanish people.

The anti-Hitler stance of a section of the Rumanian bourgeoisie

explains to a certain extent the sale of oil to the Spanish Go-

vernment at the beginning of the war. In the latter half of

1936 and the early months of 1937, the Spanish tankers Compero

and Remedios and others left Constanta loaded with oil products.

The growth of fascist elements in the Rumanian monarchical

government put an end to these trade operations. But subsequently,

on the initiative of the Rumanian Communist Party, committees

of aid to Republican Spain were set up throughout the country.

Right at the beginning of the war a Joint Committee was set up

in Bucharest to co-ordinate aid to Spain. It was composed of rep-

resentatives of the Communist, Socialist and Independent Social-

ist parties, the Democratic Students’ Front, anti-fascist defence

committees, the Independent Socialist Youth Union, the General

Association of Private Employees and various trade-union and

other public organisations.

The Aid Spain committees operated illegally and were subject

to persecution and repression by the authorities and also to

attacks by fascist elements. In spite of these difficult conditions,

the committees disseminated brochures, newspapers and pamphlets

telling the truth about the Spanish people’s struggle, and collected

funds, food, clothing and medicaments. The trade unions, IRA
and other organisations played an active part in this work. In

October 1936, the first ambulance purchased with funds raised by

the Aid Spain committees was sent to Spain.

The public and the authorities of the Spanish Republic

frequently expressed their gratitude to the Rumanian people for

the help to their country. Thus, a letter of November 30, 1937

from Catalonia to the editors of the Bucharest newspaper Zonle

(Dawn) conveyed warm thanks for supporting the struggle of the

Spanish people.

The Communist Party was the initiator and organiser of

sending volunteers to the Spanish Republic. Its appeal was

answered by anti-fascists—workers, peasants, students and intel-

lectuals. The participation of about 500 Rumanian volunteers in

the armed struggle side by side with Spanish troops and volunteers

from many other countries became the noblest expression of the

Rumanian people’s solidarity with the people of Spain.

Continuing the finest revolutionary traditions of their people,

the Rumanian volunteers contributed new and glorious pages to

the history of its struggle for freedom. On March 15, 1937, in an

address to the Rumanian people, they wrote: “Our struggle here,

in Spain, is none other than the struggle of the Rumanian people

for peace and freedom. We are proud that, side by side with the

Spanish people, we can bear aloft the banner of our ancestors
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Avram lancu, Horia, Cloaca, Cri$an, Tudor Vladimirescu and all

those who perished in the struggle against social oppression for the
free development of all the peoples of the world.” The Rumanian
patriots’ profound love of their country was organically linked
with an awareness of their internationalist duty, which can be seen
from the words on their banner: “For your freedom and ours”.
The envoys of the Rumanian people fought valiantly on all the
fronts of the Spanish Republic, showing the deep devotion of
Rumanian anti-fascists to the cause of the Spanish people’s
freedom.

In the International Brigades of the Republican Army separate
units were formed consisting predominantly of Rumanians. These
units were named after famous politicians and heroic events in
the Rumanian people’s struggle for freedom. In the 11th Interna-
tional Brigade an artillery battalion was set up named after Anna
Pauker (with which the Tudor Vladimirescu Battery was subse-
quently merged); in Estremadura an artillery group named after

Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej in the Slav Artillery Battalion; in

Aragon and Levante a machine-gun company and the Grivifa
rifle company in the Djakovic Battalion of the 129th International
Brigade; and on the Ebro a company of the separate Divisionario
Battalion of the 45th Division.
The Anna Pauker Battalion, formed from two batteries of field

artillery in Murcia in January 1937, included Rumanians and
volunteers from other countries alongside the French and Belgians.
A firm friendship grew up between the troops of the various
nationalities. The Rumanian volunteer Valter Roman was
appointed battalion commander.
The battalion received its baptism of fire at the beginning of

the battle of the Jarama in the closing of the fascist breach. The
battalion’s heavy bombardment supported the 11th International
Brigade, which was having difficulty in containing the enemy
onslaught. The gun barrels became too hot to touch from constant
firing.

The enemy then went over to the attack towards the villages

of Morata de Tajuna and Arganda. On the initiative of the battal-

ion command the brigade commander decided, contrary to the
traditional tactics, to open massed artillery fire on the fascist

positions and concentrations at night. The fascists were caught
unawares. Prisoners captured on the following day admitted that

the artillery bombardment of the previous night had thrown the
fascist command into confusion and caused heavy losses in men
and equipment.

The same day the battalion’s artillery put out of action five of
the sixteen fascist tanks attacking the sector of the front occupied
by the 11th International Brigade. This enabled the latter to

launch a counter-attack and regain its lost positions.

For exemplary execution of its combat assignment the com-

mander of the 11th International Brigade, Colonel Hans Kahlc,

thanked the battalion in an order of the day which read: lhc

A.nna Pauker Artillery Battalion composed of trench and Franco-

Belgian batteries, fought in an exemplary manner during these

days and earned the highest praise. It completely destroyed an

enemy battery and its ammunition depot. Moreover it bombarded

enemy trenches, inflicting considerable losses on Moroccan units,

neutralised a number of machine-gun nests and flame-throwers,

destroyed five enemy tanks with direct hits, and repulsed a violent

enemy attack yesterday evening with heavy artillery lire. ...

March 1937 was a month of great victory for the Republicans

at Guadalajara. After some gruelling days and nights of stubborn

bloody defence the Republican troops went over to a counter-

attack and routed the Italian fascist divisions. In this counter-

attack the artillery battalion supported the operations of the

Spanish units and battalions of the 11th International Brigade.

After heavy bombardment by Republican aircraft and artilleiy

fire, the Republican troops supported by tanks broke through the

Italian defence line.
, _ . „ r, r

The battalion was ordered to help the Paris Commune Battalion

attack the fascists’ fortified centre of resistance in the stone build-

ings of the Casa del Cobo.
, c .

The battalion’s firing was directed from the bell-tower of the

small town of Trijueque which had just been captured from the

enemy. Realising this, the enemy opened fire on the tower, but the

artillery officers did not abandon their observation post, lhe

Republican troops went over to the offensive and the panic-

stricken fascists rushed out of the Casa del Cobo. The Paris om-

mune Battalion cut off the Italian fascists line of retreat with

a bayonet assault and captured many prisoners.

After the Guadalajara operation the Anna Pauker Battalion

was reinforced with captured Italian guns and ammunition and

some Italian armoured cars. As part of the 35th International

Division the artillery battalion was shortly to take pait in the

first large Republican offensive on Brunete, in particular, the

heavy fighting that preceded the capture of the village of Uui-

jorna and the resistance to enemy counter-attacks on Brunete.

In the course of the battle of Brunete the Rumanian Valter

Roman was appointed artillery officer of the 35th Division which

included the 11th International Brigade.

Particularly memorable are the successful operations of a group

of artillerymen during the 35th Division’s offensive on the Aragon

Front near Zaragoza. In their attack on the strongly for died

village of Quinto the Republican infantry was having trouble in

capturing an important point of enemy resistance—a cemetery.

1 Pasaremos, March 2, 1937, p. 4.
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A group of artillerymen with a truck-drawn cannon got to within
400-500 metres of the enemy positions and began firing point-
blank on the fascist trenches. Caught unawares, the enemy turned
tail and lied. To quote General Walter (Karol Swierczewski),
commander of the 35th International Division, “this cannon not
only helped our infantry to capture the enemy positions, but—even
more important convinced the Spanish gunners who were
watching of the possibility and advantages of point-blank artillery
firing” 1 This military experience was put to good use by the
Republicans in the subsequent fighting for Ouinto and Belchite.

.

[he capture °* Quinto brought with it a great deal of equipment
including guns. Ten of them were repaired. In this way the artil-
lery battalion replenished its equipment. In the harsh winter of

\
937

d?
8 the Rumanian artillery took part in the second phase of

the Teruel operation. The Republican units took by storm the
town of Teruel. The enemy gathered its superior forces, however,
and munched a counter-attack. The 35th Division was transferred
to the most threatened sector. The lltli and 15th brigades and the
artillery battalion engaged in heavy defensive fighting with the
fascists One of the batteries, which was supporting positions on
the Muleton Hill, became cut off. With great difficulty the artil-
lerymen managed to break out. As a result of this fighting all the
battalion’s guns were destroyed.

After receiving new guns, the Rumanian artillery took part in
the large offensive on the Ebro. The Tudor Vladimirescu Battery
crossed the river under heavy aerial bombardment and immediate-
ly attacked the enemy. Right up to September 23, 1938—when the
international volunteers were recalled from the front—each
artilleryman did his duty honourably.
Another group of Rumanian artillerymen operated on the

Estremadura Front as part of a Slav heavy artillery battalion. The
battery was covering a large sector of the front. It frequently had
to change its firing positions. The Rumanian volunteers showed
initiative and ingenuity. They improvised a device for rapid
loading and unloading of the guns on lorries and found a way of
making the gun wheels steadier. This made it four times as quick
for the battery to change position and move the guns from one
sector to another. As a result the battalion was able to confuse
the fascist command as to the real strength of the Republican
artillery on this sector of the front.
The self-sacrifice and initiative of the Rumanian artillerymen

was frequently mentioned in command orders to the battalion.
The names shall never be forgotten of the heroic gunners

Mcolae Gristea, a metalworker from Galati and former secretary

1 Karol Swierczewski (Walter), W bojack o wolnosc Iliszpanii, Warsaw
1966, pp. 86, 230.

Volunteers of the Tudor Vladimirescu Battery

of the Bucharest Party Committee, who commanded the Tudor

Vladimirescu Battery in Spain and died a hero’s death in the

French Resistance; Nicolae Pop, a worker and Communist from

Sibiu, one of the first Rumanian volunteers in Spain, who gave

his life for his people’s cause in the Second World War; Andrei

Sas Drago?, the engineer Iancu Zilberman, and Alexandra Lazar,

who lost their lives in the French Resistance; and Matias Ludovic,

killed in action in the Second World War. The following were

among those who fought in the battle of the Ebro: Mihail Horescu,

Grigore Gheza Vida (now a people’s artist of the Socialist Repub-

lic of Rumania), Nikolae Moraru, Vasile Calugaru, Andrei Roman

(commissar of the Tudor Vladimirescu Battery), Ion Sachelane,

Vasile Costiniuc, Mihai Bojku, Traian Bujor, and Ghcorghe

Adorian. Side by side with the Rumanian volunteers fought the

sons of other peoples, including such fine soldiers and unforget-

table comrades as the French battery commanders, Gaston Garre

and Samuel Arbousset; Paul Richard, battalion commander and

hero of the French Resistance; the Spaniards Ricardo Camarillo

and Angel Marotto, the Italian Giuseppe Calisuri, the Czech

Zdenek Pribyl and many others.

Rumanian volunteers also served in infantry units. Everywhere

they fought bravely and selflessly. One of the first Rumanian

volunteers, Mihai Ardeleanu, son of a Transylvanian peasant, died

a hero’s death in the defence of Madrid.

After bitter lighting on one of the sectors of the Madrid front

the enemy managed to break through Republican positions. It was
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necessary to inform command of this immediately, but the road
was under enemy bombardment. Mihai Ardeleanu volunteered to
deliver the dispatch. He leapt on a horse and galloped off, watched
anxiously by his comrades who remained at their positions. He
reached his goal safely, but was caught by a round of machine-gun
fire on the way back. Hanging on to his horse’s neck he managed
to get back to the trenches, but when his comrades rushed to meet
him there was nothing more they could do for him.

In the south of Spain, in Andalucfa, a group of Rumanian rail-
way workers had their first taste of fighting in the 9th Battalion of
the 14th International Brigade around Montoro.
Formed in December 1936, the 9th Battalion arrived at the An-

dalucian Front before the other units and received orders to check
the advance of the enemy who had broken through the front and
was advancing without encountering any resistance. Before they
had time to deploy for combat and take up positions, the battalion’s
companies suddenly came under heavy enemy cross fire from the
sunounding hills. Shortly afterwards enemy aircraft appeared,
which bombed and strafed the volunteers. Lacking military train-
ing and in their first operation on the front, the volunteers pan-
icked. At this critical point a young Rumanian Communist and
railway worker by the name of Constantin Burca, an M.G. platoon
commander, set up a machine-gun and opened fire on the fascists.
The most difficult moment had been overcome. The machine-gun-
ners and several infantry platoons managed to hold back the enemy
until nightfall, enabling the rest of the battalion to retreat. Con-
stantin Burca died a hero’s death. The volunteer Leontin Dorohoi
from Moldavia was killed in this fighting, while covering the
battalion s retreat over the Guadalquivir. With the arrival of the
other battalions, the 14th Brigade carried out its mission and the
fascist advance was checked.

In the three weeks of fighting on the Jarama, the constant at-
tacks and counter-attacks frequently turned into bayonet assaults.
The following two Rumanian infantrymen distinguished them-
selves here: a worker by the name of Mihai Cristov, who fought
in the Georgy Dimitrov Battalion, and Emil §neiberg, a Com-
munist student from Jassy, who died a hero’s death fighting in the
French Battalion. When all the officers were out of action he
took command of the unit until he was struck down by an enemy
bullet. French anti-fascists remember his name with respect to this
very day.

In the Brunete operation Rumanian volunteers fought in the
Balkan Djakovi£ Battalion and other military units. George Ciul
was killed on this front, and Constantin Cimpeanu wounded, to
mention but a couple.
By the end of summer 1937 the first infantry unit consisting

mainly of Rumanians had been set up—a machine-gun company

of the Djakovic Battalion. The company commander was Mihai

Burca.

The company was formed in Samper de Calanda, in Aragon,

where a large group of new Rumanian volunteers had arrived. It

was a truly international one, including Rumanians, Yugoslavs,

Spaniards, Bulgarians and Greeks. It received its baptism of fire

in autumn 1937 in the fighting on the Fuentes de Ebro sector near

Zaragoza. Machine-gunner Anghel Haralambie was wounded, but

did not leave his post. Command made mention of the company

for its fortitude and bravery. In November the 45th Division was

sent to Estremadura. Here a new international brigade was formed

—the 129th. It included the Slav and Balkan Dimitrov, Masaryk

and Djakovic battalions. The latter was commanded by the Yugo-

slav Baumann and his deputy at one time was the Rumanian Petre

Borila who was subsequently seriously wounded. In autumn 1937

Mihai Burca took command of the battalion after Baumann. The
arrival of yet another group of Rumanians and the formation of an

infantry company bearing the illustrious name of Grivita1 was a

great event for the Rumanian volunteers. A short respite in Chil-

lon was used by the Djakovic Battalion and other units of the 129th

Brigade for military training, political instruction and strengthen-

ing friendly relations with the local population.

The hour of greatest tribulation for the Rumanian units of the

129th International Brigade came in the spring of 1938 on the

Aragon and Levante fronts. The Republican Army on the Aragon

Front was shuddering under the blows of superior enemy forces.

The fascist troops were approaching the Mediterranean, threaten-

ing to divide Republican territory into two. Enemy motorised units

were cutting off and encircling Republican formations in lightning

assaults. It was becoming increasingly difficult to determine the

new lines of resistance. Republican reserve brigades marched into

battle under the constant risk of being encircled. Yet the Spanish

troops and the men of the International Brigades showed heroic

determination in these difficult conditions.

The 129th Brigade took part in the bitter fighting against the

fascists on the Monroyo-Morella-Poblete sector and suffered heavy

casualties.

The Djakovic Battalion was ordered to cover the retreat of the

neighbouring division. On the sector of the front where the Ruma-
nian units were positioned only three lorries managed to get

through to the lines laid down in the order. The rest encountered

heavy enemy firing and were forced to seek for a bypass route. The

men in the first three lorries took up positions and held them, in

spite of strong enemy pressure, until the other battalion companies

1 Grivita was the centre of the revolutionary struggle of Rumanian workers

in February 1933.
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arrived. A little later the enemy encircled this group almost
entirely. Platoon Commander Garcia was killed by a bullet, and
several men were badly wounded. Communication with the bat-

talion command was broken. Stefan Megheri, a member of the

Central Committee of the Union of Rumanian Communist Youth,
was sent with a dispatch to the battalion command post. He
managed to crawl through the sector under enemy fire and to

get back to the front with an order from the battalion com-
mand.

In Monroyo the Grivita Company’s position was heavily bom-
barded by enemy artillery for 45 minutes, after which hundreds
of bombs were dropped on it in a series of air raids. Assuming
that it would not meet with any resistance, the fascist infantry
went into attack. The volunteers let the fascists get close, then

opened fire on a signal from their commander and the enemy was
driven back.

Stefan Megheri was killed, fighting the enemy to his last breath.

The commander of the Grivita Company, Horia Moldoveanu, was
badly wounded in the fighting on this sector.

At Poblete the fascists again sent a hail of shells and bombs
on the Republican positions. All that remained of the platoon
commanded by the Rumanian volunteer Nicolae Ro?u, a Bucha-
rest metalworker, was one section with a single machine-gun. With
the help of this machine-gun Ro§u withstood constant fascist in-

fantry attacks, alternating with artillery bombardment of the

trenches occupied by Nicolae’s section. The brave machine-gun-
ner fought on until he was killed by a shell.

When the troops of the insurgents and interventionists divided
Republican territory in two on April 15, 1938, the only inter-

national brigade in the south, in the Levante, was the 129th. In

its ranks Rumanian volunteers defended the Levante Province
and the approaches to Valencia, an important strategic point for

the Republic.

In driving back the fascist attacks, the 129th Brigade frequently

went over to counter-attack. One of these is engraved forever in

the memories of those who took part in it. The Italian troops and
Falangists were caught unawares. After two hours of heavy fight-

ing the Republican infantry broke through the enemy positions,

occupied a commanding height and, tearing down the Franco
flag, hoisted the banner of the Spanish Republic. Many fascists

were taken prisoner. Sergeant Constantin Bodeanu and Private

Cocimarovschi lost their lives, storming the fascist fortifications.

Here too, on the Levante Front, the Rumanian volunteers Aurel
Stancu and Minea Stan were badly wounded.

In the spring of 1938 Rumanian infantrymen formed the

nucleus of one of the companies of a battalion of the 45th Divi-

sion. The company’s political commissar was Gheorghe Stoica,

a veteran of the Rumanian working-class movement. The company

took part in defensive fighting on the right bank of the Ebro. It

was here that the young volunteer Constantin Iacob, son of a

Bacau peasant, lost his life.

The last big offensive of the Republican Army was the battle

of the Ebro which began on July 25 in the hot summer of 1938.

Republican troops consisting of two army corps crossed the Ebro

and rolled the fascists back thirty kilometres. Going over to the

defensive, the Republicans repulsed the counter-attacks of the

insurgents and interventionists. The fascists concentrated large

contingents of troops, ground equipment and aircraft on this sector

of the front. Each of the sides was out to gain control of the com-

manding heights in the Pandols and Caballs mountains. It lasted

about three months, during which positions changed hands sev-

eral times. We shall describe one episode only. The fascists had

succeeded in capturing a tactically important hill in the Caballs

mountains. It had to be recaptured at all costs. This task was

entrusted to a battalion of the 45th Division. The fascists guessed

what the Republicans were about to do and raised a barrage of

fire from all the guns along the valley which the Republicans had

to cross. Nevertheless, by making skilful use of the local relief

the battalion advanced on the enemy trenches and captured the

hill. The following Rumanians took part in the fighting for the

A group of Rumanian volunteers
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Caballs mountains: Constantin Doncea, former chairman of a

railway workers’ strike committee in the Grivita shops in Bucha-

rest in February 1933; Alexandru Constantinescu, Marin Selea,

the three Minor brothers and M. Faltin. Alexandru Faclie, a young
student from Craiova and a member of the Democratic Front of

Rumanian Students, was killed in this fighting.

The nineteenth of September, 1938 is memorable as one of the

last engagements on the Ebro in which Rumanian volunteers took

part. Early in the morning fascist aircraft bombed the battalion’s

positions and after many hours of artillery bombardment, when it

seemed that nothing could remain alive in the battalion’s trenches,

the enemy infantry launched their attack. It encountered fierce

resistance, however. All day the Republicans drove back the enemy
attacks. By evening the fascists had managed to capture a few

trenches, and they attempted to penetrate into the rear and en-

circle the battalion. By that time there remained only two Rumanian
volunteers—Miron Lazar and Alexandru Brix—who could still

go on fighting. They tried to beat off the enemy with small arms

and hand grenades. The worker Alexandru Brix died a hero’s

death fighting to the last breath.

The Rumanian volunteers Ion Calin, Francisc Bocor, Alexandru

Mihail and many others who distinguished themselves by their

valour in the battle of the Ebro died heroically later in the French

Resistance and on other fronts of the anti-fascist struggle.

Rumanian volunteers also fought on the Ebro in other Inter-

national Brigades. They included Constantin Paliga, who was

killed in the fighting on the right bank of the Ebro.

* * *

A group of Rumanian medical workers consisting of more than

twenty doctors and nurses worked in Spain. These volunteers were

spread all over Republican Spain: the nurses worked in hospitals

in the rear, and the doctors Stefan Sinculescu, David Iancu, Bucur

Cleja, Arcu, Hermina Tismaneanu and others primarily in the

medical units of the brigades.

The Rumanian doctors, like their colleagues of other nationali-

ties, shared the joys and sorrows, burdens and dangers of the

troops. Some of them were wounded and two killed.

Doctor Andrei Tilea was the first Rumanian doctor to come to

Spain. He took part in the fighting at Irun. After the town was

captured by the fascists a large number of its defenders retreated

into France, then returned to Spain and joined the Republican

Army. The others, consisting mainly of Asturian miners, stayed in

the north of Spain and continued the struggle in guerrilla detach-

ments. Andrei Tilea went off with the guerrillas into the hills and

took part in the fighting until he was captured by the fascists. He

bravely withstood all torture. The fascists killed this intrepid Com-

munist without succeeding in breaking him.

The Rumanian doctor Felix Ippen died a hero's death at his post

in the Bruncte operation.
,

. . .

In the autumn of 1938, in accordance with a decision of the

Spanish Republican Government the volunteers of the International

Brigades were recalled from the front and billeted in various Cata-

lantowns and villages before being sent home. The international

volunteers who had fought on the fronts of Central Spain were

transported to Catalonia by sea, where a moving meeting of all

the Rumanian brigaders took place. They could not go home be-

cause the reactionary Rumanian Government had forbidden them

to enter the country.

In January 1939 the Rumanian volunteers together with all the

others again took up arms. In prolonged defensive fighting together

with Spanish units they made it possible for hundreds of thousands

of peaceful civilians fleeing from fascist bondage to cross the French

frontier.
,

.

During the Second World War Rumanian volunteers in the

French Resistance and in guerrilla detachments operating in Ru-

mania, the USSR, Czechoslovakia and other countries, and also in

Rumanian units during the anti-fascist war fought bravely and

selflessly against the fascist invaders and added new heroic pages

to the history of international solidarity and the struggle of the

Rumanian people for the freedom of their native land.

Today the Communist Party of Rumania and the whole Ruma-

nian people support the heroic and fearless struggle of the Spanish

people and its Communist Party for democracy, social progress,

and an independent and free Spain.
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SWEDEN

In the thirties, Sweden, like other capitalist countries, was hit
by a wave of unemployment in the wake of the world economic
ensis. A high tide of strike struggles swept the length and breadth
ot Sweden. 1! ulp-and-paper industry enterprises, building sites
and the merchant marine were a scene of bitter struggle for the
working people s rights. Scabs acted under police protection, but
this was not enough for the Swedish bourgeois liberal government
so troops were called in.

In May 1931 a military patrol opened fire on workers in Odalen,
Killing five. Violent protest demonstrations swept the country.
1 olice used truncheons and swords, many demonstrators were
arrested and jailed. Under pressure from public opinion, however
the government had to pull out the troops. While in one place the
strike movement was at an ebb, in another if flared up with renewed
vigour The struggle was the most relentless where employers
refused to negotiate with the workers and cut down wages.

I he bankruptcy of the Kreigcr concern exposed the bleeding
ulcers of the economic system of free enterprise and led to a polit-
ical crisis which exposed the involvement of the top leadership of
the ruling bourgeois parties, including the head of state, in the
profiteering of monopoly capital.
The political situation in the country was unstable. Rival move-
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ree - thinkers and liberals emerged within the “bour-
geois Left party as far back as the early thirties. Groups of pro-
fascist orientation broke away from the Right parties. The Left
wing of the working-class movement was weakened by numerous
spbts which had been in evidence since the twenties. The victory
of the Social-Democratic Party at the election to the Riksdag
(parliament) in 1932 and the establishment of a Social-Democratic
government put an end to the domination of the country’s political
life by the bourgeois parties.
These political processes occurred in an atmosphere of anxiety

and apprehensions which prevailed in Sweden and other Scandi-
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navian countries as the muddy waves of nazism flooded Central
Europe.
Within the reformist wing of the working-class movement quite

a few sombre forecasts were made about the inevitable defeat of
the working-class movement and imminent long decades of a
bloody reign of terror. The world was threatened by a mortal
danger. Rumours of monstrous atrocities in the German concen-
tration camps leaked through the smoke of the Reichstag fire in
Berlin. The Western powers were retreating before nazism and
pursued the disastrous policy of appeasement, while the world’s
only socialist state, the USSR, was surrounded by enemies.
That is why the victories of the Left in the parliamentary elec-

tions in France and Spain sparked hope in every honest Socialist
and democrat. On the other hand, the establishment of the Popular
bront in these countries aroused apprehensions and caused a hostile
reaction not only among the rightists but also within the Swedish
liberal bourgeoisie. This may seem strange since the leading role
in the election bloc of the Popular Front parties in Spain and in
the Republican Government was played by the Left-wing bourgeois
Republicans. It will be recalled, however, that for the Swedish
bourgeoisie of every shade socialism was something like the devil
in the flesh, while fascism was a socially kindred phenomenon and
perfectly tolerable, particularly in its Italian variant, although some
of Mussolini’s actions, for example, the invasion of Abyssinia,
produced of course an unpleasant impression, while the bruta-
lity of the German nazis repelled the liberal circles to a certain
extent. But to make up for it, those of the Right-wing bourgeois
camp were beside themselves with glee and justified any means
to suppress the German working-class movement, regarding
nazi concentration camps as a perfectly rational way to deal
with it.

These basic points of view were thrown into salient relief by the
appearance of Franco and his lieutenants on the political scene.
The bourgeois press with few exceptions published Franco versions
of current developments. Information was sifted: provocations and
murders perpetrated by reactionaries and the Falange were as a
rule hushed down, while the defensive counter-measures taken by
Republican anti-fascists were presented under a “Red terror” ru-
bric.^ “Swedish Engineer Describes Terror in Barcelona”, “Terror
in Valencia!” were typical headings in the two biggest liberal
newspapers. The Svenska Dagblaclet yearbook (1936-1939), claim-
ing a business-like and accurate presentation of facts, published the
following comment of the release of 35,000 political prisoners after
the victory of the Popular Front at the election to the Cortes in
1936: “The numerous gang of murderers—organisers of the rebel-
lion in Asturias—have returned in triumph to where they commit-
ted their crimes.”
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The same yearbook published the following description of the

situation in Spain in the spring of 1936: “The Reds have burned

down churches and monasteries, robbed banks and attacked those

holding other political views than their own. In mid-March, the

whole of Spain was a boiling witch cauldron. Massacres were in

progress in many localities. All of Granada where the Reds were

in control was governed by martial law. In the Badajoz province,

thousands of farm labourers forcibly seized private property. . .

The editorial offices of bourgeois newspapers did not confine

themselves to tendentious selection and presentation of informa-

tion, but they also published deliberate lies supporting Franco and
damaging the Republican cause. Since bourgeois papers accounted

for about 85 per cent of the entire press circulation it is easy to

imagine how distorted was the idea of Spanish events a large share

of the people had at the time.

Lies of the bourgeois press, its open hostility to Spanish democ-

racy, its active support of the treacherous mutiny against a lawful

government elected by the people on the part of preachers of

“loyalty to the homeland, the officer’s honour and the military

oath” naturally aroused protests from the democratic forces, above

all, from the organised working class.

The worker press, handicapped as it was by a shortage of funds,

consistently supported the Spanish Republic. News items and arti-

cles it published gave the Swedish people the true picture of

Spanish events and laid bare the lies of the bourgeois press.

In February 1936, the worker press carried this report: “A land-

slide victory for the Left in Spain. The absolute majority of the

people supports the Popular Front.” Printing daily reports on street

clashes with Falange thugs, on plans of the Spanish military to

declare a state of siege, Ny Dag, the central organ of the Commu-
nist Party, nevertheless made this optimistic conclusion: “Anti-

fascist winds are sweeping the world”. 1

Meanwhile, the Swedish anti-fascists launched a campaign for

aid to victims of reaction: a group of Swedish seamen arrested in

nazi Germany, the famous leader of the Finnish workers, Anti-

kainen, put on trial in Helsinki, Ernst Thaelmann languishing in

a nazi dungeon. It was decided to boycott the 1936 Olympic

Games in Berlin in protest against the nazi atrocities. Most trade

unions forbade their members to attend it, and many leading

athletes decided to go to the People’s Olympiad to be held in Bar-

celona July 22-26.

The fascist revolt in Spain contributed to the consolidation of

different groups within the Swedish anti-fascist solidarity move-

ment. The mass meeting held on Ostermalmstorg Square in Stock-

holm on July 28 was attended by members of all political workers’

• i- . ft-irlr unions cultural, youth and other associa-
orgamsations , . t ‘

. ’ conceived as a demonstration to

°f
Wten'the movement of assistance to Spain had an organised
Since then me mo

individual trade unions, some

S" raising funds. Various organ.saUons

expressed in resolutions the moral and economic solidarity of

Swedish proletariat with the Spanish workmg class fighting for

Hrmocracv freedom and peace throughout the world.

On October 9. 1936 Sweden’s Central Committee for Aid to

Soain was set up, and an appeal was issued in defence of the

Spanish Republic. It was signed by 50 distinguished personality

-trade union leaders, professors, factory directors, writers, political

leaders of various affiliations. The Committee was headed by

Senator Georg Branting, a lawyer, the son of Prime Minister Hja

mar Branting, who founded the organised labour movement m

Sweden Georg Branting was already known to the international

anti-fascist Public as a defence counsel at the trial of Sacco and

Vinzetti in America, the sponsor of the London counter-trial

defence o Gcorgv D mitrov, a defender of Finnish fighters against

die Lapua fasdst coup d’etat in Finland. He regarded assistance

to Spanish democracy as one of the most important tasks in Lis hfe.

The setting up of the Central Committee foi Aid to Spain co

tributed to a rapid growth of the solidarity movement m Sweden.

Meetings of solidarity were held throughout Sweden. Span h

Hief committees were set up in its various regions and Spanish

Sundavs” were held with hundreds of volunteers going from house

tohfuS to coTfect money for Spanish reHef. Wo-cn s groups were

set up everywhere to sew clothes for Spanish children Kiru

dressing supplies were shipped to Spam Within a few weeks o

foundation the Central Committee over to the People

army six CommSee

delivered to Spain 200,000 kroner worth of foodstuffs, followed
denveieci xo - m lk. suerar. cheese,

1 Ny Dag, February 18, 1936. i Ny Dag, August 29, 1936.
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tinned meat, flour and groats, footwear, cigarettes and other goods
worth 240,777 kroner. The aid, however, was not limited to this.
The fate of Spanish children was a matter of particular concern

for members of the solidarity movement. They proposed that 1,000
Spanish children be taken to Sweden, but Spanish authorities
wanted to accommodate them in more habitual climatic conditions,
nearer to their homeland. Iherefore, the children were settled in
France. Throughout the war, Sweden's Aid Committee met all the
costs of maintenance of ten orphanages in France and two in
Spain. The first Swedish orphanage staffed with Swedish personnel
was opened in France in Chateau de la Brevkre, the palace of the
Swedish banker Asberg. Relief to children also took the form of
patronage: factories, organisations and individuals maintaining one
or several Spanish children. For example, personnel of the Scania-
Vabis Motor Factory maintained 13 children during a year; women
workers of a tobacco factory, 12; a railwaymen’s childcare com-
mittee, 30. Newspaper editorial offices, teachers’ groups, youth
organisations and abstinence societies, as well as hundreds of indi-
viduals showed parental concern for Spanish children. In November
1937, when a large fund was raised for opening a new orphanage
in France, Sweden s Aid Committee received the following mes-
sage from the Spanish Minister of Education: “On behalf of the
Republican Government I express my gratitude to you for this
new proof of solidarity. Please convey our thanks to all members
of your Committee and all Swedish organisations and anti-fascists
working for this great cause.”

1 he Swedish and Norwegian aid committees jointly organised a
well-equipped hospital in Alcoy, initially having 125 beds and
later expanded to 650. Swedish and Norwegian doctors worked
there. In a letter of thanks from the chief of the sanitary corps of
the Republican Army, the hospital was described as exemplary.
“This gift is not only great material aid but also a moral encour-
agement to our heroic People’s Army,” the letter said. “We express
our special thanks for this gift as an expression of the Swedish
people s sympathy and solidarity with the struggle waged by the
Spanish people.”
Within the first year Sweden’s Committee for Aid to Spain col-

lected more than one million kroner, while during its existence
several million kroner was collected besides large sums supplied
by as many as 400 local committees.
The solidarity movement was not confined to material aid but

combined it with broad-scale ideological work. In one year, more
than 2,000 meetings were organised. This movement extended
even to the army. Three regiments sent in a resolution signed by
many soldiers and addressed to the “Embattled Youth of Spain”.
It ended with these words: “Long live international fraternal soli-
darity of the youth in the struggle for peace and freedom!”

Booklets having such titles as Storm Over Spain
,
Spain for

place Life for Spain and the like were published m scores of

thousands of copies. Exhibitions and sales of paintings donated by

artists to the Committee were arranged in the country. I rominent

authors, many of them members of the Swedish Academy, pub-

lished books about embattled Spain and the heroic Madrid. Spanish

events inspired verses, which are considered classical today in

Swedish literature.
, ul .

The Spanish Aid Committee won the battle for Swedish public

opinion. Voices in favour of Franco gradually died down. Editors

of Social -Democratic and bourgeois newspapers, as well as many

delegations went on fact-finding tours of Republican Spam. A

delegation of Riksdag deputies followed suit.

The second anniversary of the civil war in Spain was marked

by a mammoth demonstration and a meeting m Stockholm. Ihe

Spanish Ambassador, Signora Isabel de Palencia, was presented

with a banner, sewn by Swedish women, which bore the embroi-

dered inscription, “To Madrid”. Speaking at the meeting Georg

Branting said: “Today, we convey to the working Barcelona, to the

proud Madrid, to the beautiful Valencia to the entire courageous

Spanish people greetings from the Swedish workers our firm hand-

shake, a pledge to help them invariably to the best of our abilities

The Swedish solidarity movement continued until the end ot the

war. On his return from Spain in the last months of the difficult

and fierce struggle, Georg Branting said at a mass meeting m
Stockholm: “I have come back from my visit to Spam with a heavy

heart but with a firm conviction that at this difficult hour oi tnal

the workers of all countries arc staunchly supporting the cause

of Spanish democracy. International solidarity has never been so

strong as it is in these days so grim for Spain. One ol the last

appeals of the Aid Committee said: “Leaning on historical expe-

rience, we believe that the seizure of power by the reaction in bpam

is an accidental and transient event. ... We welcome the bpamsh

people in their present situation of a severe defeat, we regard then

courage, their militant spirit and love of freedom as an example

to be emulated by the international working class.

The Swedish movement of solidarity with Spain was expiessed

not only in material aid and moral encouragement without prece-

dent in Sweden’s history, but was also the people s conscious con-

tribution to the struggle for democracy and peace.

The first Swedish volunteers arrived in Republican Spain in

November 1936. The most distinguished of them were Kail

Ernstedt and the student of theology, Olle Meurling who fell m
the fighting near Guadarrama in December covering with machine-

gun Ike his retreating unit. “Watch out that the red flame remains

bright”—these words from Olle's last letter to a leadei of ie

Swedish Communist youth became the latter s slogan.
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Herman Wohlin, John Swensson, Raul Sederman. Sixten Rogeby

On the first day of 1937, a small group of people boarded a
tramcar on Masthuggstorget Square. The group swelled at every
station. On Jarntorget Square, Holger Ekstrom jumped into the
moving tramcar at the last moment. He was not expected to come:
a fortnight ago he had announced his refusal to go; he was said to

be infatuated with a girl.

The whole group gathered at the terminal: 12 Swedish seamen
and one German emigre. On the platform, some news hunter at-

tempted to find out what it was all about: Were the gentlemen
going to Spain? No, of course not, some were going to Copen-
hagen, others to Dunkirk, two to Paris. When going away, he
grinned maliciously. Those who remained alive learned later

that he had written some nasty thing about them in his news-
paper.

This was a well-knit team, all its members having a joint record
of serving on ships, being on the waiting list at the labour exchange,
visiting seamen s clubs, but the character of each was revealed
only en route and in fighting together. Ragnar Skotte, an officer of

. reserve was a syndicalist; Conny Andersson declared he was

' Cnal-Democrat, and no bones about it; Helmer Hansson was a

?
S
hcriack- Krister Reutersvard, a student just past 21, Herman

Wohfin a short and thin man in his middle years, was clever

nd extremely modest: Olof Liljegren, a gay and inventive artist

mier Dahlstriim nicknamed “Rulle”; others were the rehcent Enk

T ilfemark; a lean and sinewy man m shabby clothes with huge

fists and a piercing look whose name was not known to anyone,

everybody calling him “Crowbar”; Giista Andersson, a fine singer

nicknamed “Cuckoo” ;
the two Erikssons Per and Rune nicknamed

“Sebastian”; seaman Sixten Rogeby. tit j

All were members of the first large group of Swedish freedom

volunteers. Their route lay through Pans, Perpignan, Barcelona,

A
'slowly but "surely, other Scandinavians kept arrivmgandsoon

there were as many of them as to form a
Jhe Scan-

navian company. It was commanded by Ragnar‘Skotte
g

the
^

dinavian platoons, by Gunnar Aim ol Y stad, K 1
-

Cooenhagen and Sergeant Maior Herman Wohlm. 1 hey were

elected commanders at a general meeting of the company, which

was ioined to the Thaelmann Battalion. Six Swedish machine

gunners were enlisted in the machine-gun company of the Edgar

A
The company'was baptised by fire on the River Jarama in Feb-

ruary 1937. Gosta Andersson gave this account of the evening o

th

“All

S

an Eriksson, ‘Rulle’ and myself were in an outpost under an

olive tree some 50 metres ahead of our front lines. As hours ^oic

on cold crept up our legs but we were all eyes and ears, t hen we

heard a faint noise just in front of us. It was he fascists to be

sure We were on the alert, our rifles cocked. Allan went back

report to the officer in charge. The noise was growing louder as

from a large body of men. We cautiously retreated.

“
‘Well, now’’ Skotte whispered.

“T^^boys^ere digging like mad, and deep trenches were soon

ready. The first bursts of 'fire announced that the battle began. • e

had to take aim by gun flashes By barrage of fire: the

to strike panic in our ranks, shooting flares into the skies,

'^“SuddeX^e firing stopped to bring a lull and badly needed

rest In the dimness of dawn I could see my comrades in the nearest

trenches Holger Ekstrom was seated with his back to the fascist

lines, the helmet hiding his haggard profile. the
,

ba^^^^f
out Other steel-helmeted heads popped up over the entrenchmen .

These were the elderly stoker Sjoberg, Lindgren

niiicf Ivor Karlsson—all veteran seamen. A pan of mun .
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screwed up under the helmet peak belonged to Conny Andersson,
the only Social-Democrat among us.

“Herman Wohlin appeared among the trees, carrying a sack of
bread on his back. Occasional shots disturbed the silence of our
late supper. Skotte bent over a map.
“Then the first shell screamed, throwing up a fountain of earth.

It was followed by others as if a satanic orchestra was tuning up,
hissing steel hitting the ground and breaking up into fragments
that made disgusting sounds as they cut into tree trunks. The earth
quaked. The distant thunder of our artillery was like charming
music to us. Machine-guns were rattling at a staccato, bullets whin-
ing angrily as they sprayed our defences. Some of our men were
trying to dig still deeper into the ground.

“Three tanks were crawling over the field, spewing out deadly
bursts of fire. They were followed by infantry, helmets betraying
their German identity. Everything around us seemed engulfed in
llames, the tanks’ heavy machine-guns spattering lead like hell. We
fired back methodically, no one panicking. The enemy assault was
checked. Supported by tanks, we launched a counter-attack, car-
rying the fascists before us and into a valley. The fighting raged
all day, our lines stretching like a bow string, then hitting back
at the fascists who were invariably repelled. Many of our men
were wounded or dying, but we would not budge an inch. But
under the enormous pressure, we finally had to retreat slowly,
jumping from one trench into another and fighting back like

madmen. . . .

“Then evening came. A group of Scandinavians lay under the
Spanish skies, a few survivors of the group led here by their urge
to fight fascism. Only two days had passed, and the fear of death
was already gone.”

Of the fifty Scandinavians roughly one-third were killed at the
Jarama, the others, save for five, were injured, some severely.
Among the dead was the company commander Ragnar Skotte.

Axel Petterson, who had taken over from him, suffered a shell-

shock the very next day. The third company commander. Per
Eriksson, had a narrow escape when a bullet passed by a hair-
breadth over the peak of his helmet, deforming it and ricochetting.

Of the 13 men in the first group of Goteborg volunteers three

—

Sebastian, “Crowbar” and “Laplandian” (Robert Lundstrom)

—

fell in the first few days. Skoglar Tidstrom, a man who had com-
mand of six languages, was among the wounded. Two months later

he died in a Murcia hospital. What literary critics regard as one
of Gunnar F.kelof’s finest poems is dedicated to him in the first

place.

The machine-gun company of the Edgar Andre Battalion had
12 heavy machine-guns when it arrived at the front. Within a
week ten of them were damaged in battle and some of the crews

,iiem were wiped out. The Swedish machine-gun was

that raanr
^ but none of the crew was so much as

^furedlhanks mostly to Helmer Hansson who had been working

T)
P
*e Tatfevemng! Kristo Reutersvdrd, one of OUe Meur-

ling” friends from

%£?§&££S head, Whife the second

Nation became fierce

platoon was almost completely wiped out by a flanking a«ar

ft,. fasr;sts One machine-gun was destroyed by a direct nit, me

e ond yunncr Kari DablstrSm was killed, the first Runner Bruno

KranzenTvcrely wounded. The second machine-gun and crew

W<
bhiwever, the Swedish company of the Thaelmann Battalmn lost

only a few men wounded, the company commander among them.

ThU company took part in the famous
Repub-

“'swediTh units also took part in guerrilla warfare in fighting on

ssassapiis
sivc after the Republican Army had crossed the

(T almost defenceless ^ffioint
Franco paid for

Andersson, Harald Norr-
K

inured to take part in these jaids
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in the enemy rear. Gosta Andersson described some of them Onegroup was to move as far as Merida and blow up a railway line
a few miles off the town, exactly where Franco patrols had wiped

m
U
uch

n
t°rnnhlffh

P °f Su
f
rrill*s earlier The raid went on withoutmuch trouble the volunteers lying in hiding until nightfall, thenmoving on under cover of night.

“We had fantastic luck,” Gosta told later. “When our destina-
tion was close at hand, a vehicle sped past, its head lamps spot-
hghting; a sentry who would have otherwise certainly noticed
us and raised an alarm.
“When laying explosives on the railway bank we caught sight

of seveial patrols; one of them passed literally a yard away fromme, who was on the look-out, but failed to notice me. Our group
planted boxes of dynamite chunks and fuses into the bank and setout on the way back.

“In five days, however, we ran out of food. One of the guideswent to the nearest town to get some food but was discovered bya ralange horseman who sensed that something was wrong and
immediately galloped in the direction of our group. A swift ma-noeuvre and good luck saved us from capture by Moroccan cavalry
sent to chase us down.

“
In th

i
second /aid, the guerrillas were discovered by wood-

cutters who were felling trees where the group sheltered. A livelv
conversation followed guerrillas exchanging cigarettes for foodand water Ao one paid attention to one of the woodcutters being
particularly interested to know the way the group would followon its way back. He succeeded somehow in finding it out. We knew
it when night came and the group went out into a forest glaze,where it was ambushed. The Spanish guide Venturas who wasgoing in front fell on the ground. The group dashed back into the
toiest. It was senseless to fire back on the fascists, because theyweie excellently entrenched and outnumbered us heavily. But in
front ot us there was a road we had to cross
“The volunteers waited until nightfall, and tried to fight their

way. 1 hey were a success because the fascists fired at'random,

base*
t0 h,t aDy0ne ' In thc mornin£> tlle SrouP returned to its

After the sweltering heat at Brunete and Aragon, the change tosevere frosts in Terucl early in 1938 was an arduous experience.
iNoi therners accustomed to cold suffered much less than Spaniards,
but cases of severe chilblains were quite frequent. It was some-

n
m
?u

imposs ' bl
f

d,£ trenches in the ground cemented by frost.
n the eve of the Tcruel operation, thc Scandinavians were trans-

ferred from the Thaelmann Battalion to the 12th of February
Austrian Battalion, and some time later the formation of a Scan-
dinavian Battalion was officially announced by Brigade Head-
quarters. Three companies were named after Georg Branting

A group of Swedish volunteers

Martin Andersen-Nexo and Egede-Nissen. One of the Swedish

officers. Holger Ekstrbm, had already been appointed commanding

officer of the battalion; it was also proposed that Birger Dahl-

strom, also of the first Goteborg group, should be appointed com-

mander of the Branting Company. On January 20, 1938, how-

ever. Dahlstrom was killed in action at leruel, and Ekstrom was

soon killed near Caspe. Conny Andersson who had been wounded

on thc Jarama and then took part in the fighting near Brunete had
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both his eardrums ruptured by a bomb blast in the battle in Aragon
and was evacuated to his homeland. After the death of Ekstrom
the commanding officer of the Branting Company was Karl
Ernstedt, and Bengt Segersson, commissar.
The last battle put up by the International Brigades in the

offensive on the Ebro was described by seaman Gbsta Hjarpe who
had been severely injured by hand-grenade fragments in the fight-

ing near Teruel and in a few months’ time went into battle

again.

“It was about 2 hours in the morning when we approached the

Ebro, somewhere between Asco and Flix, after a march during a
warm July night. We were ordered to fix bayonets and keep com-
plete silence. The company consisted of about 100 men, several

young Spaniards among them. Herbert Blom, who was in charge ol

the boats, hurried his men to prepare a crossing. The first boat cros-

sed the river. The next one was ours. We could hear frequent ex-

plosions of hand grenades. Several bursts of machine-gun fire came
from the far bank, but the fascists had taken aim too high. Our
nerves were on edge, the rowers working for all they were worth.

As soon as our boat touched the ground, we leapt out and waded
through the water, then climbed the steep bank and plunged into

a field of wheat. Gusten Forsman, Sven Vibcrg, Gbsta Andersson
and myself, as well as three Spaniards, made up a group armed
with light machine-guns. No sooner had we caught our breath and
moved onwards than I fell into an anti-tank ditch so deep that it

took me a great effort to climb out. A little later, we were again

fired on, yet we went ahead guided by a telephone wire. . . .

“Next day, we came upon a well-camouflaged machine-gun
emplacement. Our company commander was ordered by the bat-

talion commander to break through the enemy lines.
“
‘Charge!’ came the attack order.

“This attack cost us many lives. We tried to break the fascists’

resistance by machine-gun fire from a distance of 250 metres,

myself and five other men changing cartridge drums in rapid suc-

cession while our company was on the move.
“At first, our men advanced some 100 metres short of the fascist

lines. Those who carried the wounded from the battlefield had a

hell of a job to do. After a brief respite, we launched another

attack. But it was of no avail. After several attacks most of our

men were killed or wounded. Repeated attacks on the next day
proved equally futile.

“Only one platoon of our whole company remained active. The
Scandinavians named this place the Till of death’.” Gbsta Hjarpe,
who had been promoted shortly before this battle, was appointed

commander of the “hill of death platoon”.

In August, the company reinforced with new men from a train-

ing battalion, mostly Spaniards, and with new officers to replace

military equipment at this section of the front exerted e\ei> e o

to throw back the Republican forces beyond the Ebro, prepaung

m,d supporting their infantry attacks by devastating artillery bar-

ra

On September'^ the Republican forces surrendered Corbera, but

the Swedish volunteers were in high spirits all the sam •

anti-tank weapons had been received, and many fascist tanks had

been knocked out. But after the fifth fascist attack had been

repulsed the Scandinavian company was again reduced to t tie

strength of one platoon. Kurt Svard and Nilsson were wounded

September 23, when the internationalist volunteers were iecall d

from the front by the Republican Governments decision, c.

the last dav of military exploits of the men of the Scandinavian

Despite machine-gun fire by Jorkers of Uppsala, the

fascists succeeded in overrunning the pos.hons of a ne'ghbourmg

unit The company was exposed to flanking fiic from all type

weapons Many were killed by mortar fire; two Norwegians we c

killed in a trench by a direct hit, Comm'ssarPedersenwasaho

killed, Gustav Karlsson was wounded and h,s rn^hine gun

destroyed, Gottfrid Olovsson, Lemponen and Ake Richter

wounded. Yet the company would not give up its positions.

On the evening of September 23, we were given orders to with-

draw into reserve. Units of the 11th International Brigade assem-
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bled on the bank of the Ebro near Falset. Only three Swedish
volunteers remained in the ranks in the Georg Branting Com-
pany.

It was time the International Brigades were to be disbanded.
Per Eriksson, who was sent to officers’ training courses after the

battle of Guadalajara and then detailed for service under Repub-
lican authorities, describes the parade of farewell in Barcelona:

“Early in the morning, the people of Barcelona gathered along
the Diagonal Boulevard cutting askew across the city. They were
factory workers, housewives, wounded soldiers, refugees from
areas occupied by Franco troops, women with children, and
orphans of the war. Hungry, tattered and emaciated by frequent
air raids, they were waiting patiently.

“When the first ranks of internationalist volunteers in torn
uniforms, just back from the front, appeared, it seemed a floodgate
had given way. Women rushed forward with bunches of flowers,

holding up their children to us. Calls of ‘SaludF, ‘Long live the
Internationalists!’ rang out over the huge crowd following us like

the waves of a tide all along the length of the boulevard, hands
upraised and waving.

"Awareness that it would be a long time before we could again
sec these people who had become so dear to us, thoughts of what
would happen to them after we left and that soon we would get
into clean beds and have plenty of food while they would be going
on fighting and starving brought tears to our eyes and caused us
almost physical pain.

“Of course, no one understood these people better than Dolores
lbarruri —La Pasionaria— who made a speech after the parade.
When she mentioned those who were responsible for the war the

faces of the listening crowd tensed from hatred of the fascists,

and melted into a soft expression of sympathy when she spoke of

international solidarity the Republicans had witnessed on many
occasions and of the national solidarity uniting members of dif-

ferent parties in the struggle for the national freedom of Spain
against the interventionist armies of Hitler and Mussolini. Refer-
ring to the international brigaders, she declared:

“
‘They have given us everything they had: their youth, their

mature years, their knowledge, their experience, their blood, their

lives, their hopes and aspirations and they asked for nothing in

return except but a place in the ranks of our fighters. . .
.’

"Addressing the international brigaders, she said:
"
‘Political reasons are sending you back, some of you to your

own countries and others to forced exile. You can go proudly.
You are history. You are legend. You are the heroic example of

democracy’s solidarity and universality.’

“La Pasionaria was speaking on behalf of the people who had
surrounded us with sympathy, who themselves needed sympathy;

he showed us the greatness of these people who were ready to

tive but loath to complain.
h

‘-This greatness has remained nin our memory.

The International Brigades which operated in Spain contained

about 500 Swedish volunteers, of whom 162 fell on the battlefield

Others were crippled. None of them returned home in good health

° l

The
1

"Canadian physician Norman Bcthune who has ^on vrarld-

wide renown and gratitude as the organiser of the blood tianslu

sion service which saved the lives of many of the wounded,

presents in his memoirs a vivid image of the Swedish Internationa]

fst volunteer. A wounded man was brought right from a battlefield

to a field hospital in Guadalajara. His bandaged head andMace

were covered with blood—a shell splinter had hit him in the eye

and he had a mangled lump of gauze where bis arm had be n

torn off, the other arm was about to be amputated. In a ha

audible voice he muttered a few phrases which only Bethunc

colleague, Henning Sorensen, could hear. „ • ,i
ee

"Ten davs ago I was m Sweden. I have been in Spam t

days. This 'was my first engagement, and now I am no more u

to my comrades. I have done nothing lor the cause. „
“ ‘Done nothing!’ We look at each other with amazed eyes,

Bethune recalls.
“ ‘Done nothing!’ What modesty, what courage,

what asouL
^ ^ spiri t 0f the International Brigade; of 10,000

determined, unconquerable men, with no thought of themselves

with no thought of sacrifice, but simply and with a puie heait

ready to lay down their fives for their friends. ‘Greater love hath

n<

Those
n
who

t

fiave survived cherish in their hearts this love for

the heroic Spanish people and proud memories ol their contribu-

tion to its great battle against fascism.

Canadian Tribune, November 30, 1964, p. 9.
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SWITZERLAND

The world economic crisis of 1929 hit Switzerland after a delay,
hot tt lasted there longer than in other countries. The privations
it brought m its wake to the working people stimulated an in-
crease m their political awareness and activities. The political
developments in neighbouring countries worked in the same
direction.

The Swiss reactionaries who were intimately allied with in-
ternational finance capital and had witnessed the emergence of
fascism m Italy, the burgeoning of “national-socialism” inGermany and clerical fascism in Austria, sought a similar pattern
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lnt,T- A crop of pro- fascist organisations
-
prang up in Switzerland, and strong rightist trends were in
evidence within the traditional bourgeois parties.
On the other hand, the mass of the working people were gravelv

alarmed by the collapse of the Weimar Republic and the establish-
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n Germany. Since the general strike
ot 1.118 the Social-Democratic Party and the workers’ unionsbecame an influential force in Switzerland. Now the onslaught of
i caction and fascism threatened to nullify all their gains. The
workers piotested by mass anti-nazi demonstrations. For example

,,

Potest movement against the nazi frame-up in connection with
le Reichstag fire assumed in Zurich a scope unprecedented in its

history. The heroic struggle of the Schutzbund members in
Austria and the successful rebuff given by Communist and Social-
ist workers to an attempted fascist coup d’etat in February 1934
also contributed to the growth of resistance to reaction in Swit-
zerland.

The Swiss Communist Party was small and its members were
mostly unemployed—employers usually sacked a worker who had
joined the Communist Party at the earliest convenience. Neverthe-
less, the Communist Party commanded a definite influence in

Geneva
^ baSel m the cantons of Neuenburg, Waadt, and
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The victory of the Spanish Popular Front in the elections of
February 1936 demonstrated to the Swiss working people that

unity of action was bringing real fruits in the struggle against
fascism. News of the success of the Left Forces in Spain was
enthusiastically welcomed by the workers and progressive-minded
intellectuals. The Swiss democrats followed with hope the devel-
opment of working people’s unity in France.
Monopoly capitalists and the upper bourgeoisie in Switzerland

were scared of the Popular Front and went out of their way to

prevent its formation. The government which guarded the interests

of the ruling class paid lip service to democracy but in deed
opposed genuine democracy with every means at its disposal.

Reports on the revolt of fascist generals against the Spanish
Republic of the Popular Front aroused concern among the working
people of Switzerland. It shortly transpired that it was not a short-
lived revolt but a full-scale war. When it became known that the
insurgents fighting the Republic were supported not only by
soldiers of the Foreign Legion and colonial troops but also by
German and Italian troops, aircraft and warships, a broad
movement in defence of the Spanish people mounted throughout
Switzerland. The worker press appealed for support of the Popular
Front Government. Mass meetings of solidarity with the Spanish
Republic, organised jointly by both workers’ parties, were held in

all industrial areas. The Social-Democrats and the Communists
agreed on unity ol action, which created realistic prerequisites for
the formation of a Popular Front in the country.

Needless to say, these developments went against the grain with
the ruling class. On August 11

, 1936, the government confiscated

an issue ol the Social-Democratic magazine Arbeiter-Illustrierte
featuring John Heartficld’s photographic cartoon sarcastically
assailing Hitler’s intervention in Spanish affairs.

The Socialist newspaper Tagwacht wrote in its July 30, 1936
issue: “In response to the appeal to defend their homeland, the
Spanish working class had taken up arms for the Government and
Republic. It is fighting so well as to displease our bourgeois
press which prefers armed fascists to armed workers, a fascist

state to a republic of workers and peasants. The class instinct

—

the class interests! Solidarity of capitalists remains as firm as

ever. . .

.

Indeed, could they watch indifferently the Soviet Union thriving
and developing? In that country, too, they organised rebellions to

topple the power of the workers and peasants. When these

attempts failed they were followed by the foreign intervention,

then by a boycott, a campaign of slander, threats and abuse. . .

.

Spain is evidently in for the same thorny path.”
On August 14, 1936, even before the agreement on non-inter-

vention in Spanish affairs came into force, the Federal Govern-
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A group of Swiss volunteers in Paris while on their way to Spain. Autumn, 1936

ment issued a decree forbidding sales and transit of any arms,
munitions and military equipment to Spain, as well as to any other
country for trans-shipment there. The decree of August 26, 1936,

‘On Maintenance of Swiss Neutrality” provided for up to 6 months'
detention and a fine of up to 10,000 francs “for persons leaving
Switzerland with the intention to take part in military operations
in Spain or making attempts with this intention in mind, persons
supporting or assisting from Switzerland in whatever way military

operations in Spain and particularly those raising funds for goals

far from charitable, as well as persons calling for or instigating

opposition to this decree.”

The decree also proclaimed that all money collected for such
purposes was liable to confiscation and any meeting in support of

one of the belligerent parties in Spain required permission from
canton authorities, and might be banned by the Federal Govern-
ment whenever necessary. F,ven money remittance to Spain was
forbidden.

In defiance of strong protests from the progressive public these

decrees, which under the guise of neutrality infringed the sov-

ereign rights of the Spanish Republic with which Switzerland
maintained normal treaty relations and which put the Republic’s

lawful government on a par with the insurgents out to dislodge it,

continued in force until the end of the Spanish war.
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A group of Swiss volunteers from Lausanne

Spanish Popular Front against the insurgent generals were men
and women gymnasts who had arrived in Barcelona for the
People s Olimpiad in July 1936, shortly before the beginning of
hostilities. The girl gymnast Kathe Hempel of Schaffhausen served
as a medical nurse with a People’s Militia unit suppressing the
revolt Other athletes joined the People’s Militia company
named after Gastone Sozzi which included Italian anti-fascists
and Swiss citizens of the Tessin canton. Jointly with the Libertad
Column of Catalonia they took part in the fighting for Madrid.
Antonio Canonica of Tessin was second in command in the com-
pany. Several Swiss citizens joined the company named after
Ernst Thaelmann which was among the first units' of the People’s
Militia to fight at the Aragon Front.

It was not easy to get to Spain from Switzerland. This was
experienced by 1 3 Zurich anti-fascists who were arrested in Basel
on suspicion of an intent to join the Spanish People’s Militia.
They refused to answer questions by interrogating officers and
went on hunger strike in protest against their illegal detention.
Eight days later they were released on signing a pledge to comply
with the law of August 14. This, however, did not deter the
courageous anti-fascists from going to Spain.
These first volunteers were followed bv many others. According

to police evidence divulged by Judge Pfenninger at a trial of
Swiss Communist volunteers in March 1938, 369 Swiss citizens

had left the country before the end of 1937 to join the Interna-

tional Brigades of the Spanish Republican Army. Of this number

119 were from the Zurich canton, the rest from Geneva, Basel,

Bern and Tessin.

Of course, not all of the volunteers who went to Spain were

known to the police. It could not keep under surveillance volunteers

who left the country legally for France and Britain on the pretext

of continuing their education or finding a job, as well as Swiss

nationals living abroad. The exact number of Swiss volunteers m
the Spanish Republican Army is not known but, according to

indirect evidence, it might have been about 700. Among them

were workers, handicraftsmen, students and intellectuals Many of

those who came from Switzerland were unemployed. I he latter

fact was repeatedly emphasised in verdicts of Swiss military tri

bunals who tried to persuade the public that the volunteers were

motivated by material interest. In fact, they were tried lor then

political convictions. A typical example of judicial arguments was

a statement by the very same judge Pfenninger who substantiated

his demand for severe punishment of a volunteer in these words

“When handing down a verdict it should be borne in mind that

the defendant is a person of thoroughly Marxist convictions. . . .

According to evidence published by National Councillor Marino

Bodenmann in Freiheit on September 10, 1937, one of every three

Swiss volunteers in Spain was a member of the Communist Party

or the Communist Youth League, roughly 70 were members of the

Social-Democratic Party or the Socialist Youth League Most of

the volunteers had no party affiliation. Many of them had come

from places where Communist organisations were non-existent.

Bodenmann happened to meet with members of Catholic organi-

sations among volunteers in Spain. All the Swiss who fought on t ic

side of the Spanish Republic had one trait in common: they weie

staunch anti-fascists.
T

Swiss volunteers had not a separate national unit within Intel

-

national Brigades. In accordance with the common language

principle accepted in formation of units of the bri^des most

of German-speaking Swiss joined battalions of the 11th Interna

tional Brigade; French-speaking Swiss, the 14th Bngade; Tessin

citizens, the Garibaldi Battalion. Swiss citizens of all language

groups were particularly eager to join the Chapayev Battalion

under Otto Brunner of Zurich. About 80 Swiss citizens served with

it at different times. A certain number of Swiss nationals living

abroad served with the 15th Brigade.
. .

Since Swiss volunteers had, as a rule, good military trainm0

they served with all arms and services as snipers, artillerymen,

motorcyclists, lorry drivers, and medical orderlies. One Swiss was

a pilot, one a tankman, and one, a military band master. Swiss

citizens were also to be found among guerrillas operating behind
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A group of Swiss volunteers from the 11th International Brigade

the fascist lines. Many Swiss distinguished themselves in battle

and were promoted to the ranks of noncoms, officers and com-
missars. Two were battalion commanders: Otto Brunner and Max
Doppler, a native of Baden (Argau), who was in command of the
Ilans Beimler Battalion.

Many Swiss citizens were killed in action in Spain. Even an
incomplete casualty list contains 76 names; in fact, many more
were killed at the front. Among the war dead is Battalion Com-
mander Max Doppler. The missing list contains 51 names, in-

cluding the political commissar of a unit of the Thaelmann Bat-
talion, Ernst Bickel, a student from Zurich. Twelve Swiss volun-
teers were taken prisoner by the fascists. Some of those who had
survived in the POW camps came back to their homeland in 1939,
others returned many years later.

At a time when Swiss anti-fascists were fighting heroically for

freedom and democracy on Spanish soil, the Federal Government,
the capitalist monopolies and all official Switzerland clearly

sympathised with and helped the Spanish fascists. For example,
the former counsellor of the Embassy of the Spanish Republic in

Bern, Bernabe de Toca, a follower of Franco, held a reception to

mark “Spanish National Day” on May 2, 1937 without any oppo-
sition from Swiss authorities. De Toca was received as a repre-

insurgents by the Swiss authorities.
.

off diplomatic relations with the government of the Spanish

neutrality. A .similar anti-Republican stand was taken up by he

^Meanwhile, trains loaded with military supplies for Franco were

Council Bodenmann was refused an exit visa for a visit to Popular

Fr
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hostile attitude to the Spanish Republic was accompanied

by baiting and persecution of Swiss Communists. Their apartment
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The Chapayev Battalion on the march

fmmedlatdy
110 '1 demanded that this legislation become effective

But this obvious encroachment upon legality went against the
gidin even with bourgeois deputies, so the government’s demandwas rejected. Reaction decided to act in a roundabout way, through
the cantons. The death from a heart attack of one Spanish fascist
at a meeting in La Chaux-de-Fonds was used as a pretext forfomenting anti-communist hysteria. In the cantons of Geneva and
INIeuenburg decisions to ban the cantonal organisations of theCommunist Party were taken in February 1937 and approved ina cantonal plebiscite in Neuenburg on April 26, 1937 and in Ge-neva on June 14.

Hie attempt to ban the Communist Party throughout Switzer-
.... failed

’ bl
I

lt Communists were expelled from a number of
institutions and a ban was imposed on the activities of the Society
of Friends of the Soviet Union, the International Red Aid and
other proletarian organisations.

r
w tbo Waadt canton, the authorities banned the celebration

o May Day in 193 / and refused permission for a public statement
o the Secretary of the Swiss Communist Party and even to theextremely moderate French socialist reformist L6on Jouhaux At

-T’
Per™ ls

,

s,
?
n to speak was granted to the French

fascist Donot the Belgian fascist Degrelle, the fascist professorGmdo Bartoletto of Rome and the high-ranking nazi official

The authorities attempted to use trials of “recruiters of

volunteers for the Spanish Republican Army as a pretext tor

banning the Communist Party. Already m December 1936 a

number of searches were carried out in Zurich m an attempt to

disclose the links of local Communists with Republican Spain. 1 he

police were haunted by the spectre of a Central Recruiting

Organisation”. The first large trial of recruiting officers was

held in a division court martial in April 193/. Among the defen-

dants were Otto Brunner, who was in Spain at the time, Andreas

Weder of Schaffhausen, Henri Triib of Geneva and others. In-

dictments compiled with the aid of false witnesses, whose evidence

was willingly accepted by the court, were enough to sentence the

defendants to up to 10 months in gaol and to five years of dis-

franchisement. The defence lawyer, Dr Maag, proved that not the

slightest evidence of the existence of a communist recruiting

organisation” was available. As a result, the trial furnished

pretext for banning the Communist Party.

In March 1938, the authorities staged another large trial ol

Communists. The defendants were three Communist Party sccie-

taries and seven other functionaries. Despite tbe preliminary

detention of the defendants for many months and the frame-up

charges shrewdly devised by the prosecution the latter faded to

prove the existence of a central organisation for the lecruitment

of volunteers to Spain and no grounds were again found lor ban-

ning the Communist Party. , •

The authorities’ machinations at the trial were exposed in a

booklet entitled “Werbezentral fur Spamen (The Reciuiting

Centre for Spain), which was confiscated on the pretext ol its

alleged appeal to join the Communist Party, read its press sup-

port the International Brigades, criticise the federal Council and

its use of what was described as impermissible expressions against

the leaders of a foreign government. T„« n raninn
In later months, arrests were continued, in the lessin canton

m
On

T

January 6, 1937, a series of trials were started, mostly in

absentia, against Swiss volunteers fighting in Spain. In this con-

nection, a struggle was launched throughout the country for the

repeal of their verdicts. This demand was put forward at all

meetings on the Spanish issue. „
. r„rnu P ,i

When in September 1938 the Spanish Government recalled

foreign volunteers from the front, the question arose of tbejr ^turn

to their homelands. The lawyer Leon Nicole made an interpella-

tion in the National Council demanding an amnesty from the

Federal Council which was declined by the Federal Council or

Baumann. This refusal caused a new upsurge of the movement for

an amnesty. A Committee for Amnesty headed by Fritz ^eimann

Dr Otto Wyss and Dr Karl Senn was set up. They weie the first
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to sign a petition for an
amnesty and were fol-

lowed by about 100 other
signatories. They were
joined by German emi-
gres residing in Switzer-

land, including the well-

known anti-fascist writer

Hans Marchwitza and
Erich Arendt.
The democratic press

published reports of the

participation of Swiss
citizens in the operations

of International Bri-

gades. The popular com-
manding officer of the

Chapayev Battalion, Otto
Brunner, described in the
press the courageous con-
duct of Swiss volunteers

in the Spanish people's
anti-fascist war.

Simultaneously, a
counter-campaign was
launched by the reaction.

For example, the pro-fascist press agency “Mittelpresse” labelled
volunteers as 'mercenaries” and “criminals”. Neue Zurcher Zei-
tung and all other newspapers supporting Franco opposed an
amnesty, which they alleged may be “detrimental to trade with
Franco Spain”.

On January 2, 1939, Otto Brunner and another 63 volunteers
came back to their homeland. In his statements at meetings dedi-
cated to the Spanish people’s anti-fascist war he invariably
demanded an amnesty to volunteers. In this connection, Neue
Zurcher Zeitung published slanderous materials against Otto
Brunner, and he was arrested on January 12, 1939.
The Federal Council declined all proposals for an amnesty and

offered all convicted volunteers to plead for mercy. Needless to
say, the Union of Swiss Volunteers in the Spanish War categor-
ically rejected this offer. On February 2, 1939, a petition for an
amnesty signed by 80,000 persons was submitted to the govern-
ment and was again turned down.

I his gave military tribunals a pretext for continued judicial
persecution. As before, the Zurich division court martial was the
most reactionary one. It continued to condemn volunteers to long
terms of imprisonment and to civil disfranchisement for three

Otto Brunner,
commander of the Chapayev Battalion

years. Other courts considerably reduced imprisonment terms to

2
'Otto

0
Brunner released on bail of 5,000 francs which was col-

lected during three days, faced trial in May 1939. He could be

indicted only for taking part in the Spanish war, not for recruit-

ment work. As a result, he was condemned to 6 months in gaol

and three years’ disfranchisement. The reactionary press raked and

raved over this verdict.

The defeat of the Spanish Republic was a severe blow to the

Swiss working-class movement as well. This was not only manifest-

ed in the failure of the movement for an amnesty, whmh proved

futile despite the broad involvement of the working PC0P1®».

also had a bearing on the results of the general political elections

an
The

le

unity

e

of action of the two workers’ parties was disrupted,

and the involvement of the masses in the May Day celebration in

1939 was insignificant. The reaction was rearing its head evei>-

Wl
Today he who would seek information on the participation of

Swiss volunteers in the Spanish war in books on modern history

published in Switzerland would realise that they are written by

reactionary

1

!alsifiers . The Spanish Republic, if mentioned in such

books at all, is described as a “red bandit dictatorship and Franco

as a “hero” who established “peace, law and order “
trv Reactionaries continue to heap abuse on defendci

Spanish Republic, servicemen of the Republican Army and then

fr

Buf
!

it is impossible to hide away the historical truth or to efface

it from the people’s memory. Swiss citizens fought in the i anks o

the International Brigades on Spanish soil for genuine democracy

for peace and progress, and inscribed a heroic page m the

of the Swiss people.
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THE UNION
OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

A most important condition for carrying out the grandiose
programme of building a socialist society in the USSR was peace.
Anxious to ensure a stable and lasting peace, the Soviet Govern-
ment sought to establish normal relations with all countries. By
19o6 diplomatic relations had been set up with thirty-two states.
After the end of the civil war and foreign intervention the

numerical strength of the Soviet Armed Forces was reduced
annually and by the early thirties it had fallen to 586,000 men.
Soviet society was pervaded by the atmosphere of peaceful work.

In the first half of the thirties, however, there was a sharp
deterioration in the international situation. The world economic
crisis of 1929-33 exacerbated in the extreme the contradictions
between and within the imperialist states. Imperialist circles saw
the unleashing of aggression as a solution to these contradictions.

In 1931 the Japanese militarists occupied Manchuria which
bordered on the USSR. Four years later, in 1935, fascist Italy
began a colonial war against Abyssinia and invaded it. In the
middle of Europe German fascism came to power and cruelly
repressed working-class and democratic movements, proclaiming
the cult of force in relations between peoples and not concealing
its main aim—to win “Lebensraum” in Europe. Thus, the danger
of war presented itself in both East and West, threatening not only
the Soviet Union but the peace of the whole world.
The Soviet Government took all possible measures to rally the

peace-loving forces of Europe and avert a new world war. In 1934,
the USSR joined the League of Nations and put forward a plan
for establishing a European collective security system. Non-
aggression pacts were concluded with a number of states, and in
1935 mutual aid alliances with France and Czechoslovakia.
At the same time measures were taken to increase the country’s

defence capacity. Equipment, tanks and aviation were modernised.
The peace-loving foreign policy of the Soviet Government and

the measures to strengthen the country’s defence were supported

298

by the whole people. Hundreds of thousands of Komsomols helped

to build up the Navy. Young people joined flying clubs and

parachute schools, and passed the “Ready for Work and Defence

The spirit of proletarian solidarity and internationalism was

instilled and strengthened in the Soviet people by the whole order

of life in socialist society. Soviet people took a keen interest in the

class collisions in capitalist countries and the working people s

struggle against reaction and fascism, sympathising with their

setbacks and rejoicing at their victories.

Moscow became a second homeland for those who had been

persecuted by the black shirts in Italy and the nazis in Germany,

for revolutionaries forced to leave Bulgaria, Poland, Greece and

countries with fascist regimes. At the beginning of 1934, the

soldiers of the Austrian Schutzbund, who had taken part in anti-

fascist fighting in Vienna, were given a brotherly welcome in the

USSR and found refuge there. In October of the same year, when

the Spanish reactionaries cruelly suppressed the armed rising of

Asturian miners who were fighting against the fascist threat, a

wave of solidarity with the miners spread over the Soviet land.

On the initiative of the women workers at the Dzerzhinsky Tryokh-

gornaya Manufaktura textile works, who gave up half-a-day s

pay to the fund to aid the Asturian miners, the Soviet working

people collected 3 million pesetas for the families of victims of

fascist terror. 1 Many participants in the uprising, belonging to

various parties, were offered political asylum in the USSR.

In the spring of 1936, after the majority of the Spanish people

voted for the Popular Front at the elections to the Cortes, the

Asturian miners returned home. They wrote in their farewell

letter to the Soviet people: “We, the Spanish revolutionaries who

had emigrated to the USSR, are about to leave this country. Our

stay here has enriched us with experience and knowledge owing

to the brotherly hospitality of the Soviet proletariat who did then-

best to make us forget the bitterness of our emigration.”

But six months had not passed before the reactionary forces in

Spain presented an armed challenge to the Republic.

The military-fascist revolt in Spain, which began on July 18,

1936, and the complicity of the fascist states with the insurgents

aroused angry protest in the Soviet Union. Meetings of solidarity

with the Spanish people were held at many factories on August. 2.

“Our fraternal greetings to the working people of Spain, who arc

struggling heroically under the guidance of their government for

freedom and a democratic republic, against the fascists, insurgents

and betrayers of their country,” said a resolution passed at a

meeting of Orjonikidze electrical engineering factory workers in

1 Y. M. Tcper, Flames over Oviedo, Moscow, 1936, p. 122 (in Russian).
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A delegation of Spanish Republicans at a Moscow factory. Autumn 1936

Moscow. “Down with fascism! Long live the victory of the Spanish

people!”1

Next day Moscow’s Red Square and the adjoining streets were
packed with people. The demonstrators carried posters saying:

“The Spanish people’s cause is our sacred cause!”, “Let us give

a helping hand to the Spanish people!”, “Down with the fascist

insurgents and their instigators!”

The meeting was opened by the Secretary of the All-Union

Central Council of Trade Unions, N. Shvernik. He and other

speakers—P. Makarov, a worker from the Serp i Molot (Hammer
and Sickle) factory, E. Bystrova, a worker from the Krasnaya

Zarya (Red Dawn) factory, the writer A. Fadeyev, and Academi-

cian A. Fersman—spoke of the Soviet people’s solidarity with the

just struggle of the Spanish Republic against the insurgents. Those

present at the meeting, which was attended by more than 120.000

people, sent an address to the President of the Spanish Republic,

Manuel Azana, and the Prime Minister, Jose Giral, and called

on the people of the Soviet Union to send contributions to the

fund in aid of the Spanish Republic. On the same day a 100.000-

strong meeting of solidarity with the Spanish anti-fascists was

1 Pravda, August 3, 1936.
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Spanish children arrive in the Soviet Union. 1937

UnT ’

s Fund of Aid to Republican Spain, and by the end of
October this sum had risen to 47,595,000 rubles. 1

Food and clothing were purchased and sent to Spain with the
money collected by Soviet people. On September 18, 1936 the
first ship the Neva, set sail for Spain with food; it was followed
by the Cuban and Zyryanin, then the Neva again and the Turksib.
lhey transported to Spain about 1,000 tons of butter, more than
4,200 tons of sugar, 300 tons of margarine, 250 tons of confec-
tionery 4,130 tons of wheat, 3,500 tons of flour, 2,600 tons of
smoked fish, 300 tons of lard and smoked foods, about two million
tins of food, 125,000 tins of condensed milk, coffee and cocoa
1,000 crates of eggs and also 10,000 sets of clothes, mainlv
children’s clothing.2 These transport ships were followed by
many others.

The material help and moral support of the Soviet people to
the people of Spain continued throughout the war. Thus, in July
1938 the second anniversary of the beginning of the Spanish
peoples anti-fascist war was celebrated all over the country by
meetings of workers and intensified raising of funds for Spain.

In December of the same year it was reported that the trade
unions and other organisations had raised another 14 million

1 Trud, October 27, 1936.
2 Ibid.
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rubles, with which food had been purchased for sending to

'

Press, radio, cinema and theatre all played an active part in

the solidarity movement. The radio broadcast daily communiques

from the Spanish Command on the situation at the front, and the

papers published reports on military operations The reporting of

I Ehrenburg, O. Savich and particularly Mikhail Koltsov, and the

documentaries of R. Karmen and B. Makaseyev from Spam helped

the public to feel the atmosphere of life in the Spanish Republic

and the struggle of its defenders.

Thousands of factories and various public organisations and

famous workers, such as the miner Alexei Stakhanov the collec-

tive-farm worker Maria Demchenko, the tractor driver Pasha

Angelina, writers and actors, veterans of the revolution and

school-children wrote friendly letters to Spain. Many of these

letters and the replies to them were published in the Soviet and

Spanish press.
. _ . . . .

The visits to the Soviet Union by delegations of Spanish working

people and soldiers of the Republican Army and their meetings

with Soviet working people developed into moving manifestations

of solidarity.
, _ . . , c . u

With true maternal care the Soviet country took Spanish

children under its wing. The first ship arrived in spring 1937 with

a cargo of young Spanish children, boys and girls between the

ages of three and sixteen from Asturias, which was now cut ott

from the rest of the Republic. By November 1938 there were

2 848 Spanish children in the Soviet Union. Special boarding

schools were set up for them with the teaching in Spanish. All the

Spanish children who came to the Soviet Union received a general

and professional education, and many a higher education Many

volunteered to join the Soviet Army in the Second World War

and together with their older comrades who had received political

asylum in the Soviet Union, took up arms in the defence of their

second homeland. ,

The Soviet public, trade unions, womens and young peoples

organisations, Red Cross, International Red Aid, scientists and

people connected with the arts took part in organising and holding

international congresses and meetings aimed at combatting war

and the fascist danger and helping the Spanish people.

The international authority of the Soviet state and the Com-

munist Party of the Soviet Union and the example of the Soviet

people’s aid to Spain helped to promote a world-wide movement

of solidarity with the Spanish Republic. The words of a telegram

from the General Secretary of the Central Committee of the All-

Union Communist Party (Bolsheviks), J. V. Stalin, to the General

1 Pravda, December 8, 1938.
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A recruitment notice inviting volunteers to join the Voroshilov Battalion of the
People’s Militia. 1936

Secretary of the Central Committee of the Spanish Communist
Party, Jose Diaz: “The liberation of Spain from the yoke of the
fascist reactionaries is not the private concern of Spaniards alone,
but the common cause of all progressive humanity” served, as it

were, as the motto for the world’s progressive forces and an appeal
to help the Spanish people.

The brotherly aid of the Land of Soviets produced striking

manifestations of friendship for the Soviet people among the
Spanish masses. On October 14, 1936, when the Zyryanin sailed
into Barcelona almost the whole of the town’s population came out
into the streets. More than 200,000 people gathered at the port.
Similar manifestations took place in other ports: Cartagena, Valen-
cia and Alicante.

Subsequent events and years of hard fighting strengthened the
Spanish working people’s trust and respect for the Soviet country
and their gratitude to it for its unfailing, all-round help. “The
people . . . ascribed their salvation to the Soviet State,” wrote the
Spanish historian A. Ramos Oliveira.1

The famous poets Antonio Machado and Miguel Hernandez
wrote some inspired lines on the Soviet country. In a poem on

1 A. R. Oliveira, Politics, Economics and Men of Modern Spain, 1808-
1946, London, 1946, p. 599.

the twentieth anniversary of the Red Army, Rafael Alberti

Wr°te
Oh, how far you are and yel how near to me now.

Soldiers of the great land, guarding over labour

.

The people turn to you, that the whole world may hear

‘Tonight and I join my voice to theirs

:

“Let the heart of Spain beat in your breast.

The feeling of special affinity between these two peoples wa^

enhanced by the similarity between
.^

Spanish peoples mil. y

and foreign intervention, s«s. The Soviet people s victory m he

civil war served as an inspiring example for the detenders

Spanish Republic and strengthened their faith m victory.

On October 20, 1936, on the eve of decisive fighting tor the

Spanish capital? Tos6 Diaz stressed the resemblance between the

war in Spain and the civil war in Russia, between the defence of

“cfition!
0
ofTrfends of the Soviet Union sprang up 0

^
0^

where. Streets and schools m Spam were named «ter Lenm.

spite of the difficulties of wartime the Republic made widesp

use of the Soviet Union’s experience in the sphere of Public

education- setting up workers’ departments, evening universities

c"our emufatio
P
n and the Stakhanovite movement became

widespread among industrial workers.
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we charge you, the working people of the USSR, with the defence
of our revolution, not trusting any so-called ‘democratic or anti-
fascist politicians. We believe in our class brothers, for onlv the
working people can defend the Spanish revolution.”
The military fascist revolt and the intervention of the fascist

states put the Spanish Republic in an extremely difficult position.
When the revolt broke out, the government of the Republic

was certain that the “Western democracies”—Britain, the United
States, and paiticularly trance—would give it the necessary
assistance to restore Republican law and order.

This was not the case. Under pressure from the Conservative
government in Britain and French reactionary circles working for
an alliance with fascism, the French Government refused to sell
the Spanish Republic aircraft and other weapons and even put a
ban on war material which had already been purchased and was
about to be shipped to Spain. At the same time the French Prime
Minister, the Socialist Leon Blum, proposed that the governments
of the European states, including the Soviet Union, should sign
an agreement to refrain from giving military assistance to either
side in the Spanish war.
No diplomatic relations existed between the USSR and the

Spanish Republic at that time. The foreign policy negotiations
begun in 1933 had been broken off by the reactionary government
of Lerroux, which came to power in the autumn of that year, and
had not been renewed later by the democratic governments of
Azaha and Quiroga.
However, the Soviet Union determined its attitude towards the

non-intervention proposal by proceeding from the interests of the
Spanish people and its lawful government. The Soviet Govern-
ment constantly stressed that any approach to the problem of the
Spanish war which restricted the sovereign rights of Spain’s
lawful government and placed it on the same footing as the
insurgents, was wrong. At the same time the interests of defending
Spanish democracy and world peace demanded that the Soviet
Union should not refuse to be party to the agreement, which had
been adhered to by 27 European states, supported by the Spanish
Government itself, and welcomed by broad democratic circles in
many countries who still believed that Leon Blum was sincerely
intending to stop Italo-German intervention.

In adhering to the Non-Intervention Agreement, the Soviet
Government put forward two essential conditions: (1) that Portu-
gal should also be party to the agreement and (2) that the
assistance given to the insurgents by certain states should imme-
diately be stopped. 1 These conditions determined the policy of
support adopted by Soviet diplomacy for the cause of the Spanish

1 USSR Foreign Policy. Collected Documents, Vol. IV (1935-Tune 1941)
Moscow, 1946, p. ISO (in Russian).
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"Long Live Russia!’ reads this inscription on a wall

Republic subsequently when the Non-Intervention Committee was
set up in London with the participation of all countries which
had signed the agreement.
The Soviet representatives on the London Committee tirelessly

revealed the true nature and hidden main springs of the hypocrit-
ical policy of ‘non-intervention”, the organisers of which publicly
advocated neutrality, but privately helped the fascist invaders.
From the platform of the London Committee the Soviet side made
public and informed the world of the true facts about the aggres-
sion of the fascist states in Spain and about the crimes they were
committing against the Spanish people. Thus, the work of Soviet
diplomacy in the London Committee, which was represented by
the Soviet Ambassador to Britain, I. M. Maisky, was one of the
sectors of the international solidarity front with the Spanish
people.

Almost at the same time as the London Committee began
operating, diplomatic relations were established between Spain
and the Soviet Union. On August 29, 1936, the Soviet Ambassador
M. I. Rosenberg presented his credentials to the President of the
Spanish Republic, Manuel Azana; V. A. Antonov-0vseyenko was
appointed Soviet Consul General in Barcelona. This was impor-
tant for the subsequent course of the Spanish people’s liberation
struggle and thwarted the plans of the fascist states to isolate the
Spanish Republic.

The population of Madrid gave a joyous welcome to the first

envoys of the Soviet country. ‘ It is hard to convey the excitement
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A meeting of solidarity with the Spanish Republic in Moscow’s Red
Square, August 3, 1936

taught the other countries a well-deserved lesson,” declared the
anarchist Solidaridctd Obrera. "This is the first voice which has
sounded beyond our country’s borders in defence of the Spanish
freedoms which are threatened by fascism,” stressed the newspa-
per El Liberal.

It was then too that the following declaration was made by the
anarcho-syndicalist leader Garcia Oliver: “If the fascists ever
attack the Soviet Union I will go and defend it. I am an anarchist.
I shall leave aside all programmes and go there as a fighter, as
a soldier, as a Red Army man.”
Throughout the war Soviet diplomacy tirelessly defended the

interests of the Spanish Republic. Of special importance among the
numerous episodes in this bloodless battle was the struggle to stop
piracy by Italian submarines and planes in the Mediterranean
and Soviet opposition to recognising General Franco’s insurgent
“government” as possessing belligerent rights.

Relations between the governments of the Soviet Union and
Spain were based on the most heartfelt friendship and collabora-
tion. The exchange of correspondence between the Soviet leader-
ship (K. Y. Voroshilov, V. M. Molotov and J. V. Stalin) and the
Spanish Prime Minister Largo Caballero in December 1936-
January 1937 is full of sincerity and trust.

A letter from the Soviet leaders read, in part, as follows: “We
considered and still consider it our duty, within the limits of the
opportunities at our disposal, to come to the aid of the Spanish
Government, that is leading the struggle of all the working people,

all Spanish democracy, against the military-fascist clique which is

the agent of international fascist forces.

“The Spanish revolution is blazing its own trail, different in

many respects from the path traversed by Russia For all that,

we believe that our experience, in particular the experience of our

civil war, correspondingly applied to the special conditions of the

Spanish revolutionary struggle, can be of positive significance for

Spain. Proceeding on this basis, we have agreed, in compliance

with your numerous requests conveyed to us through the person

of Comrade Rosenberg, to put at your disposal a number of

military specialists. These specialists have been instructed by us

to give advice in the military sphere to those Spanish military

leaders to help whom they are to be sent by you.

“They have been instructed on no account to lose sight of the

fact that for all the feeling of solidarity with which the Spanish

people and the peoples of the USSR are imbued at the presen

time, a Soviet specialist, as a foreigner m Spain, can be of real

use only if he keeps strictly within the limits of an adviser and an

aC

*“We believe that you will make use of our military comrades

in precisely this way. , .

“We would request you kindly to inform us of the extent to

which our military comrades carry out the tasks entrusted to them

by you, for, naturally, only a favourable attitude on your part

towards their work would make their continued stay in bpain

advisable
viet leaders went on to reCommend the implementation

of certain measures in the interests of the peasantry and the petty

and middle bourgeoisie, and also measures to protect the property

of citizens of states which did not support the insurgents.

In his reply dated January 12, 1937, Largo Caballero wrote:

“The help which you are giving to the Spanish people . . . has

been and remains very useful to us. I can assure you that we

appreciate it greatly- . . .. r

“In the name of Spain and, first and foremost, in the name of

the working people, we thank you with all our heart and trust that

we shall be able to count on your aid and your advice in the

future too. ...
. , , , „„„

“The comrades whom you sent us in reply to our request aie

rendering us a great service. Their considerable experience is

extremely useful to us and is an effective contribution to the

defence of Spain against fascism. I can assure you, that they are

carrying out their duties with true enthusiasm and exemplary

courage. ... I am most grateful to you for the friendly advice

i Guerra y revolution en Esjiaha 1936-1939 ,
Moscow, 1966, Vol. II,

pp. 101-02.
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' Guerra y revolucion en Espaha 1936-1939, pp. 102-03.
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86 attacks were made on Soviet ships, the Komsomol, ‘Timiryazev

and Blagoyev were sunk, and the Petrovsky, Vtoraya Pyatiletka,

Soyuz Vodiiikov and Smidovich were captured and taken into

ports held by the insurgents. The fascists attacked and sank vessels

regardless of the flag they were flying if they were suspected of

carrying cargoes from Soviet ports to Republican Spain. According

to the statistics of the semi-official Italian Stefani Press Agency,

Italian military aircraft hit 224 ships of various nations between

1936 and 1938. 1 In this situation the commodity circulation between

the USSR and Spain in the first seven months of 1938 dropped to

half in terms of tonnage and a third in terms of value compared

with the first half of 1937.

Seeking to evade the financial blockade (the French authorities

had sequestered Spanish gold deposited in Paris), the Spanish

Government placed part of its gold reserves in the State Bank of

the USSR, from which it paid for purchases made both in the

Soviet Union and in other countries. When these reserves were

exhausted the Soviet Government allowed Spain credit to the value

of $ 85 million in the autumn of 1938. The last supplies of Soviet

arms were also made on credit. General Ignacio Hidalgo de

Cisneros who concluded the agreement on these supplies on behalf

of the Spanish Government in Moscow, wrote: '‘I can confirm

before the whole world that the Soviet aid was entirely unselfish,

to say nothing of the fact that this aid cost the Soviet people many
sacrifices. . .

,” 2

From the very beginning of the fascist revolt a flood of applica-

tions from Soviet citizens who wanted to go to Spain to fight on

the side of the people poured into Soviet public and governmental

organisations. The Non-Intervention Agreement did not forbid

the departure of volunteers, and in September 1936 several of

them managed to leave. These were fighter pilots I. I. Kopets,

Y. Y. Yerlykin, and A. V. Kovalevsky, bomber pilots and navi-

gators E. G. Shakht, Z. S. Zakhariyev (Garanov), G. N. Tupikov,

G. I. Tkhor, V. S. Kholzunov, P. A. Djibelli, I. I. Proskurov,

G. M. Prokofiev, and A. A. Kheveshi, and engineers Z. L. Ioffe

and Y. P. Zalessky.

Upon arrival in Spain they and volunteers from other countries

joined the international aircraft units commanded by Spanish

officers. These units were equipped with a small number of obso-

lete types of aircraft, which could not be compared to the Italian

and German machines supporting the insurgents. In spite of this

inequality of forces, the Republican pilots, Russian volunteers

included, bravely joined battle with enemy aircraft and bombed
enemy aerodromes, equipment and positions. After a few weeks

1 Hugh Thomas, The Spanish Civil War, London, 1961, p. 634.
- Ignacio Hidalgo dc Cisneros, Cambio de rurnbo (Memories). Segunda

parte, Bucharest, 1964, p. 192.
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of combat and after endless repairs the Republican Nieuports,

Breguets, etc., were ready for the scrap heap.

The enemy’s superior aviation paved the way for the fascist

divisions’ advance on the capital. The nucleus of these

divisions was the well-armed and well-trained Foreign Legion and

some fanatical mercenaries from Moroccan tribes. They could not

be withstood in open battle by the government’s troops which

consisted of units of autonomous volunteer detachments of the

People’s Militia, poorly armed and almost without any military

training. By the end of October the front line had moved

almost right up to Madrid.
The government and the parties of the Popular Front, the Com-

munist Party in particular, were doing their utmost to form regular

military units from the separate detachments of the People’s

Militia. But the solution of this problem required two things: time

and arms. Time was supplied by the heroic defenders of Madrid

who stopped the enemy at the city gates. The arms came from

the Soviet Union. They formed the material basis of the defence

of the capital, the selfless exploit of its defenders—Spanish patriots

and their friends, the internationalist volunteers.

Transport ships with war material obtained from the Soviet

Union began to arrive in Spanish ports in the middle of October.

The Komsomol, Stary Bolshevik ,
KIM

,
Volgoles, Lenin and

Andreyev supplied 50 tanks and 100 planes, as well as armoured

cars, rifles, cannon, mounted and light machine-guns, grenade

launchers and various types of ammunition1
.

The badge issued in Spain in honour of the Soviet S. S. Komsomol

1 See Latvian Soldiers in Spain, Riga, 1970, p. 20; K. L. Maidanik, The

Spanish Proletariat in the National-Revolutionary War, Moscow, 1960, p. 179

(both in Russian).
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Soviet volunteers of a fighter squadron. Madrid, November 1936.

Pilots (the front row, left to right): A. I. Tarasov (first), F. K. Zamashansky

(third). I. A. Lakeycv (fourth), A. V. Minayev (fifth); mechanics (second row .

1. T. Fomenko (first), G. Y. Konkov (second), T. I. Krupemn (third), S. 1. Mi-

khailovsky (fourth)

Without delay the Republican Command with the help of Soviet

volunteers put these arms and equipment to use in the battle oi

Madrid in late October-early November. The war entered a new

P
In the autumn and winter of 1936/37 twenty-three transport

ships with military equipment, arms and ammunition left ie

Black Sea ports for Spain 1

. This made it possible to form and arm

regular brigades and divisions of the People’s Army to save

Madrid, to win the battle of the Jarama and to rout the Italian

expeditionary force at Guadalajara in March i937. At the same

time several groups of volunteers arrived from the Soviet Umo

with military equipment: pilots, tank men and other mill ar\

SP
The appearance in the sky above Madrid of Republican 1-15

and 1-16 fighter planes which had arrived from the Soviet Union

and were piloted by Soviet volunteers was one of the most im-

pressive moments in the whole saga of the defence of Madrid. Let

us quote the following extract from the memoirs ol the Kepu > 1
-

can Air Force Commander, Hidalgo de Cisneros:
_ _

“In those critical days in Madrid the enemy aviation, both on

the front and over the capital, flew completely unchecked. 1

bombed the town with impunity, since our air force was prac-

t,C

“oLthe
r

moming' of November 6 German Junkers bombers

appeared, as usual, accompanied by squadrons of ltd
!
an 1

fighter planes.... The sirens were still sounding over

giving the air warning, when a group of planes with the

l I. M. Maisky, Spanish Notebooks, Moscow 1962, p. 109; M. T. Mesh-

clieryakov, Spain on Fire, Moscow, 1971, p. 54 (both in Russian).
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emblems of the Republican Air Force appeared in the Madrid
sky. Fast, powerful and agile they sped towards the fascist air-
craft.

'‘It is impossible to describe my emotions at this sight. 1 was so
excited that afterwards 1 was surprised not to have had a heart
attack.

“No one will ever forget what the Madrilenos saw that wonder-
ful morning Leaving their shelters, forgetting about the dan-
ger, people poured into the streets, people who had been living
in fear, suffering day in day out, powerless to defend themselves
and their town against the enemy’s heavy bombing. Now they
were watching with indescribable delight the first air combat
over their previously defenceless city. In the aerobatics of the

piloting, in the chandelles, in the rattle of the machine-gun lire

the Madrilenos saw the Republican pilots shoot down nine enemy
planes one after another, while the others turned and fled, pursued
by Republican fighters.

“With tears in their eyes the Madrilenos cheered the Republican
Air Force. I was particularly struck by the fact that these cheers
were addressed to the Soviet Union with an enthusiasm and
jubilation impossible to describe. For I was sure that we had kept
the arrival of Soviet planes secret.

"From that day the alignment of forces in the air changed for
some time to come. . .

.” i

Throughout the months of bitter fighting for Madrid, almost
every day, and often several times a day, there were aerial com-
bats which did not die down even when there was a short lull in

the military operations on the ground.
The Soviet Military Attache in Madrid, V. Y. Gorev, wrote

this about the Soviet volunteers: “It is impossible to describe the
heroism of the pilots who joined combat with a superior enemy,
lost men and machines, and went into the next battle with even
more heroism and persistence The fighter force, although it

was numerically weaker than that of the enemy, succeeded in

protecting the town.”2

The scope of this article does not enable us to mention the
names of all the Soviet volunteers who took part in these heroic
battles, or the engineers, technicians and workmen who assembled
the planes at record speed when they arrived from the Soviet
Union and ensured that they were always combat-worthy. From
the total of 160 Soviet pilots who took part in the defence of
Madrid we shall mention only the senior leaders and officers.

1 Ignacio Hidalgo de Cisneros, Cambio de rumbo (Memorias). Segunda
parte, pp. 180, 186-87.

2 K. L. Maidanik, The Spanish Proletariat in the National-Revolutionary
War, p. 182.

v. V. Smushkevich (Douglas) was senior air force instructor,

p I Pumpur was fighter group instructor, S. P. Denisov, P. V K\

-

rha.gov S F. Tarkhov and K. I. Kolesnikov were squadron leaders,

and N F Balanov, V. M. Bocharov, G. N. Zakharov, I. L Kopets,

1. A. Lakeycv and S. A. Chernykh were flight commanders.

At the beginning of November the Soviet high-speed SB bomb-

ers went into action, at that time the most up-to-date and

advanced planes in that class. Faster than all the fascist fighters,

the SBs carried out their combat missions without hghtei cover.

Under the general command of A. Y. Zlatotsvetov the squadi ons

of I. I. Proskurov, V. S. Kholzunov and E G Shakht bombed

aerodromes and strategic targets both far behind enemy hnes in

the areas of Burgos, Salamanca, Seville, Cadiz, etc. and at the

The third type of Republican aircraft was the group of SSS

bombers under the command of K. M. Gusev.
. . , f

The Soviet volunteer pilots lost 21 comrades in the battle ot

Madrid, including Heroes of the Soviet Union V. M. Bocharov,

P. A. Djibelli, K. I. Kovtun, S. b. Tarkhov and I A. Khoyansky.

The interventionist losses were incomparably heavier. In o-

vember and December Republican pilots brought down /0 fascis

planes. But the main result of the air battle for Madrid was that

it put an end to Italo-Gennan air superiority. This in turn toiled

the fascist plan to storm the capital using the tactics of the airciatt

removing all obstacles and the infantry occupying cleared territory

The fascist pilots vented their spite m night raids, destroying

residential areas in the town and killing women and children.

All attempts by Franco’s generals to break into the capital %vere

resolutely repulsed by its defenders. Franco was forced to give up

the idea of a frontal attack on the city and seek to take it by

encirclement. After replenishing his troops and receiving abundant

reinforcements from the interventionists, he launched an offensive

on the northwest of the capital (in January 1937) , then in he

southeast, on the River Jarama(inbebruary) and

northeast along the Zaragoza-Guadalajara-Madrid highway (

March). But these three offensives were also unsuccessiui.

The fascist command’s hopes that the defenders ol the•Repub i

would prove less combat-worthy and staunch m open battle than

behind the walls of Madrid were vain ones. Now, at the beginning

of 1937, the fascists were no longer confronted by separate detach-

ments of the People’s Militia as they had been in September-

October 1936, but with regular brigades and divisions of govern-

ment troops, subject to a single command and supported by tanks

artillery and an air force which the Spanish patuots piou )

called La Gloriosa.
, T ,

•

During the February fighting in 1937 on the Jarama, some big

• i ui'.. i.-.Trr.ir/irto- a? manv as cishtv planes at a time.
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The bomber wing under the Command of A. S. Senatorov. Standing right to
left: gunner S. I. Ivanov (first), pilot G. K. Starodumov (second), naviga-
tor V. M. Lavsky (third), navigator V. P. Baryshpol (fourth),' navigator
A. P. Ignatenko (fifth), Spanish gunner Matias (sixth), navigator P. I. Si-
monyan (eighth); sitting right to left: pilot P. P. Arkhangelsky (first), gun-
ner Y. I. Torbeyev (second), pilot S. A. Doyar (third), navigator G. A. Sby-

tov (fifth), navigator Y. V. Suslov (sixth). September 1937

But the Republican pilots invariably won the day. General Rojo,
at that time Chief of Staff of the Madrid Front, had this to say
in his book Esparia Heroka about the air force on the Jarama
Front: "The aviation collaborated with the ground troops in such
a way that at some moments it was decisive. . . . The courage with
which our pilots attacked and shot down enemy planes encouraged
those on the ground to emulate them. The combat operations of
our pilots exceeded all standards: they frequently did up to seven
flights a day and each time engaged in combat. These conditions
demanded a tremendous effort from the airmen. 1 In quoting these
words Hidalgo de Cisneros notes in his memoirs: “.

. . I must stress

that at that time the Republican air force consisted mostly of
Soviet airmen.”2

The fascists felt the strength of the Republican air force even
more on the Guadalajara sector where, at the beginning of March,

1 General Vicente Rojo, Esparia Heroica, Mexico, 1961, p. 61.
- Ignacio Plidalgo <lc Cisneros, Cambio de runibo (Memorias). Scgunda

parte, Bucharest, 1964, p. 198.

only eight days after the battle of the Jarama, a fifty-thousand

strong Italian expeditionary corps suddenly launched an otfensive

against Madrid, breaking through the weakly fortified line of

g
°Th?Repiiblicmi Command put all its existing aircraft into the

attack on the interventionists’ motorised columns spread over ten

kilometres of highway. The aerial assault dispersed oi•demoralised

a considerable section of the enemy forces while they were

still approaching the field of battle The advance guard of the

Italian corps, which had advanced thirty kilometres, was stoPPed

by reserve detachments of the Central Front, and a

launched by Republican infantry and tanks put the blackshirts

‘°Th^
1

French military journal Revue de I’armie dejair had

this to say about the rout of the Italian aggressors. The skill of

the governmental air units was indisputable m this engagement.

These squadrons proved that they were manoeuvrable, energet -

cally commanded, and well trained for attack in flight. The air

command has profited greatly from the mcredible impudence

of the enemy command which one would be tempted to think in

ferior, if it were not more likely that certain successes in the Abys-

sinian war—against an adversary completely depnved of airciait

have inspired it with too much boldness.
, .

To complete the picture it must be added that the bad weathei

in the Guadalajara area (rain, sleet and low clouds) was so unfi

for living that the aircraft supporting the Italian force (abc

100 planes) did not risk leaving the ground during fight ng

The tactical skill of the Republican Air Force Command and

the Soviet volunteers was also brilliantly demonstrated during the

Zaragoza operation on the Aragon Front in the summer and

autumn of 1937. One outstanding episode was the attack

Republican fighters on the fascist air base widely ^Ported m
international military literature of the c a>

. _

1

Gusev
her 25 A K. Serov’s squadron, supported by those ol A. I. G>use\

G P Pleshchenko, and B. A. Smirnov under the general command

of 1. T. Yeryomenko, bombed the aerodrome at Garap.mllos near

Zaragoza where there were more than sixty planes. I lie attac

was unexpected and not a single fascist plane had tune to leave

the ground. The anti-aircraft batteries were put out of action by

fio-hfer fire. Eight loaded bombers exploded and neaily all the

enemy aircraft'were burnt by incendiary bombs.

Taking into account the losses on the Jarama and at Guad

laiara the Italo-German interventionists increased supplies ol

wir materials, particularly aircraft and anti-mrcraf artdlery to

the insurgents. New units of the Italian regular air foice and

1 Raima da I’armee de lair,
No. 96, July 193/, p. 814.
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German Condor Legion also arrived in Spain. “Mussolini and
Hitler have sent full-strength units to Spain,” wrote the French
journal Revue militaire generate}
At the same time the supply of Soviet equipment became in-

creasingly more difficult. Several transport ships from the Soviet
Union carrying arms, planes and tanks were sunk by Italian sub-
marines.

The interventionists sought to surpass the Republican Air Force
technically as well. From the middle of 1937 the latest German
planes—the Messerschmitt-109 fighter and the Heinkel-111 bomb-
er—and also the Italian bomber Savoia-79 appeared in Spain.
In some respects they not only equalled the Soviet planes but

excelled them. In these conditions the personal qualities of the
Soviet airmen and all the Republican pilots came to the fore

even more vividly in the second and third years of the war, quali-

ties which the fascists were never able to excel.

Foreign military specialists noted that the Republican Air Force
possessed a factor which counterbalanced the numerical and even
technical inferiority of their machines—a high morale. “It has
happened that a single squadron of Moskas2 has forced three

Italian Fiat squadrons to stop attacking,” wrote the French
General Armengaud after a visit to the fronts in Spain. “The
Moskas, which do 450 kilometres an hour, give an idea of the

importance of speed for the fighter plane, both by the fear which
they inspire in their adversaries and by the daring of the pilots

who fly them. . . . The importance of manoeuvrability for a fight-

er plane is clearly demonstrated by the Chato. The pilots have
such confidence in the manipulability of their machine that they. . .

arc not afraid of any faster enemy planes. They have brought
down Messerschmitts.”'5 The writer gives examples of Chatos
shooting down fascist bombers raiding Republican towns at night.'1

The boldness and courage of the Republic’s defenders, be they
Soviet airmen, Spanish pilots or their internationalist friends, were
born of the faith in the justice of their cause. Fighting a numeri-
cally superior enemy was the rule rather than the exception for

Soviet volunteers and the whole Republican Air Force throughout
the war. Yet the fascists almost invariably suffered heavier losses

than the Republicans. Let us quote two examples.

On July 18, 1937, the whole of Madrid watched 40 Fiats,

which had appeared at the height of the battle of Brunete over

1 Revue militaire gSnerale, No. 4, 1938, p. 416.
2 The Madrilcnos had their own nicknames for their favourite Soviet

fighters. The 1-15 with its characteristically shaped engine section was often

called “Chato”, which means “snub-nosed” and the monoplane 1-16, “Moska”,

i.e. “fly”. These names were even used officially and figured in war commu-
niques.

3 Revue militaire generale, No. 4, 193S, pp. 433. 436-37.
4 Ibid., p. 438-39.
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the University City, being counter-attacked by 20 Republican

fio-hters. The battle was on. Another 8 Messerschmitts joined in.

The enemy lost six planes in this engagement, and all the Soviet

aircraft returned safely to base. 1

. . ,

A year later, in August 1938 and the following months, when

the largest offensive for the last two years was taking place on

the right bank of the Ebro, Republican pilots fought several suc-

cessful battles against superior enemy forces. Thus, on August 14

they brought down 19 enemy planes and lost one, on August 24

they destroyed 7 planes, losing two of their own. A report from

the French Havas News Agency on August 29 said that in twenty-

five days of fighting on the Ebro Front Republican pilots had

brought down 93 enemy planes, losing 18 of their own.- These

figures reflect the superiority of the Republican airmen over the

fascist mercenaries. It is important to stress that by the time of t e

battle of the Ebro there was a completely new set of Soviet volun-

teers, yet the new airmen of the squadrons commanded by

P T Korobkov, S. I. Gritsevets and N. S. Gerasimov fought

just as bravely and selflessly as the first air defenders of

Madrid. r

By now most of the Republican Air Force was made up of young

Spanish patriots under the command of squadron leaders Arias,

Bravo, Morquillas, Pereiro, Zarauz and others who had received

their training in Soviet flying schools and gained experience fig sit-

ing side by side with their Soviet friends.

However, neither the high degree of military skill, nor the bravery

and courage of the Republican pilots, or their tactical victories

in air combats with the enemy could retain Republican suprem-

acy in the air. Already by the Teruel operation (December 193/-

February 1938) the interventionists and insurgents had live to six

times more planes than the Republicans. The gap widened in 1938.

In giving cover to their bombers or repulsing enemy raids, the

Republican pilots dealt telling blows to the Fiats, Messerschmitts

and Heinkels, but were unable through lack of planes to clear the

skies of them altogether. In the meantime planes from the soviet

Union, packed in containers, were gathering dust in French ports

or railway warehouses in the name of non-intervention .

The Republican Army had practically no tank units at the begin-

ning of the war. The first group of Soviet tank men arrived with

T-26 tanks acquired by the Spanish Government from the Soviet

Union. It consisted of eighty volunteers led by S. M. Krivoshcin.

The first task was to train Spaniards for the formation of Repub-

lican tank units. With this aim in mind the War Ministry set up

a training centre in Archena under Colonel Paredes. The situation

1 B. Smirnov, Spanish Wind, Moscow, 1963, pp. 116-18 (in Russian).

2 Pravda, August 29, 1938.
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The War Minister of the Spanish Republic, Largo Caballero, meets Soviet
volunteer tank men. December 1936

at the front demanded, however, that the tanks should be used in
combat and that the Soviet volunteers should join in the defence
of Madrid before the Spanish tank crews had been trained .

1

In the first engagement at the southern approaches to Madrid
on October 29, 1936 in the area of Sesena the tank men in the com-
pany commanded by Captain Paul Armand (15 tanks, 34 Soviet
and 11 Spanish tank men) showed extraordinary courage, inflict-

ing heavy losses on the enemy and checking its advance in the
sector in question. From that day onwards for several weeks during
which the fate of the capital was in the balance, Spanish and
Soviet tank men in T-26s never left the front. They were the only
mobile striking force, always ready on orders from the Madrid
Front Command to attack the enemy in a threatened sector and
support the infantry. “The tank men were in constant combat,”
recalls Dolores Ibarruri, “and most of the time without the sup-
port of the infantry. . . . The Republican tanks would surprise the
enemy, destroying its artillery batteries and spreading panic in its

ranks. From dawn to dusk the tank men cleared the enemy from
the approaches to the town, returned when it was dark, spent the

1 Latvian Fighters in Spain, p. 24.

.
, t renaming their machines and, against all technical norms

m
?Wll standards of human stamina—for both people and machine.,

an
n only work UP to a certain limit-returned to battle the M-

? ’n, morning Many of these heroes were Soviet tank men...

.

Bv thTSd of November 1936 as a result of intense military

ction most of the machines were out of action and in need
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Tv Mdcolth had been killed fighting behind enemy lines. Many

good at the end of N^er 1936

by the arrival of a second group of volunteer tank. men.

leader D. G. Pavlov, was appointed commander of
“.Jf ,

Brigade by the Spanish Government. It was equipped with newly

arrived T-26 tanks and continued to receive
r
emf"rce“ents ;h

’r

ta„k acquired from the Soviet Union. Another type ol

tank °he BT (a fast model), which arrived in Spain in the sum-

mer of 1937, was used to form an international tank regiment

“wttffier^KXok part in all the important battles

from autumn 1936 to spring 1938. No offensive or defensive oper-

ation by the Republican troops would hav^“n “n
g;™bHc wHh

Army. The tactical and technical qualities of these tanks remame

unexcelled right up to the end of the Span,ish war. In
;

1938 the

French journal Revue militaire generate acknowle^ed the d te
_

of the German and Italian tanks used in Spam Military speci

ists in other countries also reached the same condusion.

The Republican tanks’ worst enemy, particularly during

sivls was
P
not the insurgents’ tanks but the artilery with wh> h

the interventionists so lavishly supplied General

nrtive defence and counter-attack the blows oi the KepuDiican

tanks were deadly. This was the case on the front to the northwest

rf Madrid fn January 1937 and particularly m the b oody three

week battle of the Jarama where, to quote General Rojo the

tanks played an excephonal^ important
F
role

rban

:»SgMMSWB. Pogodin and V. I. Baranov

the tank men saved the day on many occasions, rolling back a d

i Dolores Tbarruri, El Unico cammo, Havana, 1962, p. 344.

\ £Tf„TSZ&nftwt (USA), May-Junc, .938,

,, 1S8: Revue militaire suisse, No. 2, 1938, pp. 91-92.

^ General Vicente Rojo, Espana heroxca, p. bl.
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destroying groups of Moroccans and Legionaries who were ad-
vancing on the Madrid-Valencia road.

The experience acquired by Soviet volunteers and their Spanish
comrades-in-arms during this lighting was put to good use in the

battles of Guadalajara and Brunete and all subsequent operations.
At Guadalajara a company of seven tanks, which had been dis-

patched against the motorised forward troops of the Italian corps
when the news had first arrived of the interventionists’ offensive,

bravely attacked them and halted their advance for a whole day,
March 8, 1937, together with an infantry battalion. Later, when
the reserves of the Central Front arrived, the whole of Pavlov’s
tank brigade took part in a victorious counter-offensive by the
Republican troops against the Italian fascists, paving the way for

the infantry. In the Brunete offensive the tank men inflicted heavy
losses, attacking Quijorna, Villanueva and Los Llanos, fortified

centres of fascist defence, helping the advancing Republican bri-

gades to capture them and then hold the new line.

Here are a few of the numerous examples of the Soviet volun-
teers’ high morale. At the Jarama Vasily Novikov, tank command-
er, held the enemy at bay for a whole day in a tank which had
been damaged by an enemy shell between Republican and enemy
positions. The commander and the driver-mechanic were wounded

Soviet volunteer tank men. January 1937
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non-commissioned officers, most of the ships remained loyal to the

Republic, although they lost nearly all their officer personnel.

“Squadrons commanded by sergeants” was the description given

to the Republican Navy in those days.

Soviet naval specialists invited by the Spanish Government as

advisers (N. G. Kuznetsov, V. A. Alafuzov, N. Y. Basisty,

N. 0. Abramov, N. G. Pitersky, S. G. Sapozhnikov, G. A. Zhukov
and others) concentrated mainly on helping the Republican Com-
mand to obtain military cargoes by sea. Warships, acting in accor-

dance with a specially drawn-up time-table for each given case,

met transports from the Soviet Union in open sea as they left North

African territorial waters and escorted them to Spanish Mediterra-

nean ports. The advisers also helped the Naval Command and

individual ships to solve other military problems. A group of

Soviet specialists — A. G. Golovko, V. P. Drozd, S. S. Ramishvili

and others—worked as members of Naval, stalls and at the Car-

tagena Naval base. I. D. Yeliseyev, V. L. Bogdenko and other

specialists were posted on board individual ships.

Some of the volunteer navy men were appointed submarine and

torpedo boat commanders. I. A. Burmistrov, I. V. Grachov,

N. P. Yegipko, V. A. Yegorov, G. Y. Kuzmin and S. P. Lisin were

in command of submarines at various times; A. P. Batrakov,

V. P. Likholetov, S. A. Osipov and others, of torpedo boats, the

crews of which were composed mainly of Soviet volunteers due

to the lack of trained personnel in Spain.

I. A. Burmistrov and N. P. Yegipko became famous for the

hazardous journeys which their submarines made from hrance,

where they had been repaired, along the Atlantic coast of the

Pyrenean Peninsula through the Straits of Gibraltar to Cartagena,

i.e., a route almost entirely controlled by the fascists.

Soviet Army advisers made a substantial contribution to the

defence of the Republic and the building up of the Republican

Army. Contrary to the lies spread by anti-Republican propaganda,

these advisers did not and could not play a leading role in the

Republican Army. The principle of ' help, not command” was

strictly observed by them at all levels. They were equally consistent

in observing the rule of professional collaboration with all Repub-

lican officers, regardless of their party affiliations.

Thanks to their experience and the trust which officers devoted

to the Republic felt for the Soviet Union, the advisers helped to

improve the army build-up, to devise methods of managing the

troops and planning front operations. It was to a certain extent

under the influence of these advisers that the tactics of passive

defence employed during the first few months of the war were

replaced by the tactics of active defence, the use of all means to

inflict blows upon the insurgents and interventionists. I he advisers

helped the Spanish Command and staffs to make proper use of the

7 Soviet equipment. They also helped staffs draw up regula-

n,

ons instructions and rules on the training ot troops and the

US
T?

f

Sovia
S

Government recommended experienced military men

• „r. The post of chief adviser was held consecutively by

y K
d
Berlin (1936-37), G. M. Stern (1937-38) and K. M. Kachanov

(l

The
3

fdilowing Soviet military specialists served as advisers in

, , ratus of the Republican Armed Forces: P. A. Iva-

the centra PT M c;rnnnnv and V. P. Butvrskv (General

STKSi Y A. F. Agaltsov, A. P. AnWv,
p'

K* Arzhanukhin, and A. P. Sharapov (Air Force Staff),

N N Voronov N. A. Klich, V. I. Goffe and M. P Dmitnyev
N- N. Vor°"°I\ Y . T kin and N . N. Nagorny (Air Defence

the 'doctors' I T. Klyuss and A. 1. Veliky (Medical

A
T^,e foUowing advisers were attached to front staffs and com-
^

, P V Malinovsky. M. S. Shumilov, P. I. Batov, I. G. Kulik,

TX Maxi^v A M Mokrousov, I. G. Chusov, V A. Vashkevich,

If D r!l P P Vechny, V. Y. Kolpakchi, V. 1. Kumelan

v ; A. Frolov, D. M. Kovalyov, P. 1. Lyapin, E. V. Toikko and

^
Advisers

1

to the commands of army corps, divisions and brigades

N T Birvukov N. G. Lvashchcnko, V. T. Maslov, P. G- Novikov,

A' I Pomoshnikov, Y. G. Trotsenko, M. Y. Khvatov (Kliarchen-

, \ V Y Churilov and others, and Soviet instructors workm0

ir themhetoed Spanish officers and men, and volunteers from

other countries, to use Soviet weapons and to train units tactically

^InffiTbreathing ‘spdls between large operations the whole

Ppmihliran Army turned into an enormous training school wit

Knth officers men as the pupils. There was a great need tor

k°
,

'

Soanisli officers w'ith a military training were few

in\he brigades, and the Republican Command gratefully accepted

i e in „f soviet advisers and instructors.
.

^The
1

difficulties involved in their not knowing Spanish were

overcome with the help of interpreters, mainly graduates Iron

, • h r educational establishments in Moscow and Leningrad.

They went to Spain as volunteers and performed their duties

br
Machine-gun and artillery instructors A. 1.1Rodimtsev, N. P -

1Our

rvevD A. Tsyurupa, I. N. Tatarinov, Y. N. Ishchenko, Y. B. Iz-

’
i a Semyonov, V. M. Podgoretsky, N. A. Boiko, N. D. 1 1-

venko M M. Plyukhin, N. G. Lyashchenko, P. G. Novikov and

others carried out their duties selflessly on the front line undei
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enemy fire. Guerrilla detachment advisers and instructors Kh DMamsurov I. G. Starmov, A. K. Sprogis, V. A. Troyan, K. P. Orlovsky and others frequently went on important reconnaissance
missions behind enemy lines and showed exemplary courage
resourcefulness and bravery. s ’

Among those who lost their lives on Spanish soil were instruc-

er?V 'M ft- V
'i

I

vP I

?,
,t

J
riy7’ and V‘ D ‘ Tsvetkov ar*d advis-

ers V- M. Buskhm, I. G. Pidgola, I. F. Skalko and A. P. Fomina group or ooviet engineers and workmen helped the Republic
organise its defence industry. The production of artillery and
small arms and ammunition, repair of tanks and aircraft and the
manufacture of armoured cars and even, on a small scale, fighter
Planes was organised in Madrid, Valencia, Barcelona, Sagunto.

uicia, Cai tagena and Sabadell. The essential technical documen-
tation was provided by the Soviet Union.
As the Spanish commanders and staffs accumulated organisa-

mnal and operational experience, the Soviet Government gradual-
ly recalled the advisers and instructors.

nl7
iet

igT
61

}
and

,

Ot
o
er specialists ^ft Spain in September-

tober 1938 after the Spanish Government’s decision to recall
foreign volunteers from the front. In February 1939. all that re-mamed was a small group of thirty advisers and staff, which also
eft Spam after the capitulatory take-over by Colonel Casado.
In all 157 Soviet volunteers laid down their lives in Spain. One-
sixth of the Soviet airmen and tank men did not return to theirnative land.

Spanish patriots and democrats had this to say about the brave
deeds of Soviet volunteers in the History of the Communist Party
oj S/7am: Of the extensive moral and material assistance which
the land of socialism gave the Spanish people there stands out
in pai ticular, as an unfading and moving memory, the activity of
the heroic Soviet volunteers who came to Spain to teach our sol

-

chers and young commanders of the People’s Army to use the latest
military equipment and the art of modern warfare. Displaying
courage and modesty, they showed how to fight in the air and inmodern tanks, how to fight against the planes and tanks of theenemy the Soviet volunteers won the right to a place of honour
in the history of our war. 1

In Western literature one finds fantastically exaggerated figures
about Soviet participation in the military operations in Spain In
lact oniy a little more than 2,000 Soviet volunteers fought and
worked in Spain on the side of the Republic throughout the whole
war, including 772 airmen, 351 tank men, 222 army advisers and
instructors, /7 naval specialists, 100 artillery specialists, 52 other

I960
:“ dd Partido Comunista de Espana (abbreviated version), Paris,

Veterans of the International Brigades from 22 countries and Spanish Coni

munist Party representatives attend a wreath-laying ceremony at the Sov,et

war memorial in Berlins Ireptow Park Cemetery. July 196b

specialists, 130 aircraft factory workers and engineers, 156-radio

operators and other signals men, and 204 interpreters. What is

more, there were never more than 600 to 800 present in Spain at

one time.2 So this is the truth behind the Soviet intervention and

“Russian divisions” proclaimed by fascist propaganda, whic

served the hypocritical “appeasers' of fascism in Pans and London

ruling circles as a pretext for equating the Soviet peoples ad to

the Spanish Republic with the massive invasion ot bpain by Hun-

dreds of thousands of regular Italian and German troops in sup-

port of the insurgents. f

The total extent of Soviet military supplies may be seen from

the following figures: the Soviet Union sent to Spanish Gov-

eminent 806 military aircraft, mamly fighters, 362 ™ks 1-0 ar-

1 Modern and Current History

,

19/1, No. 2, p. 145.

* In the History of the Great Patriotic War of the Soviet Union mi
1945 (Moscow, 1960, p. 113) it is stated incorrectly that there were only 5ji

Soviet volunteers in Spain. In fact this figure relates to a speaf.c moment

1 Mil
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nadc launchers, 15,113 machine-guns, more than 110,000 aerial

bombs, about 3,400,000 rounds of ammunition, 500,000 grenades,
862 million cartridges, 1,500 tons of gunpowder, torpedo boats,

air defence searchlight installations, motor vehicles, radio stations,

torpedoes and fuel.

1

Not all these war materials reached their des-
tination because, as had already been mentioned, some Soviet ves-
sels and ships chartered from other countries were sunk by the
Italians or forced into ports held by the insurgents.

Soviet military cargoes were delivered to Spain by two routes

—

by sea to Spanish Mediterranean ports and overland through
France. Both routes were extremely unreliable. The French Gov-
ernment allowed military cargoes to cross its territory only at cer-

tain times and then not in their entirety. They used to be held up
in France for months. In the period from autumn 1937 to spring
1938 the Pyrenean frontier was firmly closed to Soviet arms. The
last large consignment of Soviet war material sent to France did
not begin to cross the Franco-Spanish border until the end of
January 1939, when a considerable part of Catalonia had already
been captured by the fascists. By then there were no aerodromes
where the planes could be assembled.

* * *

The struggle against fascism in Spain was a struggle for peace.
The defeat of the Spanish Republic, responsibility for which must
be borne to a large extent by the “appeasers” of fascism in the
governments of Paris, London and Washington, paved the way
for war. No more than six months after the collapse of the Spanish
Republic, fascist Germany unleashed a world war. Intoxicated by
his easy victories over France and other European countries,

Hitler treacherously invaded the USSR in 1941. The whole Soviet
people arose under the leadership of the Communist Party to

engage fascism in mortal combat.
From this moment onwards the hopes of the enslaved peoples

of Europe rested on the outcome of the struggle in the East. “Each
victory of the USSR over Hitler will also be our victory,” an-
nounced the Communist Party of France on June 22, 1941, the

organiser of the Resistance movement in the country.- In Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Greece, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Hungary and other
fascist-occupied countries the popular resistance, led by the Com-
munists of these countries, received a new and mighty stimulus.

In the battles of Moscow, Stalingrad and Kursk, unprecedented
in history for the number of troops and the amount of war mate-
rial involved, the Soviet Armed Forces broke the back of the fas-

1 Military History Journal, No. 7, 1971, p. 75.
2 I’Humanite, June 22, 1941 (underground edition).

r j st beast. “Out of fascist Germany’s 13,600,000 total casualties, it

lost 10 million killed, wounded and captured on the Soviet-Ger-

man front. Three-quarters of the total losses of the fascist aviation

and more than half the artillery losses also fall to the Soviet-Gei-

“
After expelling the enemy from the USSR Soviet troops fulfilled

their internationalist duty by bringing liberation to the peoples ol

Eastern, Southeastern and Central Europe.

For the Soviet volunteers to Spain the Great Patriotic War was

a continuation of the struggle against fascism begun on the soil

an
Whatever

k
the

f

post they held in this war: be it front commander

or battalion commander/ they all brought with them to the fields

of battle against the nazi invaders experience ac^muUted i

Spain, ardent patriotism, internationalism and hatred of fascis •

The Spain of 1936-1939 was a battlefield for advance guard

combat between the forces of democracy and fascisrm The grea

victory of the forces of the anti-Hitler coalition led by the Soviet

Union was a fitting crown to the heroic struggle against the mortal

enemy of all peoples—fascism.

i The Second World War
,
Book 1, Moscow, 1966, p. 33 (in Russian).
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THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

To write of the progressive Americans who gave their hearts to

the cause of the Spanish Republic is our duty. To write of Spain
and America in the years of the anti-fascist war means to open the
window to the very eve of Apocalypse, to review the dynamic
decade when the Spanish war awoke in America an anti-fascist

conscience that would serve as a source of strength for the people
over the difficult years of the Second World War.
The experience gained and the lessons learned in those years

will be neither “exorcised"’ by the new inquisitors, nor obliterated

by the remnants of cold war logic on the part of some American
statesmen.

To write of Spain and America of the thirties is to cross a bridge
to an almost forbidden past. For in America today, with rare
exception, all meaningful factual data on the Spanish struggle has
either been deleted from the curricula of schools and universities,

or so distorted as to make the events connected with it appear to

have constituted an ordinary “palace coup” against a “red” govern-
ment.
This is not to imply that there have been no books written in

America giving an honest account of the Spanish national-revolu-
tionary war. Such books do exist, and they arc being increasingly

welcomed by the contemporary reader. For, despite the opposition
of reactionary quarters, progressive America seeks desperately for

solutions to its problems and turns more and more to the heritage
of its past.

In the 1930s, America became an area of sharp confrontations
between labour and capital. It was a time of widespread strikes,

staged in response to the capitalists’ attempts to find a way out

of the ruinous crisis of 1929-32 by intensifying their exploitation of

the working class. Action taken by workers and the jobless was
frequently suppressed by force of arms. American soil was stained

with the blood of working men.
The movement of the army of unemployed, which in the period

from 1932 to 1936 remained at a level of 16,300,000 jobless,

developed along a broad front of class battles.

Nnr did agriculture escape the calamities engendered by the

^omic crisis ln a span of two years of the mid-thirhes, more

than 1,300,000 farms were seized from their owners and an ac

fought tooth and
capital is is

,
, world economic crisis had patently

imperative. The American counterparts of the Krupps

fnd Thysscns who had paved the way to dominance for German

fascism^strove to turn bLk
tvpe organisations were established: 1 he Black ^egmn inc

Klux-Kian, the Coughlinites, the America First groupmgs,

Bund and various “vigilance corps and secret armies
^

However they found no mass base among the American puo

The working dL and democratic forces «>uldnot he .nbrmdated

md demoralised by the onslaught of big capital. On the c. ,

the struggle against the consequences of the crisis strengthene

working class and the labour movement rose from a membership

If four million to a total of almost 15,000,000. The pressures of

the union movement and of the
arSll^lRe^very

rrsnonsible for the enactment of the National Industrial K.eco\ cry

Act (Tunc 1933) and other reforms such as Social Security benefit

tnd old-age pensions. In the process of the struggle, the industrial

worker and the small farmer had become that singular force in

Xmencan life that held back the dark forces of reaction.

It was in this social struggle, imbued with a militant spirit, that

the National Front of the Spanish Republic even before the Spanish

war began Their class sympathies lay with he forces that had

been refected by the Spanish people in the parliamentary election

<• ^ i arv 1936 that is, with the bloc consisting of the hnancia

ofigaXThe^^fndowner; and the church, all of whom drew sup-

port from the monarchist military clique. Therefore, when a con

S, '

bv these reactionary forces developed on July IN 1936 into

an armed fascist f evolt against the legal democratic government,

American capital rushed to the aid of the ringleaders
£
*e revolt

On August 11, 1936, lust three weeks alter the fascist using

asainstthe Republic, the U.S. State Department announced a

“moral” embargo against the shipping of arms to either side

the°Spanish war, and on January 8, 1937 a^omt ,

Congress banning shipments of war materiel to Spam was enacted

’"ThuNhe Roosevelt Administration formally adhered to a policy

of neutrality, while in fact creating conditions for rendering ai

the insurgents. It is known, for example, that Italy and Germany,

GeneraT Franco’s patrons, could not supply him with much oik

The American Texas Oil Company supplied this need: durm0 the
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One of American aid to Spain posters. 1938

three years of the war, more than 1,866,000 tons of fuel, including

high-test aviation gasoline, were delivered to Franco, enough to

take care of all exigencies. Moreover, the Spanish fascists received

12,000 trucks from the United States, more than twice the number

they got from Germany and Italy. The Spanish Republic, on the

other hand, could buy neither fuel nor trucks from the United

States. What is more, the U.S. Government permitted arms and

ammunition deliveries to Italy and Germany, who passed them

on to Franco. Between January and April 1937, 60,000 airplane

bombs were loaded on German freighters from just one plant, at

Carneys Point, New Jersey.

When Barcelona and other cities in the Spanish Republic were

brutally bombed in March 1938, President Roosevelt conceded that

the fascist airplanes may have been dropping bombs of American

make on Barcelona
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Appearing in the press at that time were many such letters arti-
cles, resolutions and appeals signed by ordinary citizens and by
outstanding figures in the arts and sciences. An important contri-
bution to the creation of a favourable attitude towards the Spanish
Republic was made by letters and articles written by distinguished
journalists and writers George Seldes, Martha Gellhorn, Herbert
Matthews, Joseph North, Ernest Hemingway, Upton Sinclair, and
many others who exposed the nature of the fascist attack against
the Republic, extolled the courage of the Spanish people and the
People s Militia, and warned of the consequences if fascism were
allowed to win in Spain.
There was no major union—steel, auto, rubber, oil—in any part

of the United States which did not register in resolutions and in
its press whole-hearted support for the Spanish Republic. Mass
demonstrations, rallies and meetings were held throughout the land.
At the end of 1936, at a meeting sponsored by the American
Trade-Union Committee for Relief to Spain, at which 16,000
people gathered, the garment workers’ union issued an appeal to
send aid to the Republic. The garment workers collected 100,000
sets of clothing for the Spanish population. In the beginning of
1937, over $1,500 was collected for the Aid to Spain Fund at just
one meeting in Canton, Ohio. Similar meetings were held in many
other cities.

When the International Federation of Trade Unions, at the
request of the Mexican unions, held an Aid to Spain Week, the
Ameiican Trade-Union Committee for Relief to Spain immediately
dispatched $100,000. According to the New York Post, in July 1937
an additional $125,000 for assistance to Spanish trade unions was
collected by this same organisation, and six major Republican
organisations raised over $800,000. (Because of the dollar’s deval-
uation, equivalent sums today would show millions of dollars in
place of the indicated hundreds of thousands.)

In the third year of the war, when the predatory intentions of
German and Italian fascism became evident to the whole world,
the U.S. Government’s continued policy of non-resistance to the
fascist intervention in Spain evoked a new wave of indignation
among the American people. In September 1938, 70,000

'
people

marched in the streets of New York demanding that the arms
embargo be lifted. An especially vigorous campaign was conducted
in November 1938 to send the freighter Erik-Maria to Spain with
a cargo of grain, foodstuffs, clothing and medical supplies valued
at $300,000. American and Canadian farmers contributed 2,000
tons of grain. More than 100 sports and trade-union organisations
in New York and other cities held benefit matches under the
slogan “Match for Spain”.

Paradoxically, despite the all-out support of the moneyed in-
terests of the ultra Right, their attempts at popular fund raising

A. meeting of solidarity with the Spanish people in Columbus Circle in

for aid to the Spanish rebels met with little success. A major

fascist front organisation calling itself the American Committee

for Spanish Relief set as its goal the raising of $500,UOU. Its

campaign, culminating in a meeting at Madison Square Garden m
New York City, failed miserably Less than half the seats m the

auditorium were sold. Having collected a total of just $17,562
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(including the Garden meeting receipts), this “Committee” closed

its offices and withdrew from all public activity.

Despite the many and unequivocal manifestations of the

American people’s will to aid the Spanish Republic, those who
held the levers of power supported the enemies of the Republic.

The sympathies of the majority of the American people were
bluntly ignored. The aid given to fascist Spain by American
finance capital proved as decisive in the long run as the military

intervention of Germany and Italy.

The highest form of progressive America’s international solidar-

ity was the participation of American volunteers in the Spanish
war on the side of the Republic.

There were over 3,000 of these volunteers of the International

Abraham Lincoln Brigade fighting in the ranks of the Republican
Army. But millions of American men and women supported them,

followed their fate with unremitting attention, manifested concern

for them, and defended them against attacks by American reac-

tion. The Lincoln Brigade volunteers were a banner, an inspira-

tion to all in the movement for solidarity with Republican Spain.

The appearance of the American unit on the fronts of the Spanish
war gave rise to a national organisation called The Friends of the

Abraham Lincoln Brigade. Its purpose, according to one of its

founders, Philip Bard, was “to reach into every American group
and every American home, into trade unions, clubs and church

organisations. .
. ,

to organise collections of 100,000 packs of

cigarettes each month—and chocolate and books and money with

which to buy other necessities”. 1

The “Friends” list of sponsors read like an honour roll. The
California headquarters, for example, listed among its sponsors

such men as State Assemblyman, Ellis Patterson ; Los Angeles
Supervisor, John Anson Ford; the distinguished writer, Upton
Sinclair; attorney Leo Gallagher, and the eminent actor, James
Cagney.
Across the years, the Friends of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade

succeeded in doing exactly what it set out to do. It enrolled more
than 25,000 members in tens of chapters across the country and
collected approximately $215,500 for the purpose of purchasing

parcels for the volunteers.

Simultaneously with the departure of American volunteer

fighters, an American volunteer medical contingent was formed.

In October 1936, a group of prominent medical and professional

men had created the first nucleus of the Medical Bureau to Aid

Spanish Democracy. Among those participating were Henry Pratt

Fairchild, Professor Paul Douglas, Professor Albert Einstein,

Dr Walter B. Cannon of the Harvard School of Medicine,

1 Daily Worker, New York, June 7, 1937.
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American mobile units, replete with ambulances, tents and
mobile operating rooms, under the leadership of Dr Irving Busch,
Dr A. I. 1' riedman, Dr Leo Eloesser and Dr Edward K. Barsky,
served on almost every active front in Spain, where they were
constantly bombed, shelled and, in many cases, strafed. In March
and April 1938— the period of heroic fighting and the retreat of
the Republican Army—Dr Barsky was given command of all
International Brigade hospitals in Spain, and he supervised the
withdrawal of all international medical personnel and wounded
from Central Spain to Catalonia.

^

Countless thousands of wounded, not only from the International
Brigades, but from all Republican units, were cared for by these
most capable, dedicated and courageous American medical
volunteers.

The American Medical Bureau and other organisations devoted
to the cause of democracy continued to solicit funds for the Spanish
Republic throughout the war.
The first newspaper account of the participation of an American

unit in the battle of the Jarama in February 1937 came as a sur-
prise to many Americans and caused a sensation. Under the
circumstances ol official U.S. hostility towards Spanish democracy,
the volunteer movement was unable to assume as massive and
open a character as other manifestations of solidarity. The initia-
tive and organising role in this endeavour belonged to the Com-
munist Party. The American Communists were among the first
to fully recognise the danger for the world of the fascist revolt
m Spain, and were prepared to come to the aid of the Spanish
people in more ways than issuing declarations and soliciting funds.
Many of the first American volunteers to fight in the International
Brigades were members of the Communist Party, members of the
Young Communist League and trade-union activists tempered in
the class battles of the thirties. These were the Americans who
fought the nazi Bundists in the streets of American cities and
ringed the consulates of Hitler Germany with militant picket lines.
When the Bremen, pride of the nazi merchant fleet, sailed into
New \ ork, these were the Americans who boarded her and
climbed the mast to tear down the swastika. And the young
American seaman who tossed the symbol of nazi rule into the
Hudson River was later a machine gunner in the Abraham Lin-
coln Brigade. Many of these Americans were ready to give up
their lives in the struggle they felt was their own.

Anti-fascists from all over the land responded to the Communist
Party s call. They volunteered to fight in a just war for freedom
and democracy, motivated by the high principles of international
proletarian solidarity and by the ideals of the real free America,
whose shots at the Concord Bridge in 1775 had “rattled the
thrones of privilege and kings”.

A group of American volunteers, Paul Robeson among them. Tarasona, An-
b r gust 1937

The first contingent of 97 volunteers sailed from New York on

December 26, 1936. No one saw them off; they avoided pub i i y

-
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The Abraham Lincoln Battalion of the 15th International

Brigade was formed in January-February 1937. This battalion,

which included besides Americans volunteers of other nationali-

ties, was to fight through seven of the major battles of the Spanish

war.
Its first engagement was on the Jarama Front, where in a bloody

battle the Republican Army stopped an offensive by General

Franco’s crack troops and frustrated a plan to encircle Madrid.

Under the command of Captain Robert Merriman, the battalion

took part in the Republican counter-offensive and lost three-

quarters of its personnel: 127 dead and over 200 wounded. Among
the dead were such gallant commanders as Douglas Seacord, John

Scott, William Flenry, and the Irish company adjutant, Eamon

McGrotty.
Two American battalions fought at Brunete: the George

Washington Battalion and the Lincoln Battalion. They partici-

pated in the storming of Villanueva de la Canada, and Mosquito

Crest, in the defence of Villanueva del Pardillo, and in the with-

drawal from Brunete across the Guadarrama. By the tenth day of

battle, their losses were such that they had been reduced to one

battalion. By the end of the campaign, July 28, 1937, there were

only 250 survivors and the two battalions had to be merged into

one. The list of dead was long. It included Oliver Low, commander

of the Lincoln Battalion and the first American Negro to lead an

American integrated military unit into battle; the Washington

company commissars Flarry Hynes and Morris Wickman, plus

tens of others.

The following brief entry in the diary of one of the lighters

characterises the morale of the American volunteers during the

trying days at Brunete: ' July 21:—Quiet but snipers hiding in

the bushes and trees continually are getting some. I lost my best

friend today. Sydney Graham of New York was killed by a sniper s

bullet. We buried him in the valley with these words over his

tombstone: ‘He Died That Spanish Democracy May Live’.”

A month later, the 15th International Brigade participated in

the Republican offensive in Aragon. It fought its way into Quinto,

stormed the heights of Purburell Hill, and, finally, together with

the 32nd Spanish Brigade, stormed the fortress of Bclchite and

seized the town after bloody house-by-house and block-by-block

fighting. Almost every member of the brigade staff was there in

the thick of battle: the American Brigade Commissar, Steve

Nelson, the American Chief of Staff, Robert Merriman, and

American Staff Captains Bradley and Philip Detro.

During the winter months of 1937-38, the 15th (Lincoln)

1 People in the United States usually called the 15th Brigade as a whole

the Abraham Lincoln Brigade. In so doing, they referred not only to the

Brigade itself, but to all the Americans fighting in the ranks of the Republican
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Crossing of the Ebro by American volunteers from the 15th International
Brigade. July 1938

Across the country a chorus of millions of voices demanded that
the arms embargo he lifted. Unions, Democratic Clubs, Masonic
Lodges, Churches—all asked that U.S. policy be reversed and that
the Spanish Republic be given arms for its defence. The well-
known columnist, Drew Pearson, wrote: “Washington has seen all

kinds of lobbying . . . but seldom before has [it] seen people spend
money to come from all over the country in a cause from which
they would receive no material benefit .” 1

Senators Nye, Borah, Clark, Thomas and King of the State of
Utah—all among the chief authors of the Neutrality Act—now
publicly regretted their action. On May 2, Senator Nye introduced
a resolution to rescind the embargo (imposed on January 8, 1937)
and permit the shipment of arms to Republican Spain. Many in

the House and Senate instituted a campaign in support of the
resolution. However, under pressure from the Administration, the
Foreign Relations Committee rejected Nye’s resolution.

In July 1938, the American volunteers participated in the fierce

and bloody battle of the Ebro. At Asco, Fatarella, Gandesa and
in the defence of Hill 666 in the Pandols, they were again cited

by the Army Command. At Sierra Caballs and in their last action
on the Ebro Front, the Americans were at all times an example of
courage, dedication and sacrifice.

1 Hugh Thomas, The Spanish Civil War, New York, 1961, p. 536.
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Mexico, Cuba and South America, were also aided by the American
people and especially by the Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln
Brigade. With funds contributed by the American people, the
organisation established a fully-equipped hospital in Mexico City
for the Spanish Republican refugees. Staffed by exiled Spanish
medical personnel, it was named after Dr Barsky.
The Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade were also in the

forefront in organising aid to the Spaniards imprisoned by Franco.
The American Committee for Spanish Freedom worked for a
number of years to achieve the release of those imprisoned. Later,
the Action Committee to Free Spain played a similar role. Both
organisations involved unions, varied political organisations, church
groups and community groups.
On the eve of the Second World War, a series of paradoxes

affecting Lincoln men became apparent. Though the American
people accepted the brigaders wholly and completely their govern-
ment was even then preparing the first inquisition before the House
Un-American Activities Committee. And though the fighting ex-
perience of the Lincoln Vets was being carefully studied by the
U.S. military, Lincoln volunteers for the armed services found
themselves listed as “premature anti-fascists” and subjected to

secret orders holding them to the continental United States. Only
after a stiff fight mounted by the Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln
Brigade for the right to continue their fight against fascism were
the restrictions finally lifted and the Lincoln brigaders permitted
to fight in the ranks of the American army. An additional 400
men of the original Abraham Lincoln Brigade were casualties of
the Second World War.
According to the Volunteer for Liberty, more than “six hundred

American veterans of the war in Spain were enrolled in the
American Army, Navy, Marines and Air Force. Three hundred
more served in the Merchant Marine.” Their cadres contributed
between 60 and 70 commissioned officers. Among these were such
men as Captain Herman Bottchcr, who received a field commission
plus the Distinguished Service Cross with Oak-Leaf Cluster. Robert
Thompson was another winner of the DSC. He served as a ser-

geant in New Guinea. In Spain, he commanded the Canadian
Mackenzie-Papineau Battalion.

Lieutenant Harry Schonberg and Lawrence Cane, battalion ad-
jutant and last M.G. company commander, respectively, of the same
Canadian Battalion, were outstanding in the Second World War.
Schonberg was a captain in one of the shock battalions in Italy,

and Cane was a captain of Combat Engineers on Omaha Beach.
Kenneth Shaker, a platoon commander in the M. G. company
of the Lincoln Battalion, attained the U.S. army rank of captain
and commanded a company of the famed 509th Parachute
Battalion, attached to the 82nd Division, which took part in the

Normandie landing to

open a second front in

Europe in 1944 and

saw service at Anzio

(Italy) and Southern

France.
.
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to the Spanish people. Throughout this period they were in the

forefront of the struggle to exclude the Franco government from
membership in the United Nations. They campaigned against the

U.S. State Department’s two-faced policy of publicly criticising

Franco, yet secretly working to strengthen the regime. This prin-

cipled position against a policy that could only lead, as it did in

1953, to a Washington-Madrid Pact aroused the full wrath of the

U.S. Government.
The overwhelming majority of Lincoln Veterans, in this last

period, had no formal Communist affiliation. But they offered prin-

cipled opposition to the Hitler tactic of anti-communism used by

the United States Government in pursuit of the cold war.

And wherever the Government of the United States has sup-

ported, aided or abetted the imposition or maintenance of a fascist

or military dictatorship upon a people in any part of the world,

the men of the Lincoln Brigade have generally denounced the

act. It is not surprising that the American internationalists have

been subjected to the fascist tactic of the McCarran Act and to

the inquisition of the United States Subversive Activities Control

Board. Over the years lives have been ruined, careers shattered,

and whole areas of employment denied them.

Despite this harassment, the Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln

Brigade carried on their anti-fascist activities. They worked for

the liberation of Leoncia Pena and other political prisoners in

Franco jails. In addition to publicising the plight of these prisoners

and mobilising American support for their release, they raised the

demand for full amnesty for all political prisoners. Typical of the

many demonstrations and picket lines organised by the Lincoln

brigaders was their militant action at the New York World Fair

in 1964, which received considerable attention in the U.S. press

and helped to make many thousands of Americans aware of the

nature of the Franco dictatorship. Another powerful action was
the protest demonstration which greeted the arrival in New York
of a Franco government naval training vessel carrying young
Spanish cadets.

The Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade also played a

role in rallying Americans to join the international protests against

the execution of Julian Grimau. All these activities continued

despite government harassment of the veterans. Finally, in 1965,

the Supreme Court of the United States had no alternative but

to reject the petition against the VALB by the U.S. Attorney

General’s Office, “for lack of meaningful evidence”.

After ten years of battle and twenty years of constant harass-

ment, the Lincoln Brigaders had won! It is notable that those

thousands of Americans who supported them in their just fight

were the same who had fought on the home front for the cause of

the Spanish Republic. For them, the struggle for the freedom of

Spain was also a struggle for the freedom of America.
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struggle against fascism and war. Let us give it our quick and

wholehearted support with the same inspiration as Spanish fighters

show when they give their lives for the cause of democracy and

freedom.”
The working class and all progressive people in Yugoslavia

followed with admiration the heroic struggle of the Spanish people

against the fascist insurgents.

The large-scale campaign for support to the embattled Spanish

people was led by the Secretary of the LCY Central Committee,

Josip Broz Tito. It was directed to organisational, ideological and

political cohesion and consolidation of the League of Communists

of Yugoslavia, the struggle against the fascist aggression and

mobilisation of all progressive forces for the struggle against

fascism.

The Communists explained to the peoples of T ugoslavia that

fascism threatened them with slavery, plunder and even physical

extermination. Therefore, the League’s first priority task was to

organise a mass movement against the reactionary forces in \ ugo-

slavia which increasingly gravitated to Hitler nazism and Italian

fascism. Huge demonstrations held at the time in many towns of

Yugoslavia evidenced the widening influence of the League of

Communists. The democratic and anti-fascist movement led by the

Communists became a powerful factor in the country’s political

life.

The LCY exposed false declarations by the pro-fascist royal

government of Yugoslavia of its alleged neutrality in the Spanish

A group of Yugoslav volunteers in a Benicasim hospital
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munist painter Djordje
AndrejevR (Kun). Spe-
cial note is deserved by
the student members of

the International Bri-

gades and their vigorous
activities in the campaign
of assistance to the Span-
ish people. Commenting
on this fact, the bulletin

of the Spanish students’

organisation wrote in its

February 1, 1938 issue

that Yugoslavia was a
beautiful country. Op-
pressed by a cruel ty-

ranny it had made, along
with the other Balcan
countries, a great contri-

bution to the defence of
the Spanish people. The
fields of the Jarama, Vil-
lanueva de la Canada,
Bclchite keep memories
of the heroic exploits of

the Dimitrov and Djuro
Djakovic battalions, the
Matija Gubec Company.
Yugoslav students were
to be found in other army
units, serving as com-
missars, commanders,
pilots and tankmen.
The young Communist

students Milun Bozovic, Mojsije Stefanovic, Djordje Kovacevic,
Bastijancic, Turk and many others gave their lives for the cause
of the Spanish people.

Yugoslav volunteers served in all the International Brigades.
Their largest body was in the 129th International Brigade (in the
Dimitrov, Djakovic and Masaryk battalions) and in the Divisio-
nario Battalion of the 45th Division. Others served with the
Liebknecht, Stjepan Radic, Kolarov, Rosa Luxemburg, Gottwald
artillery batteries and other units. Yugoslavs also fought in the
ranks of the 14th Guerrilla Corps. They could be met with in the
Air Force, the Navy and in the medical corps. Army units con-
taining Yugoslav volunteers fought at almost every front in Spain
from the defence of Madrid in November 1936 to the last rear-

Vladimir Copic, commander of the 15th In-
ternational Brigade (right) and Blagoj Paro-
vic, commissar of the 13th International Bri-

gade
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f
guard battles in the spurs of the Pyrenees early in February 1939.

Everywhere, Yugoslav volunteers displayed courage and valour,

for which many were decorated by the Spanish Republican

|

Government. Yugoslav volunteers also served as commanding

[

officers: 2 lieutenant-colonels, 8 majors, 35 captains, 105 lieuten-

ants, 39 company and battery commissars, 7 battalion commissars,

l brigade commissar. Vladimir Copic, an outstanding leader of the

LCY. was commander of the 15th International Brigade. The pro-

1 minent leaders of the Yugoslav working-class movement, Bozidar

i Maslaric and Marko Oreskowic also held commanding posts.

More than half of the Yugoslav volunteers were killed in action

in Republican Spain, among them Blagoje Parovic member of the

LCY Central Committee, commissar of the 13th International

Brigade, who fell in the battle of Villanueva de la Canada on

July 6, J937, and Djordje Kovacevic, commissar of the Diakovic

Battalion, former secretary of the League of Communists Commit-

tee at Belgrade University. The commander of the Diakovic Bat-

talion, Al'eksa Denmievski (Bauman), and a leader of the Young

Communist League of Yugoslavia, Veljko Vlahovic, were severely

wounded.

Early in the war, Yugoslav volunteers were scattered between

different units of the International Brigades. As their numbers

grew, however, the Balcan Company of the Dabrowski Battalion

was formed into the Djuro Djakovic Battalion, named after tie

secretary of the LCY Central Committee brutally murdered by

gendarmes on April 29, 1929, in which most of the officers and men

were Yugoslavs. The battalion also included Spaniards, Bulgarians,

Rumanians, Greeks. Turks, Albanians, Frenchmen, Latvians, etc.

In July 1937, the battalion took part in the battle of Brunete as

an independent unit of the 45th Division. Taking part in the

Brunete operations was also anti-tank battery consisting o

Yugoslavs under Mirko Kovacevic, a Communist student from

Montenegro. The battery commissar was also a Communist student,

Branko Krsmanovic, from Serbia. Both died as heroes in 1941,

fighting against the fascist invaders in the ranks of the People s

Liberation Army of Yugoslavia. In 1945, Branko Krsmanovic was

awarded the title of People’s Hero of Yugoslavia posthumously.

After the fighting at Brunete, the Djuro Djakovic Battalion was

transferred to the Aragon Front late in August, where it lost more

than half of its men when breaking through enemy fortifications

and defending captured positions.

In the autumn of 1937, after its reinforcement with new volun-

teers the Djuro Djakovic Battalion was added to the reserve group

of the 45th Division, which also contained the Georgy Dimitrov

Battalion. In February 1938 in Chillon (the Estremadura front) the

"roup was reformed into the 129th International Brigade, whici

contained, in addition to the above battalions, the f. Masaryk Bat-

23—78
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Yugoslav volunteers at the Aragon Front

talion, the Yugoslav anti-tank battery, a mortar company and a

cavalry squadron. At the end of March 1938, the 129th Interna-

tional Brigade was moved to the Teruel sector and took part in

defensive action against fascist units pushing towaids the Medi-

terranean coast. In these battles, the brigade suffered heavy

casualties, particularly in the Monroi-Morella area on a route

where the 3rd company of the Djuro Djakovic Battalion was almost

completely wiped out and where Mojsije Stefanovie, \ lado Brkie

and many other Yugoslav volunteers were killed

After these operations, the 129th Brigade continued to fight a.

the Levante Front, but a batch of its men who had retreated to

Catalonia took part in the fighting on the Lbro in the ranks of

a separate battalion of the 45th Division After the internationalist

volunteers had been recalled from the fronts by a decision of th

Spanish Government, most of the Yugoslav servicemen had to

stay in Spain for a while as they could not return to their home-

land. In January 1939, they again went into battle jointly with

international brigade volunteers of other nationalities check ic

advance of fascist troops on Catalonia t ogether with the Repub-

lican Army they retreated to the French border and were interned

in French camps, where some 500 of them languished for more

th
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Volunteers of the Dimitrov Subunit in trench lines (in centre: subunit comman-
der Matija Vidakovic)

vie, Kosta Nadj, Vlado Popovic, Peko Dapcevic, Ivan Rukavina,
Danilo Lekic, Dusan Kveder, Veljko Kovacevic, Srecko Manola,
Vlado Cetkovic, Vo jo Todorovic, Otmar Kreacic, Vizko Antic.

High military and political posts were held by other ex-volunteers

in the Spanish war: Karlo Mrazovic, Ivan Krajacic, Gojko Niko-
lis, Ivan Haris, Maks Bace, Stane Bobnar, Stanko Semic, Grga
Jankez, Cedo Kapor, Djuro Mesterovic, Jolisije Popovski, Isidor

Strok, Ivan Vejvoda, Cvetko Uzunovski, Ratko Vujovic, Joze
Gregorcic.

During and shortly after the end of the national liberation war
in Yugoslavia, many veterans of the International Brigades were
promoted to senior ranks of officers and generals.

For their outstanding exploits in the war against the nazi and
Italian fascist invaders more than 50 veterans of the Spanish war
were awarded the title of People’s Hero of Yugoslavia, and all

the others received high government decorations.

Many of the Yugoslav volunteers who were unable to return

to Yugoslavia joined the Resistance movements in France, Bel-

gium, the Netherlands and Poland, served with the fighting forces

of the Soviet Union, Britain, the United States and other allied

countries. The metal worker Koturovic (Cot) of Belgrade became
a hero of the French Resistance. Among its outstanding figures
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AFTERWORD

The national- revolutionary war in Spain, 1936 to 1939, is among
the most important events of world history. The mid-thirties were

a crucial stage in the struggle between the forces of peace and war,

in the struggle of the proletariat against bourgeois reaction and

its extreme form—fascism.

This was a time when the Italian fascist army had crushed

Ethiopia, when nazi Germany had openly begun to rebuild its

armed forces and in 1936 had marched into the demilitarised zone

of the Rhineland. In Asia Japan had occupied Northeast China

and attacked the city of Shanghai and was preparing to invade

the central regions of China. Encouraged by the growing power

of the fascist states, the extreme reactionaries in many countries

were rapidly becoming active. In Bulgaria, Greece, Rumania,

Poland, and Austria the governments were turning fascist; the

Croix du Feu organisation in France, the “Rexistes” in Belgium,

the “Ouislingers” in Norway were seeking to establish their power

and impose fascism on these countries. But everywhere the forces

of progress were rallying their ranks.

The working class of many countries, and particularly its

advanced detachment—the Communists—realised what dangers

and sufferings fascism would bring upon the people. Unfortu-

nately, the international working-class movement at this crucial

moment of history was split. Even when faced with the deadly

danger of fascism and approaching world war, the leaders of the

Second International refused to build a united working-class

front.

The Seventh Congress of the Communist International held in

Moscow in the summer of 1935 made a great contribution to the

solidarity of the anti-fascist and anti-war forces. The Congress

worked out a correct strategic orientation and called upon the

working class to unite in action against fascism and the threat of

a new imperialist war, to create a Popular Front combining the

workers and peasants and the bulk of the petty bourgeoisie of the
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ed the interests of big capital, the landowners and the church, and
was oriented towards Hitler Germany and Mussolini’s Italy. The
so-called radical party of Lerroux, which formed a government
after victory at the elections at the end of 1933, was also virtually
in the same camp as the reactionaries. The reactionary, anti-
popular policy of this government caused the workers of the
northern province of Asturias to take up arms in 1934 in defence
of democracy. The uprising was harshly suppressed by the govern-
ment but stimulated the unification of the progressive republican
forces—Communists, Socialists and also the parties of the petty
and middle bourgeoisie and the liberal intelligentsia.

In January 1936 the anti-fascist parties and organisations signed
a pact on the creation of the Popular Front; one month later the
Popular Front won the elections to the Cortes. This was the
beginning of a new stage in Spanish history marked by the revo-
lutionary inspiration of the masses and unity between the working
class and other supporters of the Republic.' But at the same time
the reactionary fascist forces were consolidating. The big bour-
geoisie, the numerous class of landowners, the officer class and a
considerable number of priests of the Catholic Church, having lost
hope of regaining political power by constitutional means, set out
to prepare an armed coup.

1 he spearhead of the forces of political reaction was the fascist
party, the Spanish Falange, organised on the nazi pattern and
adopting nazi methods of provocation, terror and social demagogy.
In the Army and Navy, among the declassed elements in the cities
and among the peasants of the most backward areas, the future
insurgents carried on their work of corruption, recruited supporters
and organised provocations against the Republic. At the same time
they were forming ties with the capitals of the fascist states—
Berlin and Rome.
Nazi aid to Spanish reaction was promised even before the

outbreak of the mutiny. In February 1936 one of the ringleaders
of the conspiracy, General Sanjurjo, flew from Portugal to Berlin.
He met Goering and Rosenberg, informed the nazi bosses of the
plans of the Spanish putschists and obtained a promise of support.
The co-operation of fascist Italy had been guaranteed even before
this. Under a pact concluded in 1934 in Rome between the
representatives of Spanish reaction and Mussolini, the latter had
undertaken to assist in the overthrow of the Republican Govern-
ment with arms and money.

The revolt which began on July 18 at first took an unfavourable
turn for the plotters. The armed actions of the military garrisons
against the government were put down in the majority of key
points. The insurgents’ main standby—the Moroccan units and the
Foreign Legion—were stationed in Africa, and Franco lacked the
means to bring them over to the peninsula because the merchant

fleet and most of the seamen in the Navy refused to support the

fascists. The revolt could have been nipped in the bud. The Chair-

man of the Second International, Louis de Brouckere, who was in

Spain at the beginning of August 1936, wrote that his first con-

clusion had been that the Spanish Government and the Spanish

people were capable of crushing the mutiny if there was no inter-

ference from anywhere else. At the same time, in August 1936,

the nazi Admiral Raeder reported to Hitler that since the greater

part of the air and naval forces were fighting on the Government’s

side, “it is not to be expected that the Franco Government

can
’

hold out for long without large-scale support from the

The leaders of the conspiracy were also plunged in gloom. In

a letter to Roosevelt the American ambassador in Spain, Claude

G. Bowers, passed on the substance of his talks with Count Ro-

manones, one of the pillars and ideologists of reaction. On the

second day of the revolt Romanones expressed confidence that the

insurgents would win within four days or five days at the

utmost”. “Ten days later,” writes Bowers, “I reminded him of

what he had said and he made this very significant reply: AVe

counted on the Navy and were disappointed, we thought the

Basques would be with us and they are against us. But the most

serious thing of all is we did not count on the general rising of

the people.’ ” The fact is, Bowers adds on his own behalf, “people

of all classes, under the nobility and moneyed aristocracy, are

fighting with a superhuman courage never equalled in the history

of Spain.”2 Even General Mola, commander of the armed forces

of the insurgents in the northen zone, wrote to General Franco at

the time that he believed the cause was lost.
3

At this point the German Junkers were sent to the aid of the

Francoists. Hitler ordered full support for the insurgents. Using

the transport planes supplied by Germany, Franco was able within

two weeks to transfer from Tetuan to Spain 18,000 Moroccan

soldiers and officers with all their equipment. In Germany large

air force units were prepared which a few months later, in Novem-

ber 1936, were sent to Spain as part of the Condor Legion. Thou-

sands of officers and men of the regular German and Italian

armies, armaments and equipment were sent to ports and

airfields held by the insurgents. The nazis and Italian fascists

launched a war of extermination against the Spanish people and

1 Documents on German Foreign Policy, 1918-1945. Series D (1937-1945),

Vol. Ill, Germany and the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939), Washington, 1950,

P
Franklin D. Roosevelt and Foreign Affairs, Vol. Ill: September 1935-

fanuary 1937, Cambridge, Mass., 1963, pp. 396-97.

3 The War and Revolution in Spain 1936-1939, Vol. 1, Moscow, 1968,

p. 185 (in Russian).
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at the same time took over important strategic positions in the

western half of the Mediterranean.

The following by no means complete figures give a notion of the

scale of the fascist aggression in Spain. During the war Italy

supplied the insurgents with 1,000 aircraft, 950 tanks and

armoured cars, 1,930 artillery pieces, 8,759 heavy and light

machine-guns, 1,426 mortars, nearly 250 thousand rifles, more than

7.5 million shells, 324 million rounds of ammunition, 16,720 tons

of bombs, 1,000 tons of explosives and much other military equip-

ment and materiel to a total value of 14,000 million lire. Huge

quantities of materiel, guns, ammunition and equipment were^also

sent from Germany. In only two years of war—up to June 1938-

Hitler supplied the insurgents with 650 aircraft, 200 tanks and

700 artillery pieces.

The units of the Italian army of invasion in Spain numbered

1 50,000-200,000 officers and men and the German Condor Legion

was over 50,000 strong.

1

If we add to the military equipment and manpower ol the

interventionists the more than 100,000 professional officers and

trained regular soldiers of the units of the Spanish African Army,

including the Moroccans and mercenaries of the Foreign Legion,

we shali see how much courage, determination and self-sacrifice

the Spanish people displayed in fighting for their freedom.

The refusal of the French Government to hand over to the

Republic the arms that had long ago been ordered and paid for

was a veritable stab in the back for Spanish democracy. To no

avail were the meetings and demonstrations of protest by trench

workers and democrats demanding “Arms tor Spain! The govern-

ment of Leon Blum, the leader of the Socialist Party, had virtually

surrendered to the dictates of the French reactionary bourgeoisie.

The class interests of the bourgeoisie, its hatred of socialism, its

fear of the establishment of democracy on the Pyrenean Peninsula,

its desire to weaken the Popular Front in France and the democrat-

ic forces in Britain, the urge to use nazi Germany as a spearhead

against the USSR—all these factors prompted the ruling classes

of these countries not merely to take no action against the counter-

revolutionary intervention of the fascist states in Spain but even

to encourage it. The reactionary frame of mind of the short-

sighted political leaders of the West was built up by German

propaganda with its screams about the “arm of the Kremlin
,
the

threat of the “bolshevisation of Spain”, etc. While ships with arms

and troops disguised in civilian clothes were being dispatched

under cover of night from German ports to Spain, Goebbels could

1 Michal Bron, Eugcniusz Kozlowski, Marie
j
Tcchnic/ck, Wojna Hiszpan-

skn 1936-1939, Warsaw, 19G4, p. 486; The Communist International, No. 7,

1938, p. 57.

be heard on the radio declaring: “We are well aware that the

Bolsheviks need Spain for an attack on r ranee.

The Anglo-French idea of non-intervent.on in Spanish affairs

arose in the first days of the fascist mutiny. It was officially

proposed by Leon Blum to all governments with the aim of dis_

guising the policy of encouraging fascist aggression m Spam and

making this policy acceptable to the broad public A committee

representing 27 European countries was set up in London to see

that this agreement was observed. But despite the intentions of the

initiators of “non-intervention and thanks to the efforts of Soviet

diplomacy, the platform of the London committee was
; used to

inform international public opinion concerning the fac s of the

criminal armed intervention in Spain by the fascist states of

Germany, Italy and Portugal, and to make known the principled

stand of the Soviet Union.
, . , T ,

The Soviet Government openly declared in the Non-Interven-

tion Committee, the League of Nations and in
_
other quarters that,

in accordance with the acceptea standards of international law

help to a legal government, including the sale of arms, could not

he regarded as intervention, and that the Soviet Government did

not consider itself bound by the agreement on non-intervention

to any greater extent than the other signatories who were con-

tinuing to supply the insurgents with arms.
.

In September a massive flow of various kinds of rnatenai aid

the result of a nation-wide campaign of solidarity launched by

the Soviet public began to flow into 8 '

of October Spain began to receive from the USSR thclirst trails

ports carrying purchases of military materials—aircraft, tanks,

infantry and artillery weapons, and ammunition.

In the hands of the defenders of the Republic these arms made

it possible to halt the advance of the insurgents and interven-

tionists on Madrid. The very character of the war changed and the

detachments and columns of the People s Militia were reorganised

on a regular basis. ^ , . . , , r

The creation of the Republican People’s Army in the course of

the war was one of the major achievements of the Spanish people.

The Republican Army, led by gifted commanders from the people,

won splendid victories in the battles lor Madrid on he Aragon

Front, on the River Ebro and in other engagements But the tacitly

hostile position of France, Britain and the United Sta es, which

were blockading the Republic, in effect encouraged the fascist

piracy in the Mediterranean with the result that the lines oi

communication between Spain and the Soviet Union were broken

and the insurgents and interventionists were afforded a growing

advantage in military equipment. Without hindrance they were

1 Izvestia, October 8, 24, 30 and December 11, 1936.
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able to import unlimited amounts of arms and troops to Spanish

territory occupied by the insurgents, ft was this inequality that

ultimately determined the unfavourable outcome of the war for

the Republic.

The Spanish people’s national-revolutionary war against the

combined forces of fascism roused a mass movement of solidarity

in all parts of the world. As a genuine people’s movement it had
a great wealth and variety of forms and attracted men and women
of various social status, profession, and political and religious

beliefs. The friends of the Spanish people set themselves two basic

aims: the first was to raise the blockade of the Spanish Republic,

conducted under cover of the policy of “non-intervention” and
restore the legitimate rights of the Spanish Government to obtain

arms for the defence of the democratic system; the second was
all-round assistance for the population of the Spanish Republic,

women and children suffering under the blockade and the brutal

bombing of peaceful towns and villages by German and Italian

aircraft.

The first aim was never achieved because the “democratic”

governments of France, Britain and the United States refused to

consider the clearly expressed will of the masses of the people of

these countries. Public pressure did, however, achieve some results.

For instance, it may be considered responsible for the periodic

relaxations of the harsh restrictions imposed at the Franco-Spanish
frontier, which at times made possible the transit of some freight

in aid of the Republic, including military equipment from the

Soviet Union.
The campaign of material assistance was undoubtedly successful.

According to the report of the International Committee for Co-
ordination of Aid to Republican Spain, 18 countries alone supplied

food and other materials to the value of 800 million francs. Mil-

lions of people all over the world contributed to this noble cause.

Valuable though the material results were, the chief and histor-

ically significant outcome of the solidarity movement was that it

marked an important stage in the development of international

progressive thought, broadened and sharpened the peoples’ under-

standing of the danger of fascism, and hastened the transition from
pacifist and passive forms of protest to active and effective forms.

“The destructive Hood of international fascism must be halted.

A decisive blow must be struck against this inhuman rampage ot

obscurantism, racial prejudice, desire for plunder and glorifica-

tion of war. . . . Civilisation must be saved from the onrush of

barbarity,” Rabindranath Tagore declared in an appeal to world

opinion. 1 Romain Rolland, another influential figure among pro-

fascists to the Italo-German aggression in Spam wa* a (lc
,“

a personal part, gun in hand, in barring the road to fas

"This impulse did not come all of a sudden. It had been prepared

hv the process of growth of the fighting spirit of the work g

taken oy ine
. worker anti-fascists in 193b,

from the streets of London, and

V °'U
F
tee

b

f0r

the army
g
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in Washington. Similar
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1 Rundschau iiber Polilik, Wissenschaft und Arbeiterbewcgung, March
24, 1937, Basle, No. 13, p. 519.

I IJIIumanile, November 12. 1968, p. 2.
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forms of aid sent to Spain would have brought no accomplish-

ment.'’ 1

The International Brigades, made up of anti-fascist volunteers

of different political colourings, have gone down in history as the

fullest expression of international solidarity and assistance to the

Spanish people provided by the world anti-fascist front. The work

of selecting volunteers and getting them abroad and into Spain

fell almost entirely to the Communist parties of various countries

and the Communist International as a whole.

What were the International Brigades, these troops of a kind

that history had never seen before, who left such profound impres-

sion on the consciousness of their contemporaries, on politics,

literature and art, who played an important role in the struggle

of the Armed Forces of the Republic against the insurgents and

interventionists, who provided fighters in the Resistance movement
in a number of countries during the Second World War, and who
became a symbol of devotion to the cause of democracy and free-

dom of the peoples, self-sacrifice and service to the finest ideals

of humanity?
The modern reader needs at least a brief introduction to the

facts concerning the organisation, composition and fighting record

of the International Brigades, particularly as the attempts of

bourgeois propaganda, either openly pro-fascist or masked as

scientific objectivity, to give a distorted picture of the “freedom

volunteers” and their historic role have not ceased even today.

The formation of International Brigades was from the outset

part of the government plan to organise a new regular Republican

Army. This plan provided for the transformation of the columns

of the People’s Militia on the Madrid Front into brigades and at

the same time the building up in the rear of fifteen reserve brigades

(Nos 11 to 25 inclusive) to regular army strength. This work was

handled by a government commission, the “Junta”, headed by

Martinez Barrio, Chairman of the Cortes, and his stalf in the town

of Albacete. It was in this town that the base for the international

formations was set up on October 20 on orders of the War Minister.

Martinez Barrio allotted to the International Brigades the first

five numbers from the fifteen (from 11 to 15) and he was not mis-

taken: they were, in fact, the first to go into action. The 11th and

12th brigades took up positions on the front line at the beginning

of November, and the 13th and 14th, at the end of December,

while the ten Spanish brigades completed formation and went into

action in January-February 1937 along with the 15th International

Brigade.

These five brigades constituted the core of the international

force. Subsequently the organisational activity of the base

1 Ralph Fox, A Writer in Arms, New York, 1937, p. 4.
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the majority. Although the military command and political

workers, having in mind administrative matters, training and com-
munication on the fields of battle, tried to build up units with a

common language, they were not always able to achieve this. There
was not a single brigade comprising only one nationality, and
hardly a single battalion. All the more remarkable was the feeling

of unity that characterised the volunteer brigades. The spirit of

proletarian internationalism that had brought together under the

banner of the Republican Army men and women from all over

the planet stood the test of the arduous, bloody fighting in Spain.

The gradual but steady process of Spanish assimilation of the

International Brigades, and also of the air and tank units, took

place in an atmosphere of fraternal friendship and unity between
the Spanish and volunteer personnel. By July 1938 two-thirds of

the brigades consisted of Spanish officers and men and in the bril-

liant operation to force the River Ebro and to defend the captured

bridgehead from July to September 1938 they showed a great

fighting capacity and mass heroism.

This book is not intended to give a systematic account of the

national-revolutionary war of the Spanish people and the partici-

pation of the international volunteers. It was felt, however, that

some record of the main stages in the military operations of the

International Brigades should be provided as a background to the

war episodes referred to by contributors. The main operations in

which the International Brigades took part and the battles they

fought are accordingly noted in chronological order in the table

below.

This list does not include the movement of brigades from one

front to another, the periods of positional warfare and minor
operations of local significance. It does show, however, that not

a single major operation of the Republican forces—offensive or

defensive—was carried out without the participation of the inter-

national volunteers. This very fact, combined with the growing

fighting capacity of the best units of the Republican Army, indi-

cates how highly the main command of the Republic valued the

fighting qualities of the volunteers. Juan Modesta, an outstanding

general of the Republican Army, wrote: “The fighting operations

of the 35th Division, of which at various times all the Interna-

tional Brigades formed a part, made me proud of them and I am
proud of them to this day.” 1 It is a remarkable fact that despite

the significant increase in the strength of the government army
(in 1938, 776 battalions), the International Brigades—an average

of 25 battalions—retained their role as shock units to the end.

The exploits of the international units were episodes in the

operations of the large formations of the Republican Army. But

Juan Modesta, Soy dc Quinto Regimienlo, Paris, 1969, p. 157.
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without, these episodes the record of the struggle ot the Spanish

people against fascist aggression would be incomplete. They are

also part of the struggle of the forces of democracy and socialism

for victory over fascist Germany and Italy during the Second

World War.
,

,

The losses suffered by the international volunteers—not less ttian

20,000 killed, mortally wounded, missing and disabled—were the

first losses in the European peoples’ resistance to fascism At the

same time this was yet another eloquent testimony to the lighting

activity of the International Brigades.

Historical records give various estimates ol the total number

of international volunteers in the Spanish Republican Army. Ihe

most frequently named figure is 35,000,' although a thoughtlul and

competent military leader like General Walter (Karol Swierczew-

ski), commander of the 35th Division of the Republican Aimy,

considers 42,000 as a quite probable figure. 2 He attributes the

difficulties in this question to the poor recording ot personnel at

the Albacetc base and in the International Brigades themselves.

According to press reports, the Military Control Commission oi

the League of Nations, which arrived in October 1938 to supervise

the withdrawal of the international volunteers, established alter

a series of checks that there had been altogether 32,109 interna-

tionalists in Spain, of which only 12,144 remained in October.

There can be no doubt that the total figure of volunteers requires

further verification. Besides Swierczewski’s remarks about the lack

of records at the International Brigades’ base, a number of othei

factors must be taken into account. Not all the volunteers from

abroad registered at the base, particularly those who arrived from

the Latin American countries and, thanks to their common lan-

guage, joined up immediately with the Spanish units of the militia

and the regular army. The Soviet volunteers—airmen, tank crews

and other specialists assigned to the general Spanish military

units—are not listed in the records either.

There were also different approaches to the recording oi

nationality. Emigres—Poles, Ukrainians, Hungarians, Italians and

others who arrived in Spain from Argentina, the USA, Canada and

Belgium—were sometimes registered according to their nationa

origin and at others, according to the countries from which they

had come and where they had left families behind them. 1 his is

one reason why the number of volunteers indicated in some o

the articles of the present book differs from the data oi the Alba-

cete base for the International Brigades referred to by Swierczew-

1 K. L. Maidanik, The Spanish Proletariat in the National-Revolutionary

War, 1). 205; M. Azcarate and J. Sandoval, 9S6 (lias de India, Progress C'blish-

crs ,
Moscow, 1965, p. 72; Jose Garda, Twentieth-Century Spain. Moscow.

p. 228 (in Russian).
2 Historical Archives, No. 2, 1962, p. 172.
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Germanism or Italian imperialism and would join the opposing

camp, will he brought to group themselves with us if they see in

ltalo-German unity the barrier against the Bolshevik menace at

home and abroad.
' 1

The Munich pact between Britain and France on one side and
Germany and Italy on the other on the division of Czechoslovakia

was the biggest but not the last bait that was thrown to nazi

Germany in the hope of turning her against the USSR. The next

victim was Spain.

The blockade at sea and on the Franco-Spanish frontier was
strangling the Republic. With its stores empty of ammunition after

the battle on the River Ebro and with unreplenished losses of

lilies, machine-guns, artillery, tanks and aircraft, the Republican
Army faced the December 1938 offensive on Catalonia by 400,000

fascist troops and was broken in an unequal struggle. The fall of

Catalonia was the prologue to the defeat of the Spanish people
in March 1939. In the final days of the Catalonian tragedy, in an
attempt to save hundreds of thousands of refugees—women, chil-

dren and old men fleeing from the fascist plague to the French
frontier—the internationalists who were still in Spain awaiting
evacuation once again took up arms to check the forward enemy
units in rearguard actions.

The tragedy of Catalonia raised a new wave of solidarity with
Spain and protests against the fascist warmongers. The Soviet

Government did everything it could to effect transit of the arms
ordered by the Spanish Government through France to Catalonia,

but when the French Government eventually agreed to allow the

arms across the frontier it was too late.

Persistent demands to end the policy of encouraging aggression
came from the peoples of Britain, France and the United States.

Unfortunately, however, the forces of democracy were unable
(largely because of the lack of unity between the parties and orga-
nisations of the working class) to force their governments to carry
out the will of the peoples. Europe and the whole world were soon
to endure the disasters of the Second World War.
The former international volunteers, many of them with

wounds unhealed from the battlefields of Spain, again threw
themselves into the struggle. From their ranks came many gifted

generals and other military leaders of the Soviet Armed Forces

and the national-liberation armies of several countries of Europe.
Many members of the International Brigades became selfless

fighters in the European Resistance during the Second World War,
fearless underground fighters, commanders and soldiers of the
guerrilla detachments, intelligence agents and couriers.

The Soviet Union and its armed forces played the decisive role

1 Ciano’s Diplomatic Papers, London, 1048. p. 57.
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in the defeat of the fascist powers. The battles against fascism

which had begun in Madrid, reached their culmination in the great

struggle of the Soviet armies for Berlin and the unconditional

surrender of Hitler Germany. . . .

In the decades that have passed since the national-revolutionary

war in Spain the political face of the world has changed. 1 he

world socialist system of states has grown up and acquired solid

shape; dozens of new independent developing countries have beer

built on the ruins of the colonial empires in Asia and Africa.

Imperialism has lost its monopoly power over the fa e of nations

the forces of peace and progress have increased and their influence

on the course of events has grown tremendously. But many of the

problems that worried people in the thirties retain then vi

'

"Those
1

of the older generation look back over the years and

realise the meaning of their experience in the thirtl“ ;

.

|J
e

.

<

^"|
people turn to them in their search for models on which to oase

their own actions. Hence the growing interest in recent years in

the “stormy thirties”, in the events of the Spanish war the inter-

national movement of solidarity with the Spanish peo^ and_the

splendid achievement of the vanguard of that solidarity the

volunteers of the International Brigades.
.

The veterans of the International Brigades of twenty-one

countries who wrote this book-a unique account of events by

those who participated in them—hope that it will make gooc

reading for both the older and younger generations, for all those

who wish to draw from the experience of the past lessons that wi

be of use in work and struggle for a better future.
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They gave up everything: love, country, home, for-

tune, mothers, wives, brothers and children and came to

say to us: “We are here! Your cause, the cause of Spain,

is ours; it is the common cause of all advanced and
progressive mankind.”

Dolores Ibarruri

The pages of this book recall the great urge for soli-

darity that arose when the working people and demo-
crats of all countries hastened to the assistance of Repub-
lican Spain, which had been attacked by the combined
forces of the insurgent generals, German nazism and
Italian fascism.

Luigi Longo

The veterans of the International Brigades of twenty-

one countries who wrote this book hope that it will make
good reading for both the older and younger gen-
erations, for all those who wish to draw from the expe-

rience of the past lessons that will be of use in work and
struggle for a better future.
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